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Abstract 
Local air quality and environmental concerns over particulate matter (PM) emissions have 
recently been exposed. Aircraft gas turbine engines produce ultrafine PM (<100 nm), which is 
believed to be particularly harmful due to their small size.  Regulatory sampling and measurement 
systems have been introduced by ICAO to mitigate the emission of non-volatile PM (nvPM).   Whilst 
this is a significant development, still several sources of measurement and correction uncertainty 
exist. An SAE-31 system loss tool (SLT) has recently been proposed to predict system loss correction 
factors in order to predict engine exit plane concentrations from the regulatory measurements. 
However, the SLT requires several assumptions which lead to unknown levels of uncertainty. The aim 
of this thesis is to reduce the uncertainty associated with predictions of engine exit plane nvPM mass 
and number concentrations.    
Various methods for aerosol generation were proposed and characterised, leading to the 
selection of an optimised system for the laboratory particle loss experimentation. Silica, salt and 
graphite were found to provide a suitable range of morphological and physical particle 
characteristics. Theoretical models proposed for particle loss mechanisms comprising 
thermophoresis, diffusion and ‘bend loss’ theory, typically found within an ICAO compliant sampling 
system, have been validated experimentally at conditions representative of aircraft exhaust 
sampling. The impact of particle morphology on transport through the main sections of the sampling 
system has been established. The current ICAO compliant sampling and measurement system was 
deployed across a range of Rolls-Royce engine types and conditions, covering the entire thrust range. 
This provided a broad range of PM data - with average particle effective densities ranging between 
0.3-0.8 g/cm3 derived - from which new correlations have been proposed.  
Uncertainties associated with the regulatory nvPM sampling and measurement methodology 
have been independently evaluated; they are estimated to be 66% for EInumber and 25% for EImass for 
the smallest particles (10 nm). Preliminary studies have highlighted additional uncertainties 
associated with line shedding, ambient effects and fuel properties, which are not currently included 
within regulation. Theory predicts that losses <90% (for number) occur in a compliant sampling 
system with only thermophoresis currently corrected in reported EI’s.  System loss correction has the 
potential to predict engine exit plane concentrations using measured EInumber and EImass by correcting 
for particle loss. Current SLT assumptions regarding lognormality, GSD and particle density were 
empirically validated and found to generate associated uncertainties of 76% and 27% for the 
predicted number and mass system loss correction factors respectively. It is demonstrated that an 
additional particle size measurement improves the estimation of engine exit plane concentrations by 
removing the requirement for assumptions, hence significantly reducing overall uncertainty. 
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1 Introduction 
Aviation is an essential mode of transportation in the modern world, connecting nations, 
economies and permitting the transportation of goods. The aircraft transport industry has been 
estimated to provide about twelve million skilled jobs and contribute over 700 billion euros to 
Europe’s economy [1], with a global average annual growth rate of 2% forecast between 2017 and 
2040 [2]. The aviation sector is the fastest-growing source of greenhouse gas emissions and accounts 
for over 2% of global carbon emissions [3] and the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 
forecasts that by 2050, they are projected to grow by 300-700% when compared with 2005 [4]. 
 In a globalised world facing growing awareness about climate change, air pollution and 
increased scarcity of resources, the continuous growth of aviation has led to extensive research and 
development towards better performance, sustainability and security to reduce its impact on 
humans and the environment. In 2011, a European commission published the ‘Flightpath 2050’ 
report setting out challenging objectives for the aviation industry to achieve by 2050. These include 
[5]:  
- A reduction of 75% in CO2, 90% in NOx and 65% in noise per passenger kilometre relative 
to the year 2000. 
- 90% of travellers in Europe able to complete their journey within 4 hours. 
- An air traffic management system capable of handling 25 million flights per year. 
In addition to the emission of greenhouse gas pollutants from combustion processes, 
Particulate Matter (PM) has recently become a major concern, both health and environmentally 
wise.  
This chapter aims at providing the reader with an introduction to some fundamental aspects 
of aircraft PM, including their formation in a gas turbine engine, a discussion on the harmful effects 
PM on local air quality and the environment, the regulation in place to mitigate aircraft PM emissions 
and to present the research motivations, aims and objectives of this thesis. 
1.1 Overview of gas turbine engines emissions 
Like all activities involving combustion, gas turbine engines powering aircrafts emit pollutants 
into the atmosphere. Pollutants arise from the incomplete combustion of fuel, lubrication oils and 
the conversion of fuel Sulphur compounds [6]. Modern efficient gas turbines predominantly produce 
CO2 and H2O by burning fuel mixed with air as shown in equation (1.1) representing ideal combustion. 
Because of the diffusion combustion technology employed, reactions during combustion are locally 
‘rich’ and lead to incomplete combustion.  The localised rich zone results in the formation of harmful 
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gaseous pollutants such as NOx and CO coupled with unburnt hydrocarbon exiting the primary 
combustion zone resulting in the formation of other pollutants including PM (predominantly soot), 
as highlighted in Figure 1-1. Gas turbine PM exhaust is a polydisperse mixture of volatiles and non-
volatile, liquid and solid particles in a hot and highly turbulent flow. 
 
 (𝑁2 + 𝑂2)𝑎𝑖𝑟 + (𝐶𝑛𝐻𝑚 + 𝑆)𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙 → 𝐶𝑂2 +𝐻2𝑂 + 𝑁2 + 𝑂2 + 𝑆𝑂2 (1.1) 
 
 
Figure 1-1: Simplified Schematic of an aircraft turbofan engine with the division of the 
combustion products [7] 
Harmful engine emissions vary with the type of combustion governed by the Air-to-Fuel Ratio 
(AFR), as highlighted in Figure 1-2. When the AFR is low, rich combustion occurs leading to the 
production of solid carbon and emissions of unburnt hydrocarbons, CO and soot. Stoichiometric 
combustion happens when just enough air is provided to burn all the fuel, generating high quantities 
of NOx. Lean combustion occurs when a large quantity of air is mixed with the fuel (high AFR). 
It is noted that most of the current commercial aircraft fleet is composed of gas turbine 
engines that use Rich-Quench-Lean combustor technology due to its potential to go from rich burning 
to lean burning without producing a lot of NOx. 
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Figure 1-2: Illustration of the typical temperature and pollutant formation rates resulting 
from changes in AFR for gas turbine combustors [8] 
1.2 Particulate Matter 
Particulate Matter (PM) is the name given to a mixture of solid and liquid particles (i.e. 
extremely small constituents of matter) which are held in suspension in a gas (i.e. aerosol). The term 
aerosol refers to a suspension of solid or liquid in a gaseous medium. Particles are found everywhere 
in our atmosphere in the form of dust, salt, pollen, smoke, soot, etc. PM size can vary from a few 
nanometres in diameter to about 100 micrometres, and is generally classified into different 
categories according to their size as presented on Table 1-1 and illustrated in Figure 1-3. 
Table 1-1: Particle classification according to their size 
Particle Type Aerodynamic diameter Equivalent size 
Coarse Particles > 10 µm Hair, fine beach sand 
PM10 2.5 µm – 10 µm Bacteria 
PM2.5 1 nm - 2.5 µm Viruses, Tabaco smoke 
Ultrafine Particles < 100 nm Combustion soot 
 
PM can be created naturally (e.g. salt crystals) developing by the sea or volcanic eruptions 
and forest fires producing fine ash particulate). It can also be produced in combustion processes like 
in aircraft gas turbine engines, with aircraft PM sizes typically below 100 nm [9]. Although typically 
referred as to soot, aircraft PM is a poly-disperse mixture of highly concentrated particles, whose 
properties and concentrations mostly depend on engine technology, power setting and fuel [10]. 
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Figure 1-3: Illustration of PM size in comparison to human air (a) and visual representation 
of major particle sizes use for classification of PM (b) [8] 
PM is generally comprised of a mixture of elements that can be complex to define. In the 
literature, PM component classification and terminology varies depending on the particle property 
(physical, optical, chemical) being measured [11]. Typical aircraft PM components are: 
• Solid carbonaceous matter (soot, BC, EC): Carbonaceous particles that are produced during high 
temperature combustion and generally make up the largest fraction of total aircraft PM emitted 
[12].  Usually referred to as soot, they can differ in names and definitions and are discussed in 
the literature [11], [13]. Black Carbon (BC) refers to a measure of airborne soot-like carbon using 
light absorbing refractory methods. It is produced by incomplete combustion and has a graphitic-
like microstructure. Elemental Carbon (EC) refers to a measure of soot-like carbon determined 
by thermo-optical methods that is not removed from a filter sample heated to 870°C in an inert 
atmosphere [14]. 
 
• Organic Carbonaceous matter (OC): Carbon in the form of organic matter that has chemically 
combined with hydrogen and other elements [11]. Organic Carbon (OC) refers to a measure of 
oxidised carbon determined by thermo-optical methods when heated on a quartz fibre filter 
sample at 870°C in Helium gas [14]. 
 
• Non-carbonaceous volatile matter: Defined as particles that remain in a gas phase when exiting 
the engine (350°C). They are typically made of Nitrates, Sulphates and Ammonia formed by the 
oxidation of NOx and SO2 in the fuel. They also include unburnt hydrocarbons (HC) caused by the 
incomplete combustion of the fuel and lubrification oils [6], [15]. Due to their low volatility, 
volatile matter can condense onto solid particles when the aerosol is cooled in the atmosphere, 
contributing to particle growth. They can also directly condense to form new nuclei.  
 
(a) (b) 
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• Trace metals: Formed by impurities or additives found in fuels. Metals are also formed by 
mechanical abrasion processes. 
For regulatory purposes, combustion particles are normally divided in two categories namely 
non-volatile PM (nvPM) and total PM. NvPM is defined by ICAO civil aviation regulation [14] as 
particles exiting a gas turbine exhaust and that do not volatilise when heated to a temperature of 
350°C and consisting essentially of soot. Total PM refers to all emitted particles including nvPM and 
volatile PM.  
1.3 Soot formation in a gas turbine engine 
Soot (i.e. Non-volatile carbonaceous PM) formation in combustion engines involves very 
complex and stochastic processes [16], [17]. In the flame of a gas turbine combustor, organic 
compounds within the fuel are broken down to molecular level, forming PAH/Hydrocarbons 
precursors (pyrolysis) [18]. The precursors then undergo transformation via dehydrogenation and 
aggregation leading to the formation of a solid nuclei (inception/nucleation). The highly concentrated 
solid nuclei grow by colliding with each other to form larger aggregates and with supersaturated 
vapours condensing onto the solid nuclei (surface growth/agglomeration). Downstream of the flame, 
soot aggregates are consumed by oxidation (mainly by OH radicals) while hydrocarbons are 
converted into gases (CO, CO2, H2O, etc) as added air is mixed with the fuel increasing the AFR. The 
rate of soot formation depends on several factors including the AFR, combustion temperature, fuel 
type, pressure, fuel atomisation, ambient conditions and combustor design [19], [20]. 
 
Figure 1-4: Diagram of the particle formation process in a gas turbine combustor 
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1.4 Health and environmental impact of aircraft PM 
PM emissions from aircraft engines have a significant impact on both local and global air 
pollution and are a growing source of concern on health and the environment. The aircraft industry 
is the only anthropogenic source of emissions in the upper atmosphere at cruising altitudes and is 
linked to the deterioration of air quality and health hazards with large concentration of nanoparticles 
< 100 nm [21] in the vicinity of airports. PM in the lower atmosphere can also degrade visibility. A 
summary diagram of the impact of aircraft exhaust products on human health and the environment 
is displayed in Figure 1-5 with a more detailed discussion found below. 
 
Figure 1-5: Simplified diagram of the exhaust products from a gas turbine engines with the 
environmental effects and human health effects of emitted compounds [7] 
 Health 
The human body is constantly exposed to particles which are inhaled and can deposited in 
the body. The determination of aerosol deposition in the airways and removal in the body are 
essential mechanisms to assess the extent of consequent harmful effects. As highlighted in Figure 
1-6, particles between 10-100 nm (typical of aircraft PM) mostly deposit into the Alveolar region of 
the lungs where gas exchanges with the blood take place [22]. Inhaled particles of different sizes tend 
to deposit in higher regions of the respiratory system either via inertial deposition (>100 nm) or by 
diffusion (<10 nm) in the small airways as discussed in section 2.3. Deposited ultrafine particles can 
induce oxidative stress leading to inflammation [23]. Particle toxicity effects not only depend on the 
mass deposited but also on the morphology and composition of the particle [24]. 
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Figure 1-6: Predicted deposition efficiency of inhaled particles in different regions of the respiratory 
system [25] 
PM2.5 has been associated with cardiovascular and respiratory disease as well as increased 
rate of lung cancer, with higher risks for susceptible groups such as children, elderly people and those 
with pre-existing lung or heart disease [26]–[29]. The World Health Organisation (WHO) estimated 
global premature deaths associated with air pollution to be 4.2 million per year in 2016, with 
mortality directly linked to small Particulate Matter (PM2.5) [30]. Amongst those, aviation emissions 
were estimated to cause around 16,000 premature deaths per year and cost $21 billion per year [26]. 
The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) and WHO designated airborne particulates 
a Group 1 carcinogen. The WHO also estimated PM to be responsible for approximately 3% of 
cardiopulmonary and 5% of lung cancer deaths globally [27].  
Although a large body of literature can be found on combustion generated aerosol from 
automotive engines linked to adverse health effect, the impact of newly regulated aircraft nvPM 
metrics (section 1.5) on health has not been clearly established yet [31]. Aircraft PM is generally 
smaller than PM observed in road traffic exhaust and hence supposedly more toxic as they penetrate 
through the respiratory tract more efficiently and have a larger surface area [25]. In one of the first 
studies directly utilising aircraft PM emissions, Jonsdottir et al. [31] showed that exposure to aircraft 
nvPM impaired bronchial epithelial cells and emissions at ground-idle conditions were the most 
hazardous due to higher nvPM reactivity. Also, carbonaceous nano-particles can enhance the 
formation of clots in the blood, provoking strokes and heart attacks [32]–[34]. In addition to the 
regulated nvPM, aircraft engines produce carcinogenic PAHs (Polycyclic Aromatic Compounds) [35]. 
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As of 2015, the European Union imposed maximum yearly average exposure concentration 
obligations of 25 µg/m3 for PM2.5. [36]. Similarly, The World Health Organization set guidelines of 10 
µg/m3 for the annual average and 25 µg/m3  for the 24-hour mean in 2005 based on evidence of the 
adverse health effect  [27]. 
 Environment 
The global effect of aerosols on climate change is still ambiguous with different anthropogenic 
aerosols shown to have positive and negative effects on the radiative balance as highlighted in Figure 
1-7. The term Radiative Forcing (RF) is used to describe the environmental impact of exhaust 
constituent by either a warming (positive forcing) and cooling (negative forcing) effect.  Aerosol 
particles interact with solar radiation through absorption and scattering and, to a lesser extent with 
terrestrial radiation through absorption, scattering and emission with some contributing to warming 
and other to cooling the atmosphere. Black Carbon (BC) found in soot produced by gas turbine 
engines is a positive contributor to global warming and is the main concern with the emission of PM 
from aircraft in the upper atmosphere. They can also serve as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and 
ice nuclei (IN) upon which cloud droplets and ice crystals form.  
 
Figure 1-7: Annual mean of the atmosphere radiative forces from anthropogenic aerosol radiations 
interactions for the 1750-2010 period (whiskers represent results from the AeroCom II model and 
solid coloured boxed present AR5 model estimates – BB stands for Biomass Burning aerosol while 
POA and SOA respectively stand for primary and secondary organic aerosols) [37] 
Specific exhaust emissions from aircraft engines affect the atmosphere in many ways as 
presented in Figure 1-8, with the net total contribution of aviation Radiative forcing estimated at +50 
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mW/m2. These include the direct emission in the atmosphere of CO2 contributing to the greenhouse 
effect, NOx adding to the ozone depletion and sulphur causing acid rains. In addition to gases, aircraft 
engines emit PM which can both scatter and absorb incoming solar radiation and indirectly 
interacting with radiation and cloud formation [38]. It is illustrated that PM has a relatively low 
impact when compared with other influencing factors like carbon dioxide. However, the potential 
impact of PM induced cirrus cloudiness is relatively high although the currently low level of scientific 
understanding (LOSU) makes the predictions highly uncertain. It was demonstrated that by reducing 
soot number emission, initial ice crystal numbers are reduced, leading to a reduction in the contrail 
cirrus lifetimes and coverage, hence reducing the contribution of aviation towards climate change 
[39], [40]. It is noted that the aerosol-cloud interaction is complex and remains poorly understood 
[41]. 
The composition and morphology of the exhaust aerosol can determine its impact in the 
upper atmosphere. Freshly generated soot mostly consists of hydrophobic spherical primary 
carbonaceous particles forming fractal aggregates (defined in section 2.1). However, when ageing in 
the atmosphere, volatile matter can condense onto the soot, increasing their hygroscopicity and, 
consequently, their ability to act as a cloud condensation nucleus [42]. Exposure to high humidity 
was also found to increase light scattering and absorption of soot particles [42]. 
 
Figure 1-8: Radiative forcing components from global aviation from pre-industrial times until 2005 
[43] 
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1.5 Aircraft PM regulation 
The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) is a UN specialized agency comprising 193 
member states and is responsible for establishing aircraft emission regulations. It aims to achieve 
maximum compatibility between the development of civil aviation and human welfare by accounting 
for the adverse environmental and health impacts related to aircraft activity [44]. A technical 
committee known as the Committee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) was established 
by ICAO to develop International Standards and new policies for aircraft engine emissions and 
improving the outdated First Order Approximation (FOA) methodology to regulate PM emissions. 
CAEP requested that the SAE E-31 committee, a broad consortium including academics, aircraft 
engine manufacturers and government agencies, lead with the development of a new sampling and 
measurement methodology for nvPM. The development of this new methodology was constructed 
using results of multiple aircraft engine testing and experimental work available in the SAMPLE 
reports [45]–[50] and other North American (EPA) and Swiss (A-PRIDE [51]) funded programmes. The 
current legislation and recommended practices for aircraft smoke and gaseous emissions can be 
found in Volume II of Annex 16 (Environmental protection) to the Convention on International Civil 
Aviation [14]. Aerospace information reports (AIR 6241 [52]) and recommended practises (ARP 6320 
[53]) describing methodologies for the measurement of nvPM emissions sampled at the exit plane 
of aircraft gas turbine engines are also available.  
Since its creation in 1981, several amendments were made to Annex 16 increasing stringency 
on harmful emissions limits and improving smoke and gaseous emissions (COx, HC, CO, NOx) 
certification procedures. The exhaust of a gas turbine engine is a hostile environment making aircraft 
PM measurement difficult. The exhaust aerosol must be diluted, cooled and conditioned before 
being transported and analysed by instruments. The required sampling system coupled with the 
small GMD of nvPM witnessed from gas turbines results in significant particle loss before 
measurement at the calibrated analysers, making it necessary to standardise the sampling system as 
far as practically possible to permit reporting of aircraft nvPM.  
Until recently, standardised sampling techniques to measure aircraft nvPM did not exist. 
Instead, a FOA methodology was used determining the level of smoke from an engine exhaust based 
on the measurement of the decrease in reflectance of a paper filter following exposure to the exhaust 
PM [54], [55]. However, the smoke technique adopted in ICAO regulation in 1981 gives little or no 
indication of PM size, number or mass, and modern engines emit particle so small they are barely 
visible on a filter. Therefore, the Smoke Number (SN) is due to be retired in 2023 and replaced by a 
new PM metric sensitive to particle size which is thought to be a major factor in PM health effect. 
After the tenth meeting of CAEP in 2016, nvPM sampling and measurement standards were 
first introduced for all turbofan and turbojet engines (subsonic propulsion) with rated thrust greater 
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than 26.7 kN and manufactured from 1 January 2020 [14], [56]. The standardised sampling system 
for the transport, acquisition and analysis of representative turbine engine nvPM exhaust is 
described in Appendix 7 of Annex 16 [14]. The current legislation for aircraft engine emission 
reporting requires that nvPM Emission Indices (EI’s) are obtained from measured nvPM number and 
mass concentrations for each LTO operating mode (i.e. thrust) using a certified sampling system 
following ICAO guidelines  as discussed below. It is noted that only nvPM is regulated due to the 
complexity of volatile particles evolution when being sampled and the difficulty to repeatably 
measure them. 
 LTO cycle 
ICAO recommends the Landing-Take-Off (LTO) cycle to report harmful gaseous and 
particulate emissions of aircraft engines. The LTO cycle consists of different operating modes 
representative of aircraft activity near airports as described in Figure 1-9. It does not account for 
emission beyond and altitude of 3000 feet (914 metres) due to the sampling difficulty associated 
with taking in-flight samples. The LTO cycle is solely based on engine performance and does not take 
into account any of the airframe factors.  Engine are tested at multiple thrust settings based on  the 
rated thrust (F00), which is defined as the maximum take-off thrust approved by the certificating 
authority for use under normal operating conditions at International Standard atmospheric (ISA) sea 
level conditions, and without the use of water injection [14]. As illustrated in Figure 1-9, thrust 
settings are varied from 7% F00 representing taxiing, 30% F00 for landing approach, 85% F00 for climb 
out to 100% F00 for take-off. 
 
Figure 1-9: LTO cycle with time and power setting for each mode 
 Emission indices calculations (EIs) 
Particulate Emission Indices (EI) as defined in ICAO annex 16 [14], represent the number and 
mass of aircraft engine exhaust particles per unit of hydrocarbon fuel mass used. It is a metric 
designed to compare engine emission performance independently of the engine and is defined as: 
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 EInvPM =
nvPM in exhaust
Mass of fuel used 
=
nvPMnum/mass
([CO2] + [CO] − T + x[CxHy] − U)(Mc + αMH)
×
0.082T
P
       (1.2) 
 
with the nvPM number or mass,  0.082 the gas constant in [L.atm.K-1.mol-1], T and P the temperature 
and pressure at which the nvPM measurements were made, ([𝑋])  the molar quantities of 
combustion exhaust gas, Mc=12.011 [u] and Mh=1.008 [u] the atomic mass of carbon and hydrogen, 
and 𝛼 the Hydrogen-to-Carbon (H/C) ratio in the fuel. It is noted that engine performance should be 
reported at ISA reference atmospheric conditions at sea level and that the reference absolute 
humidity shall be 0.00634 kgwater/kgdry air. 
To predict EIs values independently of the engine exit plane temperature, nvPM EIs are 
required to be corrected for dilution in the sampling system and thermophoretic loss in the collection 
section (Figure 3-1). It is noted that although EIs are corrected for thermophoretic losses, other losses 
in the sampling and measurement system are not included in the correction and hence EIs are not 
currently reported at the engine exit plane. 
The simplified EIs expressions used in this thesis and presented below with equations (1.3) 
and (1.4)  use the following assumptions (note that a more detailed explanation of EI calculations 
and simplifications is available in the AIR 6241 [52]): 
• All the fuel’s carbon is converted to CO2. Indeed, given the combustion efficiency of modern 
aircraft engines is >95% [14], [CO2] ≈ ([CO2] + [CO] − T + x[CxHy] − U). 
 
• The CO2 at the engine exit plane is expressed as [CO2] = [CO2dil] × DF1 with  [CO2dil] the 
CO2 measured after the first dilution stage of the sampling system and DF1 the primary 
dilution. 
 
• EI’s are expressed at Standard Temperature and Pressure (STP) of 0°C and 101.325 kPa, 
respectively. Correcting nvPM emissions to STP is critical as nvPM concentrations are 
measured per volume, hence the volume needs to be defined at the same temperature and 
pressure. 
The final simplified emission indices equations for nvPM number and mass emissions are: 
 EInum =
22.4 × (nvPMnum−STP × DF2 × 10
6)
[CO2dil](12.011 + α × 1.008)
× kthermo    [#/kgfuel] (1.3) 
 
 
 
 
𝐸𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 =
22.4 × (𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠−𝑆𝑇𝑃 )
[𝐶𝑂2𝑑𝑖𝑙](12.011 + 𝛼 × 1.008)
× 𝑘𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑜     [𝑚𝑔/𝑘𝑔𝑓𝑢𝑒𝑙] (1.4) 
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with nvPMnum−STP × DF2  the STP corrected measured nvPM number concentration in 
[particles/cm3], nvPMmass−STP the STP corrected measured nvPM mass concentration 
[mg/m3], 𝐶𝑂2dil  the CO2 measured after the first dilution stage in [ppm], 22.4 the gas constant 
combined with the standard temperature (i.e. 0.082×273.15=22.4), 𝛼 the H/C ratio in the fuel, and 
𝑘𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑜  the empirically derived thermophoretic loss correction factor in the collection section 
defined in equation (1.5) below and discussed in more details in section 2.3.1.4: 
 𝑘thermo = (
𝑇1 + 273.15
𝑇EGT + 273.15
)
−0.38
 (1.5) 
 
with T1 the temperature at the outlet of the collection section and TEGT the temperature at the engine 
exit plane entering the sample probe [14]. 
 PM reporting 
Currently, aircraft gas turbine engines are regulated for gaseous emissions and particulate 
via SN measurements. Engine certification data for gaseous and smoke emissions can be found in the 
ICAO emission databank but does not include nvPM data. While nvPM number and mass emissions 
are not regulated for current engines, their reporting is required for inventory and modelling 
purposes to help with future regulation, with number and mass nvPM emission indices (EIs) required 
to be reported at each thrust setting of the LTO cycle. First nvPM regulatory limits will apply to 
engines manufactured after 2020 which shall not exceed a nvPM mass concentration of 
10(3+2.9Foo
−0.274) with Foo the rated thrust and the maximum nvPM mass concentration being defined 
as: 
 nvPMmass = DF1 × nvPMMass−STP × kthermo (1.6) 
 
with nvPMmass-STP the measured mass concentration in [µg/m3] corrected at STP conditions, DF1 the 
primary dilution factor and kthermo the thermophoretic correction factor defined in equation (1.5). 
 During CAEP 11 in February 2019, new standards for nvPM number and mass were agreed 
and are expected to replace the existing SN requirement by 2023. The standardised sampling system 
and loss correction methodology will lead to better estimations of aircraft nvPM emission and will 
permit a better assessment of nvPM impact on local air quality and the environment by correcting 
measured nvPM emissions for losses in the standardised sampling system as described in Appendix 
8 of Annex 16 [14]. 
 It is noted that due to aircraft nvPM having a complex morphology as discussed in section 
2.1 and there currently being no traceable aerosol at sizes and morphologies typical of aircraft 
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engines as well as issues with particle size instrument data inversion robustness and time response, 
only nvPM number and mass are currently anticipated to be measured and regulated. Nevertheless, 
as discussed in this thesis, size information is required to determine losses in the sampling system 
[52], hence a mean diameter is currently estimated from nvPM number and mass information as 
prescribed in appendix 8 of Annex 16 [14]. 
1.6 Research motivations and thesis structure 
Aircraft PM emissions have been demonstrated in the scientific literature to generally 
negatively contribute to human health and global climate change. New ICAO regulations introduced 
the use of a standardised sampling and measurement methodology to determine nvPM number and 
mass concentrations. However, across the typical particle size range of civil aviation gas turbines, 
losses have been anticipated to be as high as 90% for number and 50% for mass in a standard 
sampling system [14], [57] and EI’s are currently not reported at engine exit plane. A System Loss 
Tool (SLT) has recently been proposed by the SAE E-31 committee  to correct for losses in the 
sampling and measurement system. 
The main motivation for this research is to quantify uncertainties and identify potential 
improvements to the ICAO prescribed methodology for sampling, measuring and reporting of aircraft 
nvPM to permit the accurate reporting of nvPM concentrations at the engine exit plane for modelling 
and regulatory purposes. More specifically, it was aimed to assess the theory and assumptions 
currently used in the ICAO and system loss correction methodology and demonstrate the potential 
advantages of an additional size measurement for future regulation. Experimental characterisation 
of particle loss occurring during the transport in a compliant sampling system was undertaken. These 
objectives were achieved by experimentally characterising particle loss in the main sections of the 
sampling and measurement system and analysing PM emission data taken with an ICAO compliant 
sampling system during several certification level large-scale engine tests. Results gained from this 
thesis will help further the development of improved aircraft nvPM sampling, measurement and 
corrections methodologies.  
The EU/EASA mobile reference system, referred in this thesis as the EASA reference system, 
designed in compliance with ICAO Annex 16 appendix 7 was used during multiple aircraft engine 
certification testing to report on gaseous and nvPM emissions. Furthermore, specific components of 
the EASA reference system were experimentally investigated including the 25 m sample line, diluter, 
volatile particle remover (VPR) and nvPM analysers. 
In order to achieve the previously described aims, this thesis was structured in eight chapters, 
with Chapter 2 introducing some fundamentals of aircraft PM, particle deposition mechanisms and 
the nvPM loss correction methodology. Chapter 3 describes the instrumentation used to measure 
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PM including a list of all the facilities and PM sources used.  Chapter 4-7 discuss the main results of 
this research, namely: 
• Chapter 4 investigates various particle generation, characterisation techniques and 
capture processes for different particle types to select an optimised system for the 
laboratory particle loss experimentation. 
  
• Chapter 5 experimentally assesses in laboratory particle loss experiments theory, 
assumptions and particle deposition mechanisms prescribed in aircraft nvPM sampling, 
measurement and loss correction methodology.  
 
• Chapter 6 investigates large-scale engine PM emission data to derive new trends and 
determine the uncertainty associated with the current nvPM sampling and 
measurement methodology. It presents PM emissions from multiple Rolls-Royce aircraft 
gas turbine engine types taken during certification level testing. An allowed performance 
uncertainty analysis is also performed on the currently prescribed ICAO compliant nvPM 
sampling and measurement system, along with a discussion on the effect of fuel type 
and ambient conditions on nvPM emissions. 
 
• Chapter 7 assesses the additional uncertainty associated with the new system loss tool 
correction methodology by evaluating the currently required lognormal, geometric 
standard deviation (GSD) and particle density assumptions. The advantages of additional 
particle size measurement for system loss correction is also reviewed. 
 
• Chapter 8 discusses the main findings from this research, including recommendations for 
the reduction of uncertainties associated with aircraft nvPM reporting and proposed 
future works. 
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2 Aircraft PM – Properties, Measurement and Sampling 
Aircraft nvPM can be expressed in terms of number, mass and size. As discussed previously, 
only nvPM number and mass are prescribed in the current ICAO regulation and are measured after 
a long sampling system which cools, dilutes and conditions the exhaust aerosol. To report emitted 
nvPM, losses within the sampling system need to be accounted-for. However, because of the size-
dependent nature of some loss mechanisms (section 2.3), the correction of nvPM number and mass 
concentration is problematic without a specific measurement of size and the knowledge of the 
particle morphology. To resolve this issue without a size measurement, a ‘System Loss Tool’ (SLT) 
was designed by the SAE E-31 committee to determine system loss correction factor from measured 
nvPM number and mass concentration only. 
This chapter provides the reader with fundamentals of aircraft nvPM properties discussed 
throughout this thesis and necessary for understanding the challenges associated with aircraft nvPM 
sampling and measurement. They include particle size, effective density and deposition mechanisms 
when being sampled. The SLT model determining the nvPM sampling and measurement system loss 
correction factors as per ICAO annex 16 appendix 8 guidelines is also introduced and discussed. A 
review of the available literature that has reported on aircraft engine nvPM emission is also 
presented. 
2.1 Particle size and size distribution statistic 
 Particle size  
Particle size is a crucial parameter that determines the particle’s behaviour in an aerosol and 
hence how likely it is to deposit in a sampling system or in the respiratory system. Size is generally 
described with the particle diameter (dp). Due to the challenges with measuring the physical diameter 
of nanoparticles, an equivalent diameter is usually measured. An equivalent diameter is defined as 
the diameter of a sphere having the same value of a specific physical property as the particle in 
consideration. Many equivalent diameters exist, amongst which the aerodynamic equivalent 
diameter, the hydrodynamic diameter and the electrical mobility diameter are used in the scope of 
this thesis and defined below: 
• Aerodynamic diameter (da): Diameter of a standard-density sphere (i.e. 1 g/cm3) having 
the same terminal velocity when settling under gravity as the investigated particle. 
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• Electrical mobility diameter(dm): Often called mobility diameter, it is the diameter of a 
spherical particle having the same electrical mobility when an electrical field is applied 
as the investigated particle. 
 
• Hydrodynamic diameter(dh): Diameter of a hard sphere that diffuses at the same speed 
as the particle being measured. 
Particle diameter is unambiguous for spherical particles but is more challenging to define for 
non-spherical particles like aircraft nvPM which are composed of multiple small particles clustered 
together producing irregular shapes as highlighted in Figure 2-1. Aircraft nvPM particles are generally 
described as fractal aggregates which refers to a group of particles with a similar structure over a 
finite range of length scales, with the particles composing the aggregate referred as primary particles 
[58]. The diameter of soot nanoparticles may strongly differ when reported in different equivalent 
diameters and particles of the same equivalent diameter may look completely different.  
 
Figure 2-1: TEM image of 15 nm ((a) and (b)) and 50 nm (c) mobility-selected soot 
aggregates emitted from a CFM56-5B4-2P aircraft engine [20] 
For example, a 15 nm mobility diameter particle may be 100 nm long and 5 nm wide, equating 
to a different aerodynamic diameter. Similarly, two 15 nm mobility diameter particles can have 
different morphologies (Figure 2-1 (a) and (b)). The fractal nature of aircraft nvPM and the lack of 
traceability currently make particle size regulation impossible and expose that it is critical to compare 
particle size using the same metric. 
When attempting to compare equivalent diameters, it is necessary to correct them 
appropriately and generally requires the assumption of particle sphercicity. For example, assuming 
sphericity, the mobility diameter is related to the aerodynamic diameter by the following expression: 
 𝜌𝑝 × 𝑑𝑚
2 × 𝐶𝑐(𝑑𝑚) = 𝜌𝑜 × 𝑑𝑎
2 × 𝐶𝑐(𝑑𝑎) (2.1) 
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where Cc is the Cunningham slip correction factor (equation (2.14)), 𝜌o is the unit density (1 g/cm
3) 
and 𝜌p is the particle density. 
 Size distribution and lognormal statistic   
Most aerosols in nature are polydisperse and have particle sizes that range over two or more 
orders of magnitude. This has been regularly observed for aircraft engine nvPM emissions with 
distributions with a finite width in the nanometre range [59]. In fact, most particle formation 
mechanisms like gas turbine combustion are stochastic processes generating skewed distributions 
with long tails to the larger sizes, that are generally described with a lognormal distribution [60, p. 
90]. Although no fundamental reasons were found as for why particle size distributions should 
approximate the lognormal distribution, it has been found to apply to most single-source aerosols 
and its mathematical form is convenient to describe aerosols. 
 
Figure 2-2: Example of typical measured aircraft PM particle size distribution as a function 
of engine thrust [61] 
Given the importance of size in predicting particle loss in the sampling system, it is necessary 
to characterise particle size distributions by statistical means. This section describes lognormal 
distribution statistics and equations defined by Hinds [60] and Baron et al. [62] used throughout this 
thesis to characterise nanoparticle size distributions. 
Commonly used quantities for defining the location of a distribution are the mean, mode, 
and median: 
• The mean, or arithmetic average is simply the sum of all the particle sizes divided by the 
number of particles (𝑑𝑝̅̅ ̅ = (∑𝑛𝑖 × 𝑑𝑖)/∑𝑛𝑖).  
 
• The median (CMD) is the diameter for which one-half the total number of particles are 
smaller and one-half are larger, also referred to as CMD (count median diameter). It is also 
the diameter that divides the frequency distribution curve into equal areas, and the 
diameter corresponding to a cumulative fraction of 0.5. 
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• The mode is the size which has the highest number concentration. 
For normal or symmetrical distributions like the lognormal distribution, the mean, median 
and mode will have the same value but for a skewed distribution, their values differ. Because in a 
lognormal distribution, the logarithm of dp is normally distributed, the arithmetic mean, and standard 
deviation are defined with their logarithmic counterpart.  
In a lognormal distribution, the mean is called geometric mean (GMD) with GMD =
(∑𝑛𝑖 × log (𝑑𝑖))/∑𝑛𝑖 and is the N
th root of the product of N values. The size axis is logarithmically 
spaced and therefore the concentration size spectrum is expressed in  𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐷𝑝. The GMD can 
be calculated as followed: 
 
GMD = 10
[
∫[𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑑𝑝.𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑑𝑝]𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑑𝑝
𝑁 ] 
(2.2) 
   
with dp the particle diameter and N the total number of particles defined as the area under the 
distribution graph and is calculated as followed: 
 𝑁 = ∫ [
𝑑𝑁
𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑑𝑝
] 𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑑𝑝
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑑𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛
 (2.3) 
 
Furthermore, the geometric standard deviation (GSD), a dimensionless quantity representing 
the width of the distribution, can be derived from N and the GMD as followed: 
 
GSD = (
𝑑84%
𝑑16%
)
1
2
= 10
√[
∫[(𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑑𝑝)
2
.𝑑𝑁/𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑑𝑝]𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑑𝑝
𝑁 −
(𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐺𝑀𝐷)2]
 
(2.4) 
 
Therefore, the size distribution of a lognormal particle size distribution at the exhaust of an 
aircraft engine can be expressed as: 
 Δ𝑁(𝑑𝑝)
Δ ln(𝑑𝑝)
=
𝑁𝐸𝑃
√2𝜋 ln(𝐺𝑆𝐷)
× 𝑒
−
1
2
(
ln(𝑑𝑝)−ln(𝐺𝑀𝐷)
ln(GSD)
)
2
= 𝑁𝐸𝑃 × 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝑑𝑝) (2.5) 
 
with 𝑁EP the particle number concentration at the engine exit plane and 𝑓lognormal the lognormal 
function. 
A size distribution can have different weighting (number, mass, volume) all giving a different 
insight of the investigated particles. Assuming an effective density and sphericity, particle number 
(N) can easily be converted into particle mass (M) using the following equation: 
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𝑀(𝑑𝑝) = 𝑁(𝑑𝑝) × 𝑉(𝑑𝑝) × 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑝) = 𝑁(𝑑𝑝) ×
𝜋𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑝)𝑑𝑝
3
6
    (𝐚)   
𝑀𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝑁𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 × 𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 × 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑎𝑣𝑔)      (𝐛) 
(2.6) 
 
with 𝜌eff the particle effective density defined in section 2.2 and V the particle volume. Equation (2.6) 
can be used for a single particle or at a specific size dp using a size-dependent particle effective density 
((2.6) (a)). It can also be used to with total concentrations using an average particle effective density 
((2.6) (b)). 
When plotting a lognormal particle size distribution using different weighting (i.e. Number, 
Volume or Mass), distributions are shown to shift but remain lognormal and have the same GSD, as 
highlighted in Figure 2-3 where a Number-size distribution was converted into a Mass-size 
distribution using equation (2.6). 
 
Figure 2-3: Example lognormal particle distribution both number- and mass-weighted with a 
GMD of 40 nm, GSD of 1.7 and total number concentration of 107 particles/cm3  
It is noted that aircraft exhaust PM size distributions are generally measured according to 
their mobility diameter given the current technology available to directly measure nanoparticles size 
(section 3.1.3) [20], [51], [63]. 
2.2 Particle effective density 
Exhaust aerosols from gas turbine engines consist mainly of solid spherical primary particles 
(i.e. soot) that coagulate and form larger non-spherical fractal aggregate (Figure 2-1). The fractal 
particles contain voids making their density lower than that of the constituent material and more 
complicated to characterise [63], [64]. Particle effective density is a fundamental property that 
provides a description of fractal-like aggregates, combining the particle material density with its 
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complex morphology. For a given size, particle effective density influences several factors such as the 
particles transport behaviour, radiative properties and health impact and hence its knowledge is 
critical and also impacts particle diameter measurements [64]–[66]. Density can be used to 
determine mass concentrations from measured number concentrations (equation (2.6)) and links 
mobility with aerodynamic diameter (equation (2.1)). 
 The effective density of fractal aggregates is defined as the mass divided by the volume of a 
spherical particle with a diameter equal to the measured mobility diameter and is described using a 
power-law relationship [67]: 
 𝜌eff =
𝑀
(
𝜋
6)𝑑𝑚
3  
= 𝐶 × 𝑑𝑚
𝐷𝑚−3 (2.7) 
 
with M the particle mass, dm the particle mobility diameter, Dm the mass-mobility exponent ranging 
from 1 for long chains to 3 for spheres, and C a scaling constant sometimes called the density-mobility 
pre-factor. 
Multiple definitions exist for particle effective density which depend on the measurement 
technique used. Densities measured from different techniques are not necessarily comparable. 
Furthermore, particle effective density can be reported at different sizes (size-dependent), or as an 
average over the aerosol size distribution (average).  A comprehensive review of particle effective 
density definitions is given by DeCarlo et al. [64], with the definitions used in this thesis introduced 
below: 
• 𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟
𝟏 =
𝑀
𝑉
  (average) is the ratio of the total particle mass (M) to the total particle volume (V) 
calculated assuming sphericity. It can be derived using a mass instrument (e.g. MSS, MAAP, 
LII-300) and a size instrument (e.g. DMS-500, SMPS) from which the volume can be derived 
from the number-weighted particle size distribution [63], [68]. 
 
• 𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟
𝟐  (average or size-dependent) is determined by classifying and measuring particles 
according to their mass and mobility. Using this technique, particle effective density can be 
measured at individual sizes. An average effective density 𝜌eff
2 (𝑎𝑣𝑔) can be estimated by 
combining the size-dependent effective density with the particle size distribution [51], [63], 
[69]. 
 
• 𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟
𝟑  (average or size-dependent) is determined by comparing the mobility and aerodynamic 
diameters [10], [21], [70].  
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 Aircraft PM effective density has been substantially investigated in several studies as 
presented in Table 2-1. Particle density was shown to vary with fuel composition, engine power, 
engine technology and particle size. It was reported to vary between 0.22–2 g/cm3 with the mass-
mobility exponent  ranging between 2.3-2.82 and a soot material/bulk density reported between 1.8-
2 g/cm3 [21], [63], [65], [69]. As can be seen in Figure 2-4(a), particle effective density is size-
dependent and decreases with increasing particle diameter due to larger particles corresponding to 
larger aggregates and hence containing more internal voids. Density also increases with engine thrust 
as primary particles are reported larger with increasing thrust, thus particles contain fewer less dense 
voids. When averaging the size-dependent particle effective density over the measured size 
distribution, the average particle effective density was shown to remain fairly constant as highlighted 
in Figure 2-4(b) where the density of exhaust PM from a CFM56 aircraft engine averages at ~1 g/cm3. 
It was also reported  that soot effective density increased with increasing volatile fraction in the 
aerosol as some volatile material, having a larger density than the voids, condensed onto the soot 
particles and filled the internal voids of the aggregates [10]. The high variability of aircraft PM particle 
effective density demonstrates that no single expression can be used to estimate aircraft PM density. 
 
Figure 2-4: Particle effective density distributions (𝜌eff
2 (𝑑p)) determined for various thrust ranges 
and average effective density (𝜌eff
2 (avg))  as a function of engine thrust and volume median 
diameter from multiple aircraft engines [63] 
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Table 2-1: List of aircraft PM effective densities and mass-mobility exponents reported in the literature along with the instruments used for measurement 
Authors 
Measuring 
instrument 
Engine Type 
𝑫𝒇 
mass-mobility exponent 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟 [𝐠/𝐜𝐦
𝟑]  with dm [m] 
(except Olfert et al. where dm [nm]) 
Comments & 
Additional properties 
Timko et al. [21] 
MAAP - SMPS 
AMS - SMPS 
PW308 
 
- 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟
𝟏 (𝒂𝒗𝒈) = 𝟎. 𝟒 − 𝟎. 𝟖𝟐 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟
𝟑 (𝒂𝒗𝒈) = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟏 − 𝟎. 𝟖𝟒 
Fuel tested: JP-8 & FT 
𝑑𝑚 = 45 − 140 nm 
        𝜌𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 = 1.8 g/cm3 
Williams et al. [10] DMS - AMS APU 2.53-2.54 𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟
𝟑 (𝒂𝒗𝒈) = 𝟏. 𝟑 − 𝟐. 𝟓 𝑑𝑚= 20−90 nm 
Beyersdorf et al. [68] MAAP - EEPS CFM-56-2C1 - 𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟
𝟏 (𝒂𝒗𝒈) = 𝟎. 𝟗 − 𝟏. 𝟔 Fuel tested: JP-8 & FT 
Durdina et al. [63] 
DMA - CPMA - 
CPC 
CFM56-7B26/3 2.37−2.64 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟
𝟏 (𝒂𝒗𝒈) = 𝟎. 𝟗 − 𝟏. 𝟏 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟𝟓𝟎−𝟏𝟎𝟎%
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑) = 𝟐. 𝟒𝟒 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟔𝟑𝟓−𝟑 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟𝟏𝟓−𝟑𝟎%
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑) = 𝟎. 𝟐 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟓−𝟑 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟𝟑−𝟓%
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑) = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟐 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟑𝟕−𝟑 
Fuel tested: Jet-A 
𝑑𝑚=20−150 nm 
Abegglen et al. [65] 
DMA - CPMA - 
CPC 
CFM56-7B26/3 
2.54 − 2.79 (𝐹𝑜𝑜 > 30%) 
1.86 − 2.32 (𝐹𝑜𝑜 < 30%) 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟𝟔𝟕−𝟏𝟎𝟓%
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑)~𝟑. 𝟓𝟒𝟒 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟔𝟖−𝟑 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟𝟐𝟐−𝟑𝟑%
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑)~𝟎. 𝟎𝟕𝟓𝟑 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟑𝟓−𝟑 
Fuel tested: JP-8 
𝑑𝑚 = 20 − 150 nm 
Johnson et al. [69] CPMA - DMS 
CFM56-5B4/2P 
CFM56-7B26/3 
PW4000-100 
 
2.68 − 2.82 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟𝐝𝐢𝐥+𝐂𝐒
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑) = 𝟏𝟏. 𝟗𝟐 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟕𝟔−𝟑 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟𝐝𝐢𝐥
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑) = 𝟏𝟑. 𝟖𝟖 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟕𝟔−𝟑 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟𝐫𝐚𝐰+𝐂𝐒
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑) = 𝟑𝟓. 𝟖𝟑 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟖𝟐−𝟑 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟𝐫𝐚𝐰
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑) = 𝟒𝟒. 𝟔𝟒 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟖𝟐−𝟑 
 
𝑑𝑚 = 20 − 100 nm 
 
Boies et al. [20] DMS CFM56-5B4/2P - 𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟
𝟐 (𝒂𝒗𝒈) = 𝟎. 𝟕𝟐 − 𝟎. 𝟗 - 
Lobo et al. [71] 
DMA-CPMA-CPC 
DMS 
CFM56-5B4/2P 2.57 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟
𝟏 (𝒂𝒗𝒈) = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟓 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑) = 𝟎. 𝟔𝟎𝟔 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟓𝟕−𝟑 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟
𝟑 (𝒂𝒗𝒈) = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟗 − 𝟎. 𝟗𝟕 
Fuel tested: Jet-A 
𝑑𝑚 = 20 − 50 nm 
Olfert et al. [72] DMA-CPMA-CPC GNOME 2.44 −  2.61 
 𝝆𝟐
𝐞𝐟𝐟𝟏𝟑𝐊
(𝒅𝒑) = 𝟔𝟓𝟓𝟔 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟒𝟒−𝟑 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟𝟏𝟑𝐊+𝐂𝐒
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑) = 𝟔𝟔𝟔𝟓 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟑𝟗𝟓−𝟑 
𝝆𝒆𝐟𝐟𝟐𝟐𝐊
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑) = 𝟑𝟎𝟒𝟔 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟔𝟏𝟐−𝟑 
𝝆𝒆𝐟𝐟𝟐𝟐𝐊+𝐂𝐒
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑) = 𝟑𝟏𝟕𝟐 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟔𝟐𝟏−𝟑 
Fuel tested: Jet-A 
𝑑𝑚 = 20 − 250 nm 
Ubogu et al. [73] DMA-CPMA-CPC APU 
2.3 − 2.42 
 
𝝆𝒆𝐟𝐟𝐍𝐋
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑) = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟐𝟏𝟎 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟑𝟔−𝟑 
𝝆𝒆𝐟𝐟𝐁𝐋
𝟐 (𝒅𝒑) = 𝟎. 𝟎𝟎𝟕𝟖 ∗ 𝒅𝒎
𝟐.𝟑𝟎−𝟑 
Fuel tested: Jet-A, Diesel, NP 1014 
𝑑𝑚 = 20 − 300 nm 
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2.3 Nanoparticle loss mechanisms 
Given the force required for a nanoparticle to adhere to a surface is generally smaller than 
that necessary to bounce or detach, nanoparticles attach firmly to any solid surface they enter into 
contact with, whether it is another particle (i.e. agglomeration) or the inner walls of a sampling line 
[60]. At the nanoscale, the main adhesive forces are the London-Van Der Walls force and the 
electrostatic force. Still, particle adhesion is a very complex problem and it remains poorly 
understood [62].  
When sampling an aerosol, numerous mechanisms affect particles and force them to deviate 
from the  carrier gas trajectory, causing them to deposit onto the inner walls of the transport system. 
Therefore, it is critical to grasp a good understanding of those mechanisms to accurately characterise 
losses in a sampling system and determine PM concentration at the inlet of the sampling system. 
This is particularly true with aircraft PM sampling as long sampling systems are required to transport 
the hot and highly concentrated exhaust aerosol to the analysers. 
The main nanoparticle deposition mechanisms are diffusion, inertia, thermophoresis, 
bending and electrostatic loss, as highlighted in Figure 2-5. Each of those mechanisms depend 
differently on particle and carrier gas properties.  
 
Figure 2-5: Diagram of main nanoparticle deposition mechanisms in a tube (inspired from [74]) 
As well as depositing onto the walls, particles can agglomerate in regions of high 
concentrations, resulting in a loss of particle number and an increase in particle size while the mass 
is conserved. If the gas carrier is saturated, vapor molecules may condense onto particles causing 
them to grow, or even cause spontaneous nucleation generating new particles. While these 
phenomena do not directly affect sampled particle number concentration, they can indirectly affect 
number concentration measurements by modifying the particle size and, consequently, the 
deposition efficiency in the sampling system. 
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Figure 2-6: Diagram of main nanoparticle transformation mechanisms in a tube (inspired 
from [74]) 
When a wall surface is saturated with particles after long period of sampling, the adhered 
particles can detach and be re-entrained in the sampled aerosol. This re-entrainment phenomenon 
is usually referred to as line shedding. 
In this section, the theory of nanoparticle deposition mechanisms and re-entrainment 
necessary for the characterisation of loss in a sampling system are discussed along with fundamental 
gas and particle properties.  
 Carrier gas properties 
The carrier gas used  to transport nanoparticles in a sampling system is usually dry (i.e. low 
relative humidity) particle-free air. Gas properties affect some particle deposition mechanisms and 
hence need to be assessed. Important gas properties used in this research are listed below with 
temperature and pressure dependent properties are generally calculated from the corresponding 
values at Normal Temperature and Pressure (NTP) at 𝑇0 = 293.15 K and 𝑃0 = 101.325 kPa. It is noted 
that important gas properties including the gas mean velocity (Vavg), volumetric flowrate (Q), thermal 
conductivity (kg) and specific heat capacity (Cp) and useful dimensionless number namely the Prandtl 
number (Pr), and the fanning friction factor (f) are not listed below but are defined in [60], [62]. 
• Gas Mean free path: 
The gas mean free path is the average distance between collisions for a gas molecule. It is 
calculated for any given temperature using the formula presented by Kulkarni et Al. [62] with 𝜆0 =
67.3 nm [75] and the Sutherland constant C = 110.4 [62]. 
 λ = λ0 × (
𝑇𝑖
𝑇0
) × (
𝑃0
𝑃𝑖
) × (
1 + 𝐶 𝑇0⁄
1 + 𝐶 𝑇𝑖⁄
) [m] (2.8) 
 with 𝑇i the input temperature and 𝑃i the input pressure. 
• Gas viscosity : 
Viscosity refers to the resistance of a fluid to a change in shape or movement, opposing itself 
to the flow. The gas viscosity (i.e. dynamic viscosity) is calculated for any given temperature using 
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Sutherland’s formula with C = 110.4 and the reference viscosity µ0 = 1.83245x10-5 kg.m−1. s−1 for air 
[62]: 
 𝜇 = 𝜇0 × (
𝑇𝑖
𝑇0
)
3/2
× (
𝑇0 + 𝐶
𝑇𝑖 + 𝐶
) [Pa. s] ≡ [kg.m−1. s−1] (2.9) 
 with 𝑇i the input temperature. 
• Gas density: 
The density of an ideal gas is given by: 
 𝜌 =
𝑀𝑚 × 𝑃𝑖
𝑅 × 𝑇𝑖
= 
𝑀𝑚 × 𝑃𝑖
8314 × 𝑇𝑖
[kg.m−3] (2.10) 
 
 with 𝑀m the molar mass of the gas (𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑟~29 g.mol
−1), 𝑅 the gas constant, 𝑇i the input 
temperature and 𝑃i the input pressure. 
• Reynolds number: 
The Reynolds number is the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces and describes the flow 
regime in a system. The turbulent regime is generally assumed when Re>2300 while the flow 
condition is laminar when Re<2300 [62], [76]. It is defined as: 
 𝑅𝑒 =
𝜌𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔𝐷𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒
𝜂𝑔
 (2.11) 
with ρ the fluid density, Vavg the fluid average velocity, Dtube the tube diameter and 𝜂𝑔  the fluid 
viscosity. 
 Particles properties 
Essential particle properties used for characterisation and the determination of particle loss 
during transport of an aerosol are listed below. 
• Knudsen number: 
Knudsen number is the ratio of the carrier gas mean free path (𝜆) to the particle diameter 
(𝑑p) and is defined as [62, p. 19]: 
 𝐾𝑛 =
2 × 𝜆
𝑑𝑝
 (2.12) 
 
The Knudsen number is an indicator of the regime in which the particle is; when Kn >> 1, 
particles are in the free molecular flow and when Kn << 1, they are in the continuum flow. When 
Kn~1, particles are in the transition regime. 
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• Stokes number: 
Stokes number is a dimensionless parameter representing the ratio of particle response time 
to a characteristic time of the fluid flow. It governs particle impaction when a flow suddenly changes 
and is defined as [62, p. 25]: 
 𝑆𝑡𝑘 =
𝜏 × 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝐷𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒
=
𝜌𝑝 × 𝐶𝐶 × 𝑑𝑝
2 × 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔
18 × 𝜇 × 𝐷𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒
   (2.13) 
   
with 𝜏 the particle relaxation time, Vavg the average gas velocity, Dtube the tube diameter, 𝜌p  the 
particle density, 𝐶C the slip correction factor, 𝑑p the particle size, 𝜇 the gas viscosity.  
• Slip correction factor (i.e. Cunningham correction factor): 
The slip correction factor is used to determine particle drag for particle sizes near that of the 
gas mean free path (Kn ≥ 1). In this regime, particles can slip between the molecules before colliding 
with any obstacle on their path leading to increased velocity and reduced drag force to that predicted 
by Stokes’ law. The slip correction factor can be expressed as followed [62]: 
 𝐶𝑐 = 1 + 𝐾𝑛(𝐴 + 𝐵 × exp (−𝐶/𝐾𝑛)) (2.14) 
 
with A, B and C empirical values depending on the particle type and the sampling conditions and Kn 
the Knudsen number. The values A = 1.165, B = 0.483 and C = -0.997 are recommended for use in the 
ISO15900:2009 standard for electrical mobility measurements, as verified by Kim et al. [75] for solid 
particles in the nanometre range (i.e. 0.5 < Kn < 83). 
• Particle diffusion coefficient: 
The particle diffusion coefficient is used to characterise diffusive transport and losses under 
Brownian motion. It is defined as [60, p. 152]: 
 𝐷 =
𝑘𝑇𝐶𝐶
3𝜋𝜇𝑑𝑝
 (2.15) 
  
with k the Boltzmann constant, Cc the slip correction factor, 𝜇 the gas viscosity and dp the particle 
diameter. 
• Particle relaxation time:  
The particle relaxation time is the time taken to adjust to a new external force acting upon it. 
It is defined mathematically as the product of the particle ‘s mass (M) and mobility (B) and can be 
expressed as followed [62], [77]: 
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 𝜏 = 𝑀 × 𝐵 =
𝜌𝑝𝑑𝑝
2𝐶𝐶
18𝜇
 [s] (2.16) 
  
with 𝜌p  the particle density, dp the particle diameter, CC the slip correction factor and 𝜇  the gas 
viscosity. It is noted that the relaxation time is derived from the particle settling velocity: 𝑉𝑇 = 𝜏 ×
𝐹
𝑚
, 
with F the force acting on the particle. 
• Schmidt number: 
Schmidt number expresses the ratio of kinematic viscosity to diffusion coefficient and is used 
to describe convective mass transfer relative to Brownian diffusion of particles [62, p. 23]. It is 
defined as:  
 𝑆𝑐 =
𝜂𝑔
𝜌𝑔 × 𝐷
=
𝜈
𝐷
 (2.17) 
 
with ηg the gas viscosity, ρg the gas density and D the diffusion coefficient. 
• Dean number: 
Dean number is the ratio of the square root of the product of inertial and centrifugal forces 
to the viscous force and is used to characterise flows through curved pipe [78]. It is defined as: 
 𝐷𝑒 =
𝑅𝑒
√𝑅𝑜
= 𝑅𝑒 × √
𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒
𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
 (2.18) 
with Re the Reynolds number, Ro the curvature ratio, rtube the tube radius and rcurvature the curvature 
radius. 
 Diffusional and inertial losses 
 Diffusion of particles is caused by a concentration gradient, where a force is generated from 
the region of higher concentration towards the region of lower concentration. Brownian motion, 
resulting from particle colliding with the molecules in the gas, is the main contributor to particle 
diffusion. Accordingly, diffusion mostly affect smaller particles which are more strongly affected by 
gas molecules. For particles in an ICAO compliant sampling system where the flowrate is generally 
turbulent (Re>4000 in long sample lines), two diffusive regimes of deposition are considered: 
turbulent eddy diffusion, and turbulent inertial diffusion. 
For Eddy diffusion, the walls of a sampling system act as a sink for the particles which diffuse 
towards the inner walls and deposit on it. Particle loss in a tube caused by turbulent diffusion (i.e. 
eddy diffusion), based on the mass conservation principle, is defined as [62]: 
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 𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 = exp [−
𝜋. 𝐷𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 . 𝐿𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒. 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓
𝑄
] (2.19) 
  
with Dtube the tube diameter, Ltube the tube length, Q the gas volumetric flowrate and Vdiff the 
diffusional deposition velocity. Vdiff may be estimated using the equation proposed by Friedlander et 
al. [62, p. 90] in a turbulent flow: 
 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓,𝑒𝑑𝑑𝑦 =
0.0118 × 𝑅𝑒
7
8 × 𝑆𝑐
1
3 ×𝐷
𝐷𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒
 (2.20) 
 
with Dtube the tube diameter, Re the Reynolds number, Sc the Schmidt number and D the diffusion 
coefficient. In laminar flow regimes, the formulation of Gormley and Kennedy [62, p. 90] may also be 
used to estimate diffusional loss. 
In addition to eddy diffusion, which mostly affects the smallest particles (<0.1 μm), larger 
particles can be projected onto the wall due to inertial diffusive forces because of slow fluid flow 
near the tube walls. The penetration efficiency from inertia can be estimated using equation (2.19) 
and replacing the diffusional deposition velocity by the inertial deposition velocity defined as [79] : 
 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑎 = 𝑉𝑑𝑖 × 𝑈  (2.21) 
  
 𝑉𝑑𝑖 = 27.13 × (
𝜌𝑝
𝜌𝑔
)
0.249
× (
𝑑𝑝
𝐷𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒
)
2.223
× 𝑅𝑒0.73  and 𝑈 = 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔. √
𝑓
2
  [80] (2.22) 
 
with ρp and ρg respectively the particle and gas density, dp the particle diameter, Dtube the tube 
diameter, Re the Reynolds number, Vavg the average gas velocity and f a friction factor.  
 Thermophoretic loss 
When a temperature gradient is established in an aerosol, the hotter gas molecules have 
more kinetic energy and can push suspended nanoparticles towards the cooler region. This 
phenomenon as depicted in Figure 2-7 is called thermophoresis. For example, during the sampling 
of a hot aerosol, particles are pushed towards the colder walls and are consequently lost by 
thermophoretic deposition. 
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Figure 2-7: Illustration of a particle immersed in a gas with a temperature gradient [81]  
The thermal force applied to particles is generally expressed in term of thermophoretic 
velocity Vth. For particles whose diameter is close to that of the gas mean free path (i.e. < 100 nm 
with air), the thermophoretic velocity depends on the thermophoretic coefficient Kth and the 
temperature gradient as express in equation (2.23) presented by Talbot et al. [82]. It is noted that Kth 
is generally approximated to 0.55 for particles in the free molecular or transition regime [83]–[85]. 
 𝑉𝑡ℎ = 𝐾𝑡ℎ ×
 Δ T
T
 with 𝐾𝑡ℎ =
2𝐶𝑆𝐶𝐶
1 + 3𝐶𝑚𝐾𝑛
(
 
𝑘𝑔
𝑘𝑝
+ 𝐶𝑡𝐾𝑛
1 +
2𝑘𝑔
𝑘𝑝
+ 2𝐶𝑡𝐾𝑛)
  (2.23) 
with Kn the Knudsen number, kg and kp respectively gas and particle thermal conductivities, Cs 
(=1.17), Ct (=2.18), Cm (=1.14) [82] and 𝐶𝑐  respectively the slip, thermal, momentum, and the 
Cunningham correction factor. For soot particles, the thermal conductivity 𝑘p is generally assumed 
to be 0.2 W/(m.K) [83]. 
The determination of thermophoretic deposition in a sample line can be challenging due to 
changing temperature gradients and because the particle thermal conductivity not necessarily the 
same as the particle material thermal conductivity (voids in fractal particles) [62]. The 
thermophoretic deposition efficiency in a turbulent flow may be estimated using Romay et al. [86] 
theoretical expression: 
 𝜂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 = (
𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 + (𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠 − 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙) exp (
−𝜋.𝐷𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒. ℎ. 𝐿
𝜌𝑝. 𝑄. 𝐶𝑝
)
𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠
)
𝑃𝑟.𝐾𝑡ℎ
 (2.24) 
with Twall the wall temperature, Tgas the aerosol temperature, Dtube the tube internal diameter, h the 
heat transfer coefficient, L the tube length, 𝜌p the particle density, Q the standard flowrate, Cp the 
specific heat capacity of the gas, Pr the Prandtl number and Kth the thermophoretic coefficient. 
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Assuming a long enough sampling tube for the initially hot aerosol to reach the cooler wall 
temperature (Tgas>Twall), the above expression for thermophoretic deposition may be empirically 
simplified to the expression kthermo [53], [74], as introduced in section 1.5: 
 𝑘𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑜 ≈ 𝜂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑝ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠 = (
𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠
)
𝑃𝑟.𝐾𝑡ℎ
≈ (
𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 + 273.15
𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠 + 273.15
)
0.38
 (2.25) 
 
Because Kth is assumed constant in the size regime of aircraft exhaust particles, the product 
of Kth and Pr is evaluated to 0.38 [74].  
 Electrostatic loss 
When sampling an aerosol, charged particles can deposit onto walls via electrostatic forces. 
Particle charging generally occurs from diffusion of ions, which are constantly produced in our 
environment by cosmic radiation, to the particles or by the process that generates particles [62]. 
Thus, even in an aerosol that is, on average, electrostatically neutral, some particles are charged. The 
sampling system material may also induce electrostatic loss if not conductive or earthed as building 
up of electric charges in the wall can produce an electrical field and cause particle deposition by 
Coulombic attraction [87]. Giechaskiel et al. [74] demonstrated that tubing material is important as 
non-conductive tubes were shown to display higher losses when compared with conductive tubes. 
Particles can be charged to a predictable level using a unipolar or bipolar charger [88]. 
Electrostatic penetration efficiency in a sampling line, assuming singly charged particles, can 
be calculated using the following equation [59]: 
 𝜂𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 = 1 − (
(𝑞𝑐
2. 𝐿𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒. 𝐶𝐶)
𝜋. 𝜀0. 𝑑𝑝. 𝐷𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒. 𝑄
)
1
3
 (2.26) 
 
with qc the charge on the particle and 𝜀0 the permittivity of air. Note that electrostatic losses are 
minimised, when no electric field exists in the sampling line [62]. This can be done by using electrically 
conductive and grounded lines. 
 Bend loss (impaction theory) 
In a straight sampling line, particles travel along the same direction as the gas flow. However, 
when an aerosol flow bends or bypasses a body or plate, larger particles that have more inertia due 
to their higher mass deviate from the flow and may impact onto the body/wall, as highlighted in 
Figure 2-8. Losses in bends and impactors are governed by the Stokes number. In the case of impactor 
and cyclones, impaction losses are best described with 𝑑50 corresponding to the particle diameter at 
which 50% of particles are lost (i.e. cut-off size), defined as [60, p. 122]: 
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 𝑑50 = √
18 × 𝜂𝑔 × 𝐷𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 × (𝑆𝑡𝑘50)
𝜌𝑝 × 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 × 𝐶𝑐
   (2.27) 
 
with ηg the gas viscosity, Dbody the impaction body diameter, Stk50 the Stokes number at d50, ρp the 
particle density, Vavg the gas average velocity and Cc the slip correction factor. 
 
Figure 2-8: Cross-sectional view of an impactor [60] 
The deposition efficiency of nanoparticles caused by bends can be estimated using the 
following equations proposed by Crane and Evans [89] and Pui et al. [90]: 
 𝜂𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 1 − 𝑆𝑡𝑘 × 𝜃 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑒 < 5000  (2.28) 
 
 𝜂𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 = exp[−2.823. 𝑆𝑡𝑘. 𝜃] 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑅𝑒 > 5000  (2.29) 
 
with 𝜃 the angle of bend in radians and Stk the Stokes number. 
Wang et Al. [91] showed that the bends and elbows could increase diffusional loss of 
monodisperse 5-15 nm diameter particles to up 44% when compared with a straight tube with the 
same length. For Re<150, the particle loss depends on the geometry of the sampling line whereas for 
Re>150, it is insensitive to the flow geometry. The results also suggested that having a larger inner 
radius reduces the losses through the bends. ICAO regulation recommends that any necessary bends 
should have a radius greater than ten times the inside diameter of the lines [14]. 
 Agglomeration 
Agglomeration, also called coagulation, is a process occurring in an aerosol in regions of high 
concentrations wherein nanoparticles subject to Brownian motion collide with one another and 
adhere to from larger particles. This leads to a decrease in particle concentration coupled with an 
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increase in average particle size. Because coagulation is governed by the rate of diffusion of particles 
to the surface of each other, it affects more strongly smaller particles that have a higher diffusion 
coefficient. The theory defined below describes how particle number concentration and size change 
as a function of time for typical combustion exhaust nanoparticles.  
When investigating coagulation, the number concentration at any given time can be solved 
with [62, pp. 38–39]: 
 𝑁(𝑡) =
𝑁0
1 + 𝑁0𝐾𝑡
 (2.30) 
   
with 𝑁0 the number concentration at time zero, 𝑁(t) the number concentration at time 𝑡 and 𝐾 the 
coagulation coefficient. Assuming particle sphericity, number concentration and average size are 
related with mass concentration as shown in equation (2.6). As the mass remains constant during 
coagulation, the change in particle size caused by coagulation over a period 𝑡 can also be predicted 
with 
 𝑑(𝑡) = 𝑑0(1 + 𝑁0𝐾𝑡)
1
3 (2.31) 
 
with 𝑑o the particle diameter at time zero. 
For a polydisperse aerosol with particles <100 nm, the main difficulty with describing 
agglomeration resides in estimating 𝐾  as no explicit solution exists. Each individual particle size 
distribution has a different 𝐾 value that must be numerically solved. For the case of coagulation of 
an aerosol with a lognormal distribution with a known CMD and GSD, Lee and Chen (1984) have 
derived an equation for the average coagulation coefficient ?̅? :  
 𝐾 =
2𝑘𝑇
 3𝜂
× [1 + exp(ln2 𝐺𝑆𝐷) + (
2.49𝜆
𝐶𝑀𝐷
) × [exp(0.5 ln2 𝐺𝑆𝐷) + exp(2.5 ln2 𝐺𝑆𝐷)]]  (2.32) 
 
where 𝑘 is the Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 is the gas temperature, 𝜂 is the gas viscosity, 𝜆 is the gas mean 
free path, and CMD and GSD are the centre mean diameter and geometric standard deviation of the 
particle size distribution, respectively. This value of ?̅? can be used with equations (2.30) and (2.31) 
for which there only is a modest change in CMD.  
 Re-entrainment  
After extensive aerosol transport in sample lines, their inner walls can become saturated over 
time with particles that have deposited. Clusters of particles on the inner walls can be detached and 
resuspended in the sampled aerosol as a result of air jets, mechanical forces, the impaction of other 
particles, or electrostatic forces [58, p. 99], and is generally referred to as line shedding. The rate of 
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re-entrainment depends on the nature of the flow, the particle-surface adhesive forces, and the 
particle-particle collisions rate. 
 Re-entrainment is a stochastic process that is not well characterised and is very hard to 
reliably predict. Because adhesion forces are proportional to 𝑑𝑝 and removal forces are proportional 
to 𝑑p
2 or 𝑑p
3, the larger the particle and the greater the air velocity, the greater the probability of re-
entrainment [60, p. 145]. Typically, steady flows and stable conditions will not produce much re-
entrainment. In an unsteady turbulent flow, the boundary layer at the surface of walls generally 
protects from re-entrainment except for the occasional bursts of turbulent eddies penetrating 
through the boundary layer detaching particles.  
2.4 Aircraft nvPM system loss correction methodology (SLT) 
The hostile environment and high particle concentrations at the exhaust of an aircraft engine 
make the use of a sampling system compulsory for the measurement of the exhaust aerosol. To 
appropriately regulate aircraft nvPM and evaluate its impact on health and the environment, it is 
necessary to correct the measured nvPM concentration at the engine exit where the aerosol enters 
the atmosphere. As previously discussed, size measurement is not prescribed although it is required 
to determine size-dependent losses in the sampling system. 
In line with the introduction of a standardised aircraft nvPM sampling system in the latest 
ICAO regulation in Annex 16 (appendix 7), a procedure for estimating nvPM system loss correction 
factors for number (𝑘𝑆𝐿num) and mass (𝑘𝑆𝐿mass) concentrations is also provided (appendix 8) [14].  
The correction methodology is referred to as the System Loss Tool (STL) and was designed to provide 
nvPM number and mass correction factors for losses in the sampling system by only using the 
measured nvPM number and mass concentrations. To do so, a GMD is iteratively estimated at the 
exit plane until losses yield the measured nvPM number and mass concentrations. Then, a lognormal 
size distribution is generated using the predicted GMD and other assumptions from which nvPM 
system loss factors are determined. The SLT is available with the purchase of the SAE information 
report AIR 6504 [59] and the recommended practice ARP 6481 [57]. It is noted that the correction 
methodology discussed in this section does not include the significant thermophoretic loss in the 
Collection Part as those are separately estimated using kthermo discussed in section 2.3.1.4. 
The SLT uses several assumptions for the predictions of correction factors which are generally 
accepted as being representative of aircraft nvPM, namely: 
- An assumed average particle effective density of 1 g/cm3 (partly derived from the work of 
Durdina et al. [63]). 
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- A lognormal size distribution at the Engine Exit Plane (EEP) as generally witnessed for aircraft 
exhaust aerosol and is mathematically advantageous [59]. 
 
- An assumed GSD of 1.8 at the EEP derived from a large number of measurements  during 
aircraft engine testing [59] and reported by Lobo et al. [9]. 
 
- No losses in the primary ejector diluter. 
 
- No agglomeration occurs in the sampling system as the rapid dilution supposedly prevent 
particle agglomeration. To confirm this assumption, is it recommended to verify that the 
nvPM number concentration corrected for losses is <108 particles/cm3 [57]. 
 
- Estimated penetration efficiencies reported at electrical mobility particle diameters (dm). 
 
- An assumed nvPM particle thermal conductivity of 0.2 [W/(m.K)]. 
 
Figure 2-9: Block diagram of the SLT correction methodology [57] 
In the SLT, the number correction factor (𝑘𝑆𝐿num) is only calculated for dp >10 nm due to the 
very high uncertainties associated with small (<10 nm) particles. Also, assuming a constant GSD in 
the SLT for all engine types and thrust conditions can be problematic. When the predicted GMD at 
the Engine Exit Plane (EEP) is small (i.e. <20 nm) with a GSD as large as 1.8, the generated lognormal 
distribution at the EEP has non-zero value for number concentrations at a size of 0 nm which is 
impossible. Moreover, a SAMPLE reports [50] stated that raw distributions showed little evidence of 
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particles below 10 nm. The impact of this enforced size cut-off means the particle loss correction 
factor will be underestimated when the predicted GMD at the EEP is <20 nm. 
An overview of the SLT is displayed in Figure 2-9 with the specific operation of penetration 
efficiency calculation (UTRC model) and number and mass correction factors predictions discussed 
below. To operate, the SLT requires multiple inputs, namely:  
- the measured nvPM number and mass concentrations corrected for dilution. 
. 
- the VPR, CPC and cyclone penetration functions derived from annual calibration. 
 
- The dimensions, flowrates, pressures and temperatures of the different segments making 
the sampling system.  
 Penetration efficiency prediction (UTRC model) 
An important task of the SLT consists in estimating the size-dependent penetration efficiency 
of the entire sampling system by accounting for all loss mechanisms discussed in section 2.3. Particle 
transport efficiency in the sampling lines are calculated using the UTRC (United Technologies 
Research Centre) particle transport model published with the AIR 6241 [52] .  
The UTRC model, available as an excel- or MATLAB-based tool, assumes steady state flow and 
calculates particle losses in different sampling system segments using standard equations discussed 
in section 2.3 and combining the effect of the five major deposition mechanisms (i.e. diffusion, 
thermophoresis, electrostatic loss, inertial loss and bend loss) by coupling flow characteristics to gas 
and particle properties.  
 
Figure 2-10: Example of nanoparticle penetration efficiency in a typical ICAO compliant sampling 
system estimated using the UTRC model 
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The UTRC model only requires the input of the dimensions of the sampling system and the 
aerosol properties (flowrate, temperature, pressure) and can predict transport efficiency for particles 
over a range of sizes, as shown in Figure 2-10. 
In addition to particle deposition in the sampling system, the SLT accounts for losses in 
cyclones, the VPR and the CPC (section 3.1.1.1). Such losses are highlighted in Figure 2-11. 
 
Figure 2-11: Example of nanoparticle penetration efficiency in an ICAO compliant cyclone, VPR and 
CPC using the SLT 
 Correction factor predictions in the SLT 
Once the inputs are computed in the solver, the approach of the SLT for the estimation of 
correction factors can be separated into six steps: 
• 1)Given the dimensions of the sampling system and properties of the gas flow, particles 
penetration efficiency in the sampling system and instruments are calculated using the UTRC 
model and the calibrated VPR, CPC and cyclone penetration functions. 
 
• 2)Using the input nvPM number and mass concentrations, an assumed density of 1 g/cm3 
and the penetration efficiency calculated in 1), the only remaining unknowns are the exit 
plane number concentration and the GMD. A chi-square minimisation of the fractions errors 
is used by adjusting the GMD at the EEP, as represented by the simplified equation: 
 𝛿 = (1 −
𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑀𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑟𝐸𝐸𝑃(𝑮𝑴𝑫,𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑔, 𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠, 𝐺𝑆𝐷)/(𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝐸𝐸𝑃(𝑮𝑴𝑫,𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑔, 𝐺𝑆𝐷, 𝜂𝑛𝑢𝑚, 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓))
𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑀𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑟𝑆𝑇𝑃/(𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑇𝑃)
)
2
   (2.33) 
 
with GMD the iterative Geometric Mean Diameter at the EEP, 𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑀𝑥STP  the measured nvPM 
number and mass concentrations, 𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑀𝑥𝐸𝐸𝑃  the predicted nvPM number and mass at the EEP, 
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GMD, 𝑓log  the generated lognormal distribution at the EEP,  𝜂num/mass  the number and mass 
penetration efficiencies from the UTRC model, and 𝜌eff the particle average effective density. 
• 3)Once the best ‘GMD’ has been predicted from the Chi-square minimisation above, it is used 
with an assumed GSD of 1.8 to produce a lognormal distribution using equation (2.5). 
• 4)The number correction factor 𝑘𝑆𝐿num  is predicted by dividing the sum of the modelled 
distribution at the EEP with the sum of the same distribution multiplied by the sampling 
system penetration efficiency previously calculated. 
• 5)The mass correction factor 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass  is predicted similarly to 𝑘𝑆𝐿num  by converting the 
number weighted size distribution at the EEP into a mass-weighted size distribution using 
equation (2.6) and the assumed particle density.  
• 6)Iterations 2) to 5) are repeated until the solver has found the minimum value of the square 
of the fractional errors, that is until line losses yield the reported downstream nvPM number 
and mass concentrations. 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass , 𝑘𝑆𝐿num  and the GMD are outputted. 
A summary diagram in Figure 2-12 visually represents the steps to estimate the number and 
mass correction factors in the SLT with Dmg corresponding to the GMD, 𝜎g corresponding to the GSD, 
DF1 referring to the primary dilution (see section 3.1.1.3) and DF2 referring to the secondary dilution 
occurring in a compliant nvPM number instrument (see section 3.1.1.1). 
 
 
Figure 2-12: Diagram of the SLT system loss correction factor methodology (Note that kthermo and 
DF1 cancel out and hence have no impact on the calculations) [57] 
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2.5 Measurement uncertainty and error propagation 
Measurement of nanoparticles is challenging and can lead to significant uncertainties. This 
section briefly describes some fundamentals of uncertainty analysis that were considered in this 
work. 
 Nanoparticle measurement uncertainties can be separated in two categories: Systematic 
errors which are usually the result of  inaccurate calibration, with the measurement value always 
larger (or smaller) than the ‘true’ value. Random errors that refer to the variation in the 
measurement of a single quantity which can be dealt with in a statistical manner and represented 
with error bars. 
Nanoparticle measurements are generally reported as an average of a characteristic 
repeatedly measured over time (e.g. number/mass concentration). For example, during aircraft 
exhaust emission certification testing, nvPM are usually characterised over a period of 30 seconds 
for each tested condition. The standard deviation ( 𝜎STD ) as defined in equation (2.34) and 
represented in Figure 2-13 can be used to represent the scatter around the reported average and is 
a measure of the precision of the result. The coefficient of variation (CV) corresponds to the standard 
deviation divided by the mean. 
   
σSTD = √
1
N
∑ (xi −mean)2
N
i=1 → CV = 
σSTD
mean
 
 
(2.34) 
with N the number of repeats, xi the value at the repeat ‘i’. 
To represent the scatter around reported nvPM data, error bars corresponding to ±2 
standard deviations from the average may be plotted as they represent a 95% confidence interval 
(±1 𝜎STD=68% and ±3 𝜎STD=99% confidence). 
 
Figure 2-13: Illustration of a normal distribution with confidence bands representing the standard 
deviation (GSD) around the mean 
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 When repeating a measurement without making any changes and hence expecting the same 
value, the variation around the mean may be represented by the standard error defined as the 
standard deviation divided by the square-root of the number of repeats (SE = 𝜎STD/√𝑛).  
Propagation of uncertainty: 
When estimating a parameter from a combination of measured values, each associated with 
individual uncertainties, the resultant uncertainty may be determined using error propagation. 
Depending on the mathematical operation, error propagation is estimated as followed: 
• Addition/subtraction:    𝑧 = 𝑥 ± 𝑦   gives  Δ𝑧 = √Δx2 + Δy2 
• Multiplication/Division : 𝑧 = 𝑥
×
/
𝑦  gives  Δ𝑧 = 𝑧 × √(
Δx
x
)
2
 + (
Δy
y
)
2
 
For example, the propagated uncertainty of EInumber (section 1.5.1.2) using particle number 
concentration (N) and diluted CO2 measurements is: 
 σEINumber = EIN ×√(
σN
N
)2 + (
σCO2dil
CO2dil
)2 = EIN × √(CVN)2 + (CVCO2)
2 (2.35) 
 
with 𝜎 representing the standard deviation of the individual measurements. 
Another example is the propagated uncertainty of the repeated estimation of particle 
penetration efficiency (standard error) as used in chapter 5: 
 σPenetration efficiency = √n°repeats × (
Noutlet
Ninlet
) × √(
σNoutlet
Noutlet
)2 + (
σNinlet
Ninletl
)2 (2.36) 
 
with Noutlet/inlet the particle number concentration measured at the inlet/outlet of the test section. 
2.6 Reporting of large-scale aircraft engine nvPM emissions  
When investigating aircraft engine particulate emissions, nvPM number and mass 
concentrations per volume of gas (i.e. /cm3) are generally measured. Several studies available in the 
literature have reported PM emissions from aircraft exhaust over the last decade [9], [20], [51], [61], 
[63], [92], [93]. In addition to the investigation of aircraft exhaust aerosol properties (including 
density, morphology and volatility) towards better understanding of aircraft PM, most studies 
reported nvPM Emission indices (EIs) derived from measured number and mass concentrations as 
prescribed by current ICAO guidelines (section 1.5).  
Examples of reported nvPM emission indices found in the literature are presented in Figure 
2-14, Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16 where nvPM number and mass emission indices (EI) are plotted 
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against relative thrust (Foo) for different engine types. Indeed, aircraft PM emissions are generally 
presented against thrust relative to the rated thrust Foo (section 1.5). However, rated thrust is 
calculated at International Standard Atmospheric (ISA) sea level conditions [14] and any variations in 
temperature and pressure during engine testing can cause the rated thrust to vary for a similar 
engine power. For example, for the same power settings, the relative thrust estimated at an engine 
testing in a hot and moist location can vary by several percent when compared with an engine testing 
in a cold and dry location.  
 
Figure 2-14: SaM146 Turbofan Engine average normalised nvPM number (a) and mass (b) 
emission indices for different regimes [61] 
 
Figure 2-15: nvPM number- (a) and mass-based (b) emission indices as a function of engine 
operating conditions for three engines [51] 
(a) (b) 
(a) 
(b) 
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Figure 2-16: Comparison of mass emission indices from Black Carbon measurement (MSS, LII) and 
Total Particle measurements (DMS-500, SMPS, FMPS) at different engine thrusts [63] 
It is observed from Figure 2-14, Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-16 that EIs correlations with thrust 
are engine specific and that the highest thrust doesn’t necessarily correspond to the higher EI. In the 
literature, nvPM EIs quoted for aircraft engines vary by several orders of magnitude for both EI 
number and mass as highlighted by the figures below. This large difference can be explained by 
factors such as engine technology, age and efficiency, fuel type, atmospheric condition and sampling 
system which all impact on nvPM emissions and measurement. 
2.7 Chapter Summary 
The harmful effects of Particulate Matter (PM) produced by aircraft gas turbine on health and 
the environment are a growing concern. ICAO has recently implemented new guidelines for the 
sampling and measurement of aircraft nvPM for reporting purpose as a baseline for future 
regulation. This chapter has presented fundamental properties of aircraft PM, defining the concept 
of particle size, size distribution statistics, particle effective density and particle loss mechanisms 
occurring when being sampled. The methodology for system loss correction including the UTRC 
model and the SLT as prescribed by ICAO regulation were also discussed, along with uncertainty 
analysis basics used in this thesis and typical aircraft PM emissions reported in the literature. 
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3 Experimental Facilities and PM Instrumentation 
Within the work presented in this thesis, several industrial and research-based facilities were 
used to perform experimental testing. These sites provided the opportunity for extensive PM 
characterisation on numerous aerosols sources, spanning from large-scale civil aviation aircraft 
engines to combustor rigs and laboratory aerosol generators. Various sampling systems and PM 
measuring analysers were employed.  
This chapter discusses the instrumentation and sampling systems used most prominently to 
produce the results which are presented in later result chapters and briefly summarises the facilities 
of interest. 
3.1 Aircraft engine exhaust PM measurements 
Over the course of this thesis, multiple large-scale aircraft engine certification level emission 
testing has been attended. PM emissions were generally characterised using the ICAO compliant 
EASA/EU nvPM mobile reference system, also called ‘EASA reference system’. This section discusses 
the different segments composing the EASA reference system and additional instrumentation 
employed to characterise aircraft PM. 
 ICAO compliant nvPM sampling and measurement system 
As previously discussed, a nvPM sampling and measurement methodology has been 
standardised to permit the accurate reporting and comparison of nvPM emissions from aircraft 
engines [14]. The EASA reference system was designed in accordance with those standards and can 
be divided into five section as represented in Figure 3-1. The 1st common point, primary diluter inlet 
and EEP are highlighted as they are important locations in the scope of this work. Section 1 represents 
the collection section including the sampling probe and short sampling lines (<8 m) where 
consequent aerosol cooling occurs. Sections 2 to 4 correspond to the remainder of the sampling 
system including the primary diluter and the 25 m sample line where the aerosol is further cooled 
and diluted. Section 5 refers to the various instruments measuring nvPM and gases (CO2). A detailed 
overview of the compliant EASA system along with calibration and maintenance discussions is 
available in SAMPLE reports [50]. Example calibration certificates of instruments measuring PM are 
available in the Appendix (10.1). 
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Figure 3-1: Overview schematic of an nvPM sampling and measurement system [59] 
It is noted that although ICAO proposed regulation for compliant nvPM sampling systems was 
designed to standardise the sampling and measurement methodology, small variations are tolerated 
in sample line temperature, gas flow, pressure, dilution and dimensions [14] that can all result in 
additional nvPM measurement uncertainties. Lobo et al. [51] compared two ICAO compliant 
sampling systems as part of A-PRIDE 4 campaign and reported agreement within 6% for nvPM 
number and within 15% for nvPM mass. Inter-comparison between three ICAO compliant sampling 
systems was also performed during SAMPLE campaigns [50] which established that variability for 
nvPM number and mass emission indices was respectively ±6% and ±9%. 
 nvPM Number measurement 
ICAO regulation requires aircraft nvPM number concentration measurement to be 
determined using a system consisting of a volatile particle remover (VPR) and a n-butanol 
condensation particle counter (CPC) in series. The VPR shall be maintained at 350°±15°C to 
evaporate volatile species and must include a dilution system (DF2) to maintain particle number 
concentration within CPC single count mode and to reduce sample temperature to between 10°C 
and 35°C at the CPC inlet. Also, the VPR shall have a volatile removal efficiency so that more than 
99.5% of tetracontane (CH3(CH2)38CH3) particles with an inlet concentration >10000 particles/cm3 at 
30 nm electrical mobility diameter are removed.  
 Deposition of nanoparticles in the nvPM number measuring instrument is relatively high and 
size-dependent (Figure 2-11), thus requires regular calibration to ensure the accuracy of reported 
concentrations. The main mechanisms by which particles are lost are thermophoresis and diffusion 
in the VPR. Calibration is also required to verify volatile removal efficiency. 
1st common point Primary diluter inlet 
EEP 
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Table 3-1: Minimum allowed counting fractions of the VPR and CPC for nvPM number 
measurement 
𝑫𝒎 [nm] 𝐕𝐏𝐑𝟏𝟓𝐧𝐦 𝐕𝐏𝐑𝟑𝟎𝐧𝐦 𝐕𝐏𝐑𝟓𝟎𝐧𝐦 𝐕𝐏𝐑𝟏𝟎𝟎𝐧𝐦 
 
𝐂𝐏𝐂𝟏𝟎𝐧𝐦(d50) 𝐂𝐏𝐂𝟏𝟓𝐧𝐦(d90) 
Minimum 
Penetration 
fraction [%] 
30% 55% 65% 70% 50% 90% 
 
Both the VPR and CPC are required to be calibrated annually to confirm each device meets 
the performance specifications prescribed by ICAO regulation, with the minimum penetration 
fractions listed in Table 3-1. The CPC counting efficiency must be determined with emery oil while 
the VPR is generally calibrated with a soot source (any solid particle can be used for VPR penetration 
efficiency calibration i). It is noted that the ≤10 nm CPC 50% cut-off (d50) was chosen based on 
measurements performed with different CPC’s of cut points <10 nm providing the same result when 
measuring aircraft exhaust PM using a compliant sampling system [12] and size distribution 
measurements showing that virtually no particles were observed <10 nm downstream of the CS-VPR 
[48]. 
NvPM number measurement in the EASA reference system is performed using AVL Advanced 
Particle Counter (APC) in accordance with the regulation. It is hence composed of a CPC that counts 
particles and a VPR that cools, dilutes and denudes (i.e. remove volatiles) the sampled aerosol.  
VPR: 
The VPR consists of a primary heated dilution at 150°C (chopper diluter), an Evaporation Tube 
(ET) at 300-400°C including a Catalytic Stripper (CS), and a secondary cold dilution, as depicted in 
Figure 3-2. The primary heated dilution is necessary as it was shown that without thermal pre-
treatment (i.e. hot dilution), some particle material could be modified in the evaporation tube of the 
APC, causing different losses to occur and hence inaccurate measurements [94].  
It was also reported that PMP compliant VPRs, which don’t include a CS didn’t completely 
remove volatile peaks but instead reduced its GMD below <23 nm [47], [95], [96]. Hence, the APC 
includes a CS assisting volatile removal via oxidation. It was proven that the addition of a CS 
downstream of a 350°C evaporation tube in a PMP compliant VPR allowed the efficient removal of 
volatile material ≤ 10 nm [47], [48], [97]. The secondary dilution is used to cool the aerosols within 
operation range of the CPC, prevent re-condensation and control the particle concentration. The APC 
 
 
i if soot generated by a propane diffusion flame is used for particle generation, then a thermal pre-
treatment device heated to 350°C may be needed to deliver only nvPM to the VPR 
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has numerous set points to control the dilution ratio (DF2) from 100 to 2500:1 which enables 
continuous CPC measurement at the required more accurate single count mode [47].  
 
Figure 3-2: schematic of AVL Particle counter [47] 
CPC: 
Traditionally, aerosol particle number was measured using an Optical Particle Counter (OPC) 
which is comprised of photo-sensitive detectors analysing the scattering of a light  source as particles 
are sampled though the analyser. The operating range of an OPC is typically in the micron range 
(>300 nm [98]) and hence is insensitive to typical aircraft PM. To address this issue, Condensation 
Particle Counters CPC were designed to enlarge nanoparticles to a detectable size through 
condensation techniques consisting in exposing the sampled particles to a super-saturated gas. The 
TSI CPC 3790E part of the EASA reference system uses butanol as its working fluid due to its high 
ratio thermal diffusivity to vapour diffusivity characteristics [99] and has a 50% cut-off diameter (d50) 
of 10 nm and a 90% cut-off diameter (d90) of 15 nm.  
Uncertainty: 
ICAO regulation requires the VPR dilution factor DF2 at any time to be less than or equal to 
±10% of the calibrated values and a CPC counting accuracy of ±10% from  2000 particles/cm3 to the 
upper threshold of the single count mode [14]. The resulting estimated nvPM number measurement 
propagated uncertainty from current regulation guidelines may be calculated as 
√10%2(CPC) + 10%2(DF2) = 14.1%. 
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 nvPM Mass measurement 
ICAO regulation defines nvPM mass as equivalent to Elemental Carbon (EC) and lists multiple 
requirements that instruments must meet for aircraft nvPM mass measurement. Mass analysers 
must be annually calibrated with the Thermal Optical Transmittance (TOT) method (NIOSH 5040) and 
must achieve mass concentrations within ±10% of the target EC mass specified which itself has a 
±16.7% stated accuracy [100]. They must be insensitive to volatile PM and have a range of 0-1000 
µg/m3 with a resolution of 1 𝜇g/m3 or better. The resulting propagated nvPM mass uncertainty is 
√10%2 + 16.7%2 = 19.5%.  
The ARTIUM Laser-Induced Incandescence analyser (LII300) and AVL Micro Soot Sensor (MSS) 
are used in the EASA reference system to measure nvPM mass and they both meet the requirements 
listed above. The two instruments measure nvPM by perturbing the emissions aerosol with near-
infrared radiation efficiently absorbed by black bodies (i.e. soot) and observing different physical 
responses.  
MSS: 
The MSS operating principle is based on the photoacoustic effect [101]. It measures the black 
carbon mass of an aerosol by exposing it to an intensity modulated laser beam that is preferentially 
absorbed by soot particles. This induces a modulated heating and cooling of the gas surrounding 
black absorbing heated particles which generates an acoustic wave that can be measured by a 
sensitive microphone. The recorded sound wave is proportional to the light absorption coefficient 
and mass of soot in the aerosol. 
 
Figure 3-3: Diagram of the measuring principle of the AVL MSS [102] 
LII300: 
The LII300 uses a non-intrusive laser-induced incandescence method to measure black 
carbon mass [103]. Light absorbing particles (i.e. BC) are rapidly heated by a pulsed laser of high 
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energy causing them to heat to temperatures of up to 4500K, just below soot sublimation 
temperature. The thermal radiation (i.e. incandescence) emitted from the heated particles are 
detected by photodetectors. The recorded signals are converted to absolute intensities by calibration 
with a spectral radiance standard which are coupled with the temperature to obtain soot mass 
concentrations. 
 
Figure 3-4: Simplified operating principle of the Artium LII-300 [104] 
 Dilution system 
When sampling aircraft exhaust aerosols, dilution with dry filtered air is necessary for 
multiple reasons, namely: to prevent particle agglomeration by reducing the particle concentration 
per volume of gas, to cool the aerosol without additional thermophoretic losses, to dry the aerosol 
minimising risks of volatiles condensing onto the particles, to ensure mixing, and to draw exhaust 
samples without the need of a pump.  ICAO regulation requires the use of an ejector-type diluter 
which are advantageous as they were proven to induce low additional nanoparticles losses, even 
when heated [105]–[108], as depicted in Figure 3-5. 
 
Figure 3-5: Ejector diluter losses of diesel exhaust particles measured with various 
instruments [105] (a) and ejector diluter’s penetration efficiencies unheated and heated at 150°C 
[106] (b) 
(
a) 
(a) (b) 
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The minimum requirements for particle penetration fractions of an ICAO compliant ejector 
diluter are listed in Table 3-2.  It is noted that CO2 is generally used to measure the dilution factor of 
diluters as it is a stable gas and is relatively easy and accurate to measure.  
Table 3-2: Minimum requirements for particle penetration efficiency in the primary diluter of an 
ICAO compliant sampling system [14] 
Particle mobility diameter [nm] 15 nm 30 nm 50 nm 100 nm 
Minimum particle penetration fraction 80% 90% 90% 90% 
 
The diluter used in the EASA system is a DEKATI DI-1000 working on the ejection principle as 
illustrated in Figure 3-6. The sampled aerosol is drawn inside the diluter due to the pressure drop 
occurring at the nozzle where flow reaches high velocities. 
 
Figure 3-6: Diagram of the ICAO compliant Dekati DI-1000 ejector [19] 
 Sampling lines 
Sampling lines in an ICAO compliant sampling and measurement system are used to deliver 
the aerosol to the instruments and connect different parts of the sampling system. When sampling 
aircraft nvPM, the aerosol must be maintained above 60°C (±15°C) to prevent condensation and 
hence the sample lines are required to uniformly heat the transported gas. Also, to minimise 
electrostatic loss, the inner walls of the sample lines must meet the recommended anti-static 
resistance limits defined in ISO 8031:2009 [53]. Two wall materials are recommended for the heated 
sample lines: 
• Carbon loaded PTFE: Carbon loaded PTFE (i.e. polytetrafluoroethylene) is one of 
the most suitable materials for sampling particles. In addition to being flexible 
and hydrophobic, it is an excellent dielectric, has a very low friction coefficient, 
and is non-reactive. 
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• Stainless steel: Stainless steel is an excellent alternative to Carbon loaded PTFE 
as it can support much higher temperatures and has a higher electrical 
conductivity. However, it is not as flexible and can be a significant inconvenience 
for mobile sampling systems. 
The EASA reference system uses flexible Winkler WAKG heated lines with the inner wall made 
of carbon-loaded PTFE allowing sampling at temperatures up to 250°C. The active heating is provided 
via inductance through cables surrounding a layer of heat conductive stainless steel, as displayed in 
Figure 3-7. The lines are also electrically grounded to minimise any unwanted electrostatic 
behaviour. 
 
Figure 3-7: Heated line used in the EASA mobile system (where Carbon loaded PTFE is coating the 
inner walls) [109] 
 Cyclone 
A cyclone is an inertial separator without moving parts using cyclonic separation to remove 
particulate from a gas or liquid stream through vortex separation. It is used in the EASA reference 
system near the analysers to remove the larger particles in an aerosol, preventing mass 
contamination from undesirable line shedding events. The cyclone prevents blockages of small 
orifices by eliminating particles larger than 1  𝜇m (or 2.5 𝜇m) entering the sampling tube and 
instruments. The two parameters of interest in a cyclone are: 
• 50% Cut-off efficiency (𝜂50% ) 
• Sharpness (𝜂84% /𝜂16% ) 
ICAO regulation requires a cyclone separator with a cut-off size of 1 𝜇m and sharpness ≤1.25 
is used at the outlet of 25 metres line. 
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 Cleanliness and Background checks 
Zero checks, also called cleanliness checks, are performed at the beginning and end of any 
aircraft exhaust measurement testing to ensure that the sampling system and measuring 
instruments are clean and leak-free. As described in ICAO regulation, a cleanliness check is performed 
by sampling HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate Air) filtered air via the primary dilution and measuring 
nvPM number and mass for 30 seconds. To pass the cleanliness check, the averaged nvPM mass and 
number concentrations shall respectively be less than 1 𝜇g/m3 for the nvPM mass and 2 particles/cm3 
for nvPM number. It is noted that given the EASA refence system nvPM number analyser (AVL APC) 
runs an online dilution prior to the CPC (as is the case for any ICAO compliant system), a measured 
number concentration of 2 particles/cm3 actually corresponds to a concentration of ~ 130 
particles/cm3 at the inlet of the instrument given the lowest dilution factor setting is of the AVL APC 
~67.  
Ambient/background nvPM measurements are also preformed to characterise 
representative concentrations from the air entering the aircraft engine. Lobo et al. [9] showed that 
background PM could reach number concentrations above 106 particles/cm3 on airport runways 
although it is noted that engine tests are generally performed in test beds where the background PM 
is much lower. 
 Particle size measurement 
Particle size distribution measurements, while not currently prescribed by ICAO regulation, 
were regularly performed during aircraft exhaust aerosol measurements and on other laboratory 
experiments presented in this body of work. Size measurements were generally carried out using a 
Cambustion Ltd DMS-500 which is a fast response Differential Mobility Spectrometer permitting the 
measurement of nanoparticles in the 5-1000 nm range. In this section the features, operating 
principle, outputs and calibration of  DMS-500 are described. 
The DMS-500 is comprised of a 1 µm cyclone at its inlet preventing micron size particles from 
contaminating the readings. It includes an optional 5 metres heated arm with an annular type 
primary dilution and a secondary chopper diluter inside the main unit allowing sample dilution of up 
to 3000 and sampling of hot aerosol as presented in Figure 3-8, permitting aerosol measurements at 
concentrations between 103 and 1011 particles/cm3.  
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Figure 3-8: Illustration of the DMS-500 sampling system with the two dilution stages and the 5m 
heated line [8] 
The analyser requires an inlet flowrate of 1.2-8 standard Lpm depending on the dilution ratio 
used. It also operates a 0.25 bar pressure, reducing losses within the unit by reducing residence time 
and isolating the instrument from fluctuating sample pressure. The sensitivity of the DMS-500 is 
dependent on the dilution used, the sampling frequency and the particle size as illustrated in Figure 
3-9. 
 
Figure 3-9: DMS-500 sensitivity limits at different measurement rates with no dilution [110] 
 Electrical classification theory 
Particle size distributions are measured in the DMS-500 by charging the sampled aerosol 
using a unipolar diffusion charger (corona discharge) and measuring the current generated by 
particles deflecting onto electrometer rings in a classifier column when subjected to a strong 
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electrical field,  as shown in Figure 3-10. A particle’s trajectory in the classifier is a function of their 
charge to drag ratio (i.e. electrical mobility) and can be translated into particle number and size data. 
Indeed, when a charged particle suspended in a gas is placed in an electric field, the particle 
experiences a force which is dependent on its charge and the strength of the electric field. This force 
causes the particle to accelerate along the electric field lines. This acceleration is opposed by viscous 
forces within the fluid, which are dependent on fluid viscosity and particle size and increase with 
increasing particle velocity. Thus, a particle reaches its terminal velocity when electrical and viscous 
forces are balanced. Electrical mobility is described by the following equation derived from Stokes’ 
law: 
 Electrical mobility =
Elecrtostatic force
aerodynamic drag
→ 𝑍𝑝 =
𝑛. 𝑒. 𝐶𝑐
3. 𝜂𝑣𝑖𝑠. 𝑑p
  (3.1) 
 
where Zp is the electrical mobility [m2/V/s], n is the number of charges on the particle, e is 
the elementary charge [C], Cc is the slip correction factor, ηg is the dynamic viscosity of air and dp is 
the particle diameter [m]. 
 
 
Figure 3-10: Diagram of the DMS-500 classifier column [111] 
 DMS-500 Outputs: 
The DMS-500 measures the sampled aerosol size distribution and outputs the total number 
concentration, GMD and GSD which are derived from the discrete dN/dlogdp spectrum respectively 
using equations (2.3), (2.2) and (2.4) as previously discussed. The main outputs of the DMS-500 can 
be separated in two categories [112]: 
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➢ Discrete spectrum data: The spectral output by the DMS-500 is a ‘discrete’ approximation 
to the continuous spectrum made of triangular bins, with outputted aerosol statistics of the 
discrete spectrum (total number concentration, GMD, GSD and CMD). 
 
➢ Aerosol mode data: In parallel with the discrete spectrum data inversion, the DMS-500 
outputs summary information of the main peak lognormal mode (aerosol mode number 
concentration, CMD, GSD) corresponding to a lognormal function which would best give the 
measured ring current. Its accuracy depends upon whether the aerosol mode is truly 
lognormal. 
 
Figure 3-11: Screenshot of the DMS-500 user interface displaying the measurement of a bi-
modal size distribution [112] 
 DMS-500 Calibration: 
Given particle size is relative to its morphology and the means by which it is measured, the 
DMS-500 requires to be calibrated to provide accurate particle size measurements. Several 
calibration inversion matrices are made available by the manufacturer, each specific to a particle 
type or analysis methodology. To calibrate the DMS-500 for particle size and number, a transfer 
function mapping particle size to ring currents is modelled using aerosol properties, sheath flows, 
unipolar diffusion charger characteristics, and classifier column voltage, pressure, temperature and 
geometry [111]. After the DMS has been checked for correct operation, the transfer function is 
empirically adjusted with real aerosols. The DMS calibration procedure is similar to the calibration 
procedure generally used for CPC [113], with particle size selected using a DMA and counted with a 
standard electrometer. An electrometer is used instead of a CPC because of the minimal practical 
concentration for particle measurement generally being too high for most CPCs to operate in 
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photometric mode (> 104 particles/cm3). It is noted that particle losses occurring in the heated line 
and chopper diluter when used are not corrected for in the calibration. 
The DMS-500 is calibrated for spheres and fractal particles in the nanometre range using a 
variety of particle generation methods listed below (it is noted that fractal particles were shown to 
converge with spheres at mobility diameter below 80 nm) [111]: 
➢ Nebulised & nucleated classified sulphuric acid (spherical calibration): 5-50nm (GMD~15 nm) 
➢ Nebulised classified sodium chloride (spherical calibration): 50-300 nm (GMD~50 & 100 nm) 
➢ NIST Traceable PSL spheres (spherical calibration): 300-1000 nm 
➢ Classified soot from  Jing Mini-CAST generator (fractal/soot calibration): 50-300 nm 
(GMD~50, 75, 100 & 200 nm) 
The transfer functions generated from calibration for different particle types are listed below, 
with results derived from the discrete spectrum and the lognormal fit of the aerosol mode: 
➢ Monomodal: spherical calibration for discrete spectrum and lognormal fit (unconstrained) 
➢ Monomodal aggregates: soot calibration for discrete spectrum and lognormal fit 
➢ Diesel: spherical calibration for discrete spectrum, constrained lognormal fit with sphere 
calibration between 10-35 nm (nucleation mode) and constrained lognormal fit with soot 
calibration for second peak (accumulation mode) 
➢ GDI: spherical calibration for discrete spectrum, constrained lognormal fit with sphere 
calibration between 10-35 nm (nucleation mode) and constrained lognormal fit with sphere 
calibration for second peak (accumulation mode) 
Bimodal calibration files are also available where the discrete spectrum remains unchanged 
but two lognormal peaks are fitted to the data.  
 Measurement of nanoparticles in a liquid 
In the scope of this thesis, particles were sometimes characterised when suspended in a 
liquid. The Zetasizer Nano ZS and Nanosight LM10  from Malvern instruments were both utilised for 
this purpose. Both instruments use technologies that rely on Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) theory 
as discussed below. 
• Zetasizer Nano ZS (DLS) [114]: 
The Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS is an instrument with a 633 nm He-Ne laser that uses DLS to 
measure physical properties of nanoparticles in suspensions. It can measure particle hydrodynamic 
diameters down to 0.3 nm, particle size distributions, zeta potentials and other properties such as 
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the sample conductivity and mobility. Some important aspects of the instrument are described 
below: 
➢ The original size distribution information is intensity weighted and obtained from a DLS 
measurement which requires the knowledge of the liquid viscosity and refractive index. To 
transform the intensity size distribution into a volume and number size distribution, the particle 
refractive index and absorption are needed, and the assumptions of sphericity and uniform 
density are made.  
 
➢ The recommended concentration for particles ranging from 10 nm to 100 nm varies from 
0.1mg/L up to 5% of the total suspension mass. 
 
• Nanosight LM10 (NTA)  [115]: 
 
The Malvern NanoSight LM10 combines the properties of both light scattering and Brownian 
motion (DLS) in order to obtain the size distribution and concentration measurement of particles in 
liquid suspensions. A laser beam is passed through the sample chamber, and particles in the path of 
this beam scatter light in such a manner that they can easily be visualized via a magnification 
microscope onto which a camera is mounted. The camera tracks individual particles undergoing 
Brownian motion and calculates their hydrodynamic diameters using equation (3.2), with particle 
movements varying according to their size. It makes an absolute measurement method that doesn’t 
require any calibration. This technique is called Nanoparticle Tracking Analysis (NTA) and can extract 
particle number concentration, size and polydispersity. Some important aspects of the instruments 
are described below: 
➢ The particle concentration in the suspension should be: ~106 < sample < ~109 particles/cm3 
which should correspond to 20-100 particle in the field of view of the camera. 
 
➢ The sample should not be visibly too concentrated (it can be sonicated and filtered prior to 
analysis). 
 
➢ Polydisperse and low concentration samples need to be captured for longer to generate more 
accurate data. 
 Dynamic Light Scattering theory 
DLS, also known as Photon Correlation Spectroscopy (PCS) or Quasi-Elastic Light Scattering 
(QELS), is a non-destructive technique used to characterise nanoparticles dispersed in liquids. Unlike 
static light scattering, it can yield size information down to the tens of nanometres by measuring the 
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speed at which the particles are diffusing due to Brownian motion from scattered light fluctuations 
when illuminated [62, p. 281]. DLS relies on Rayleigh isotropic scattering theory for particle less than 
1/10th  of the laser wavelength and Mie scattering theory for particles more than 1/10th of the laser 
wavelength to convert measured scattered light intensity into particle size and volume data [116]. 
DLS measures the particle hydrodynamic diameter (dh) that can be calculated using the following 
equation derived from the Stokes-Einstein relation: 
 𝑑ℎ =
𝑘𝑇
3𝜋𝜂𝑣𝑖𝑠𝐷
 (3.2) 
 
With dh the hydrodynamic diameter defined as the diameter of a hard sphere that diffuses at 
the same speed as the particle being measured, 𝐷 the diffusion coefficient, 𝑘 Boltzmann constant, 𝑇 
the absolute temperature and 𝜂𝑣𝑖𝑠 the liquid dynamic viscosity.  
Notable uncertainties arise from the measurement of dh using DLS theory as discussed below: 
➢ Given the intensity of scattered light is proportional to a sixth of the power of the particle 
diameter (𝐼 𝛼 𝑑p
6), DLS doesn’t precisely resolve multi-modal and polydisperse sample because 
the scattered intensity of larger particles will strongly overlay that of smaller particles [117]. 
 
➢ The apparent size measured by DLS can be affected by the media conductivity, the particle 
surface structure and morphology [116]: 
o If the liquid medium has a low conductivity (i.e. low ionic concentration), an extended 
double layer of ions will be produced around particles, reducing the diffusion speed and 
resulting in a larger, apparent dh.  
 
o If a layer of absorbed polymers coats the surface of particles, the diffusion speed and in 
turn the apparent size can be changed by several nanometres. 
 
o The dh of a non-spherical particle is the diameter of a sphere that has the same 
translational diffusion speed as the particle. If the shape of a particle changes in a way 
that affects the diffusion speed, then the dh will change. For example, small changes in 
the length of a rod-shaped particle may directly affect the size, whereas changes in the 
rod’s diameter, which will hardly affect the diffusion speed, can be more difficult to 
detect.  
 
➢ DLS tends to overestimate the width of the peaks in the intensity-weighted distributions and this 
can be magnified when transforming the weight of the distributions to volume and number. 
Thus, the volume and number size distributions should only be used for estimating the relative 
amounts of material in separate peaks as the means and particularly the widths are less reliable.  
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 Zeta potential 
Zeta potential is a physical property referring to the electric potential difference between the 
dispersion medium and the stationary layer of fluid attached to the dispersed particle [118]. It is 
derived from electrophoretic mobility measurement and the Henry equation and used to describe 
the stability, or state of agglomeration, of solid particles in a liquid solution. The higher the absolute 
value of the zeta potential, the more they repulse each other and the more stable the suspension. 
When measuring a zeta potential between -30 and +30 mV, the suspension is assumed unstable and 
particles are expected to agglomerate over time.  
3.2 Aerosol generation and conditioning techniques 
As an alternative to aircraft PM generated from a gas turbine engine which is expensive and 
logistically difficult to operate, a significant body of work in this thesis used alternative aerosol 
generation (nebuliser, graphite generator) and conditioning techniques (centrifugation, diffusion 
screen, aerodynamic classification) for experimental work, as discussed in this section.  
Table 3-3: Literature using Collision nebuliser to generate nanoparticles for loss experiments 
Author Particle generated 
Deposition mechanism 
investigated 
Romay et al. [86]  NaCl & PSL  (100-700 nm) Thermophoresis 
Tsai et al. [119] NaCl (40-500 nm) Thermophoresis 
Muñoz-Bueno et al.  [84] NiO (20-200 nm) Thermophoresis 
Brugiere et al. [85] PSL (30-600 nm) Thermophoresis 
Lin et al. [120], Yin et al.  [121] Oil (8-550 nm) Bend/inertial loss 
Yin and Dai [122] Oil (6-550 nm) Diffusional loss 
Kumar et al. [76] NaCl (5-200 nm) Diffusional loss 
Tsai [123] NaCl (10-100 nm) Diffusional loss 
Cheng et al. [108] NaCl, DOP (20-400 nm) Losses in an ejector diluter 
Giechaskiel et al. [105] NaCl (30-100 nm) Losses in an ejector diluter 
 
Comprehensive experimental works are found in the literature characterising nanoparticles 
behaviours. In these studies, the authors generated nanoparticles using numerous methods. The 
aerosol generation technique most commonly discussed is the nebulisation of a solution containing 
either suspended solid particles or a dissolved chemical solute in a particle-free solvent (Table 3-3). 
Nebulisation operates by generating very small droplets which are subsequently suspended in a ‘dry’ 
carrier gas.  Upon evaporation of the solvent, solid particles consisting of either the suspended solid 
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or the solute are present in the gas flow. Another popular aerosol generation method is the 
evaporation-condensation technique, which consists of evaporating a solid material, generally in the 
form of powder, then quenching the vapour to produce nano-particles [78], [124]–[126]. 
Other aerosol generation processes used in the literature include spark discharge generators 
(section 3.2.3), blender feeders, heated wire and the direct sampling of combustion exhaust like 
Diesel engines or diffusion flames (e.g. Jing CAST [127]).    
 Nebuliser 
Nebulisation of colloidal suspensions necessitate atomisation of a liquid solution containing 
solid nanoparticles, or soluble material. A nebuliser, also referred to as atomiser, produces small 
droplets containing particles which evaporate shortly after atomisation in a ‘dry’ carrier gas, resulting 
in particles transported in the gas flow. Droplet evaporation can be aided with a furnace, a 
membrane drier, or simply by ensuring the carrier gas is well below its saturation limit for the liquid 
used as the solvent. This methodology is commonly used in medicine research studies [128] (drug 
delivery, health impact of harmful nano-particles, etc) and to test particulate filter efficiency [129]. 
Advantages of liquid atomising techniques for nanoparticle generations are numerous, namely low 
cost, availability of a wide range of particle size, composition and morphology, and suspensions are 
generally already characterised by manufacturers using techniques such as SEM/TEM and DLS 
(section 3.1.4.1). 
 
There are a number of nebuliser technologies commercially available discussed in the 
literature, with brief descriptions of their operation presented below: 
 
➢ Ultrasonic nebulisers (i.e. ultrasonic spray pyrolysis [130]): High frequency ultrasound is 
propagated through the liquid suspension, forming small micro-droplets by impinging on the 
liquid-gas interface. 
 
➢ Electrospray: An electric field is used to disperse the liquid suspension, producing a 
controllable monodisperse droplet distribution [131], [117]. Electrosprays have been 
demonstrated to produce mono-modal sub-micrometric droplets down to 100 nm. However, 
suspensions of specific electrical conductivity are required [132]. 
 
➢ Collision Nebuliser (i.e. Pneumatic, Air-blast): Compressed air is ejected through a small 
orifice nozzle, sucking a liquid into a small mixing chamber, the high velocity air jet 
subsequently atomising the liquid into droplets [62, p. 458], [133],[132]. The use of an 
impaction plate at the exit of the nebuliser orifice can prevent the escape of larger droplets, 
reducing the droplet size distribution [117], [132]. This form of nebuliser with impactor has 
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been shown to produce a stable stream of aerosolized particles and can be used with a wide 
variety of suspensions (Table 3-3). 
 
In this thesis, a Topas ATM-226 atomiser aerosol generator [134] (collision type nebuliser) 
was used to generate nanoparticles as discussed in section 4.1. The calibration certificate of this 
nebuliser is available in the appendix (10.2). 
 Centrifugation of suspensions 
When characterising liquid suspensions, centrifuges can be used for nanoparticle separation 
and conditioning. Subject to a centrifugal force, particles present in a suspension will sediment 
towards the centre of the centrifuge (i.e. bottom of the vial) at a rate depending on their density and 
size, as depicted in Figure 3-12. The larger and denser the particles, the faster it will sediment. 
 
Figure 3-12: particles of different densities or size observed to sediment at different rates [135] 
  The sedimentation velocity in a centrifuge can be derived from Stokes’ law using the 
centrifugal acceleration definition 𝑎 = 𝑟.𝜔2 with r the radius of rotation [m] and w the speed of 
rotation (angular velocity) [rad/s]: 
 𝑣𝑐 =
𝑑𝑝
2 × (𝜌particle − 𝜌liquid)
18𝜂𝑣𝑖𝑠
× 𝑟𝑤2 =
𝑑𝑝
2 ∗ (𝜌particle − 𝜌liquid)
18𝜂𝑣𝑖𝑠
× 𝑟
2𝜋. RPM
60
 (3.3) 
 
with 𝑣𝐶  the sedimentation velocity in [m/s], 𝑑p the particle diameter in [m], 𝜌particle and 𝜌liquid the 
densities of the particle and the liquid in [kg/m3] and 𝜂𝑣𝑖𝑠 the viscosity of the liquid in [kg/m/s]. 
 The centrifugal force of a centrifuge is generally expressed in Relative Centrifugal Force (RCF) 
or Round Per Minute (RPM), with conversion from one to the other defined as followed: 
 
 RCF = 11.18 × 𝑟[mm] × (
RPM
1000
)
2
 (3.4) 
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 Graphite Aerosol Generator 
Carbonaceous nanoparticles can be generated in a laboratory setup using graphite 
generators. The PALAS Graphite Aerosol Generator GFG 1000 (i.e. spark discharge generator) is one 
of such, producing soot-like particles utilising spark discharge at a high voltage between two graphite 
electrodes, as presented in Figure 3-13. The electrodes are shielded in a non-reactive argon 
atmosphere to avoid carbon oxidation [136]. The carbon evaporated from the graphite electrodes 
condenses into very small primary particles ~5 nm [85], [137] with densities around 2 g/cm3 [138] 
that subsequently coagulate into bigger agglomerates. This generator can be used as a surrogate for 
atmospheric and combustion soot and has been demonstrated to maintain constant operation over 
time periods of several hours [137], [138] and [136] .  
 
Figure 3-13: Diagram of the mechanical arrangement of the electrode unit inside a PALAS GFG 1000 
[136] 
The size and number concentration of the aerosol leaving PALAS generator is mostly 
controlled by the coagulation process of the primary particles into larger agglomerates which can be 
modified by adjusting the Argon flowrate, dilution air flowrate and storm current (spark frequency- 
SC). Characterisation of the PALAS generator was performed using a Cambustion DMS-500 (section 
3.1.3). It was determined that the GFG-1000 could be used to produce stable aerosol with particle 
GMD ranging between 20 and 100 nm and associated GSD ranging from 1.4 to 2.2 at total number 
concentrations of 106-109 particles/cm3. Examples of particle size distributions produced by the 
PALAS generator for different settings can be found in Figure 3-14.  
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Figure 3-14: Particle Size distributions generated PALAS graphite aerosol generator at different 
settings and measured by a DMS-500 (SC=Spark Frequency) 
 Aerodynamic aerosol classification 
Classification techniques were used in laboratory experiments to size-select aerosols. The 
Cambustion Aerodynamic Aerosol Classifier (AAC) is a relatively novel instrument (released in 2016) 
using centrifugal force to classify particles of a polydisperse aerosol according to their aerodynamic 
diameter [139]. Combined with a particle counting instrument, the AAC can be used to determine an 
aerosol particle size distribution. Mass distribution, effective density and other properties of a 
polydisperse aerosol can also be determined when pairing and AAC with a DMA/CPMA [139]. 
In the AAC, the inlet aerosol is mixed with sheath air transporting the aerosol through the 
classifier and controlling particle’s residence time, as highlighted in Figure 3-15. Centrifugal force 
applied to particles is controlled by the classifier rotational speed and compels particles to migrate 
differently depending on their aerodynamic diameter directly proportional to the particle relaxation 
time (equation (2.16)) [140]. Particles larger and smaller than the chosen set-point are lost to the 
walls and excess flow respectively while particles of the desired size exit the AAC as a ‘truly 
monodisperse’ aerosol.  
Detailed studies on the theory of centrifugal classification and validation of the AAC with 
transfer function predictions were performed by Tavakoli and Olfert [140], [141] and by Johnson et 
al. [142]. 
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Figure 3-15: Diagram of the principle of operation of the Cambustion Aerodynamic Aerosol 
Classifier [77] 
 Diffusion screens 
Aerosol size distributions were also classified by using stacked diffusion screens inducing 
diffusional losses and hence removing the smaller portion of the aerosol distribution [143]. A TSI 
Particle Size Selector (PSS) 376060 was used consisting of a cone assembly capable of holding up to 
23 diffusion screens. By knowing the mesh size, wire radius, number of screens and the flowrate, it 
is possible to predict the penetration efficiency through the stack of screens (Figure 3-16).  
 
Figure 3-16: Theoretical penetration efficiency through the PSS using 5, 11 and 23 wire-mesh 
screens [144] 
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3.3 Large-scale certification level engine testing 
Over the course of this work, multiple certification level emission measurements using a fully 
ICAO compliant sampling system (Figure 3-1) were performed on large-scale gas turbine engines 
from Rolls-Royce Derby, Rolls-Royce Deutschland and Safran. Due to proprietary reasons, only data 
from Rolls-Royce engines is considered in this thesis. The data, discussed in chapter 6 and 7, 
represent seven engines corresponding to four engine types with nvPM emissions measured using 
three different test beds and two ICAO compliant sampling probes. Additional particle size 
measurement was performed with a Cambustion DMS-500 within the EASA reference system.  
 
Figure 3-17: Simplified diagram of an ICAO compliant sampling system used during large-scale 
engine testing 
 These tests generally consisted of an aircraft engine suspended in a test bed (Figure 3-18) 
with a sampling probe positioned in the exhaust of the engine and the primary dilution located within 
the test bed facilities. A long sample line transported the sampled aerosol outside of the test bed to 
the nvPM measuring instrument as presented in Figure 3-17. 
 
Figure 3-18: Photograph of the EU/EASA Mobile Reference System location next to SR 
Technics test cell [49] 
Gas Turbine 
engine 
EASA nvPM reference 
system (analysers) 
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3.4 Other engines and experimental Rigs 
Additional PM measurements discussed in this work were performed on smaller engines and 
combustion rigs as discussed below, with Figure 3-19 depicting the typical setup. 
 
Figure 3-19: Simplified diagram of the sampling system used during PM measurement on multiple 
engines and combustion rigs 
Gas Turbine Research Centre (GTRC) – Cardiff University: 
The GTRC is an academic multi-purpose combustion facility for research and development of 
combustors located in Port Talbot, South Wales. The centre comprises an RQL combustion rig which 
allows the investigation of exhaust emissions at different combustors operating conditions (AFR, 
temperature, pressure) using different fuels and atomisation nozzles. The impact of alternative fuel 
and humidity on nvPM emission was investigated on the RQL at the GTRC. 
GNOME engine – Rolls-Royce Derby: 
Emission characterisation of large-scale aircraft gas turbine is expensive and rarely performed 
other than during engine certification. As a more affordable alternative, the Strategic Research 
Centre based at Rolls-Royce has built a real gas turbine experimental rig using a Rolls-Royce GNOME 
engine as shown in Figure 3-20, permitting the extensive study of gas turbine engine emissions. The 
GNOME single spool turboshaft helicopter engine is composed of an annular combustor and a ten 
stage all-axial compressor. Density and volatility of particles emitted by the Rolls-Royce GNOME 
engine have been extensively investigated [72]. 
In this thesis, work performed using this engine include nvPM mass, number and size 
comparison with different instruments and the calibration of nvPM mass analysers. It was generally 
operated using commercial aircraft kerosene (jet A) fuel and particulate emissions were varied by 
changing the engine power conditions from low to high (throttle settings from 11,000 revolutions 
per minute to 21,000 rpm). 
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Figure 3-20: Photograph of a GNOME gas turbine rig with sample lines [19] 
Low Carbon Combustion Centre (LCCC) – Sheffield University: 
The LCCC is an academic research facility targeting research experiments across different 
areas of combustion. Within this body of work, nvPM measurements performed on a small-scale 
aviation engine (APU) at the LCCC using blends of conventional and alternative fuels are discussed. 
Several studies characterising particulate emission of the LCCC APU are available in the literature 
[71], [73], [145]. 
An auxiliary power unit (APU) is a small gas turbine engine usually used in commercial 
aircrafts to produce electricity in the aircraft and assist with main engine starting. An APU can also 
be used to run hydraulic pump control and air conditioning. The particular APU used at the LCCC is a 
Garrett Honeywell GTCP85. 
3.5 Chapter Summary  
This chapter described the instrumentation and facilities used during aircraft engine 
certification level test campaigns and during laboratory experiments providing PM data reported and 
discussed in the following result chapters. A detailed discussion of the different segments of an ICAO 
compliant sampling and measurement system is provided along with the operating principle of the 
analysers used to characterise aircraft nvPM. Other particle generation and conditioning techniques 
used during laboratory experiments were also introduced.  
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4 Aerosol Generation and Characterisation 
The transport and conditioning of Particulate Matter (PM) from the exhaust of a combustion 
source to the analysers can result in significant losses dependent on the sampling system and particle 
size [53].  Large-scale gas turbine engines are not a practical nor economically viable PM source when 
performing calibrations and nanoparticles experiments. Hence, cheaper, simpler and safer particle 
generation methods are desirable for laboratory experiments (section 3.2). To be representative of 
modern gas turbine PM, the aerosol generated by alternative methods should display a GMD 
between 10-100 nm [9], [20], [92].  
Comprehensive laboratory experimental studies are found in the literature characterising 
loss mechanisms. In these studies, the authors generally produce nanoparticles from 
solutions/suspensions using a collision nebuliser/nebuliser (Table 3-3), or directly with a spark 
discharge generator [83] or a propane diffusion burner [85]. Given loss mechanisms of diffusion and 
inertia are size-dependent (section 2.3), it is necessary for loss analysis to be performed using 
aerosols of different sizes. To the author’s knowledge, all particle generation processes produce 
polydisperse distributions, sometimes even multimodal, and hence generally need to be conditioned 
with a classification instrument (e.g. DMA [86], [105], [107], [108]).  
The main objective of this chapter was to produce nanoparticles representative of aircraft 
PM (size and morphology) in a laboratory setting to permit the experimental investigation of some 
particle loss mechanisms occurring when sampling aircraft PM as presented in chapter 5. Given some 
losses mechanisms are size-dependent, it was aimed to produce monomodal and monodisperse 
aerosols at a range of sizes using aerodynamic classification. Generation of particles of different 
morphologies and properties (e.g. density) was also desirable to see how they could impact particle 
loss.  
Aerosolization of nanoparticles with a collision nebuliser (section 3.2.1) classified with a 
Cambustion Aerodynamic Aerosol Classifier (section 3.2.4) was undertaken with a Cambustion DMS-
500 used to determine the resultant size distribution. Non-volatile Residual (NVR) by-product 
particles generated from the atomisation of suspensions were also investigated in detail with the aim 
of reducing their contribution to the generated aerosol. This study facilitated particle generation 
processes required for the laboratory loss investigations discussed in chapter 5. The potential of 
capture and characterisation of aircraft PM in a liquid was also assessed for later use in calibration 
and health studies.   
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4.1 Aerosolization of solutions/suspensions for particle generation 
Due to the simplicity of operation and wide variety of commercially available suspensions, a 
collision nebuliser was found to be a suitable generation technique for use in this research (section 
3.2.1). However, nanoparticle generation by atomising a liquid suspension can have major drawbacks 
including concerns with residual particles and agglomeration [117], [129], [146].  
When an intended particle-free nebulised droplet dries, Non-Volatile Residual (NVR) present 
in the liquid in the form of impurities can crystallise and form unrequired particles which are 
generally <100 nm [117], [146]. NVR’s can form new particles, or they can coat suspended particles 
during the drying process when nebulised droplets evaporate (Figure 4-1). The size of NVR particles 
depends on the impurity levels and the liquid droplet size; for a given impurity level,  a larger droplet 
will produce larger NVR particles or NVR coating given the concentration of impurity in the droplet 
increases with the droplet volume (i.e. size), as illustrated in Figure 4-1.  
 
Figure 4-1: Effect of producing smaller droplets on non-volatile residue particle nucleation and 
coating [147] 
Characterisation of NVR is very important as they can distort the intended nanoparticle size 
distribution and composition. The DMS-500’s manufacturer Cambustion states that PSL suspensions 
used for calibration purpose are unsuitable below 100 nm due to the NVR mode distorting the PSL 
peak at those sizes [111], as illustrated in Figure 4-2.  
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Figure 4-2: Particle size distribution of nebulised 300 nm PSL spheres used for the calibration of the 
DMS-500 with both reconstructed lognormal (blue) and full spectral outputs (red) [111] 
When the concentration of suspended nanoparticles is too high in a solution, the nebulised 
aerosol is statistically likely to contain more than one particle per droplet, which may result in 
agglomeration during the drying process [62, p. 458]. It is suggested that agglomeration can hence 
be avoided by reducing the concentration of nanoparticles, either by diluting the suspension with 
impurity-free solvents or by generating sufficiently small droplets to ensure they are statistically 
likely to contain a maximum of one particle. 
Collision nebulisers were operated using saline (NaCl) solutions, Silica (SiO2) suspensions, gold 
(Au) suspensions and Polystyrene latex bead (PSL) suspensions to both characterise the different 
nebuliser designs and investigate NVR contamination. 
 Experimental characterisation of collision nebulisers 
  Nebuliser performance comparison 
Two nebulisers were investigated to produce nanoparticles from a suspension. Preliminary 
experiments were performed using a commercially available ‘medical nebuliser’ which was 
estimated to have a mean droplet size in the 1-10 µm region [60]. This nebuliser is a collision 
nebuliser (section 3.2.1) consisting of a plastic vial containing the solution and a cone with a small 
aperture from where compressed air is ejected at high velocity. It was demonstrated that both the 
droplet size distribution and concentration could be changed by varying the compressed air pressure 
and flowrate rate.  Figure 4-3(a) shows a pictorial representation of three ‘medical nebulisers’ 
plumbed in series to generate sufficiently high concentrations of gold nanoparticle from suspension 
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(gold suspensions - 4.1.2.1). As seen in Figure 4-3(b), it was observed that the relatively larger droplet 
size distribution experienced with this nebuliser resulted in a larger non-volatile residual (NVR) 
particle peak (dashed blued line) naturally occurring from impurities present in the distilled water 
which overlapped the intended nanoparticle peak (vertical lines represent theoretical atomised gold 
concentration), resulting in a poorly defined aerosol.  
 
Figure 4-3: Photograph of three ‘medical’ nebulisers in series producing gold (a) and typical NVR 
size distribution when atomising distilled water with a ‘medical nebuliser’ (b) 
In an effort to minimise this NVR interference, a Topas ATM-226 aerosol generator 
specifically designed for nanoparticle preparation was purchased (section 3.2.1). The ATM-226 is 
similar to models employed by Jeon et al. [132] (Kanomax Nanoparticle Nebulizer Model 9110), 
Fissan et al. [117] (TSI Inc., prototype model 3485), and Park et al. [146] (Nebuliser TSI 3075) whom 
atomised and measured nanoparticle suspensions from 5-1000 nm. 
It was proposed that in line with the theory discussed above (Figure 4-1), the relatively 
smaller droplets produced by the ATM-226, of approximate GMD 200 nm [134] would result in fewer 
smaller NVR particles. This theory was experimentally validated by nebulising in-house distilled water 
(type 3 water [148]) with both the ATM-226 and a medical nebuliser and measuring the NVR size 
distribution from impurities naturally present in the nebulised droplets, as presented in Figure 4-4. 
It can be seen that the medical nebuliser has a significantly larger and wider NVR particle peak. 
Conversely, the ATM-226 produced relatively fewer and smaller NVR particles ranging between 5 
and 30 nm, making it conducive to nebulising suspensions of nanoparticles for use in laboratory 
experimentation. 
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Figure 4-4: Particle size distribution produced from the nebulisation of distilled water using a 
medical nebuliser and a Topas ATM-226 and measured by a DMS-500 
 Characterisation of the Topas ATM-226 
In this section, droplet formation and evaporation, size distribution, air flow and atomisation 
rate were investigated for the Topas ATM-226 nebuliser using a Cambustion DMS-500 (section 3.1.3) 
to characterise generated particles. 
Droplet size distribution:  
The droplet size distribution produced by the ATM-226 using DEHS (Di-Ethyl-Hexyl-Sebacat) 
oil is provided in the manufacturer’s calibration certificate (appendix 10.2). DEHS is convenient for 
droplet size distribution characterisation as droplets have a long lifetime due to the low vapour 
pressure. The solvents used in these laboratory experiments were different grades of water (section 
4.1.3.1), thus an analysis was performed to estimate water droplet size distribution from calibrated 
DEHS size distribution. 
When generating droplets from a spray, at least three fluids properties have a significant 
impact on the droplet size distribution: the specific gravity, the viscosity and the surface tension 
[149]. Using basic droplet theory [149], differences between DEHS and water droplet size were 
calculated using the relative fluid properties detailed in Table 4-1.  
Table 4-1: Fluid Properties of DEHS and water and comparative predicted droplet size 
(at 20°C) Water DEHS 
Density [g/cm3] 1 0.912 
Dynamic Viscosity [cP] 1 23 
Surface Tension [Dynes/cm] 73 32 
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Considering density, dynamic viscosity and surface tension, it was estimated that the size of 
the water droplets would be approximately 17% smaller than that of DEHS droplets. Hence, given 
the GMD for DEHS from calibration is ~200 nm, it can be assumed the ATM-226 produces a water 
droplet size distribution with a GMD≈165 nm, making it suitable to minimise NVR influence on 
nebulised nanoparticles as discussed previously. It is also specified in the calibration certificate that 
the total droplet number concentration is > 108 particles/cm3. 
Flow and atomisation rates:  
The ATM-226 flowrate rate is controlled by a flow restriction valve. As an exact flowrate 
measurement was required, the ATM-226 pump was isolated and particle-free dry compressed air, 
controlled by a flowrate controller, was directly connected to the nebuliser’s nozzle to nebulise 
distilled water. To determine an optimal flowrate for this nebuliser, the dependency between air 
flowrate and NVR size distribution was investigated. Results are presented in Figure 4-5 displaying 
the measured GMD (a), number concentration (b), and GSD (c) of the atomised NVR peak at different 
flows. 
 
Figure 4-5: Non-Volatile-Residue (NVR) size distribution ((a) GMD, (b) Ntot, (c) GSD) generated from 
the nebulisation of water with a Topas ATM-226 at different inlet flowrate measured by DMS-500 
It is seen that an increase in the nebuliser’s inlet air flowrate produces a higher NVR number 
concentration and a smaller GMD and GSD. This is indicative of the atomisation rate increasing with 
the flow, rendering the atomisation more efficient and generating more smaller droplets [18, p. 265]. 
Also, as the flow increases, the cut-off diameter impaction plate of the ATM-226 is reduced (section 
2.3.1.6), removing more larger droplets and hence reducing the NVR peak’s GMD. 
An ‘optimal’ flowrate for the ATM-226 was estimated at 4.8 Lpm as it was the largest 
sustainable flow and produced the smallest NVR GMD and GSD hence was used for all subsequent 
laboratory experiments. It is noted that the measured number concentrations and GMDs were near 
the limit of detection of the DMS-500, hence there is a large uncertainty associated with the data 
displayed in Figure 4-5. 
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The atomisation rate of the ATM-226 was estimated at the ‘optimal’ flowrate of 4.8 Lpm by 
mass measurement using a precision balance (±0.01 g). Water mass loss was characterised at 20-
minute intervals over a period of two hours, with the average atomisation rate determined as 0.08 
±0.01 ml/min. 
 Droplet lifetime and effect of humidity (drier):  
When the ambient partial pressure of vapor is less than that of the saturated pressure, 
droplets evaporate. At 15°C and ambient pressure with dry air, the expected evaporation time of a 1 
µm droplet is  ~1 ms and reduces with droplet size [60]. However, atomisation of suspensions 
increases the Relative Humidity (RH) of the produced aerosol, thus decreases the saturated pressure 
and if RH exceeds 100%, droplets won’t evaporate. In the literature, when atomising 
suspensions/solutions, a drier is typically combined with a DMA to maintain a low RH ensuring the 
sampled flow is of a similar RH to that of the sheath flow to prevent particle size from changing during 
classification  [84], [86], [108], [119]. High aerosol RH shouldn’t be problematic when using a DMS-
500 as it operates at 60°C and a reduced pressure of 250 mbar(a) which significantly increases the 
saturated pressure. However, high humidity within a test section may prevent droplets from 
evaporating entirely.  
The particle generation setup used for line-loss experimentation (i.e. atomisation with the 
ATM-226 [4.8 Lpm airflow and 0.08 ml/min solution] and diluted with dry air [5 Lpm airflow] at 15°C 
and ambient pressure) was estimated [150] to have a RH of 96% prior to the dilution (48% post-
dilution). At this humidity, the evaporation time of a 200 nm water droplets was calculated to be 
≤173 ms (≤1 ms post-dilution) using the theory described by Hinds [60, pp. 278–303] which considers 
Fuchs effect and temperature depression corrections. The delivery pipework from the nebuliser to 
the diluter was designed to have a residence time >173 ms (>0.5 m 3/8’’ ID tube) facilitating full 
evaporation before the dilution stage which ensured that re-condensation could not occur. Hence, 
nano-droplets generated by the ATM-226 were deemed not to require a drier. 
To confirm that particle size wouldn’t vary at RH≤50%, an experiment was performed using a 
TSI SMPS and an aerosol diffusion drier supplied by Manchester university. SiO2 suspensions and a 
saline solution (0.9% NaCl w/v) were nebulised and an SMPS was used to monitor size distribution 
and aerosol RH. The RH was varied by continuously sampling nebulised aerosols with or without a 
drier.  
 As presented in Figure 4-6, it was observed that varying the RH from 10 to 50% did not affect 
the GMD of solid SiO2 particles. A small GMD increase over time (represented by red arrows) was 
observed for NaCl particles but was not attributed to RH as it continuously increased from ~50 nm 
to 80 nm independently of RH fluctuation. Instead, it was conjectured that continuous atomisation 
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of the NaCl solution caused the nebuliser’s nozzle to be increasingly obstructed by NaCl particles, 
causing the GMD to slowly shift over time (~ +0.33 nm/min). To prevent this from being an issue in 
future experiments, the ATM-226 was regularly cleaned. It is noted that the larger GMD observed 
for NaCl and SiO2 particles with a drier was due to additional diffusional loss inside the drier causing 
more smaller particles to be lost. 
 
Figure 4-6: Effect of Relative Humidity and a diffusion drier on the GMD of SiO2 suspensions and 
NaCl solutions nebulised using an ATM-226 and measured with a TSI SMPS (red arrows represent 
time) 
 As it was anticipated that low RH (<50%) were suitable for use in a DMS-500 and it was shown 
that a drier wasn’t required to successfully produce dry aerosols from suspensions/solutions, 
laboratory experiments in this thesis were not performed with a drier. This decision also negated the 
additional diffusional loss (Figure 4-6) witnessed in driers facilitating higher concentrations of 
nanoparticles. 
 Solvent characterisation with the Topas ATM-226 
As discussed previously and highlighted in Figure 4-2, atomisation of suspensions results in 
the production of unwanted residual particles from dissolved impurities. Although nanoparticles are 
generally suspended in aqueous solutions [84]–[86], both aqueous solvents and organic solvents 
were trialled in an attempt to limit NVR particles. Various solvents were atomised with an ATM-226, 
and the NVR size distribution measured with a DMS-500.  
High purity (>99.8%) Acetone, Ethanol & propanol were initially investigated in addition to 
numerous grades of distilled water, with the resultant NVR size distributions presented in Figure 4-7. 
As seen the three organic solvents produced large concentrations of NVR particles (>107 
particles/cm3) at sizes ranging from 10 to 300 nm, which is notably higher than concentrations 
observed for standard distilled water (type 3 [148]) (≤105 particles/cm3). Therefore, it was concluded 
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that organic solvents of this purity were not suitable suspensions used in this work. It was deduced 
that the higher NVR concentrations produced by the atomisation of organic solvents originated from 
a higher level of impurities present in organic solvents (ppm range) when compared with that of 
ultrapure water (ppb range). This is in agreement with the work of Jeon et al. [132] whom also 
measured a significant increase to the NVR peak when adding organic solvents to ultrapure water 
suspensions for pH control. 
 
Figure 4-7: Particle size distribution on a log-log scale of different solvents atomised by an ATM-226 
and measured by a DMS-500 
The particle size distributions generated from the nebulisation of aqueous solvents of 
different purities were also investigated, as presented in Figure 4-8. It is observed in Figure 4-8 (a) 
that tap water produces the largest NVR peak and that ultrapure water type 1 [148] generates the 
smallest NVR peak with a GMD around 10 nm and a total number concentration ~104 particles/cm3. 
UHPLC (High Performance Liquid Chromatography) water from Sigma-Aldrich was investigated with 
the ambition to further reduce NVR production but it was seen to produce a larger NVR peak than 
the in-house produced ultrapure water type 1, suggesting that it contained more impurities (see 
impurity level in specification sheet in appendix 10.3). The size distribution in Figure 4-8 (b) reveals 
that ultrapure water type 1 only produces detectable NVR particles up to 20 nm, hence 
demonstrating it as the most suitable solvent for nanoparticle suspensions. Similarly, Gomez et al. 
[129] and Park et al. [146] reported NVR total concentration in the order of magnitude of 103-105 
particles/cm3 when atomising different types of ultrapure water using a similar nebuliser technology. 
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Figure 4-8: particle size distribution of different aqueous solvents on a log-log scale (a) and on a log-
linear scale (b) atomised by an ATM-226 and measured by a DMS-500 
 Characterisation of aerosolised suspensions and solutions 
In this study, three nanoparticles suspensions and a saline solution were assessed for 
laboratory experiments namely: 
• 60-150 nm suspended Gold nanoparticles from BBI Solutions [151]. They are spherical, have 
a high melting point (1063°C) and a large material density (19.3 g/cm3). 
 
• 100 nm suspended  carboxyl charge-stabilized hydrophobic polystyrene beads (i.e. PSL) from 
ThermoFisher Scientific. Commonly used in the literature [85], [86], PSL are spherical and 
have a material density (1.055g/cm3 at 20°C) near that of nvPM soot [57]. 
 
• 50-180 nm Silica (SiO2) nanoparticles from Nanocomposix, purchased both suspended and in 
powder form. Silica particles are spherical, have a high melting point (~ 1700°C) and a 
material density of 2.165 g/cm3.  
 
• 10-300 nm Salt (NaCl) nanoparticles from a saline solution (material density ~2.2 kg/m3). 
This technique is commonly used in the literature [76], [105], [119]. 
They were atomised using the aforementioned ATM-226 and characterised using a DMS-500. 
The particles were chosen to  investigate the effects of morphology and density on particle losses to 
validate the theory used in the UTRC model discussed in chapter 5. 
 Gold nanoparticles 
The atomisation of different sized gold nanoparticles suspended in distilled water (BBI 
Solutions) was trialled with the ATM-226 but was unsuccessful. It was observed that 60, 100 or 150 
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nm gold suspensions only produced a measured GMD between 10 and 30 nm with no distinguishable 
gold nanoparticle peak as presented in Figure 4-9. To confirm that gold nanoparticles were present 
in the purchased suspensions, they were first measured in solution using a Malvern Nano-sight 
(section 3.1.4) which successfully detected gold at the expected size and concentration specified by 
the manufacturer. 
Given the measured peaks in Figure 4-9 had a higher number concentration than that of 
distilled water alone (Figure 4-4), it was conjectured that the measured particles were NVR present 
in the gold suspension originating from the manufacturing process, as stated in the product 
datasheets [151]. It was witnessed that the generated particle peak from the 60 nm gold suspension 
is about three times higher than that of 100 and 150 nm gold. This may be due to the larger 
concentration of particles in the suspension ii  resulting in more residual chemical left from 
manufacture. 
 
Figure 4-9: Particle size distributions of multiple BBI solutions gold suspensions atomised 
with an ATM-226 and measured using a DMS-500 
Separation of dissolved impurities and the relatively dense (19.3 g/cm3) gold nanoparticles 
was attempted using centrifugation (3.2.2). After centrifugation, the gold-free solution (at the top of 
the vials) was decanted and replaced with ultrapure water type 1 [148]. In addition to centrifugation, 
aerodynamic classification of the atomised suspensions was attempted with a Cambustion AAC 
(section 3.2.4). The AAC relies on the principle of centrifugal force to size-select particles. Given gold 
has a relatively high density (19.3 g/cm3) and NVR are likely to have a lower density, the AAC should 
in theory be capable of separating atomised gold from NVR, that is if a gold peak is present within 
the NVR peak. Measured size distributions from the atomisation of centrifuged gold suspensions with 
and without the AAC classification are presented in Figure 4-10. 
 
 
ii 2.6 × 1010 particles/ml for 60 nm suspension Vs 5.6 × 109 particles/ml for 100 nm suspension and 
1.66 × 109 particles/ml for 150 nm suspension as quoted by the manufacturer 
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It was observed for the 60 nm gold suspension (Figure 4-10(a)) that a small peak is present 
near 60 nm, indicating centrifugation was partially successful although the gold peak could not be 
separated from the 15 nm peak (NVR) by the DMS-500. On the other hand, centrifugation did not 
improve the 100 nm gold suspension (Figure 4-10(b)). As for aerodynamic classification, even with 
the AAC setup for equivalent aerodynamic diameters corresponding to the quoted gold size (orange 
plots), no changes in the measured size distribution were observed. It was concluded that the NVR 
peak originating from BBI Solutions gold suspensions must have a similar density to that of gold or 
isn’t sensitive to centrifugal classification. It is noted that the reduction in total number concentration 
(difference between orange and grey lines) was caused by losses and dilution occurring in the AAC 
as discussed in section 4.2.  
 
Figure 4-10: Particle size distribution of 60 nm (a) and 100 (b) centrifuged gold suspensions 
atomised with an ATM-226 and measured by a DMS-500 with and without AAC classification 
Different hypotheses were investigated to understand what was preventing the gold 
suspensions from being measured after being atomised, namely: 
• Gold Concentration in the solvent too low:  
The theoretical concentrations of the BBI solution gold suspensions when purchased was 
2.6 × 1010 particles/ml for 60 nm suspension, 5.6 × 109  particles/ml for 100 nm suspension and 
1.66 × 109  particles/ml as provided in the product datasheet. Those concentration were also 
increased by removing some solvent after centrifugation. In general, gold particles concentration in 
the suspensions was similar to that of SiO2 suspensions from Nanocomposix which were successfully 
atomised (Figure 4-14) using the same nebuliser. This proves that the concentration of gold in the 
suspension should be high enough to produce an aerosol peak detectable by the DMS-500. 
• Gold not efficiently classifying in DMS-500 Corona discharge:  
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It was hypothesised that gold couldn’t be detected by the DMS-500 because of charging or 
classification issue in the measurement analyser. However, it was confirmed that Tungsten, which 
has a similar density and electrical conductivity to gold, has previously been measured by a DMS-500 
[private conversation J. Symonds – Cambustion 12/10/2017]. Furthermore, many studies have 
measured gold nanoparticles using a SMPS which relies on the same principle than the DMS-500  
[117], [132] as discussed in section 6.2.3.1.  
• Gold trapped in DMS-500 cyclone or Nebuliser’s impactor: 
Because of its relatively high density, gold may be trapped in the 1 µm cyclone at the inlet of 
the DMS-500 or on the ATM-226 vial wall which acts as an impaction plate to remove larger droplets. 
Using the inertial impaction theory (section 2.3.1.6), it was estimated that the cyclone 50% cut-off 
(d50) for dense gold particles was 227.6 nm, indicating that at least 50% of gold particles ≤ 227.6 nm 
should penetrate the DMS-500’s cyclone. 
As for the ATM-226 impactor, as shown in Figure 4-11, it was observed that the vial wall 
acting as an impaction plates had some red colouring indicative of plated gold particles, suggesting 
that gold particles could be lost in the nebuliser’s impactor. This hypothesis was supported by the 
fact that the ATM-226 only atomises droplets ≤ 300 nm (see appendix in 10.3) suggesting the 
nebuliser has a 50% cut-off (d50) of ≤ 68 nm for droplets as dense as gold. It is noted that this 
explanation does not contradict the successful atomisation of gold nanoparticles with a similar 
nebuliser in the literature as only gold < 30 nm was investigated [117], [132]. 
 
 
Figure 4-11: Photographs of a vial after the nebulisation of a gold suspension using the ATM-226 
showing gold plating onto the walls acting as an impactor 
In conclusion, the generation of gold nanoparticles wasn’t successfully achieved in this 
particular experimental setup. It is thought that nebulised gold particles are impacting on the ATM-
226 vial walls, preventing them from being measured. To validate these findings, further experiments 
could be performed using gold suspensions with a GMD smaller than 60 nm, a larger nebuliser vial 
and a different measuring analyser. 
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 Polystyrene Latex nanoparticles (PSL) 
Due to their sphericity and density being close to unity, PSL spheres are often used for 
calibration of size instruments [111] and have been used in nanoparticle loss studies [85], [86]. 
However, it is noted that surfactant is often present in PSL suspensions to avoid agglomeration, 
causing a significant NVR peak to be produced in the sub 100 nm region. For this reason, 100 nm 
Carboxyl Latex beads (4% w/v), part of the IDC-Surfactant-free Latex Beads range offered by 
ThermoFisher Scientific, was trialled. Example specification sheet of the Carboxyl latex beads 
(appendix 10.3) specifies that the beads are negatively charged polystyrene microspheres with 
carboxyl functional groups on the surface, and that they are stable at neutral to high pH.  
Initial atomisation of the Carboxyl latex beads suspended in distilled water (ultrapure water 
type 1 [148]) with the ATM-226 was unsuccessful, as seen in Figure 4-12 (a) displaying the measured 
particle size distributions at different PSL number concentrations. It can be seen that NVR peaks were 
observed with the main peak’s GMD around 30 nm at concentrations well above that of the of pure 
water (blue line) and the NVR total number concentration increasing with the PSL concentration. It 
was later deduced that  the 100 nm latex beads were not measured because they had agglomerated 
in the solution, as seen in Figure 4-12 (b). A 30 minute ultrasonication was attempted to de-cluster 
the beads but made no difference as illustrated by the doted size distribution in Figure 4-12 (a).  
 
 
Figure 4-12: Particle size distribution of 100 nm Carboxyl Latex beads suspended in distilled water 
atomised with an ATM-226 and meausred with the the DMS 500 (a) and photograph of 
agglomerated beads forming visible white clusters (b) 
As it was stated in the specification sheet that the beads were only stable at neutral to high 
pH, it was investigated whether the pH of the solution was the cause of PSL agglomeration. It was 
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found that the pH of the water solution containing the beads had a pH of 6 (lower than neutral), 
hence it may have caused the latex to agglomerate. To confirm this hypothesis, the pH of the solution 
was increased by adding a small quantity of bicarbonate soda (<0.05 g) to the solution, increasing its 
pH to 8.3. As can be seen in Figure 4-13 presenting the bimodal size distribution of the higher pH 
solution, the 100 nm carboxyl latex beads were now detected by the DMS-500, although the addition 
of bicarbonate soda lead to the production of a major NVR peak < 100 nm.  
 
Figure 4-13: Particle size distribution  of 100 nm Carboxyl Latex beads suspended in distilled water 
mixed with bicarbonate soda, atomised with an ATM-226 and meausred with the the DMS 500 (y-
axis linear scale (a) and log scale (b)) 
Therefore, the so-called ‘surfactant-free’ carboxyl latex beads (<100 nm) were deemed 
unsuitable for particle generation and use in future laboratory experiments as the PSL peak couldn’t 
be isolated. To the author’s knowledge, no other surfactant-free PSL suspensions stable at low pH 
are commercially available. 
 Silica nanoparticles (SiO2) 
Nanocomposix Silica suspensions ranging between 50-180 nm suspended in distilled water 
were successfully atomised and measured, as shown in Figure 4-14 where both NVR peaks (GMD 10-
20 nm) and SiO2 peaks can be clearly differentiated. It is noted that the NVR peak number 
concentration, GMD and GSD increases with increasing SiO2 GMD.  This may be indicative of NVR 
concentration in the suspensions being proportional to the surface area of the SiO2 particles. 
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Figure 4-14: Particle size distribution of different silica suspsensions suspended in distilled water 
atomised using an ATM-226 and meausred by a DMS-500 
 A detailed analysis was performed on SiO2 generated from the Nanocomposix suspensions 
to attempt to maximise the SiO2 concentration and better understand the atomisation process. 
• Number Concentration and GMD of SiO2 particles: 
 
With different sizes and concentrations of SiO2 purchased, it was possible to compare the 
total number concentrations derived from size measurement with theoretical predictions. 
Theoretical SiO2 concentrations within the gas phase were calculated using the following equation 
with the SiO2 suspension concentration given in the specification sheet (appendix 10.3) and an 
atomisation rate of 0.08 ml/min (section 4.1.1.2): 
 
 
 𝐒𝐢𝐎𝟐𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝𝐢𝐜𝐭𝐞𝐝 (𝐚𝐞𝐫𝐨𝐬𝐨𝐥)[#/𝐜𝐦
𝟑] = 
 SiO2 suspension [#/ml] ×
volume suspension[ml]
volume water  [ml]
×
Atomisation rate [ml/min]
gas flow [cm3/min]
 
(4.1) 
 
The measured aerosolised SiO2 concentrations were derived by performing a log-normal 
reconstruction of the 2nd peak of the size distribution and ranged from 104 - 107 particles/cm3. The 
measured concentration was always found to be < 20% of the predicted concentration (equation 
(4.1)) with the ratio measured/predicted decreasing with decreasing SiO2 GMD (Table 4-2). Different 
hypothesises are listed below: 
• Some SiO2 particles are lost in the sampling lines connecting the nebuliser to the DMS-500. 
• The uncertainty associated with the DMS-500 total number concentration is 20% [111]. 
• The suspended SiO2 concentration [#/ml] is a theoretical value given by Nanocomposix and 
may be inaccurate for specific batches. 
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• Some SiO2 particles may have agglomerated during atomisation if two or more particles are 
present in the same droplet. This is however unlikely as the range of measured SiO2 
concentrations (104 – 108 particles/cm3) is well below the droplet production rate of the 
ATM-226 (>108 droplets/cm3). 
Table 4-2: Percentage difference of measured (DMS-500) to predicted silica nanoparticles 
concentration from atomisation of suspensions at different concentrations and silica GMDs 
 measured/predicted 
GMD SiO2 suspension 50 nm 80 nm 100 nm 120 nm 180 nm 
0.4 ml suspension/ 40 ml water 6.2% 9.5% 9.6% 14.2% 12.6% 
0.8 ml suspension/ 40 ml water 6.2% 9.2% 10.2% 15.4% 18.6% 
1.2 ml suspension/ 40 ml water 5.9% 9.0% 8.2% 16.2% 19.7% 
1.6 ml suspension/ 40 ml water  7.3% 12.2% 10.6% 18.7% 
2 ml suspension/ 40 ml water  - 11.8% 10.8% 18.7% 
2 ml suspension/ 40 ml water (repeat)  - 12.6% - 21.7% 
average 6.1% 8.8% 10.7% 13.5% 18.3% 
 
Furthermore, results presented in Figure 4-15(a) show that for a given SiO2 suspension, the 
measured GMD of the SiO2 increases with the suspension concentration. The increase in GMD 
combined with the wider distributions witnessed in Figure 4-15(b) may be caused by a higher 
impurity concentration with a constant droplet size distribution causing more NVR to coat the SiO2 
during the atomisation process as previously discussed with Figure 4-1. This may also be due to a 
change in the suspensions characteristics which would affect the atomisation efficiency and 
ultimately the concentration and GMD as stated by Gomez et al. [129]. 
  
Figure 4-15: Effect of increasing silica suspension volume/concentration on the GMD measured 
with a DMS-500 for suspensions atomised by an ATM-226 in a constant volume of distilled water 
(a) and size distributions of atomised 50 nm silica suspensions diluted in ultrapure water type 1 at 
different concentration (b) 
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• Dried SiO2 Vs. suspended SiO2: 
In addition to silica liquid suspensions (10 ml), SiO2 was also purchased in the form of a power 
(10 mg) at a stated size of 100 nm. The powder was mixed in distilled water and dispersed using an 
ultrasonic bath. The lognormal reconstruction of the measured size distributions for the powder 
(dashed line) and liquid suspension (full line) at similar SiO2 concentrations is presented in Figure 
4-16. As can be seen, both powder and suspension produced a measurable 100 nm SiO2 peak, with 
the powder generally producing a lower NVR peak and narrower SiO2 peak. It is possible the distilled 
water used for the suspension of the powder (ultrapure water type 1 [148]) was cleaner than that of 
the SiO2 liquid suspension, hence generating less NVR. This highlights the importance of the purity of 
the solvent for NVR contamination. 
 
Figure 4-16: Bimodal reconstruction of particle size distributions of liquid suspension and 
powder 100 nm SiO2 suspended in distilled water at different concentrations atomised by an ATM-
226 and measured by a DMS-500 
• SIO2 peak width (i.e. GSD):  
An advantage of atomising solid suspensions for nanoparticle generation is the supposedly 
narrow size distribution of the atomised particles when compared with the generally polydisperse 
nature of other particle generation methods (section 3.2). In this section, the GSD of SiO2 suspensions 
prescribed in the specification sheet (appendix 10.3) was compared to that measured by a DMS-500 
after atomisation.  
The GSD of atomised SiO2 suspensions of different sizes was found to range between 1.3 to 
1.8, However, the Coefficient of variation (CV) for the same SiO2 suspensions in liquid was quoted as 
4 -10%. Converting the CV into a GSD resulted in a value of <1.1 using the calculation method 
presented below. The larger GSD of the atomised SiO2 suspensions may be explained by NVR 
contamination and coating. Indeed, Fissan et al. [117] reported similar GSDs ranging between 1.12 
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and 1.22 when measuring atomised gold and silver nanoparticles suspensions with SEM and an SMPS 
when no NVR contamination was occurring. It is noted that the DMS-500 was demonstrated to be 
capable of measuring a GSD as low as 1.07 [152], hence it should not be the source of this difference. 
GSD Calculation from the Coefficient of Variation (CV): 
A lognormal distribution has two parameters 𝜇avg and 𝜎𝑆𝑇𝐷, respectively the average and 
standard deviation of the distribution.  
 𝜇avg (ln(𝑑p)) = ln
(
 
 
 
𝜇avg(𝑑p)
√(1 +
𝜎𝑆𝑇𝐷2(𝑑p)
𝜇avg
2 (𝑑p)
) 
)
 
 
 
   &   𝜎𝑆𝑇𝐷
2(ln(𝑑p)) = ln((1 +
𝜎𝑆𝑇𝐷
2(𝑑p)
𝜇avg
2 (𝑑p)
))  (4.2) 
 
Furthermore, the Geometric Standard Deviation (GSD) is defined as: 
 
GSD = exp(𝜎𝑆𝑇𝐷(ln (𝑑p)) 
 
(4.3) 
The GSD can be estimated using the two equations above and the Coefficient of Variation (CV) 
defined as the standard deviation divided by the mean. For example, with a mean diameter of 97 nm 
and a CV of 9%: 
𝜇avg = 97 nm ;    𝜎𝑆𝑇𝐷 = 𝐶𝑉 × 𝜇avg = 9.1%× 97 = 9 nm 
𝜇avg (ln(𝑑p)) = 𝑙𝑛
(
 
97
√(1 +
92
972
)
)
 = 4.57  &   𝜎𝑆𝑇𝐷(ln(𝑑p)) = √𝑙𝑛 ((1 +
92
972
)) = 0.0926 
GSD = 𝑒𝑥𝑝(0.0926) = 𝟏. 𝟎𝟗𝟕 
 Salt nanoparticles (NaCl) 
Unlike suspensions of solid particles, NaCl particles are generated from the atomisation of a 
saline solution containing dissolved salt (0.9% NaCl w/v). As the atomised droplets evaporate, the 
dissolved NaCl present in those droplets saturates and crystallises to from cubic nanoparticles [153], 
[154], as seen in Figure 4-17. 
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Figure 4-17: TEM image for nebuliser-generated NaCl particles [153] 
A size distribution of NaCl atomised with the ATM-226 is presented in Figure 4-18. It was 
found that the concentration of dissolved salt in the solution and the nebuliser droplet size 
distribution both affected the produced aerosol. 
 
Figure 4-18: Particle size distribution of a saline solution (0.9% NaCl w/v) atomised by an ATM-226 
and measured by a DMS-500 
 Characterisation and removal of Non-Volatile Residue (NVR) 
Laboratory experiments were designed to determine parameters affecting NVR formation 
and to minimise its impact on nebulised aerosol size distributions. The experiments assessing NVR 
formation consisted in trailing different solvents and vials and investigating the effect of liquid height 
and aging on NVR peak production. They were performed using a Topas ATM-226 nebuliser (section 
3.2.1), an ejector diluter (Palas VKL 10E) to condition the aerosol, conductive tubing (Carbon-loaded 
PTFE) and a DMS-500 (without the 5m heated dilution line – section 3.1.3) sampling at 8 Lpm. A 
schematic representation of the experimental set-up is displayed in Figure 4-19. A small furnace and 
diffusion screens (3.2.5) were utilised in an attempt to remove NVR peaks. 
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Figure 4-19: Diagram of the typical experimental set-up when investigating NVR formation and 
removal 
For the data presented in this section, the NVR peak and nanoparticle peak properties were 
again derived from the DMS-500 size distribution fitted with a bi-modal inversion matrix (section 
3.1.3) and generally lognormally reconstructed (aerosol mode). It is noted that prior to all 
experiments, the vials from which the suspensions were atomised were thoroughly rinsed with 
ultrapure water type 1. Zero (empty vial) and ‘clean water’ (ultrapure water type 1) checks were 
performed using the DMS-500 to verify that there were no leaks or contamination in the set-up. 
 Parameters affecting NVR formation 
As discussed in section 4.1.1.3, the solvent containing suspended particles strongly impacts 
the NVR concentration and size distribution. It was determined that in-house ultrapure water type 1 
produced the least NVR.  
Liquid height and vial material impact on the atomisation efficiency and NVR production were 
investigated by varying the liquid height between 15 mm (25 ml) and 55 mm (125 ml) in laboratory 
glass vials (Duran GLS 80) and polystyrene vials (Plastic - Corning Costar Inc). In this study, isopropanol 
was used as a solvent as it produced high concentrations of NVR and hence any variation could be 
better detected by the DMS-500. Differences of 27% for total number concentration (Figure 4-20(a)) 
and 13% for GMD (Figure 4-20(b)) were observed when comparing plastic and glass vials. Similarly, 
differences of 39% for total number concentration and 16% for GMD were noticed when increasing 
the liquid height.  
The results indicate that less NVR are generated when liquid height is increased, possibly 
because of a better atomisation efficiency. Due to the large uncertainty of the total number 
concentration measurement (≥20% [113]) and the high sensitivity of NVR production to any 
contamination, it was concluded from this study that the effect of material leaching was negligible. 
Nevertheless, LaFranchi et al. [155] reported that distilled water filled Pyrex (glass) containers 
produced more than double residual particles of HDPE (polystyrene) containers. 
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Figure 4-20: Effect of vial material and liquid height (i.e. volume of IPA) on NVR’s number 
concentration (a) and GMD (b) from Isopropanol atomised with an ATM-226 and measured with a 
DMS-500 
The effect of vial wall leaching and suspension ageing on NVR production were further 
studied by re-atomising silica suspensions mixed in ultrapure water type 1 stored in a glass vial over 
a period of nineteen days. It was hypothesised by LaFranchi et al. [155] that leaching from the 
container walls may increase the concentration of dissolved impurities with time. In this study, no 
significant contamination from storage in a Glass vial was measured over the three week period with 
both NVR and silica peaks remaining similar relative to the uncertainty (Figure 4-21). This indicated 
that the same suspension stored in a glass vial may be re-used over the course of several weeks. It is 
noted that the observed fluctuations over time may be attributed to the high noise signal present 
during the measurements, the DMS-500 being cleaned in between measurements, and the 
uncertainty associated with using the instrument’s bi-modal fitting.  
 
Figure 4-21: Effect of storage time on the NVR and Silica peaks of 100 nm (sample A) and 180 nm 
(sample B) SiO2 mixed in ultrapure water type 1 and stored in a glass atomised with an ATM-226 
and measured with a DMS-500 
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It is also seen in Figure 4-21 that the NVR peak number concentration generated from the 
silica suspensions is higher (<105 particles/cm3) than that of ultrapure water type 1 as previously 
discussed with Figure 4-8 (~104 particles/cm3), suggesting that the majority of NVR originate from 
the purchased silica suspensions as discussed in more details below. 
 To assess the effect of nanoparticle suspension concentration on NVR production, the 
concentration of solid SiO2 suspensions was varied by changing the volume of suspension in a 
constant volume of ultrapure water (type 1). The results presented in Figure 4-22(a) demonstrate 
that NVR number concentration increase linearly with increasing SiO2 suspension concentration. This 
further proves that NVR mostly originates from soluble material present in the purchased 
suspensions (trace of surfactant, impurities, chemicals, etc, from the manufacturing process). 
Indeed, as the concentration of impurities increases in the atomised suspension, a given droplet will 
contain more impurities, causing more NVR to be produced. However, as can be seen in Figure 4-22 
(b), the NVR GMD remains fairly constant at any given concentrations (<20 nm), confirming that the 
NVR GMD strongly depends on the droplet size distribution produced by the nebuliser, as previously 
discussed in section 4.1.1.1. 
 
Figure 4-22: Effect of silica suspension concentration on the NVR peak when atomised with an 
ATM-226 and measured with a DMS-500 
It is noted that on in Figure 4-22, the 50 nm SiO2 suspension was not presented because the 
DMS-500 was not capable of differentiating the NVR peak from the 50 nm silica peak and hence the 
GMD and number concentration of the NVR peak could only be visually deducted.  
 NVR peak reduction 
It was previously discussed that the atomisation of nanoparticle suspensions produced NVR 
which interfered with the solid nanoparticle size distribution. An investigation to remove or minimise 
the NVR peak generated from the atomisation of silica suspensions was performed by means of 
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aerosol heating, centrifugation and classification using both TSI PPS 376060 diffusion screens (section 
3.2.5) and a Cambustion Aerodynamic Aerosol Classifier (section 3.2.4). It is noted that NVR 
interference could also be reduced by using purer water and/or generating smaller droplets. Fissan 
et al. [117] reported gold and silver nanoparticles down to 22 nm by synthetizing the particles 
themselves (modified Turkevich method) and using online dilution with ultrapure water (water NVR 
concentration < 2 × 103 particles/cm3) with a nebuliser producing a droplet size distribution similar 
to the ATM-226. Jeon et al. [132] measured Nanocomposix gold nanoparticles ranging from 5 - 30 
nm using online dilution with ultrapure water (impurity levels below 1 ppb by volume) and an 
nebuliser generating a droplet size distribution with a GMD estimated at 100 nm. 
 Temperature: 
The effect of temperature on the NVR was investigated in conjunction with the 
thermophoretic experiment (section 5.1) to assess if the residual particles could be evaporated. 
Nebulised SiO2 suspensions (50 and 180 nm) were heated at a temperature of up to 910°C in a tube 
furnace and then cooled (diagram in Figure 5-2) with size distributions measured before and after 
the furnace, as presented in Figure 4-23. It can be observed that heating the aerosol to those 
temperatures didn’t remove the NVR peak, suggesting that the evaporation temperature of the NVR 
peak for SiO2 suspensions is higher than 910°C, or that the residual particles have re-condensed to 
similar sizes during the cooling which is unlikely. It is noted that the reduction in both NVR and SiO2 
peaks was caused by thermophoretic and diffusional losses, as discussed in chapter 5. 
 
Figure 4-23: Particle size distributions of 50 nm (a) and 180 nm (b) SiO2 suspensions nebulised by 
an ATM-226 and measured by a DMS-500 before and after a tube furnace 
 The effect of high temperatures on residual particles was also assessed with NVR produced 
from the atomisation of distilled water (type 3 [148]), as presented in Figure 4-24. Differently to 
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aerosol to 830°C. Given the NVR peak is still measured after heating at 570°C (Figure 4-24 (a)), it can 
be assumed that NVR produced from distilled water evaporates between 570 and 830°C.  
 
Figure 4-24: Particle size distributions of nebulised distilled water heated at different temperatures 
on different days (Tmax=570°C (a); Tmax=830°C (b)) and measured by the DMS-500 before and after a 
tube furnace 
The observed different evaporation temperatures with NVR source highlights that NVR 
properties and composition must depend on the atomised suspension (i.e. manufacturing process).  
 Diffusion screens: 
As discussed in previously, the smaller particles of an aerosol can be lost via diffusion by 
transporting it through finely meshed screens. For nebulised nanoparticle suspensions discussed in 
this chapter, the NVR peak usually ranged between 10-30 nm and is always smaller than the 
suspended nanoparticles of interest. Thus, the use of three stacked diffusion screens (TSI Particle size 
selector 376060) was investigated to eliminate NVR contamination. 
The size distribution of nebulised 50 nm SiO2 suspension was measured with and without 
diffusions screen (setup Figure 4-19) at different flowrates corresponding to different penetration 
efficiency functions, as presented in Figure 4-25. It is observed that the NVR peak is reduced by 50% 
(4.8 Lpm) up to 86% (0.5 Lpm) when using diffusions screens. When comparing with theoretical 
predictions [144] displayed as grey dotted lines, the measured SiO2 distribution with screen correlate 
well the predictions for the main peak although the NVR peak isn’t reduced as much as predicted. 
This difference may be indicative of NVR particles not being spherical as the theory is assuming 
sphericity, or the diffusion screens are not as efficient as predicted at smaller sizes. 
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Figure 4-25: Particle size distribution of a 50 nm Silica suspension with and without diffusion screen 
at different flowrates, atomised by an ATM-226 and measured by a DMS-500 
It is noted that as only three diffusion screens were available, sample flows as low as 0.5 Lpm 
needed to be reached to theoretically remove the NVR peak. However, at such low flows, the 
uncertainty associated with the measurement of the flow is relatively high and may explain in part 
the difference between the measured and predicted size distributions when the diffusion screens 
are used. 
 Centrifugation: 
Centrifugation of nanoparticle suspensions was trialled to separate the suspended particles 
from NVR precursors present in the solution prior to atomisation. During centrifugation (section 
3.2.2), solid nanoparticles sediment towards the bottom, while impurities remain dispersed in the 
solution. After centrifugation, the top half of the suspension was decanted and replaced with 
ultrapure water type 1, previously shown to produce minimal residual particles (Figure 4-8). The 
sedimented particles were then re-dispersed in the purer solution using an ultrasonic bath.  
Particle size distributions of atomised silica suspensions (100 and 180 nm) were measured 
prior and after centrifuging for long periods of time (up to 40 minutes) at a speed of 40,000 RCF, as 
presented in Figure 4-26. The volume of the decanted water after centrifugation was also atomised 
and is referred to as ‘residual’ (grey dashed line). Results show that centrifugation was partly 
successful in separating the NVR peak from the SiO2 peak, with the NVR peak reduced by a factor of 
~5. However, the separation wasn’t optimal as some NVR remained in the centrifuged suspensions 
and some SiO2 particles transferred to the ‘residual’, particularly with the 100 nm Silica suspension 
(~50% lost - Figure 4-26 (a)). These outcomes were expected as only part of the original suspension 
was replaced with ultrapure water and the sedimented SiO2 particles easily resuspend after 
centrifugation (i.e. particles were seen to re-disperse when replacing some of the suspension with 
water). 
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It is noted that centrifugation was originally attempted with a lower power centrifuge (4200 
RCF) for longer periods of time (up to 3h) and similar results were observed. It was also found that 
the centrifuge breaking parameter was important as slowing down the centrifuge too fast resulted 
in solid nanoparticles re-dispersing while still in the centrifuge. 
 
Figure 4-26: Particle size distribution of a 100 nm (a) and 180 nm (b) Silica suspensions before and 
after a 40 min centrifugation at 40K RCF and replacement with ultrapure water, atomised by an 
ATM-226 and measured by a DMS-500 
It was also attempted to analyse the chemical composition of the NVR peak using an 
inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS – Optima 2100 DV) on the 180 nm SiO2 
suspension after centrifugation (grey dashed line Figure 4-26 (b)). IPC-MS can measure 28 chemical 
elements against calibration standards at 0.1, 1 and 10 mg/L (1 mg/L= 1 ppm).  
It was first theoretically estimated whether the expected NVR concentration was above 0.1 
ppm using equation (4.4) with a nebuliser flow of 4.8 Lpm and an atomisation rate of 0.08 ml/min 
(section 4.1.1.2). The NVR total mass concentration was determined at 3 × 10−7µg/cm3 using the 
NVR peak of the measured ‘residual’ size distribution (grey dashed line Figure 4-26 (b)) and 
converting it into a mass-weighted distribution using equation (2.6) while assuming a particle density 
of 1 g/cm3. It is noted that a dilution of 2 was included in the calculation as the sampled aerosol 
needed to be diluted to achieve a flow of 8 Lpm at the inlet of the DMS-500. 
 
NVR mass [ug cm3⁄ ] × atomiser flow  [cm3 s⁄ ]
atomisation rate atomiser [ml s⁄ ]
= NVR concentration [ug mL⁄ = ppm] (4.4) 
 
A NVR concentration of 0.036 ppm was determined using the method described above, 
suggesting the NVR concentration was below the range of detection of the IPC-MS. In agreement 
with this finding, no elements were detected in the ultrapure water nor the ‘residual’ solution when 
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measured in the IPC-MS.  To assess the NVR residual chemical composition in the future, an analyser 
with a resolution higher than 0.1 ppm should be used. 
AAC classification: 
A Cambustion Aerosol Aerodynamic Classification (AAC) was tested on nebulised silica 
suspensions in an attempt to isolate the silica peak from the NVR peak. Using the Silica density and 
mass-mobility exponent as inputs (i.e. 2.165 g/cm3 and spherical), the AAC should in theory classify 
SiO2 particles. Size distributions of 50, 100 and 180 nm SiO2 suspensions with the AAC on and off are 
presented in Figure 4-27. It can be seen the AAC is partly successfully at removing the NVR 
contamination with less than 10% of the original NVR peak being measured with the AAC on. Given 
the AAC classifies according to the particle’s aerodynamic diameter, it is possible that a small fraction 
of the NVR has a similar aerodynamic diameter to the classified SiO2 and hence passes through the 
classifier. 
 
Figure 4-27: Particle size distribution of a 50 nm (a), 100 nm (b) and 180 nm (c) Silica suspensions 
with the Cambustion Aerosol Aerodynamic Classifier (AAC) on and off, atomised by an ATM-226 
and measured by a DMS-500 
4.2 Classified aerosol size distributions for laboratory experiments 
As seen in section 4.1, the laboratory produced particle size distributions are generally not to 
monomodal nor monodisperse. In this section, particle classification was investigated to produce 
more monomodal size distributions at sizes representative of aircraft nvPM. As an alternative to the 
commonly used Differential Mobility Analyser (DMA), a Cambustion Aerodynamic Aerosol Classifier 
(AAC) was investigated to classify nanoparticles generated from the atomisation of suspensions 
(SiO2), solutions (NaCl) and from a graphite generator (PALAS GFG-100 - section 3.2.2) according to 
their aerodynamic diameter.  
The AAC relies on the centrifugal force and relaxation time to classify particles and hence has 
a better transmission efficiency, 2 to 5 times higher,  than electrostatic classifiers like the DMA that 
have uncertainties associated with multiple-charging artefact [142]. Other instruments classifying 
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particles according to their aerodynamic diameters are commercially available such as the TSI APS 
(Aerodynamic Particle Sizer) and the Dekati ELPI (Electrical Low Pressure Impactor) [142]. 
Nevertheless, the AAC has a better resolution, a larger scan range (25 nm - 5 µm) and its 
recommended inlet sample flow ranges between 0.3 and 1.5 Lpm [139], making it the most suitable 
aerodynamic classifier for laboratory experiments performed in this thesis.  
The investigated aerosols classified with the AAC were characterised by measuring their size 
distribution using a DMS-500. In the AAC user interface, two settings can be modified to change the 
classification range: the size (i.e. da or equivalently dm using equation (2.1) for conversion) and the 
resolution parameter Rs defined as the ratio of sheath flow (Qsh) to sample flow(Qa). The variation of 
these parameters causes the rotational speed and sheath flow to change to permit classification at 
the specified size. Hence, the AAC capabilities were first assessed by varying the aerodynamic 
diameter (da) and the Resolution parameter (Rs) or the sheath flow (Qsh) when the sample flow (Qa) 
is kept constant. 
 
Figure 4-28: Particle size distributions of a saline suspension (a) and silica suspension (b) classified 
by an AAC at different Rs and da settings, atomised with an ATM-226 and measured with a DMS-
500 
The classification capabilities of the AAC were initially tested by varying da and Rs on a saline 
suspension (0.9% NaCl w/v) and a 80 nm silica suspension atomised by the ATM-226. As presented 
in Figure 4-28, it was observed for the saline suspension that varying the two parameters modified 
the measured size distribution (Figure 4-28 (a)). The largest Rs values (Rs=15) displayed the widest 
distributions and lowest number concentrations, due to the higher sheath flow to sample flow ratio. 
Reducing the aerodynamic diameter parameter (da) logically shifted the size distribution towards 
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smaller size. When keeping Rs constant, it can be seen for the silica suspension (Figure 4-28 (b)) that 
varying  da reproduced a similar shape to that of the original size distribution without the AAC (red 
dashed line) and that the NVR and SiO2 could be separated. 
In preparation for laboratory particle loss experiments, Rs (i.e. Qsh) and da AAC settings were 
varied to produce the highest concentration and narrowest particle peak (i.e. smallest GSD) for each 
particle type (SiO2, NaCl, graphite) at sizes representative of aircraft PM (10-200 nm). Three typical 
resultant size distributions for each particle type measured by the DMS-500 are presented in Figure 
4-29 along with the original size distributions generated without the AAC (red dashed line). As can 
generally be seen, AAC-classified size distributions appear monodisperse but are not perfectly 
monomodal according to their mobility diameters. Particle concentrations with the AAC turned on 
are lower when compared with the unclassified distributions due to losses (i.e. spectral broadening) 
in the instrument. Nevertheless, all concentrations remained > 105 particles/cm3 which is an ideal 
range for DMS-500 measurements. 
 
 
Figure 4-29: Particle size distributions of salt (a) and silica (b) suspensions atomised with an ATM-
226 and graphite (c) classified with an AAC at different settings producing different GMDs and 
measured with a DMS-500 
It is noted that small NVR peaks for the atomised suspensions and small secondary peaks for 
the graphite are generally still present after classification (Figure 4-29), highlighting that the AAC 
doesn’t perfectly classify the nebulised silica and salt according to their mobility diameter. Therefore, 
the GMD, GSD and total number concentration of the classified particle size distributions were 
derived not from the discrete spectrum but from the DMS-500 main aerosol mode which only 
includes a lognormal fit to the main particle peak, hence disregarding the small secondary peaks at 
low sizes (section 3.1.3).  
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It is also noted that there is no “AAC off” distribution (red dashed line) in Figure 4-29(b) given 
that with silica, the AAC was solely use to minimise the NVR peak (section 4.1.3.2), while for salt and 
graphite, the AAC was used to size-select particles from the originally wide distributions (GSD>2). 
Given particle generation and classification were shown to fluctuate on a daily basis,  the 
generated particle size distributions with the same AAC settings sometimes appeared different. 
Hence, specific GMD and GSD were targeted prior to any experimentation.  The range of GMD and 
GSD of the generated size distributions with typical AAC settings (varying Qsh and da with Qsh=1.5 
Lpm) observed during the laboratory experiments discussed in chapter 5 are presented in Table 4-3.  
Table 4-3: Range of GMDs and GSDs measured by the DMS-500 using typical AAC 
parameters at different settings (small, medium and large GMD) during laboratory particle loss 
experiments (with the AAC sample flow Qa fixed at 1.5 Lpm) 
  Small GMD setting Medium GMD setting Large GMD setting 
 GMD range [nm] 48 - 53 84 - 94 119 - 142 
Silica GSD range 1.36 - 1.50 1.32 - 1.55 1.32 - 1.51 
 Typical AAC 
parameters 
𝑑a= 100 nm 
𝑄𝑠ℎ= 4 Lpm 
𝑑a= 180 nm 
𝑄𝑠ℎ= 5 Lpm 
𝑑a= 300 nm 
𝑄𝑠ℎ= 3 Lpm      
 GMD range [nm] 28 - 46 61 - 76 91 - 115 
Salt GSD range 1.23 - 1.40 1.25 - 1.44 1.33 - 1.37 
 Typical AAC 
parameters 
𝑑a= 100 nm 
𝑄𝑠ℎ= 10 Lpm 
𝑑a= 220 nm 
𝑄𝑠ℎ= 10 Lpm 
𝑑a= 350 nm 
𝑄𝑠ℎ= 6 Lpm      
 GMD range [nm] 37 - 42 52 - 74 92 - 139 
Graphite GSD range 1.60 - 1.85 1.6 - 1.89 1.37 - 1.61 
 
Typical AAC 
parameters 
𝑑a= 22 nm 
𝑄𝑠ℎ= 2 Lpm 
𝑑a= 40 nm 
𝑄𝑠ℎ= 4 Lpm 
𝑑a= 50 nm 
𝑄𝑠ℎ= 4 Lpm 
 
The targets  for salt size distributions were GMDs around 40, 70 and 100 nm respectively and 
a GSD of ~1.3, as displayed in Figure 4-29(a). The targets for classified silica suspensions were GMDs 
of approximately 50, 95 and 135 nm and a GSD of ~1.35, as shown in  Figure 4-29(b). The targets for 
classified graphite aerosol distributions were GMDs of 40, 60 and 95 nm respectively with a GSD 
varying between 1.6 -1.9, as represented in  Figure 4-29(c). As highlighted by the larger GSD, graphite 
aerodynamic classification was shown to be the least efficient, particularly at lower sizes. The spectral 
broadening in the AAC caused by diffusion and sheath flow disturbances is currently corrected with 
an empirical fit derived from measurements with oil droplets [77]. Hence, it may differ for non-
spherical particles or aggregate, especially at lower sizes where diffusion losses are dominant [142]. 
This may explain why graphite wasn’t as efficiently classified and may be corrected in future studies 
by applying a spectral correction factor estimated using soot-like particles. It is noted that cubic salt 
particles (section 4.1.2.4) were classified as well as spherical silica particles, demonstrating that the 
current spectral broadening correction is applicable to cubic particles. 
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 To better understand the different definitions of particle diameter as introduced in section 
2.1.1, the ‘optimal’ AAC aerodynamic diameter (da) was compared to the mobility (dm) measured by 
the DMS-500 and the physical (TEM) diameter provided in the specification sheet for silica 
suspensions (appendix 10.3), as presented in Table 4-4. The AAC’s da was converted to dm by 
numerically solving equation (2.1) as performed in the AAC software [77] assuming a silica particle 
density of 2.165 g/cm3 and sphericity.  
Table 4-4: Silica suspensions diameters measured in suspension (TEM) and after being atomised 
(AAC, DMS-500) 
 80 nm SiO2 100 nm SiO2 
da AAC [nm] 160 190 
dm AAC (derived from da) [nm] 89 105 
dm DMS-500 (CMD aerosol mode) [nm] 73 91 
dTEM [nm] 82±5 97±9 
 
The mobility diameters derived from the AAC and the DMS-500 and the physical diameter 
agree within 18% and 13% for the 80 nm and 100 nm SiO2 suspension, respectively. 
It was shown that the AAC was capable of classifying graphite, silica and salt nanoparticles 
permitting the generation of relatively monomodal aerosols at different GMDs.  The size distributions 
presented in Figure 4-29 were hence used in laboratory experiments (chapter 5).  
4.3 PM capture and characterisation in a liquid 
As discussed previously health effects of PM from aircraft engines are still largely 
unquantified, since exposure at relevant conditions are challenging [31]. Aircraft engine combustion 
exhaust contain particles below 100nm [9] that, when inhaled, can penetrate through the respiratory 
system reaching the alveolocapillary membrane (i.e. blood-air barrier) and entering the blood stream 
[25]. It has been hypothesised [33], [34] that once in the blood, fractal soot nanoparticles may modify 
clot formation and generate abnormal clot structures that can be more difficult for the body to re-
dissolve. 
 To perform in-vitro studies of inhaled soot nanoparticles in the blood, aircraft PM need first 
be captured in a solvent whilst preserving the size of the airborne PM. Ultrafine particles are 
generally collected for chemical and toxicological analysis by filtration, as it is practical and has a 
good collection efficiency [156], [157]. Nevertheless, this approach has drawbacks - a need for a 
dispersing agent (i.e. surfactant), poor particle recovery from the filter, and filter clogging can induce 
a pressure drop, increasing over time, requiring regular media cleaning or replacement [158],[159]. 
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Also, when collected onto filters, nanoparticles adhere to each other and form large agglomerates 
that can’t be re-separated back to their original size [160],[118]. Agglomeration during filter 
collection is highlighted in Figure 4-30 comparing particles recovered from a filter (a) and directly 
captured in the exhaust (b). 
 
Figure 4-30: TEM picture of soot emitted by a diesel engine – (a) recovered from filters and 
suspended into water – (b) directly captured from the diluted exhaust gas [160] 
An alternative to filter collection is particle capture by liquid impingement (i.e. bubbling), as 
commonly employed by industry for gas cleaning purposes [161]. The theory of absorption of 
particles from gas bubbles during their rise in a liquid was originally modelled by Fuch and revisited 
by Pich and Schutz [158], [159]. When a small bubble containing a particle travels through a liquid, 
particles contained in the bubble can reach the gas-liquid interface by diffusion and be transferred 
to the liquid, as highlighted in Figure 4-31. It was stated that the sticking probability of particles at 
the gas-liquid interface is one and is independent of particle structure and hydrophobicity [161].  
Fresh soot being extremely hydrophobic [162], it can become unstable in an aqueous solution 
and coagulate. However, soot produced from combustion is also mixed with gaseous species like 
ozone and soluble inorganic compounds like H2SO4 that can chemically alter soot surface properties, 
making it more hydrophilic [162]. The presence of combustion product gaseous species can also 
affect a suspension’s stability by turning the pH more acidic via the absorption of CO2 and the 
formation of sulfuric and nitric acids (i.e. SO3 and NO2) [118].   
(a) (b) 
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Figure 4-31: Diagram of particles being transfer from gas to liquid in a bubbler 
Capture and preservation of combustion exhaust particles in suspensions may also be used 
for calibration, via atomisation and re-suspension of the soot in the gas phase. Anderlohr and Schaber 
[118] have proven experimentally with 60 nm silica nanoparticles that transfer to a liquid and re-
atomisation had nearly no influence on the particle size distribution. Currently, nvPM instruments 
must be shipped to a certified calibration center once a year for calibration, which presents both a 
time constraint and a significant expense. Furthermore, there is no current method for testing these 
instruments for compliance in the field when being used for expensive and timely engine emissions 
testing. Unforeseen issues or complications with the test instrumentation could invalidate critical 
engine testing if not corrected. Such issues could be identified and corrected if a field-deployable 
system were available that provides operational validation or calibration of the measurement system 
in real time during a test.  
In this section, capture of aircraft PM in a liquid was attempted by sampling exhaust aerosol 
using numerous bespoke bubblers to investigate the potential of liquid suspensions for particle 
generation as a validation and calibration method. Outside the scope of this study, collected samples 
were also provided to the Complex Fluids Research Group of Swansea University’s College of 
Engineering to assess the impact of aircraft particulate materials on blood clot formation. At the time 
of submission of this thesis that work is incomplete and conclusions regarding pernicious 
modification of blood clot structure by particulate matter are yet to be drawn [private 
communication with Rebecca Hudson]. 
 Particle capture from gas to liquid 
There are several challenges with transferring nanoparticles < 100 nm to a liquid using a 
bubbler. The bubble residence time in the liquid needs to be long enough and the bubble’s diameter 
small enough for particles in the bubble to travel via Brownian motion from its centre to the gas-
liquid interface.  The rising velocity of a bubble in a liquid is driven by buoyancy and drag force as 
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described by Stokes law, meaning that the smaller the bubble, the slower it is hence the longer it 
stays in the liquid [163]. Also, in smaller bubbles, the distance between the particles and the 
gas/liquid interface inside the bubble is smaller, hence increasing the transfer efficiency [164]. 
Discussed below are important parameters affecting bubble residence time and size and hence the 
particle transfer efficiency of a bubbler. 
• Bubbler’s nozzle: Bubbles are typically generated by flowing a gas through a nozzle. Using a 
fritted nozzle instead of a single hole nozzle can increase the number of bubbles per gas 
volume. Hence decreasing the size of holes/frits can reduce bubble size, increasing the 
transfer efficiency [165]. 
. 
• Packing beads: The use of beads can potentially increase the transfer efficiency by preventing 
bubble coalescence, increasing the bubble residence time in the liquid and increasing the 
contact surface area between of the droplets in the liquid [159], [166]. However, the use of 
beads can also increase pressure drop and generate preferential path reducing the overall 
transfer efficiency if the density of the beads is too low, as shown in Figure 4-32. Indeed, glass 
beads were shown to be inefficient at generating smaller bubbles (Figure 4-32(b)&(c)), but 1 
mm metals beads permitted the generation of smaller and more uniform bubbles (Figure 
4-32(d)) when compared with no beads bubbles (Figure 4-32(a)). 
 
 
Figure 4-32: Visualisation of bubbles under different column operating conditions: (A) 20 cm of 
liquid; (B) 10 cm of 1.5mm diameter glass beads in 20 cm of liquid; (C) 10c m of 2.75 mm diameter 
glass beads in 20 cm of liquid; (D) 10 cm of 1 mm diameter metal beads in 20 cm of liquid [159] 
 
• Aerosol flow in the bubbler: Particle transfer efficiency may reduce with increasing aerosol 
flow in the laminar regime due to the shorter bubble residence time in the liquid. In contrast, 
transfer efficiency may increases with increasing flow in the turbulent regime thanks to the 
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formation of micro-bubbles turbulent diffusional force in the bubble increasing particles 
velocity [164], [166]. 
 
• Liquid height: Increasing the liquid height and hence the bubble residence time in the liquid 
can enhance the transfer efficiency of gas-born particles [158], [159], [161], [165], [166]. 
 
• Liquid solvent: Particles transfer efficiency can vary depending on the solvent [165]. When 
exposed to saturated vapor of organic solvent in bubbles, fractal particles can restructure to 
a more compact form and hence modify the captured particles [42]. Furthermore, particles 
may agglomerate if the suspension is unstable in the solvent (pH, ionic strength). 
 
• Particle charging state: Higher transfer efficiencies can be achieved by charging the particles, 
inducing electrostatic forces that forces the particles to the air-liquid interface [158]. 
 
• Surfactant: The presence of surfactant in the solvent can help produce monodisperse and 
spherical bubbles, preventing bubble coalescence and lowering the surface tension at the gas-
liquid interface, in turn increasing the transfer efficiency [161]. On the other hand, a small 
amount of surfactant can produce a large amount of foam during bubbling causing foam to 
enter the exhaust. Surfactant is also a source of NVR (section 4.1.3). 
Multiple bubblers with different characteristics were investigated at capturing combustion 
exhaust nanoparticles, as shown in Figure 4-33. 
 
   
Figure 4-33: Photographs of the various bubblers used to capture nanoparticles in a liquid including 
a midget impinger (a), a conical flask (b), glass cylinder bubblers (c) and a stainless-steel bubbler in 
parts (d) 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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Initially, a midget impinger with a fritted nozzle and a maximal capacity of 20 ml (Figure 
4-33(a)) was used at the exhaust of an APU engine (section 3.4) with various solvents (water, saline, 
isopropanol and ethanol) and surfactant (triton-X). However, the small transfer efficiency of the 
impinger combined with the short sampling times of about five minutes during the test campaign 
meant that insufficient particles were transferred to be characterised in the liquid or re-dispersed. A 
much larger conical flask with a volume capacity of 1L (Figure 4-33(b)) was investigated over longer 
sampling  durations in the exhaust of a combustion rig. Transferred particles were detected in the 
liquid using Malvern instrumentation (section 3.1.4) but the very large volume of the conical flask 
and low liquid height meant that only a small fraction of soot was captured. To increase liquid height 
while maintaining a similar volume, glass measuring cylinders with an internal diameter of 50 mm 
and a capacity of 500 mL (Figure 4-33(c)) were also investigated. A 3D-printed bung with two holes 
for inlet and outlet gas flows was used to insulate the top of the glass cylinder. The glass cylinder 
bubblers displayed better performance than the conical flask at capturing combustion exhaust 
nanoparticles and allowed visual observation of the bubbling process, but they were fragile and 
required liquid extraction from the top. Hence a taller, narrower and more robust bubbler was 
constructed from stainless steel (Figure 4-33(c)) to maximise liquid height whilst keeping the total 
volume to a minimum.  This design also facilitated extraction of the liquid from the bottom of the 
bubbler. 
 Characterisation of particle transfer efficiency  
To validate particle transfer efficiency theory discussed in the previous section and to help 
with the design of an efficient bubbler to capture nanoparticles from gas to liquid, experiments were 
undertaken characterising different nozzles, liquid height and the use of beads. A glass cylinder 
bubbler filled with distilled water was used with graphite, soot-like, particles generated from a PALAS 
graphite generator (section 3.2.2). Penetration efficiencies were estimated using a DMS-500 (section 
3.1.3) by successively measuring the aerosol size distribution on entry to and exit from the bubbler 
at a flowrate of 3 Lpm. A schematic representation of the experimental set-up is offered in Figure 
4-34. It is noted that the PALAS graphite generator was observed to output unsteady concentrations 
and sizes with time, hence each condition was repeated four times with individual measurements of 
30 seconds shown to have a standard deviation < 3%. 
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Figure 4-34: diagram of the experimental set-up of the nozzle’s characterisation experiment 
Whilst smaller bubbles aid the transfer of particles from bubble to liquids, additional 
diffusional loss may occur if the nozzle used is too small. The transmission efficiency of a sintered 
brass nozzle (smallest porosity – Nozzle 1), a sintered steel nozzle (larger porosity – Nozzle 2), and a 
single hole ¼’’ stainless-steel pipe was assessed as presented using the set-up highlighted in Figure 
4-34. To prevent agglomeration caused by the long residence time in the bubbler and the high 
concentration of particles produced by the PALAS generator (106-107 particles/cm3), the bubbler was 
almost completely filled with water with the nozzle positioned 30 mm above the waterline, as shown 
in Figure 4-34.  
 The penetration efficiency and GMD variation of the three investigated nozzles measured at 
two graphite generator settings are presented in Figure 4-35. The sintered brass nozzle displayed the 
largest nozzle deposition efficiency due to the smaller pore sizes, which was highest for the more 
diffusive smaller particles (42%). It is noted that due to higher diffusion losses of smaller particles 
there is also an observable increase in the measured GMD at the outlet of the bubbler for both fritted 
nozzles (Figure 4-35(b)). Losses in the ¼’’ plain orifice were ~25% at both investigated sizes, 
suggesting that deposition wasn’t dominated by diffusion in this case. 
Theoretical losses (excluding nozzles) were estimated at 4% and 8% for the small and large 
graphite generator settings using the UTRC particle transport model (section 2.4.1). Additional 
coagulation losses were estimated at 2% at the 23 nm setting (~2 × 106 particles/cm3) and 4% at 
the 45 nm setting (~8 × 106 particles/cm3).  If no losses were occurring in the nozzle, 8% and 10% 
deposition efficiency would have been expected respectively. 
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Figure 4-35: Graphite nanoparticles loss (a) and GMD variation (b) inside different nozzles 
measured by a DMS-500 
With the ¼’’ plain orifice the 25% loss was higher than expected, it was hypothesised that 
due to the short distance between the nozzle outlet and the water surface with the aerosol flow 
directed towards the water, additional inertial losses occurred at the water surface, this theory is 
supported by the witnessed decrease in GMD seen in Figure 4-35(b) which indicates a preferential 
loss of larger particles. As for the two fritted nozzles, additional inertial loss to the waterline should 
not occur given the aerosol flow was exiting the nozzles in all directions. Hence, deducting theoretical 
loss from the measured deposition efficiency, it was estimated that 18-32% of particles were trapped 
in the sintered brass nozzle and 8-15% of particles were lost in sintered steel nozzle. Similarly,  
Miljevic et al. [165] witnessed significant losses of nanoparticles in fritted nozzle.  
Having a higher penetration efficiency than the sintered brass nozzle (nozzle 1) whilst 
generating smaller bubbles than the ¼’’ plain orifice, the sintered steel nozzle (nozzle 2) was chosen 
as the most suitable nozzle from the three investigated. 
The effect of liquid height and packing beads on the particle’s transfer efficiency was 
experimentally investigated for PALAS generated particles using the sintered steel nozzle by varying 
the liquid volume from 200 ml to 450 ml (i.e. 100 – 225 mm height) and trialling glass beads of 
diameters ranging from 1 to 4 mm, as represented in Figure 4-37. It is noted that when using the 1 
and 2mm beads, preferential gas flow paths were observed. Also, it was significantly more difficult 
to recover the liquid from the 1 and 2mm beads due to their smaller size. Hence, the 4 mm glass 
beads were chosen for further investigation. 
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Figure 4-36: Transfer efficiency from gas to liquid (a) and GMD variation (b) of soot-like 
nanoparticles in a bubbler containing different volumes of water and measured by a DMS-500 
The transfer efficiency and GMD variation at different liquid heights for the two PALAS 
graphite generator settings are presented in Figure 4-36. It is observed that when comparing with 
losses solely occurring in the nozzle (i.e. ‘0 ml Water’), significantly higher deposition efficiencies are 
measured with water, hence particles are successfully being transfer from the aerosol to the liquid 
(Figure 4-36(a)). The highest transfer efficiency achieved was 64% (nozzle losses were deduced as 
particles lost in the nozzles are assumed not to have transferred in the liquid) with 450 ml of water 
(i.e. 225 mm height). 
 When increasing the liquid height by a factor 2.5 from 200 ml to 450 ml and hence the bubble 
residence time in the liquid, the transfer efficiency is seen to increase by approximately 20%. 
Furthermore, adding 4 mm glass beads in 200 ml of water moderately increased the transfer 
efficiency by ~5%, probably caused by the increase of 75 mm in liquid height. While not significantly 
increasing the transfer efficiency, smaller volumes of liquids are required when using beads to reach 
the same liquid height, thus increasing the captured concentration of particles in the liquid. The GMD 
was also seen to increase with liquid height for smaller particles (blue bars Figure 4-36(b)), suggesting 
that the dominant transfer mechanism in the bubbles is diffusion as reported in the literature [159], 
[161], [166]. 
It is noted that although glass beads were shown to increase the particles concentration per 
volume of liquid, they weren’t used for future experiments due to the witnessed challenges and 
contaminations associated with extracting the suspension from the bubbler. 
 Bubbler design and characterisation 
Using literature and experimental results discussed above, a robust stainless-steel (SS) 
bubbler (Figure 4-33(d)) was designed utilising the aforementioned sintered steel nozzle. Its tall and 
narrow design maximised the particle’s transfer efficiency and concentration per volume of liquid. 
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Prior to use for capturing exhaust particles during aircraft PM measurements, the particle transfer 
efficiency and optimal operation of the stainless-steel bubbler was experimentally assessed by 
varying the bubbler flowrate from 1.5-2.5 Lpm and the water volume from 0-150 ml.  
 
Figure 4-37: Diagram of the experimental set-up for the stainless-steel bubbler characterisation 
Similarly to section 4.3.1.1, graphite soot-like nanoparticles were generated with a PALAS 
graphite generator and conditioned with dilution stages to prevent agglomeration (Figure 4-37). The 
particle size distribution was repeatedly measured at the inlet and the outlet of the bubbler with a 
DMS-500 at 1-minute intervals with the bubbler transfer efficiency deduced from the total number 
concentrations derived from the measured size distributions. It is noted that aerosol flowrates were 
kept constant. 
The measured transfer efficiencies in the SS bubbler at different aerosol flowrates and liquid 
volume are presented in Figure 4-38, with each bar representing the average loss for the two size 
distributions (size distribution 1: GMD 30 nm and GSD 1.5 / size distribution 2: GMD 50 nm and GSD 
1.7).  
It can be observed that when no liquid is present in the bubbler, ~28% loss occurs in the 
setup from coagulation (3%), line loss (7%) and losses in the nozzle (20%), as previously discussed. It 
is noted that the larger reported nozzle loss than previously characterised (i.e. >15% at 3 Lpm) were 
caused owing to the lower volumetric flowrates. 
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Figure 4-38: Effect of liquid height and gas flowrate on the particle transfer efficiency of a Stainless 
Steel bubbler with soot-like particles generated by a PALAS graphite generator and measured with 
a DMS-500 
Again, the particle transfer efficiency from the gas to the liquid was deduced by subtracting 
the losses measured when no liquid was present (0 ml) with losses measured when liquid was 
present. As already observed, particle transfer efficiency increased with water volume (i.e. liquid 
height). However, as the volume and the liquid height, hence the bubbles residence time, was 
doubled or tripled, only a small increase of ~4% in transfer efficiency was measured. The transfer 
efficiency was also shown to decrease with increasing flowrate (+0.5 Lpm -> -6% transfer efficiency), 
suggesting the increase in flowrate induced the formation of larger bubbles. In total, the particles 
transfer efficiency from the bubbles to the liquid with the SS bubbler varied from 18.2% with 50 ml 
at 2.5 Lpm to 38.5% with 150 ml at 1.5 Lpm. Although at this flowrate the overall transfer efficiency 
of the SS bubbler is lower than that of the glass cylinder bubbler (38.5% Vs 64%), the much lower 
volume of liquid required resulted in larger total concentrations of particles per volume of liquid. At 
sizes relevant of aircraft engine exhaust particles, some bubbler in the literature have demonstrated 
lower transfer efficiencies ([158], [167], [168]) but others reached transfer efficiency close to 100% 
when using tall bubble columns with small bubbles and dense packing beads ([159], [161]). 
 Characterisation of collected nanoparticle suspensions 
Two highly concentrated nanoparticle suspensions captured in the Stainless-Steel (SS) 
bubbler (section 4.3.1.2) were characterised and compared to the aerosol size distributions 
measured in parallel using a DMS-500 during the collection period. Ultrapure water (type 1) [148] 
was chosen as liquid for the lower NVR contamination (section 4.1.3) and the better particle transfer 
efficiency as stated by Miljevic et al. [165] when compared with organic solvents. 
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The first sample (sample 1) was captured by continuously sampling PALAS graphite soot 
(GMD = 30 nm; GSD =1.7; Ntot =5 × 106 particles/cm3) in the SS bubbler filled with 100 ml of ultrapure 
water at 2 Lpm for six hours, using the set-up presented in Figure 4-37. It is noted the graphite 
generator was set to produce particles as small as achievable (30 nm GMD) given it has been shown 
that particle transfer efficiency was higher for smaller particles (Figure 4-36 blue Vs. orange). 
The second sample (sample 2) consisted of soot from the combustion of blends of  jet-A and 
alternative fuel in the GTRC combustion rig captured in 160 ml of ultrapure water at 1 Lpm with the 
SS bubbler over several days. The sampled particle size distribution, which fluctuated depending on 
the fuel burnt and combustion rig settings, averaged at a GMD of 31 nm, GSD of 1.81 and total 
number concentration of 5.3 × 105particles/cm3. 
It is noted that minimal liquid was lost with both samples from the recovery process and from 
liquid evaporating at the surface during the bubbling as discussed by Hogan et al. [167] 
 Particle measurement in the gas  
The aerosol size measurements made in parallel and the previously estimated SS bubbler 
transfer efficiency permitted an estimation of the number concentration and size of soot in the water 
samples. Particle number concentrations per volume of water were estimated using equation (4.5) 
with the variables listed in Table 4-5. Total concentrations of 5.6 × 109  particles/ml and 2 × 109 
particles/ml were predicted for sample 1 and 2, respectively.  
 
Particle concentration [
#
ml
] =
𝑁gas [
#
cm3
] × 𝑄gas [
cm3
s ] × bubbling time
[s] × transfer efficiency [%]
Volume of solvent [ml]
 
(4.5) 
 
Table 4-5: Estimated particle number concentration in water captured with the Stainless-
steel bubbler 
 Sample 1 (Graphite generator) Sample 2  (combustion Rig) 
Bubbling time 5h23min 13h50min 
Total number concentration 3.1 × 106#/cm3 5.3 × 105#/cm3 
GMD (dm) and GSD  GMD = 33 nm | GSD = 1.65 GMD = 31 nm | GSD = 1.82 
Volume of liquid 100 ml 160 ml 
Bubbler sample flowrate 2 Lpm 1 Lpm 
Bubbler transfer efficiency ~28% ~45% 
Estimated concentration in liquid 𝟓. 𝟔 × 𝟏𝟎𝟗[#/𝐦𝐥] 𝟏. 𝟐 × 𝟏𝟎𝟗[#/𝐦𝐥] 
 
It is noted that the transfer efficiency for sample 2 (1 Lpm and 160 ml) was deduced from the 
SS characterisation results (section 4.3.1.2) assuming linear trends between the transfer efficiency, 
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the sample flow (-6% per added 0.5 Lpm) and the liquid volume (+4% per added 50 ml = +0.8% per 
added 10 ml). 
 Particle measurement in the liquid phase  
The size distribution of particles transferred from gas to liquid were measured in the water 
recovered from sample 1 and 2 using a Malvern Zetasizer and a Malvern Nanosight as introduced in 
section 3.1.4. Examples of particles detected with the Nanosight camera in sample 1 are presented 
in Figure 4-39 with the white flare corresponding to light scattered by particles. A Malvern 
Mastersizer hydro EV was also briefly trialled but given it utilises Mie scattering theory it was found 
not suitable for particles below 100 nm. 
 
Figure 4-39: Screenshots of sample 1 containing particles captured by the Nanosight LM10 camera 
It is noted that the data exported from the Zetasizer represents an average of fifteen 30-
seconds runs and the data exported from the Nanosight corresponds to the average of five 20-
seconds captures. Zero checks with ultrapure water (type 1) were also performed with the Malvern 
instruments to confirm that the solvent was particle-free. 
An example size distribution measured by the Zetasizer for sample 1 with different weighing 
(intensity, volume and number) is presented in Figure 4-40. The intensity distribution is the most 
accurate as it only requires the solvent’s refractive index and viscosity. The Volume and Number size 
distribution are derived from the intensity using additional particle property assumptions as listed in 
Figure 4-40. Because 𝐼 𝛼 𝑑p
6, the smaller peak at 120 nm in the intensity distribution becomes the 
main peak in the number weighted distribution. Similarly, secondary peaks at 600 nm and 6 μm 
visible in the intensity distribution are not visible when converted to number.  
The main results from the measurement of sample 1 and 2 by the Malvern instruments are 
presented in Table 4-6. As the Zetasizer doesn’t provide a direct number concentration estimate, it 
was compared using the ‘derived count rate’ proportional to the scattering intensities, hence the 
number of particles present in the suspension.  
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Figure 4-40: Size distribution of sample 1 measured by a Malvern Zetasizer and plotted against 
intensity (a), volume (b) and number (c) 
It can be seen that the Zetasizer generally predicts a smaller GMD than that from the 
Nanosight by ~30%. Differences between the instruments may be attributed to the difference in 
technology and uncertainty associated with the suspension’s stability from the low zeta potential as 
discussed in more details in section 4.3.2.3.  
Table 4-6: Summary of Zetasizer and Nanosight measurements on sample 1 and 2 
 Sample 1 
Zetasizer 
Sample 1 
Nanosight 
Sample 2 
Zetasizer 
Sample 2 
 Nanosight 
GMD (dh) 88 nm 131 nm 109 nm 152 nm 
Concentration ~300 kcps ~3 × 108#/cm3 ~1000 kcps ~6.3 × 108#/cm3 
Zeta potential −20 mV - −15mV - 
 Comparison between  liquid and gaseous measurements 
Size distributions of particles in the liquid measured with Malvern instruments (section 3.1.4) 
were compared to gaseous size measurements of a DMS-500 made in parallel to the bubbler (section 
4.3.2.1) to assess if soot particles size distribution was conserved when captured in the liquid and to 
evaluate size measurement capabilities in liquids of typical combustion exhaust.  
Generally, the GMD measured in the liquid (dh > 100 nm) was much larger than that measured 
in the gas (dm < 33 nm), as can be seen in Figure 4-41 presenting the individually normalised number-
weighted size distribution of sample 1 and 2 measured in the gas (DMS-500) and the liquid (Zetasizer 
and Nanosight). It was also observed that the number concentration in the liquid derived by the 
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Nanosight was underpredicting that estimated from gaseous measurement by a factor 5-20. 
Measurements in the liquid predicted a higher concentration in sample 2 while gaseous 
measurement predicted a higher concentration in sample 1.  
 
Figure 4-41: Individually normalised particle size distributions measured in the gas (DMS-500) and 
in the liquid (Zetasizer and Nanosight) of sample 1 (a) and sample 2 (b) 
The difference in GMD and number concentration between measurements performed in the 
gas and in the liquid may be caused by several factors, namely: 
➢ Different equivalent diameters: The DMS-500 measures particle’s electrical mobility diameter 
(dm) while the diameter measured in the liquid is the hydrodynamic diameter (dh) (section 
2.1.1). If assuming dh equivalent to the aerodynamic diameter (da), then dh should appear 
larger than dm if the density of the particle in the liquid is larger than unit density (equation 
(2.1)). Indeed, it is expected that the density of soot in the liquid is >1 g/cm3 as primary 
particles have a density around 2 g/cm3 [69] and internal voids are filled with water which 
have a density of 1 g/cm3. Anderlohr and Schaber [118] similarly observed a difference of 
~100 nm with silica nanoparticles suspended in water when comparing the mobility diameter 
measured with a SMPS (dm=60 nm) in the gas with the hydrodynamic diameter measured with 
a Zetasizer (dh=160 nm). Furthermore, when re-atomising the liquid, they measured again a 
diameter of 60 nm with the SMPS, suggesting that the transfer of particles from gas to liquid 
didn’t cause any agglomeration and that the larger mean diameter measured by the Zetasizer 
was solely because of the different measurement techniques. 
 
➢ Larger apparent diameter in the liquid: The Zetasizer and Nanosight may have both measured 
a larger apparent diameter because the low ionic concentration of ultrapure water and the 
surface structure of the particles. Indeed, if the ionic concentration is low, an extended double 
layer of ions is produced around the particle, reducing the diffusion speed and resulting in a 
larger apparent hydrodynamic diameter with DLS [116].  Also, an absorbed polymer layer at 
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the surface of particles projecting out into the liquid can reduce the diffusion speed and thus 
increase the apparent size by several nanometres [116]. 
 
➢ Agglomeration in unstable suspension (Zeta potential): The measured zeta potential of -
20mV and -15mV (Table 4-5) of both samples implies that the suspensions may be unstable 
causing particles to agglomerate over time as discussed in section 3.1.4.2. To assess if 
agglomerates in the captured samples could be separated, ultrasonication was used for ten 
minutes and suspensions were re-evaluated. After sonication, the number concentration of 
the peak located in the 100-150 nm region increased while the larger peaks at 500-1000 nm 
and 6 μm seen on the Zetasizer intensity distribution decreased (peaks seen in Figure 4-40), 
suggesting that ultrasonication broke the larger agglomerate down to sizes around 100-150 
nm as proposed by Kassab and al. [118], [160]. The lower concentration measured within 
sample 1 may also indicate that soot from the graphite generator is more hydrophobic than 
the combustion generated particles. Indeed, Zuberi et al. [162] discussed that soot is in 
nature hydrophobic but becomes hydrophilic with ageing when in contact with oxidising 
gaseous species modifying the surface of particles. 
 
➢ Polydispersity and low resolution in liquid: The Zetasizer measured a polydispersity index ≥ 
0.7 in both samples, indicating a very broad distribution of particles sizes which may not be 
suitable for measurement by DLS. Furthermore, the Nanosight’s results were highly 
fluctuating, as seen with the multiple peaks (black line) and large standard deviation (grey 
highlight) of the size distribution as seen in Figure 4-41. Similarly, Fissan et al. [117] stated 
that the Zetasizer wasn’t efficient at measuring the size distribution of mixtures below < 100 
nm and generally displayed a low resolution when compared with gaseous measurements 
with a SMPS. Dudkiewicz et al. [169] and Jeon et al. [132] also both reported that the 
Nanosight (NTA) was not efficient at detecting particles below ~ 60 nm and likely 
overestimated the width of the distribution when compared with other techniques. 
4.4 Chapter summary 
In this chapter, nebulisation of suspensions and solutions was investigated to produce 
nanoparticles for laboratory particle loss experiments. It was witnessed that Non-Volatile-Residue 
(NVR) dissolved in liquid could interfere with the generation of nanoparticles <100 nm when 
nebulising suspensions and were relatively difficult to remove. It was shown using the ATM-226 
generating droplets  ≤200 nm that impurities <0.1 ppm still produced significant NVR peaks (10-20 
nm GMD, ~104 particles/cm3). In-house ultrapure water type 1 was the most suitable solvent for 
nanoparticle dispersions as its low level of impurities resulted in the smallest residual contamination 
and NVR peak. 
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NVR was found to mostly originate from the manufacturing process transferring residuals in 
the suspensions. Heating, centrifugation, diffusion screens and aerodynamic classifications were all 
attempted to separate NVR from the suspended particles once in the aerosol.  Evaporating NVR was 
difficult with its composition found to be dependent on the suspended nanoparticle. Centrifugation 
was effective at removing NVR for nanoparticles with large GMDs and high densities relative to unity 
(180 nm SiO2) but required a lengthy procedure to avoid contamination between the sedimented 
particles and the solvent. Diffusion screens removed the smaller NVR peak via diffusional loss 
although for the three screens tested, low flows (0.5 Lpm) were required showed promise but 
resulted in increased uncertainty which may be reduced by increasing the number of screens used. 
It was shown in the experiments that the Aerodynamic Aerosol Classifier (AAC) was the best method 
tested at removing NVR for all investigated suspensions. In future work, NVR contamination could 
be reduced further using a purer grade of water and/or generating smaller droplets as discussed in 
the literature [117], [132].  
Spark-generated graphite particles and nebulised silica and salt nanoparticles were 
successfully conditioned at GMDs ranging from 30-140 nm using an AAC, demonstrating the 
capabilities of this relatively new instrument to classify nanoparticles. The produced size distributions 
were characterised for laboratory line loss experiments discussed in chapter 5.  
The transfer and capture of aircraft exhaust nanoparticles in a liquid was investigated for use 
in health studies. It was also assessed to see if captured particles remained stable for potential use 
as calibration sources. Bubblers and parameters affecting particle transfer efficiency from gas to 
liquid were experimentally investigated. The designed stainless-steel bubbler used for aerosol 
capture demonstrated transfer efficiencies ≤ 50% but it is suggested that this could be further 
improved utilising metal beads, increasing the liquid height, and using a better nozzle producing 
smaller droplets [159], [161].  
Nanoparticles captured in the suspensions were characterised using a Malvern Zetasizer and 
Nanosight. Measurements in the liquid using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) theory were compared 
with gaseous measurements. It was observed that the hydrodynamic diameter (dh) was larger than 
the mobility diameter (dm) which would be expected for particles with a density larger than 1 g/cm3 
in the liquid. For future studies, it is proposed that the captured nvPM suspensions could be re-
atomised to validate that particle size distribution does not vary in the liquid, as previously discussed 
[118]. Understanding particle surface properties is essential for nvPM characterisation in liquid 
suspensions as they can affect the reported hydrodynamic diameter and the suspension’s stability. 
Titration and Fourier Transform analysis could be performed to better understand the bonds at the 
surface of particles in the liquid. Other methods could be used for measuring captured particles in a 
suspension. Field Flow Fractionation (FFF) is a technique shown to be capable of separating and 
characterising a broad range of colloidal particles in a liquid from a few nm to 1 μm [157], [170].  
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5 Particle Loss Experimentation and Quantification 
Due to the harsh environment at the exhaust of an aircraft engine, the sampling protocols 
for the regulation of non-volatile Particulate Matter (nvPM) emissions specify a largely standardised 
sampling system of up to 35 m line length, which coupled with the small GMD of nvPM witnessed 
from gas turbines (20-50 nm [51]) result in significant particle loss before measurement at the 
instruments. Across the typical GMD range of civil aviation gas turbines, losses have been anticipated 
to be as high as 90% for number and 50% for mass [14], [57]. An understanding of particle loss in the 
sampling system is therefore critical for the reliable determination of concentrations exiting the 
aircraft engines. 
The latest ICAO regulation (appendix 8 [14]) describes the recommended procedure to 
determine sampling system loss correction factors, with the system penetration efficiency estimated 
using the UTRC particle transport model (section 2.4) which as discussed accounts for 
thermophoretic, diffusional, inertial, electrostatic and bend transport loss mechanisms using 
expressions derived from the literature. Potential issues were highlighted in a SAMPLE report [50] 
concerning treatment of particle loss in the UTRC model which utilises a constant diameter base for 
the estimation of different loss mechanisms. Furthermore, the theory used in the UTRC model has 
generally only been validated at conditions not specifically representative of aircraft nvPM sampling  
and using spherical particles whereas aircraft nvPM is typically composed of fractal aggregates [20]. 
The accurate estimation of specific loss mechanisms require detailed knowledge of particle size, and 
their relevant equivalent diameters should be used [60, p. 154], [62] (e.g. diffused diameter for 
diffusion, aerodynamic diameter for inertia and bends). In addition to the UTRC modelled losses, 
thermophoretic loss in the collection section, where aerosol temperatures of 700°C can be reached 
[52], are corrected-for using the factor kthermo (section 1.5.1.3) experimentally derived from 
experiments < 160°C using spherical particles [86]. To the author’s knowledge, little thermophoretic 
loss validation work has been performed at > 450°C, and only for spherical particles. 
This chapter aimed at experimentally validating theoretical expressions currently used in the 
UTRC model to estimate thermophoretic, diffusional and bend loss at conditions and segments 
representative of ICAO compliant aircraft nvPM sampling to assess the accuracy of the currently 
prescribed sampling system particle loss correction [14]. Three laboratory experiments were 
performed (thermophoretic, 25m line, VPR) using classified silica, salt and graphite nanoparticles 
(chapter 4) at sizes representative of aircraft nvPM. The use of different particle types also permitted 
to experimentally assess the impact of particle morphology and density on the investigated loss 
mechanisms. 
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5.1 Thermophoretic experiment 
Aircraft PM is generated from the combustion of fuel at extremely hot temperatures. In an 
ICAO compliant sampling system [14], aerosols sampled at the exhaust of a gas turbine can reach 
temperatures of up to 700°C depending on the engine technology and power setting [51], [53]. The 
characterisation of representative turbine engine nvPM requires the exhaust aerosol to be cooled to 
60°C (to prevent condensation) before being measured by the analysers. Hence, a significant 
temperature drop occurs in the sampling system transporting the aerosol inducing thermophoretic 
losses as defined in section 2.3.1.4. The majority of particle loss by thermophoresis occur in the 
collection section where the aerosol is cooled from exhaust temperatures to 160°C. These losses are 
corrected-for using a power law relationship referred as the thermophoretic correction factor kthermo  
(equation (1.5)). The expression kthermo is derived from the experimental results of Romay et al. [86] 
whom characterised thermophoretic deposition at temperatures of 300-425 K (<150°C) using NaCl 
and PSL particles. The UTRC particle transport model (section 2.4) also uses equations presented by 
Romay et al. [86] for thermophoretic loss estimations and assumes a particle thermal conductivity 
and a thermophoretic coefficient. 
As presented in Table 5-1, many studies have investigated nanoparticles thermophoretic 
deposition however to the author’s knowledge, little validation work has been performed at 
temperatures and flows representative of gas turbine exhaust using fractal soot-like particle. 
Messerer et al. [83] investigated thermophoretic losses using soot-like particles at 110°C. Also high 
temperature characterisation using a quoted furnace temperature of 900°C using spherical particles 
[125], [126].  
Hence, this work was undertaken to validate the accuracy of kthermo, and the theory currently 
used  in the UTRC model for thermophoretic losses at gas turbine relevant conditions. 
Thermophoretic losses were experimentally determined using various nanoparticles types (fractal 
graphite, spherical silica, cubical salt) at varying flows and temperature gradients (ΔT≤ 880°C).  It  is 
also noted that aircraft engine manufacturers develop combustion system in combustion rigs where 
the probe inlet can reach temperatures of up to 1850°C with the probe water-cooled to quench the 
sampled aerosol [Private conversation Mark Johnson Rolls-Royce 01/19]. Understanding 
thermophoretic loss at   high temperatures will hence aid engine manufacturer to better understand 
nvPM formation from combustors.
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Table 5-1: Summary of nanoparticle thermophoretic experiments available in the literature 
Reference Test section 
dimensions 
Carrier 
Gas 
Gas Flow regime 𝚫𝑻 &  
𝑻𝐦𝐚𝐱(°C)  
Aerosol 
used 
Thermophoretic 
deposition 
efficiency (%) 
Measurement 
technique 
Expression of thermophoretic penetration 
efficiency 
Nishio et al. 
(1974) 
Glass pipe 
ID = 5 mm 
L = 100 cm 
Air 
Laminar & Turbulent 
 
Re ≈ 407 − 10300 
0 − 140 
Na2O 
 
300nm − 3μm 
0-11 
(number) 
AAS, thermal 
precipitator & 
electron 
microscopy 
𝜂𝑡ℎ−𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏 = exp(
𝜌. 𝐶𝑝. 𝐾𝑡ℎ. 𝜈(𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑤)
𝑘𝑔 ∗ 𝑇𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘
(1
− 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−4. ℎ. 𝐿
𝜇𝑚. 𝜌. 𝐶𝑝. 𝐷𝑡
))) 
Montassier 
et al. (1991) 
Copper tube 
ID = 20 mm 
L = 58.6 cm 
Air 
Laminar 
 
Re ≈ 575 
0 − 90 
Uranin 
 
50nm − 8μm 
1.5-8.5 
(mass) 
 
DMA + 
Photometer 
𝑛𝑡ℎ−𝑙𝑎𝑚 = 3.2 ∗
𝑃𝑟 ∗ 𝐾
1 + 𝜃∗
∗ (1 +
1 − 𝑃𝑟 ∗ 𝐾
1 + 𝜃∗
)
∗ (
𝑧
𝑅 ∗ 𝑃𝑒
)
(
2
3
)
 
𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝜃∗ =
𝑇𝑤
𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠 − 𝑇𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙
 
Shimada et 
al. (1993) 
(1994) 
ID = 13 mm 
L = 55 cm 
Air, 
H2, 
Ar, 
N2 
Laminar 
 
Re ≈ 35 −  230 
Tfurnace 
≤  900 
Ag, NaCl & TiO2 
 
7 − 40nm 
0-50 
(number) 
DMA + CPC 
 
 
Stratmann et 
al. (1994) 
 
ID = 12.6 mm 
L = 50 cm 
 
Air 
Laminar 
 
Re ≈ 35 
0-80 
NaCl 
 
30 − 100nm 
5-9 
(number) 
DMA + CPC 
 
𝑛𝑡ℎ−𝑙𝑎𝑚 = exp(−0.845
∗ (
(𝑃𝑟. 𝐾𝑡ℎ + 0.025)
𝑇𝑤 (𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑤)⁄ + 0.28
)
0.932
) 
 
Romay et al. 
(1998) 
ID = 4.3mm 
L=96.5cm 
Air 
Laminar & Turbulent 
 
Re ≈ 1379 − 9656 
0 - 150 
NaCl, PSL 
 
100 − 700nm 
 
0-18 
(number) 
DMA + CPC 
𝜂𝑡ℎ−𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏
= (
𝑇𝑤 + (𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠 − 𝑇𝑤) exp (
−𝜋. 𝐷𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 . ℎ. 𝐿
𝜌𝑝. 𝑄. 𝐶𝑝
)
𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠
)
𝑃𝑟.𝐾𝑡ℎ
 
Messerer et 
al. (2003) 
Hplate  = 0.45 
-1.45 mm 
L = 45 cm 
 
Air 
Laminar 
 
Re ≈ 247 − 490 
0-110 
Soot (graphite) 
 
34 − 300nm 
0-55 
(number) 
DMA+CPC 
 
𝜂𝑡ℎ−𝑙𝑎𝑚−𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝐾𝑡ℎ ∗
(𝐿. 𝜇𝑔. Δ𝑇)
𝜌𝑔. 𝜈𝑥. 𝐻2. 𝑇
 
Tsai et al. 
(2004) 
ID = 4.3 mm 
L = 118 cm 
Air 
Laminar & Turbulent 
 
Re ≈  1340–10200 
0-100 
NaCl 
 
40 − 500nm 
0-10 
(number) 
DMA + CPC 
 
𝜂𝑡ℎ−𝑙𝑎𝑚 = 78.3 (𝑃𝑟. 𝐾𝑡ℎ.
𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑤
𝑇𝑤
)
0.94
 
Muñoz-
Bueno et al. 
(2005) 
ID = 27.3 mm 
L = 40 cm 
Air 
Laminar 
 
Re ≈ 500 
0-410 
NiO2 
 
20 − 200nm 
35-41 
(number & mass) 
DMA + CPC 
And gravimetric 
(filter) 
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 Experimental setup 
The experimental set-up for the thermophoretic experiment consisted of a particle 
generation section, a test section, and a measurement section as depicted in Figure 5-1. Conditioned 
Silica, Salt and graphite particles (section 4.2) were employed to quantify losses in a test section using 
a Cambustion DMS-500 (section 3.1.3) and an AVL APC (section 3.1.1.1). Size distributions 
measurements permitted the monitoring of any morphology change during the test (e.g. particle 
collapsing, evaporation). 
 
Figure 5-1: Simplified diagram of the experimental setup for  thermophoretic, sample line 
and bends loss laboratory experiments 
As is seen in Figure 5-1, an ejector diluter (Palas VKL 10E) was used to ensure mixing, control 
particle concentration, maintain a low aerosol humidity (section 4.1.1.2), maintain a near ambient 
pressure in the test section and facilitate sampling at various flows without affecting particle 
generation. The tubing length between the diluter outlet and the test section inlet was sufficiently 
long to ensure the sample flow was fully developed limiting any impact of entrance effects (section 
5.1.2). 
The test section for measuring thermophoretic losses was 3.30 m long with an ‘ambient 
segment’ of 0.60 m, a ‘heating segment’ of 1 m and a ‘cooling segment’ of 1.70 m as depicted in 
Figure 5-2 and discussed below. Photographs of the setup are also displayed in Figure 5-3.  
• The ‘heating section’ consisted in a 1 m x 50 mm OD Stainless Steel (SS) tube with an 
8mm ID, pre-heated with six Watlow clamp heaters affording temperatures < 600°C. The 
tube was further heated in a 0.55 m tube furnace < 1000°C. Thermocouples were fitted 
at along the section to control and monitor the tube wall temperature. 
 
• The ‘cooling section’ composed of a counterflow tube in tube Water Heat eXchanger 
(WHX2 in Figure 5-2) to cool the hot aerosol and force thermophoretic deposition. 
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• The ‘ambient section’ consisted of a small WHX (WHX1) to prevent heat from the 
‘heating section’ conducting ‘backward’ towards the particle generation section which 
was fitted to limit heating prior to the inlet measurement. 
 
Figure 5-2: Diagram of the thermophoretic experiment test section 
The cooling and heating lengths were designed using theoretical predictions (section 5.1.3) 
to ensure gas temperatures were reached with the measurement section kept as short and straight 
as possible to minimise non-thermophoretic losses. As seen in Figure 5-3(c), a 180° bend was used 
between the heated and cooling sections to minimise/standardise the sample line length required 
between the inlet and outlet of the test section and the analysers. The bend was designed (curvature 
ratio ~21 [equation (2.18)] and pipe length ~0.55 m) in line with good engineering practice [14] 
ensuring negligible bend loss’ as confirmed during experimentation (section 5.2). 
 
Figure 5-3: Photographs of thermophoretic experiment set-up  
Two SS bars of different grades were used during this experiment. Firstly, an affordable Grade 
316 SS bar was used to its maximum service temperature of 750-925°C to prove the thermophoretic 
experiment concept with data limited to a maximum furnace temperature of 800°C before oxidation 
was observed. Secondly a higher Grade RA330 SS bar was used affording higher temperatures of up 
to 1148°C. To minimise oxidation on the inner wall, at the highest temperatures, Nitrogen (N2) was 
Tube Furnace 
WHX 2 
Clamp heaters 
Thermocouples SS bar 
180° bend 
Insulation 
Thermocouples 
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trialled instead of dry air as the carrier gas.  It is noted that prior to testing, both bars were heated 
and maintained at the maximum experiment temperature for several hours to burn-off any oil and 
manufacturing traces from the drilling that may have impacted the results.  
 Calculation of penetration efficiency 
Penetration efficiencies were estimated by dividing the total number concentration at the 
outlet of the test section by those at the inlet of the test section. Given particle measurements could 
not be performed simultaneously at the inlet and outlet of the test sections with the same 
instrument, carbon loaded tubing was used to transport aerosols to the analysers measuring 
successively at the inlet and outlet of the test section (green and red dashed lines in Figure 5-1) by 
actuating two-way valves. The dimensions and flowrate of these segments were identical ensuring 
losses occurring were consistent meaning they could be neglected when calculating the penetration 
efficiency.  
Some uncertainties associated with the measurement of particle losses could not be fully 
eradicated. A list of these uncertainties is given below: 
- Fluctuating pressure at the inlet of the analysers when measuring at the inlet and outlet, caused 
by pressure loss in the test section, resulting in subtly different volumetric sample flowrates. 
 
- Unsteady particle generation processes which drift over time. 
 
Figure 5-4: Example of measured number concentrations over time at different test points with salt 
(a), graphite (b) and silica (c) nanoaprticles using an AVL APC a Cambustion DMS-500 
Particle measurements generally corresponded to a 30-second average at a stable condition 
with the analysers recording at 1 Hertz as depicted by the orange, grey, yellow and green highlights 
in Figure 5-4. Conditions were deemed stable when CV<3% (i.e. Coefficient of Variation) as in the 
author’s experience, any nanoparticle generation process fluctuate. It is noted that the time between 
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measurements at the inlet and outlet of the test section was kept short (30 seconds - 2 minutes) to 
minimise the uncertainty associated with particle generation fluctuation and drift.  
Classification with the AAC didn’t produce truly monomodal and monodisperse aerosols 
(section 4.2) the GMD, GSD and total number concentration, hence DMS-500 derived data used only 
the aerosol mode/main particle peak as previously discussed (section 4.2). The DMS-500 monomodal 
inversion matrix was selected for SiO2 and salt and the monomodal aggregate inversion matrix was 
used for graphite (section 3.1.3). 
Other actions were taken to minimise the uncertainty associated with penetration efficiency 
estimations, namely: 
- Zero checks were regularly performed to check for leaks and contamination. 
- Analysers were within their certificated calibration period (see example calibration files in the 
appendix 10.1). 
- Flow meters were manually calibrated to a common mass flow controller to ensure accurate flow 
measurements. 
- Sample flow separation in splitters was kept as equal as possible to prevent additional loss in 
splitters (section 6.2.5). 
- Grounded conductive tubing was used in the test section (stainless-steel or carbon-loaded PTFE) 
to minimise electrostatic loss [74], [78], [123]. 
 Heating/Cooling length estimation 
Considering the equipment used (tube furnace, clamp heaters) and assuming a ‘worst-case’ 
scenario, heating and cooling lengths were theoretically estimated [62], [171] to validate the design 
of the thermophoretic experiment. Thermal entrance lengths affecting the temperature profile were 
also investigated [172]. 
The ‘worst-case scenario’ corresponded to the highest investigated sample flow (24 Lpm), 
hottest furnace temperature (1000°C), expected gas temperature (900°C), and a cooled gas 
temperature of  30°C with heat exchanger wall temperature at 20°C. For simplicity, it was assumed 
that heat was only transferred by forced convection (radiation effects neglected) and the wall surface 
temperature was steady state.  
The results of this study are presented in Table 5-2. When including thermal entrance effects, 
the resultant heating and cooling lengths were estimated at 1.01 m and 1.76 m respectively. Hence, 
the total ‘heating section’ length of 1.55 m and total ‘cooling section; length of 1.85 m as (Figure 5-2) 
were theoretically validated.  
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Table 5-2: Estimations of heating and cooling length of a 8 mm ID tube at a furnace 
temperature of 1000°C and a cold heat exchanger temperature of 25°C 
 Thermal 
entrance length 
Heating length  
Total heating 
length 
Cooling length  
Total cooling 
length 
𝑻𝒈𝒂𝒔𝒉𝒐𝒕 = 𝟗𝟎𝟎°𝐂 
𝑻𝒈𝒂𝒔𝒄𝒐𝒍𝒅 = 𝟑𝟓°𝐂 
25 cm 76 cm 101 cm 151 cm 176 cm 
 
Heating and cooling length calculation: 
Heating and cooling lengths were estimated using a Nusselt number correlation, calculating 
the heat transfer coefficient (h), the rate of heat transfer (q), thermal conductivity (k) and a Log-
Mean-Temperature-Difference (LMTD) as listed below. For the temperatures tested the majority of 
cases exhibited Re < 2100 (equation (2.11)), hence laminar flow was assumed. All gas properties were 
estimated at their bulk temperatures. 
The heating/cooling lengths (L) were estimated using the equation for laminar heat transfer 
by forced convection assuming a constant wall temperature ( 𝑞 = ℎ × 𝐴𝑤 × LMTD and 𝐴𝑤 =
𝐿tube × 𝜋 × 𝐷tube ):  
 
 𝑳𝐡𝐞𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐧𝐠/𝐜𝐨𝐨𝐥𝐢𝐧𝐠 =
𝒒
𝝅 ×𝑫𝐭𝐮𝐛𝐞 × 𝒉 × 𝐋𝐌𝐓𝐃
 (5.1) 
 
The heat transfer coefficient h was estimated from the Nusselt number correlation in 
equation (5.2). Different Nusselt numbers were considered for use: fully developed laminar circular 
ducts Nu=3.66 for a uniform surface temperature, Nu=4.364 for a uniform heat flux [171] and 
empirical fits from Sieder and Tate [173]. In this calculation, the lowest Nu value (Nu=3.66) 
representing the ‘worst-case’ scenario was used. 
 𝑁𝑢 =
ℎ𝐷tube
𝑘
 → 𝒉 = 𝑁𝑢 ×
𝑘
𝐷tube
 (5.2) 
 
with the thermal conductivity k in [W/(m.K)] and Dtube in [m]. 
 
The rate of heat transfer q was calculated as followed: 
 𝑞 = 𝐶𝑝 × 𝑄 × 𝜌𝑔𝑎𝑠 × (𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑡 − 𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑛) (5.3) 
 
with Cp the specific heat capacity [J/(kg.K)], Q the volumetric flow rate [m3/s], ρ𝑔𝑎𝑠 the gas density 
[kg/m3] and T the outlet and inlet gas temperatures [K]. 
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Finally, the Log Mean Temperature Difference was calculated with:  
 LMTD = 
(Δ𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡) − (Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛)
ln (
(Δ𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡)
(Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛)
)
 (5.4) 
 
with ΔT the temperature difference between the wall and the gas at the inlet and outlet of the test 
section  (Δ𝑇out = 100 𝐾 when heating and Δ𝑇out = 10 K when cooling).  
 
Entrance effects calculation: 
Entrance lengths, defined as the distance necessary for the temperature profile to be fully 
developed, can impact the mixing state and reduce heat transfer efficiency in a tube [171, p. 356]. In 
a laminar flow, the distance from the inlet at which the temperature profile reaches its fully thermally 
developed profile can be calculated as followed: 
 𝒙𝐟𝐮𝐥𝐥𝐲 𝐝𝐞𝐯𝐞𝐥𝐨𝐩𝐩𝐞𝐝 = 𝑫𝐭𝐮𝐛𝐞 × 𝟎. 𝟎𝟓 × 𝑹𝒆 × 𝑷𝒓 (5.5) 
 
with Dtube the tube internal diameter, Re the Reynolds number and Pr the Prandtl number. 
 Theoretical sensitivity analysis 
To assess thermophoretic losses, penetration efficiencies measured during the 
thermophoretic experiment were compared to the theory used in the UTRC model and  kthermo. In the 
UTRC model, theoretical penetration efficiencies are estimated assuming particle effective density 
and thermal conductivity (1 g/cm3 [63] and 0.2 W/(m.K) for soot [83]) as recommended by the civil 
aviation regulation [14]. However, different particle types have different properties and hence may 
differently be impacted by thermophoresis. Furthermore, large temperature gradients also affect 
non-thermophoretic losses due to the varying carrier gas properties. 
A sensitivity analysis of particle effective density and thermal conductivity for graphite, silica 
and salt was performed by assessing their impact on theoretical loss predictions at the investigated 
gas flows (8-24 Lpm), gas temperatures (20-1000°C) and size range (30-140 nm). The variation of flow 
and temperature was also assessed in regard to their impact on non-thermophoretic losses. This 
analysis was performed by the UTRC model using the dimensions of the thermophoretic experiment 
test section (5.1.1) with the results presented in Table 5-3. 
 Particle effective density was varied from 0.18 g/cm3, the lowest reported aggregated soot 
density [70], to 2.2 g/cm3 representing salt material density. Similarly, particle thermal conductivity 
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was varied from 0.082 W/(m.K), the lower theoretical conductivity of aggregate (similar to that of air 
at 1000°C) [83],[85], to 7 W/(m.K) corresponding to salt’s material thermal conductivity. 
Table 5-3: Effect of changing particle and gaseous variables on losses in the thermophoretic 
experiment setup using the UTRC model 
Variable 
Fixed 
Parameters 
Effect at 
30 – 140 nm 
Explanation 
particle 
effective density (at 
ambient conditions): 
𝟎. 𝟏𝟖 →  𝟐. 𝟐 
[𝒌𝒈/𝒎𝟑] 
𝑘𝑝 = 0.2 
[𝑊 ⁄ (𝑚.𝐾)] 
 
𝑄 = 8 − 24 𝑙𝑝𝑚 
𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠 = 25°𝐶 
Negligible: 
Larger densities 
increased the total 
deposition efficiency  
≤0.2%. 
Larger densities provide more inertia 
for particles to deviate from the gas 
path. As Diffusional and inertial losses 
are small in the current setup, changes 
affecting those losses are negligible. 
Gas 
temperature (non-
thermophoretic loss): 
𝟐𝟓 → 𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎°𝑪 
𝑘𝑝 = 0.2 
[𝑊 ⁄ (𝑚.𝐾)] 
 
𝜌𝑝 = 1 𝑘𝑔/𝑚
3 
 
𝑄 = 8 − 24 𝑙𝑝𝑚 
Negligible: 
Increasing the 
temperature 
decreased the non-
thermophoretic 
deposition efficiency 
≤0.4%. 
 
As the gas temperature increases, the 
gas velocity increases and other 
parameters change (diffusion 
coefficient, Reynolds number, etc) 
affecting all non-thermophoretic 
losses. As non-thermophoretic losses 
are small in the current setup, changes 
affecting those losses are negligible. 
thermal 
conductivity 
(thermophoretic loss): 
𝟎. 𝟎𝟖𝟐 →  𝟕 
[𝑾 ⁄ (𝒎.𝑲)] 
𝜌𝑝 = 1 𝑘𝑔/𝑚
3 
 
𝑄 = 8 − 24 𝑙𝑝𝑚 
 
𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠 = 1000[°𝐶] 
Negligible:  
Smaller particle 
thermal conductivity 
increased the 
deposition efficiency 
≤0.2%. 
In thermophoretic loss theory, the 
particle thermal conductivity balances 
with Knudsen number hence only has a 
significant impact when the Knudsen 
number is small (i.e. 𝑑𝑝>200 nm with 
this set-up). 
gas flow (at 
ambient): 
 
𝟖 →  𝟐𝟒 𝒍𝒑𝒎 
𝜌𝑝 = 1 
[𝑘𝑔/𝑚3] 
𝑘𝑝 = 0.2 
[𝑊 ⁄ (𝑚.𝐾)] 
𝑇𝑔𝑎𝑠 = 25°𝐶 
Small: 
Lower gas flow 
increased the 
deposition efficiency 
≤1%. 
 
As the flow increases, the gas velocity 
increases and the particle residence 
time decreases, mostly reducing 
diffusional losses. It has an opposite 
effect for inertial losses, but only 
affects particle > 200 nm in this set-up. 
 
In the thermophoretic test section, non-thermophoretic loss at ambient temperature are 
predicted to be ≤4% between 30-140 nm at flows ranging from 8-24 Lpm, as seen in Figure 5-5(a). It 
is noted that as the temperature increases, theoretical non-thermophoretic loss were witnessed to 
decrease hence non-thermophoretic loss are never expected to be >4%.  Furthermore, varying the 
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gas temperature, particle density and gas flow induced negligible changes in non-thermophoretic 
losses, given the short residence time in the test section, as discussed in Table 5-3. 
 
Figure 5-5: Theoretical penetration efficiencies of the thermophoretic test section at 20°C with 
varying sample flows (a) and at 1000°C with varying particle thermal conductivities (b) 
As discussed in Table 5-3 and witnessed in Figure 5-5(b), the fluctuation of the particle 
thermal conductivity is expected to have a negligible impact on thermophoretic loss in the range of 
interest. 
It is concluded from this sensitivity analysis that non-thermophoretic losses are expected to 
be low (<4%) and the different particles properties and flow investigated should negligibly impact all 
losses. Hence similar losses should be measured for all investigated particles (silica, graphite, salt) 
and at various flows (8-24 Lpm). As currently implemented in the UTRC model [57], a unique particle 
density (1 g/cm3) and thermal conductivity (0.2 W/(m.K)) were used to predict theoretical losses in 
the remaining of this chapter. 
 Gas temperature calibration 
Thermophoretic losses (section 2.3.1.4) are estimated using the maximal (i.e. hot) and 
minimal (i.e. cold) gas temperature. However, positioning a thermocouple in the aerosol flow may 
cause particles to impact on it [86], disturbing thermophoresis characterisation. Hence, only wall 
temperatures were recorded during the thermophoretic experiment. It is noted that positioning a 
thermocouple in a drilled hole at the edge of the gas flow was also investigated but ruled out as 
conduction of the SS bar to the thermocouple was strongly influencing temperature measurements.  
To determine a precise gas/aerosol temperature measurement and accurately estimate 
thermophoretic losses, a post-experiment temperature calibration was performed. A suitably 
calibrated thermocouple (calibration certificate available in the appendix 10.2) was alternatively 
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inserted in the gas flow at the outlet of the tube furnace (Tmax) and at the outlet of the cooling section 
(Tmin) at all investigated furnace temperatures and gas flows. To minimise wall conduction effects 
and facilitate access to the hottest location of the gas furnace, a 1 m long , 6 mm OD ceramic insulated 
thermocouple was used. The thermocouple was systematically moved through the heated pipe to 
ascertain the highest gas temperature. 
The results of the temperature calibration experiment are presented in Figure 5-6 with the 
gas temperature plotted on the y-axis and a linear fit intercepting at zero used to visualise trends 
(R2>98.5%). For the maximum temperature (Figure 5-6(a)), it can be observed that the gas 
temperatures are always below that of the furnace and the difference between the furnace 
temperature and Tmax increases with increasing flow and increasing temperatures. As the flow 
increases but remains in the broadly laminar regime (Re <2600 from 200°C), the gas travels faster 
and has less time to receive heat from the wall. For the minimum temperature (Figure 5-6(b)), it can 
be seen that Tmin increases with furnace temperature as the gas requires more cooling. At 8 and 24 
Lpm, Tmin generally remains below 50°C but at 16 Lpm, it rises to 120°C. A hypothesis for this is that 
at 8 and 16 Lpm, the flow is laminar/transitional (Re <2500) and hence the cooling efficiency 
decreases with increasing flow but at 24 Lpm the flow becomes transitional/turbulent while cooling 
(Re~3800 at 50°C) accelerating heat transfer significantly with eddy diffusion. 
 
Figure 5-6: Recorded hot (a) and cold (b) temperatures at different furnace temperature in the 
thermophoretic set-up 
It is noted that in the thermophoretic experimental set-up, additional tubing is present 
between the end of the test section (Tmin) and the analysers (~1m long ¼’’ tubing) where the gas is 
further cooled. Hence, it has been approximated that the cold gas temperature was 30°C for 
thermophoretic loss predictions in section 5.1.6. 
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 In addition to the calibrated 6 mm OD thermocouple, gas measurements were performed 
with a thermocouple of a smaller thickness (3 mm) which could measure gas temperature nearer to 
the walls, as presented in Figure 5-7. It was witnessed that the thinner thermocouple always 
measured a higher Tmin (up to ~100°C at 24 Lpm) when compared with the thicker calibrated 
thermocouple measuring nearer the centre of the gas flow. Similarly, Tmin measured by the thinner 
thermocouple closer to the walls was always colder than that measured by the calibrated 
thermocouple (≤25°C difference).  These measurements indicated that the radial temperature profile 
was not uniform, as discussed by Lin and Tsai [172]. It is noted that the different temperature read 
by the two thermocouples may also be explained in part by the thinner insulated thermocouple being 
more sensitive to wall conduction and/or by the thick calibrated thermocouple partially blocking the 
flow and hence affecting heat transfer near the thermocouple tip. 
 
Figure 5-7: Photograph of the calibrated 6mm thick insulated thermocouple and the 3mm thick 
thermocouple 
 The gas temperature calibration experiment demonstrated that aerosol/gas temperatures 
were below that of the furnace. Hence, for the thermophoretic theoretical predictions, Tmax were 
estimated using the linear trendlines discussed in Figure 5-6(a) and a cold gas temperature of 30°C 
was always assumed. 
 Results 
As discussed previously, a thermophoretic experiment was performed to validate the theory 
used in the UTRC model for thermophoresis and kthermo. The effect of particle density and morphology 
on losses at high temperature gradients are also assessed. Penetration efficiencies in the 
thermophoretic test section (Figure 5-2) were measured for salt (NaCl), silica (SiO2) and graphite 
(soot-like) particles at flows of 8-24 Lpm and furnace temperatures of 20-1000°C. These conditions 
were selected as being representative of aircraft nvPM sampling (25 Lpm, Tgas≤700°C [53]). 
 
Penetration efficiencies were initially measured with the furnace off (Tgas=20°C) to 
experimentally evaluate non-thermophoretic losses in the test section. Results are presented in 
Figure 5-8 with the error bars representing two standard deviations (section 2.5). It was observed 
that measured losses correlated well with predictions from the UTRC model (dashed lines) within the 
6 mm ceramic coating 
3 mm ceramic coating 
Thermocouple tip 
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uncertainty represented by the error bars for the large majority of the data. Non-thermophoretic 
penetration efficiencies including all particle types, sizes and flows averaged 97.7% when being 
measured with the APC and 95.4% with the DMS-500 (Table 5-4).  
 
Figure 5-8: Measured (APC and DMS-500) and predicted (UTRC model) penetration efficiencies for 
different particle types (NaCl, SiO2, graphite) in the thermophoretic test section at ambient 
temperature and flowrates of 8-24 Lpm 
When comparing both analysers, error bars were generally higher for the DMS-500 (Figure 
5-8 (b)(d)(f)). This occurrence can be explained by the different nature of the measurement made by 
each analyser (CPC particle count Vs. number concentration derived from electrode ring currents). 
As it was previously established that non-thermophoretic losses theoretically decrease with 
increasing temperature (section 5.1.4), it can be assumed that losses occurring when the furnace on 
will predominantly be thermophoretic. 
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Table 5-4: Thermophoretic test section penetration efficiencies at ambient temperature 
averaged over particle type measured with an APC and a DMS-500, and predicted by the UTRC 
model (± 1 standard deviation) 
 Average penetration 
 efficiency APC 
Average 
penetration efficiency DMS 
Predicted 
(UTRC) 
8 Lpm 97.2 ± 1.8 % 94.2 ± 3.7 % 97.7 % 
16 Lpm 98.1 ± 1.3 % 96.1 ± 3.3 % 97.8 % 
24 Lpm 97.8 ± 1.8 % 95.8 ± 3.2 % 98 % 
Combined 𝟗𝟕. 𝟕 ± 𝟐. 𝟗 % 𝟗𝟓. 𝟒 ± 𝟓. 𝟗 % 𝟗𝟕. 𝟖 % 
 
 Penetration efficiencies measured whilst heating the furnace up to 1000°C are presented in 
Figure 5-9 with error bars again representing two standard deviations (section 2.5).  
 
Figure 5-9: Penetration efficiencies of different nanoparticle types (graphite ‘Δ’, silica ‘*’, salt ‘o’) 
and sizes measured in the thermophoretic set-up with the furnace on at different temperatures, 
measured with the DMS-500 and the APC at 8-24 Lpm 
20°C 
 
200°C 400°C 600°C 800°C 1000°C 
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In Figure 5-9, penetration efficiencies are seen to decrease with increasing furnace 
temperature as larger gas temperature gradients induce thermophoretic losses. At each investigated 
temperature, the data was fitted with a linear regression for visual aid and to confirm that 
thermophoretic losses were not size-dependent at the investigated size range, as has been discussed 
in the literature [83], [84]. It is noted that salt nanoparticles are not represented at Tfurnace>600°C 
because they were shown to evaporate as later discussed with Figure 5-12. It was also witnessed 
that graphite particles penetration efficiencies measured by the DMS-500 (triangles in Figure 
5-9(b)(d)(f)) were generally lower than that of salt and silica, as further discussed with Figure 5-10. 
If assuming negligible non-thermophoretic losses in this experiment, then changing the flow 
from 8-24 Lpm should only cause variations in the maximal gas flow temperatures. Given 
thermophoretic loss can also be assumed size independent between 30-140 nm (Figure 5-9), 
penetration efficiencies were hence averaged over particle size and plotted against the gas 
temperature gradient (Tmax - Tmin). The averaged penetration efficiencies are presented in Figure 5-10 
with the error bars representing the standard deviation of the averages.  
It was observed that the penetration efficiency decreases with the increasing gas 
temperature gradient caused by thermophoresis, as highlighted by the power fits. Power law trends 
were fitted to the measured data as both kthermo and theoretical thermophoretic loss (section 2.3.1.4) 
are expressed with a power law relationship. When investigating particle type, silica and salt particles 
exhibited similar trends, in agreement with the previous reports of Shimada et al. [126] and Romay 
et al. [86]. However, different trends were witnessed for graphite particles with penetration 
efficiencies derived from the APC generally 3-4% lower (Figure 5-10(a)). The higher deposition of 
graphite particles suggests that fractal particles are more strongly affected by thermophoresis than 
spherical/cubical particles, potentially due to their larger thermophoretic velocity of aggregates as 
discussed by Brugière et al. [85]. 
When comparing both analysers (Figure 5-10(a)&(b)), it can be seen that they display similar 
trends for salt and silica particles. However, the DMS-500 consistently reported lower penetration 
efficiencies, up to 25%, for graphite. After thorough investigation of the data, no explanation was 
found for this occurrence. It was hypothesised that the consecutive heating and cooling of fractal 
graphite may have altered their state of charge which would only impact the DMS-500 
measurements. 
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Figure 5-10: Penetration efficiencies of Graphite, silica and salt (NaCl) against gas temperature 
gradient averaged over size and measured with an APC (a) and a DMS-500 (b). 
Given the similar trends of silica and salt (i.e. non-fractal), they were subsequently averaged 
and fitted with a power fit to compare with theoretical predictions and with the power fit trends of 
graphite (i.e. fractal), as presented in Figure 5-11. In Figure 5-11, the grey shaded area represents 
the total penetration efficiency estimated by the UTRC model between 30–140 nm and is slightly 
different to kthermo exclusively representing thermophoretic losses between Tmax (≤910°C) and Tmin 
(30°C). The red shaded area represents the temperature range at which the thermophoretic equation 
prescribed in the UTRC model (equation (2.24)) was experimentally validated using spherical 
particles only, highlighting the much larger temperature gradients investigated in this experiment. It 
is noted that in the heated section, thermophoretic penetration efficiency was approximated at 
100% in the UTRC model.  
As can be observed, theoretical predictions agree well with the averaged measured 
penetration efficiencies of salt and silica across the investigated temperature range (ΔTgas≤880°C) 
with total losses up to 40% reported. The theoretical power law trend representing thermophoretic 
loss  (kthermo) was hence validated for silica and salt nanoparticles at gas temperatures ≤ 910°C, 
suggesting that thermophoretic loss could never exceed ~60%. 
It is again noted that graphite particles losses are 3-4% higher than salt and silica, measured 
using a regulatory compliant nvPM number analyser (APC - Figure 5-11(a)). Hence, assuming aircraft 
exhaust nvPM behaves similarly to graphite, this suggests thermophoretic losses of aircraft nvPM are 
underestimated by up to 4% in the UTRC model and by kthermo. 
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Figure 5-11: Power fit of penetration efficiencies of Graphite and silica and salt (NaCl) measured by 
an APC (a) and a DMS-500 (b) combined averaged over size and compared with theoretical 
predictions 
During the thermophoretic experiment, salt shrinkage to sizes <10 nm was witnessed from 
aerosol temperatures (Tmax) of 600°C, as displayed in Figure 5-12(a). An observed size reduction 
below the melting point of NaCl material (800°C [153])  was also reported by Shimada et al. [125] 
and explained using the theory of evaporation in the free-molecule region.  
Nitrogen gas (N2) was also briefly investigated as the carrier gas instead of dry air. It was 
observed that total penetration efficiencies were on average 1.2% higher with the APC and 1.9% 
higher with the DMS-500 when using N2 instead of air, as presented in Figure 5-12(b). This small 
difference may be explained by the lower particle diffusion coefficient in N2 reducing diffusional 
losses, as discussed by Shimada et al. [126].  
 
Figure 5-12: Difference in GMD measured before and after the thermophoretic test section for salt 
(NaCl) nanoparticles (a) and difference in the measured penetration efficiency when using air or 
nitrogen (N2) as a carrier gas (b) 
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5.2 25 m Sample line experiment 
As discussed previously, in an ICAO compliant nvPM sampling system, the exhaust aerosol 
must be transported through a 24.5±0.5 m long heated sample line at 25±2 standard Lpm and 
60±15°C [14]. The long sample line is required to have electrically conductive walls meeting the anti-
static specification in ISO 8031 and hence minimising electrostatic deposition. Nevertheless, 
significant particle losses occur in the 25 m sample line, with aircraft PM (<100 nm [9]) typically 
depositing onto the wall via diffusion.  
Furthermore, during the sampling of gas turbine exhaust, sample lines must sometimes be 
bent/coiled to reach the analysers. In a bend, particles can deviate from the gas flow and be lost to 
the walls [91]. To minimise additional bend losses in a sampling system, the current civil aviation 
regulation [14] advise the sample lines to be as straight-through as practical. When line bending is 
unavoidable, it is required bends have radii greater than ten times the internal diameter of the lines 
and that any bend in the sample line has a minimum coiled radius of 0.5 m. Losses in pipes ([76], 
[122], [123]) and in a compliant 25 m sample line using soot particles ([47], [48]) have been previously 
experimentally investigated. 
In this study, the particle penetration efficiency of an ICAO compliant 25 m Winkler heated 
line (section 3.1.1.4) currently used in the EASA reference system was assessed using different 
particle types (silica, salt, graphite) and flow regimes. The sample line was coiled in agreement with 
the current requirements to assess the impact on losses. Results were compared to the diffusional, 
bend and thermophoretic theory used by the UTRC model. 
 Experimental set-up 
 The experimental set-up for the 25 m sample line experiment consisted of a particle 
generation section, a test section, and a measurement section similar to the thermophoretic 
experiment set-up (section 5.1.1). Conditioned Silica, Salt and graphite particles ranging between 30-
140 nm (section 4.2) were employed to estimate losses in the 25 m line at aerosol flows of 8-24 Lpm 
using a Cambustion DMS-500 (section 3.1.3) and AVL APC (section 3.1.1.1) alternatively measuring 
particle number concentration at the inlet and the outlet of the test section. 
The Winkler 25 metres heated sample line is constructed of 8 mm ID carbon loaded PTFE. 
When assessing diffusional losses, the line was kept as straight as possible given the constraints of 
the laboratory (bends≈760°) and the curled radius kept as large as possible (Figure 5-13(a)&(b)). 
When investigating bend losses, the line was coiled eleven times with a coiled radius of ~0.65 m as 
seen in Figure 5-13(c), representing the tightest and the highest number of coils the line could sustain 
whilst respecting ICAO regulatory requirements.  
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To ensure equivalent flowrates in the 25 m sample line, two cyclones with different 
restrictors were used at the inlet of the DMS-500 to account for the additional pressure drop in the 
25 m sampling line when measuring at the inlet compared to the outlet. As discussed previously, 
uncertainties associated with the experimental set-up were minimised (section 5.1.2).  
 
Figure 5-13: Photographs of the 25 m sample line experiment with the line ‘straight’ (a) & (b) and 
‘coiled’ (c) 
 Theoretical sensitivity analysis 
A sensitivity analysis of particle effective density, gas flowrate and line coiling were 
performed using the UTRC model prior to experimentation. Particle effective density was varied from 
1 g/cm3, the estimated density of fractal soot particles <100 nm [63], to 2.2 g/cm3 representing salt 
material density. Similarly, bends were varied between 760° (straight line) and 3960° (coiled line) 
with flows ranging from 8-24 Lpm.  
 As can be seen in Figure 5-14(a), particles with larger effective densities (2.2 g/cm3) were 
expected to have a lower penetration efficiency in the coiled line, although differences may be 
assumed negligible in the size range of interest, with differences of <1.5% at 140 nm observed the 
maximum difference in the 30-140 nm range. Particle effective density only significantly affects 
inertial and bend losses for particles >200 nm, as confirmed in Figure 5-14(b) where the coiled line is 
reported to have a lower penetration efficiency <1 % at sizes < 140 nm when compared with the 
straight line. Furthermore, small differences in predicted penetration efficiencies can be observed 
when varying the flow from 8-24 Lpm (Figure 5-14(a)&(b)), particularly at smaller sizes. Lower 
penetration <3% were reported at 30 nm and 8 Lpm when compared with 24 Lpm due to the longer 
residence time and hence higher diffusional losses.  
 It is noted that although the flow regime transitions from laminar to turbulent between 8 
and 24 Lpm, diffusional losses are expected to behave similarly given it has been shown previously 
that turbulent diffusion theory best described losses in sample lines, even in a laminar flow regime 
[76]. 
(a) (b) (c) 
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Figure 5-14: UTRC model penetration efficiency predictions in the coiled (3960°) 25 m sample line 
with different particles densities at 25°C (a) and difference between the coiled and straight (720°) 
(b) at different gas flowrates 
 It was concluded from this analysis that similar losses should be experienced by graphite, 
silica and salt nanoparticles during the 25 m sample line experiment and hence a density of 1 g/cm3 
as currently prescribed by ICAO [14] was used when comparing UTRC model prediction with 
experimental measurements. Also, additional losses from coiling were expected to be negligible in 
the size range investigated.  
 Results 
Losses in the 25 m sample line were investigated for three settings namely a ‘straight’ sample 
line (720°), a coiled sample line (3920°), and a heated sample line (60-140°C). Similarly to the 
thermophoretic experiment, the penetration efficiencies of aerodynamically classified graphite, salt 
and silica were estimated at sizes ranging from 30-140 nm and at gas flows of 8-24 lpm (Reynolds 
number ~1420-4240). It is noted that total nvPM number concentration was measured by the APC 
whilst the DMS-500 measured total number concentration, GMD & GSD derived from only the main 
aerosol mode (section 3.1.3). 
 Characterisation of diffusion loss 
The measured and UTRC predicted penetration efficiencies of the 25 m ‘straight’ sample line 
are presented in Figure 5-15. The error bars represented two standard deviations from the measured 
penetration efficiency (section 2.5). Exponential fits to the measured data in the form 
‘𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝐴 × 𝑑𝑝(𝑥)
1.15)’ (note: in equation (2.19),  𝜂𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑑𝑝)  ∝ exp(−𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓) ∝ exp(−𝑆𝑐
1/3 ×
𝐷)  ∝ exp(−𝑑𝑝(𝑥)
1.15)) are represented by black dashed lines with 95% confidence bands. The fits 
were extrapolated from the theory of diffusional loss (section 2.3.1.3) to permit an accurate 
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comparison between measured and UTRC predicted diffusional losses. As can be seen in Figure 5-15, 
at 8 Lpm the coefficient of determination (R2) is negative meaning that the exponential fit to the 
measured data is a worst fit than a horizontal line of the mean.  This suggests that the diffusional 
theory used in the UTRC model (equation (2.19)) is not applicable to diffusional loss in the laminar 
regime (i.e. at 8 Lpm where Re=1410). In the turbulent regime (16 & 24 Lpm), R2 varies between 0.4-
0.92 showing that UTRC model diffusional theory is more suitable in this regime. 
 
Figure 5-15: Theoretical (UTRC model) and experimental (NaCl, Graphite & SiO2) diffusional 
penetration efficiencies measured with an APC and a DMS-500 in a ‘straight’ 25 m sample line at 
Reynolds numbers of 1410 – 2431 
Also in Figure 5-15, it is seen that measured penetration efficiencies vary from ~70% at 30 
nm and 24 Lpm up to ~90% at 140 nm at 24 Lpm. Exponential fits of both the DMS-500 and APC 
measured data generally display close agreement with estimations from the UTRC model (purple 
line) at flowrates of 16 & 24 Lpm. This is in agreement with previously reported works [47], [76], 
[174], [175]. It is noted that penetration efficiencies measured by the APC (Figure 5-15 (a)(c)(e)) for 
the 25 nm salt were always higher than theoretically predicted and the measured penetration 
efficiencies at 8 Lpm (Figure 5-15(b)) were generally lower than that predicted by the theory. The 
lower measured penetration efficiencies in the laminar regime (8 Lpm) suggest that the turbulent 
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penetration model used in the UTRC model underpredicts loss in laminar regime as losses are 
expected to be larger in this regime [62, p. 91]. 
When specifically investigating the flowrates, the lowest penetration efficiencies were 
measured at 8 Lpm, caused by the decrease in particle residence time and hence higher diffusional 
losses. It is noted that losses were similar at 16 and 24 Lpm. Increasing from 16 - 24 Lpm reduced the 
residence time and the flow regime (Re≈4231) is transitioning towards fully turbulent flow which 
could potentially increase the deposition rate, as discussed by Yin and Dai. [122]. 
It was concluded that for the investigated size range, the different densities (1 - 2.2 g/cm3) 
and morphologies (spherical, cubical and fractal) had a negligible impact on the reported diffusional 
losses, as predicted in the sensitivity analysis (section 5.2.2). However, it is conceded that more data 
points would be needed < 40 nm to validate or refute the observable higher measured penetration 
efficiencies observed by the APC. 
It is observed that the penetration efficiency data point corresponding to the 180 nm SiO2 
suspension is not included in the APC results for this experiment.  This is due to issues caused by an 
observed NVR peak (~ 25 nm GMD) still present after AAC conditioning (Figure 4-29) which 
significantly reduced the APC penetration efficiency estimations due to the inherently higher 
diffusional losses at these smaller sizes. However, this data point could be plotted for the DMS-500 
given the penetration efficiencies are derived from the main aerosol peak only hence these particles 
are neglected from both the inlet and outlet measurements.  
 Characterisation of Bend loss 
Bend loss was investigated in the 25 m sample line by coiling the line as much as possible (11 
coils=3960°) and comparing the measured penetration efficiencies when the line is coiled to those 
measured in the aforementioned ‘straight’ experiment, with the results presented in Figure 5-16. 
The measured data was again fitted (𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−𝐴 × 𝑑𝑝(𝑥)
1.15)) as represented by the dashed line. The 
error bars on the measured data points represent two standard deviations from the estimated 
penetration efficiency (section 2.5).   
At all flowrates and investigated particles in Figure 5-16, it was observed that the measured 
penetration efficiencies are generally lower for the ‘coiled’ data (black) compared with the ‘straight’ 
line data (orange). As predicted in the sensitivity analysis (section 5.2.2) the particle properties of the 
graphite, silica and salt had negligible effect on losses at sizes <140 nm. 
As the flowrate increases, the difference between witnessed penetration observed for the 
‘coiled’ and ‘straight’ sample line reduced. It is suggested that as the airflow increased from 8 – 24 
Lpm, the Dean number (equation (2.18)), defined as the product of Reynold number and the square 
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root of the curvature ratio, increased from 223 - 669 and hence losses induced by coiling were 
reduced in agreement with previous works [78], [122]. 
 
Figure 5-16: Penetration efficiencies of NaCl, SiO2 and graphite nanoparticles in the ‘straight and 
‘coiled’ 25 m sample line with their exponential fits measured by an APC and a DMS-500 at 
Reynolds numbers of 1410 - 4231 
 The GMD of classified particles fluctuated day-to-day hence bend loss couldn’t be directly 
deduced from subtracting the specific measured penetration efficiencies. Instead, to derive the 
impact of coiling (3960°) on particle losses, the difference was estimated using the ‘straight’ and 
‘coiled’ line exponential fits (orange & black dashed line Figure 5-16). Presented in Figure 5-17, the 
estimated differences between the ‘straight’ and ‘coiled’ fits (dashed line) were compared to bend 
loss predictions from the UTRC model (purple line) between 30–140 nm. It is noted that the accuracy 
of bend loss estimations (Figure 5-17) are limited to the exponential fit used in this study. 
 As witnessed in Figure 5-17, the measured-derived bend losses from the fits (dashed lines) 
decrease with increasing size and increasing flowrate. An explanation for this trend is that coiling 
induces the development of secondary flows due to centrifugal force in the coil transporting particle 
from the central region towards regions closer to the walls as proposed by Wang et al. [91], hence 
enhancing diffusional losses which preferentially affect smaller particles at lower flows. The 
measured-derived losses induced by the eleven coils between 30-140 nm varied between 2-10% at 
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8 Lpm, 1-6% at 16 Lpm and 1-4% at 24 Lpm. Higher losses are observed at lower sizes suggesting that 
losses induced by coiling could add uncertainty to thenumber concentration but not the mass 
concentration (carried by the larger particles). 
 When comparing with the UTRC model (purple line), measured losses are consistently higher 
than the those predicted in the investigated range,  with theoretical losses < 1%. It is also noted that 
the size dependent trend displays opposing gradients. These observations further support the 
hypothesis that losses in coils are induced by the additional diffusional loss impacting smaller 
particles rather than bend loss impacting larger particles.  This finding is currently not accounted-for 
in the UTRC model although at conditions relevant of aircraft PM sampling (i.e. 24 Lpm), additional 
losses induced by coiling are low (<4%). 
This analysis has demonstrated that even when in agreement the civil aviation regulation 
guidelines [14], additional losses up to 4% at 30 nm can occur due to coiling which is a potential 
uncertainty not currently accounted for in the UTRC model. Nevertheless, ICAO regulation 
recommends minimising coils and bends as far as practically possible and this experiment 
investigated the highest coiling the sample line could sustain and low additional losses were 
reported, hence bend losses can generally be assumed negligible in the 25m sample line if coiling is 
minimised. 
 
Figure 5-17: Measured (APC and DMS-500) and estimated deposition efficiency caused by coiling 
the 25 m sample line (i.e. difference ‘straight’/’coiled’) at Reynolds numbers of 1410 - 4231 
5.3 VPR experiment 
As discussed in section 3.1.1.1, significant particle loss can occur in an ICAO compliant VPR, 
mostly caused by thermophoresis in the evaporation tube and diffusion in the catalytic stripper. 
Accurate characterisation of losses in the VPR is necessary to predict accurate nvPM number 
concentration. 
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In this section the penetration efficiency of the EASA reference system VPR (AVL APC) was 
experimentally determined using different particles and compared to the calibrated values provided 
by AVL from the annual calibration performed with thermally pre-treated mini-CAST soot. 
 Experimental set-up 
The VPR experiment was performed using salt, silica and graphite particles as presented in 
Figure 5-18. Unlike the previous thermophoretic and sample line experiments, particles in this 
experiment were classified between 10-50 nm using a TSI DMA 3081 and a TSI 3077 radioactive 
neutralizer from Manchester University rather than the Cambustion AAC. A diffusion drier was used 
with nebulised particles to maintain a low relative humidity in the sampled aerosol as difference in 
the relative humidity between the sample flow and the sheath flow in the DMA can induce size 
change (section 4.1.1.2).  
 The VPR penetration efficiency was estimated by simultaneously measuring particle number 
concentration at the inlet and the outlet of the VPR. Two butanol-based CPCs were used for this 
purpose: 
• CPC1: a TSI 3750 CPC with d50=7 nm and d90=10 nm from Manchester university. 
• CPC2: a TSI 3790E CPC with d50=10 nm and d90=15 nm from the EASA reference system (APC 
CPC). 
 
Figure 5-18: Diagram of the VPR characterisation experiment 
To ensure equivalent losses between the CPCs, carbon loaded PTFE tubing of equal 
dimensions were used with flowrates kept consistent. It is noted that the sample lines between the 
DMA and CPC1 and CPC2 were swapped and the inlet flowrate of each CPC was calibrated with a 
Gilian Gilibrator-2 calibrator to ensure flows and hence losses were similar. 
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 Results 
Given the two CPCs used to measure the VPR penetration efficiency had different cut-off 
efficiencies, they were initially cross-calibrated using NaCl particles to enable correction for any 
observed differences between the CPCs, this methodology is similar to that employed by Yoon et al. 
[176]. As presented in Figure 5-19, CPC1 measured progressively higher concentrations than CPC2 ≤20 
nm at lower classified particle sizes as expected due to its smaller d50. A power fit (R2>0.99) given in 
equation (5.6) was derived from the ratio of the two CPCs (red dashed line) and used to correct the 
CPC concentrations. 
 𝑓𝑖𝑡𝐶𝑃𝐶2
𝐶𝑃𝐶1
⁄
= −6174 × 𝑑𝑝
−3.88 + 1.038 (5.6) 
 
 
Figure 5-19: Particle number concentration of salt (NaCl) nebulised with an ATM-226 and classified 
with a DMA between 10-50 nm measured by two CPCs 
 The VPR penetration efficiencies (measured and CPC-corrected) using different particle types 
are presented in Figure 5-20, along with the four AVL calibration points and the VPR penetration 
function derived from the AVL calibration (black dashed line) following ICAO recommendations 
(Appendix 8) [14]. As can been seen in the CPC corrected graph (Figure 5-20(b)), all measured 
penetration efficiencies are above that from the AVL calibration (mini-CAST soot). Giechaskiel et al. 
[94] reported differences <5% between NaCl, graphite and CAST soot. However, it is noted that in 
this study the AVL calibration was performed 6 months before the laboratory loss experiment, using 
a different set-up which may partly explain the larger differences (< 10%) observed in this work. 
The difference between graphite and mini-CAST soot (AVL calibration) generally remained 
<3% for particles >20 nm, in agreement with results from Giechaskiel et al. [94] who reported 
graphite penetration efficiencies on average 2% higher than that of soot produced by a mini-CAST. 
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The unusual graphite penetrations penetration efficiencies <20 nm (highlighted by the orange 
dashed circle) are thought to be due to the CPC cross-calibration as the trend in the uncorrected data 
is similar. It is noted that the correction may have been be more accurate for graphite had it not been 
performed with salt which may classify differently in the DMA at the smaller sizes. ICAO compliant 
CPC and VPR calibration uncertainty are discussed in more detail in section 6.2.1.  
When comparing the three particles investigated in this study, it is observed that graphite 
consistently displays lower penetration efficiencies (~5% up to 10%) than salt and silica. This result 
could be caused by the different morphology of graphite (fractal) which displays larger 
thermophoretic losses as previously observed for graphite (section 5.1.6).  
 
Figure 5-20: VPR penetration efficiency of Silica, salt (NaCl) and graphite measured (a) and CPC 
cross-calibration corrected (b) compared with mini-CAST from AVL calibration 
5.4 Chapter summary 
In this chapter, three laboratory experiments investigating the loss of nanoparticles of 
different density and morphology (NaCl, SiO2, graphite) at sizes ranging from 30-140 nm are 
presented, namely: 
• A high temperature thermophoretic loss experiment:  
For the first time, thermophoretic losses were successfully measured at large temperature 
gradient (≤880°C) and flowrates relevant to aircraft exhaust sampling (8-24 Lpm). In agreement with 
previous studies, it was found that thermophoretic losses weren’t size dependent. The measured 
thermophoretic penetration efficiencies correlated well with theoretical predictions from Romay et 
al. [86] used in the UTRC model and with kthermo for spherical/cubical particles (NaCl, SiO2). However 
higher losses in the order of 3-4% were reported for fractal particles (graphite).  
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• A diffusion and bend loss experiment in the EASA reference system 25 m line: 
During the experimental analysis of particle loss in the 25 m sample line, in agreement with 
previous studies [47], [175], penetration efficiencies between 70-95% were measured for 
nanoparticles ranging between 30–140 nm at conditions relevant of aircraft PM sampling with good 
correlation to the UTRC model theory. Additional data points < 40 nm would better define the higher 
diffusional losses witnessed at lower sizes. It was found that coiling the sample line elven times 
induced additional diffusional loss’ of up to 4% (30 nm) at 24 Lpm which may be attributed to 
additional centrifugal force leading to increased diffusional losses [78].  This finding is not predicted 
by the UTRC model which only considers bend loss in coils. However, coiling is minimised during 
aircraft exhaust sampling and bend losses can generally be assumed negligible. 
• An experiment characterising loss in the EASA reference system VPR: 
The VPR experiment highlighted that particle losses through a VPR depend on the particle 
morphology, with spherical/cubical penetration efficiencies (SiO2, NaCl) up to 10% higher than that 
of fractal graphite/soot. The measured penetration efficiencies were always larger than the 
calibrated values from AVL used for system loss corrections, suggesting losses may be overestimated 
in the VPR. It is noted that NPL performed a VPR calibration with gold nanoparticles at 15 nm 
(discussed in section 6.2.1.1) and measured a larger penetration efficiency than that of soot (51% Vs. 
32%) at 15 nm which supports the findings of this study. 
To conclude, findings in this chapter support that the UTRC model prescribed by ICAO for 
sampling system loss correction performs well at predicting the two main loss mechanisms (i.e. 
diffusion and thermophoresis) for non-fractal particles at conditions relevant of aircraft nvPM 
sampling. However, higher losses were observed with fractal particles in the thermophoretic and VPR 
experiments, suggesting the UTRC model and kthermo may underestimate losses for aircraft nvPM 
fractal aggregates. 
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6  Large-Scale Civil Aviation Engine PM measurements   
The EASA reference system nvPM instruments (section 3.1.1) were used in conjunction with 
a Rolls-Royce sampling system and additional DMS-500 to undertake ICAO Annex 16 Volume 2 [14] 
compliant nvPM emission certification measurements on seven large scale (rate thrust>26.7 kN) 
specific engines of four engine types representative of the current Rolls-Royce fleet (section 0). 
Concentrations of nvPM mass, number, and gaseous CO2 were measured in addition to size 
distributions at various thrust settings. Because of the specified sampling system which is nominally 
>30 metres in length with multiple dilution stages, measured data is not representative of the 
concentrations at the engine exit plane which are the concentrations required for accurate 
predictions of impact on local air quality and health.  
The main objective of this chapter was to derive trends from nvPM emissions measured with 
an ICAO compliant sampling system across different large-scale engines to develop correlations 
between the reported nvPM number and mass with data derived from additional size measurements 
(i.e. GMD, GSD, density, lognormality). Additionally, ICAO compliant sampling system operation and 
nvPM instrument measurement and calibration uncertainties were investigated in view of 
understanding the uncertainties of deriving these concentrations and the currently reported nvPM 
emission indices. It was also aimed to assess the impact of ambient conditions (i.e. humidity) and 
fuel properties (i.e. hydrogen content) on nvPM emissions. 
6.1 Measured nvPM Correlations and Properties 
Due to proprietary issues, specific engine data presented in this study was normalised (plot 
specific), hence results are plotted against parameters such as measured GMD and N/M ratio rather 
than engine power or thrust as is typical in the literature [9], [20], [61], [63] (section 2.6). As discussed 
below, GMD generally correlates to thrust with larger particles typically witnessed at higher powers 
for any given engine. Similarly, the N/M ratio is a measure of size (see equation (2.6)), if density and 
fractal nature is assumed constant, and eliminates uncertainties associated with thermophoretic 
loss, CO2 measurements, and sampling uncertainties given both number (N) and mass (M) were 
subject to the same sampling conditions. As discussed in section 2.4, the ratio of mass and number 
also acts as an input of the System loss tool.  
 Correlation of Measured nvPM to Relative Thrust 
Emission Indices (EI’s) are a regulatory value used to quantify nvPM number and mass 
emissions per mass of fuel burned (section 1.5.1.2). EI’s facilitate comparison between different 
aircraft engines and powers only accounting for thermophoretic loss in the collection section. A 
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simplified measure of EI is presented in this work hence it is assumed all the fuel carbon is converted 
to CO2 which is a valid approach given typical combustion efficiencies of modern engines are >95% 
[177].  
The uncorrected nvPM EIs across the range of measured powers (7-100%) from the seven 
engines (four engine types) tested ranged from 2.2 × 1013  to 2.3 × 1015  particles/kg of fuel for 
number EIs and 0.6 to 292 mg/kg of fuel for mass EIs, corresponding to similar orders of magnitude 
observed in the literature [9], [20], [51], [61], [63], [92], [93]. Note that the quoted EIs were not 
corrected for thermophoretic loss at the collection section because engine exhaust exit plane gas 
temperature is commercially sensitive.  As discussed later in section 7.1.1.1.2, exit plane gas exhaust 
temperature can reach temperatures of up to 700°C, requiring a thermophoretic correction factor 
kthermo for losses in the collection section as high as 1.36 hence the reported EIs values are 
underpredictions.  
 
Figure 6-1: Normalised EInumber (a) and EImass (b) of four engine types at thrust settings 
corresponding to the LTO cycle 
As seen in Figure 6-1, and in agreement with the literature discussed in section 2.6, it was 
observed trends between EIs and thrust appear to be dependent on engine technology hence a 
general correlation cannot be proposed. Similarly, to facilitate comparison of different 
engines/powers or predict engine exit nvPM concentrations, size-dependent particle losses in the 
sampling system would also need to be corrected for. This omission can result in significant errors 
particularly for small nvPM distributions (<20 nm) which are typically witnessed on newer engine 
technologies and low power conditions. Such correction methodologies are not presented in this 
chapter but are discussed at length in Chapter 7.  
Due to confidentiality issues highlighted by Rolls-Royce, thrust specific conditions generally 
could not be plotted in this work hence normalised thrusts, N/M (i.e. EInumber/EImass) ratio as defined 
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by equation (6.1), and GMD correlations are presented in this chapter. The N/M ratio has several 
advantages: the division of EInumber of equation (1.3) with EImass of equation (1.4) eliminates the 
uncertainty related to the particle source (i.e. fuel type, CO2 emissions) and the sampling system (i.e. 
thermophoretic losses in the collection section) given both nvPM number and mass are measured at 
the same time and location. Importantly, the N/M ratio is directly linked to emission performance 
and guided understanding and improvement of the System Loss correction methodology discussed 
in the next chapter.  
 
𝐸𝐼𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟
𝐸𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠
[
#/kgfuel
mg/kgfuel
] =
𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑀𝑛𝑢𝑚 × 𝐷𝐹2 [
#
cm3
]
𝑛𝑣𝑃𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 [
μg
m3
]
× 109 =
𝑁𝐴𝑃𝐶
𝑀(𝑀𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑟 𝐿𝐼𝐼)
× 109 [
#
mg
] (6.1) 
 
To allow comparison of this commercially sensitive data with the literature, the trends of 
N/M ratio, GMD and GSD for the four engine types tested are plotted against normalised thrust in 
Figure 6-2. It is witnessed in Figure 6-2 (a) that for all engine types, the N/M ratio decreased with 
increasing thrust. It was found that the best fit was achieved using an exponential fit resulting in R2 
values >95%, however it is observed that the four engines have different exponents again 
highlighting that nvPM trends appear to be technology specific as shown in Figure 6-1.    
As seen in Figure 6-2 (b&c) respectively GMD and GSD increase with increasing thrust with 
secondary order polynomial best fitting the data (R2>0.96). By analysing Figure 6-2 (a-c) together, it 
is apparent that as thrust increases, particles become larger with wider size distributions hence given 
the decreasing N/M ratio this implies that the particles are generally containing relatively more mass 
per particle rather than becoming more numerous as engine power increases.  
 
Figure 6-2: Relationship between relative thrust and N/M ratio (a), GMD (b) and GSD (c) over an 
LTO cycle (7%, 30%, 85% and 100% F00) for four aircraft engines during certification tests 
The increasing trends observed in Figure 6-2 (b)&(c) indicate that smaller particles are 
emitted at lower thrust in agreement with previous observations [9], [9], [20], [61], [63], [92]. A 
hypothesis suggested by Durdina et al. [63], and discussed by Liati et al.[178] and Delhaye et al. [61] 
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cites that as thrust increases the global AFR decreases with reduced residence time resulting in larger 
primary particle sizes and reduced oxidation of the agglomerated soot.  
 nvPM Size Measurements 
In addition to the regulatory prescribed measurement of nvPM number and mass, a size 
measurement was conducted using a DMS-500 (described in section 3.1.3) near the nvPM 
instruments to aid with understanding sampling system loss and health impact.  
Size parameters such as distribution shape (lognormality), GMD, and GSD are investigated 
with correlations derived to understand engine specific trends.  Analysis of volume-weighted size 
distributions were undertaken to aid with determination of particle density and lognormal 
assumption as discussed later in Sections 6.1.3. 
 Measured Size distributions 
Typical particle size distributions (PSD) measured using a DMS-500 with the monomodal 
aggregate inversion matrix (section 3.1.3) are presented in Figure 6-3 for the four engine types, with 
the size is presented in logarithmic space. The plotted distributions were normalised to individual 
engine maximum concentrations, for proprietary reasons, hence relative concentrations cannot be 
compared across engine types. It is observed that the highest number concentration wasn’t 
necessarily observed at the highest thrust which as discussed previously is engine technology 
dependent (section 6.1.1). For all engines, the highest power condition displays the largest GMD for 
reasons discussed previously with Figure 6-2.   
Numerous references [9], [21], [61], [63] conclude that size distributions measured from 
aircraft engines are lognormal and generally, this is generally observed in Figure 6-3.  However, on 
closer investigation it is apparent that some of the distributions appear to display potential 
bimodality and deviation from lognormality at both tails. In this dataset it appears the distributions 
are most symmetrical on the log scale (i.e. lognormal) at the highest measured number 
concentrations observed at medium power, with the PSDs appearing wider and flatter at higher 
powers, which may be symptomatic of a secondary peak which is too close to the primary peak to 
be resolved by the DMS-500. At the lowest GMDs (and power conditions), the observed PSDs become 
more asymmetrical with the left tail skewing horizontally and the right tail skewing vertically (see 
skewing definition with Figure 6-7). This trend may be explained by the size dependent system losses 
discussed in section 2.3, which result in higher particle losses at smaller sizes, rendering the PSD more 
asymmetrical the further through the sampling system the nvPM travels.  
Although the data presented in Figure 6-3 is normalised, the reported GMDs ranged from 19-
53 nm with associated GSD ranging from 1.64-2.08. This concurs with findings from the literature 
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with reported GMDs varying from 7-60 nm and GSD varying from 1.3 to 2.3 reported by Kinsey et al. 
[92], Durdina et al. [63], Lobo et al. [51][9], Boies et al. [20], and Delhaye et al. [61]. The wider range 
of GMD and GSD found in the literature can be explained by the variation of aircraft engines type, 
sizing instruments and sampling systems. 
 
Figure 6-3: Normalised Log-Linear Particle Size Distributions of four engines types at various engine 
power conditions 
 Engine GMD and GSD nvPM Correlations 
To facilitate an understanding of correlation between the regulatory prescribed number and 
mass and measured size, GMD (Geometric Mean Diameter) and GSD (Geometric Standard Deviation) 
are presented against N/M ratio in Figure 6-4. It is clearly observed that for the four engine types, 
both GMD and GSD decrease with the N/M ratio.  This is as expected in agreement with Figure 6-2 
given the N/M ratio generally decreases with increasing thrust.  
As seen in Figure 6-4 (a), the GSD appears to correlate well with N/M ratio independent of 
engine type, and the scatter around an average power law trendline derived from all data is <5% 
(average scatter 1.3%). It is observed that at higher N/M ratios the measured GSD are typically 
between 1.7 and 1.9 however at lower N/M ratios (higher power conditions) this can rise to over 
2.08. Figure 6-4 (b), similarly displays a decreasing GMD power law trend with increasing N/M ratio. 
For a given N/M ratio, it is observed that the GMD can vary by up to 17.8% (average scatter 5.7%) 
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from the average value for the different engine types. The larger scatter from the trendline which is 
specific to individual engine types may be attributed to distinct particle effective density produced 
by different engine technologies (section 2.2) as the N/M ratio relates to size via density (equation 
(2.6)). 
 
Figure 6-4: GSD (a) and GMD (b) measured by a DMS 500 on various engine types against N/M ratio  
with power fit 
It should be noted that engine type 4 data is further scrutinised later in section 6.2.1.2, with 
regards to potential volatile PM presence, as such the data presented for Engine type 4 in Figure 6-4 
may over predict the GSD and underpredict the GMD, which if were corrected would potentially 
improve the correlation. 
 
Figure 6-5: measured GMD against measured GSD on various engine types 
(a) (b) 
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Thrust 
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For comparison to the limited published literature of large scale engines using ICAO certified 
sampling and measurement techniques,  GMD was plotted against GSD and compared with the work 
of Durdina et al. [63]. As can be observed in Figure 6-5 there is general agreement in correlation 
between GMD and GSD for the four Rolls-Royce engines and the fit proposed from a commercial 
turbofan engine CFM56-7B26/3.  Both datasets display increased GSD at increasing GMD. 
 Bimodality of volume distributions 
Generally, aerosol size distributions are measured and represented as number weighted.  
However, to derive mass and density and to assess lognormality as discussed later in sections 6.1.2.4, 
6.1.3 and 7.2, it is necessary to represent them in terms of volume.  Significant portions of the mass 
are held in the largest size bins of the distribution, hence small increases in number in these bins can 
lead to significant increases in derived volume.  To assess this impact the y-axis (dN/dlogdp) of 
number weighted, size distributions measured by the DMS-500 during engine testing were plotted 
in logarithmic space.  As can be seen in representing the distribution as a log-log plot a small 
secondary peak is sometimes witnessed at dm>200 nm near the instrument’s limit of detection as 
shown in an example given by  Figure 6-6.  It is presumed that the secondary peak is not a product 
of combustion and must be disregarded when estimating aircraft nvPM properties.  
 
Figure 6-6: Examples of PSDs displaying a secondary peak measured by a DMS-500 and converted 
VSDs with and without the tail-cutting method 
While the secondary peak is orders of magnitude smaller than the main nvPM peak, it 
negligibly impacts the GMD and GSD of number-weighted distributions. However, it can significantly 
distort the derived volume-size distributions because volume is proportional to 𝑑𝑝
3, as displayed by 
the orange distributions in Figure 6-6. 
To obtain a volume representative of aircraft nvPM emissions from the number-weighted 
distribution measured by the DMS-500, it was necessary to develop a method which will 
subsequently be referred to as ‘tail-cutting’. Tail-cutting consists in finding the locations of the 
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primary peak and the minima (to the right-hand side of the peak) of the nvPM volume-weighted 
distribution, calculating the slope between them, and re-building the right tail of the nvPM 
distribution. This technique cuts-out artefacts at the largest size of the spectrum while preserving 
the shape of the main peak as demonstrated most clearly by the dashed line in  Figure 6-6 (Example 
3). This methodology was chosen as it permitted both lognormal and non-lognormal distributions to 
be assumed after the secondary tail was cut. 
 Lognormality of Measured Size Distribution 
 Aircraft engine and other combustion exhaust PM size distributions are generally assumed 
lognormal based on various observations and because of its mathematical advantages [60]. Kinsey 
et al. [92], Lobo et al. [51] and Delhaye et al. [61] all observed engine exhaust PM distribution typically 
monomodal and lognormal, as was the case for many of the distributions measured in this study 
(Figure 6-3).  However, as discussed previously deviations from lognormality were observed at 
particular thrusts on different engine types.  
 
 
Figure 6-7: Mode, Mean and Median in lognormal and skewed distributions [60] 
Lognormality can be assessed by comparing a size distribution’s GMD (i.e. mean) and CMD 
(i.e. median) which are identical when a distribution is lognormal as previously defined in section 2.1 
but differ when a distribution is skewed, as illustrated in Figure 6-7. If a near-log-normal distribution 
has a longer right tail or a shorter left tail, CMD<GMD. Oppositely, CMD>GMD is observed if a 
distribution has a longer left tail or shorter right tail.   
Deviation from lognormality can also be assessed by comparing the GSD of the number-size 
distribution (i.e. PSD) and the GSD of volume-size distribution (i.e. VSD) which are equal in lognormal 
distributions [60]. Since VSDs are proportional to dp3, the difference between the GSD of the PSD and 
the GSD of the VSD will mostly indicate how the right section of the distribution behaves. If 
GSDVSD > GSDPSD, the distribution has a longer right tail and if GSDVSD < GSDPSD, the distribution 
= GMD 
= CMD 
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has a shorter right tail. Table 6-1 summarises how differences between CMD, GMD and GSDs can 
modify near-lognormal distributions.  
Table 6-1: Summary of the potential combinations to asses lognormality 
Difference in  
GSDs 
Distribution 
skew 
Difference in 
diameters 
Distribution         Comments on distribution skew 
      skew  
(𝟏) 𝐆𝐒𝐃𝐕𝐒𝐃 > 𝐆𝐒𝐃𝐏𝐒𝐃 
Right + 
(or Left ---) 
GMD > CMD 
Right + 
or Left - 
Longer right tail 
(and/or shorter left tail) 
(𝟐) 𝐆𝐒𝐃𝐕𝐒𝐃 > 𝐆𝐒𝐃𝐏𝐒𝐃 
Right + 
(or Left ---) 
GMD < 𝐂𝐌𝐃 
Right – 
or Left + 
Longer right and left tails 
(and/or shorter left and right tails) 
(𝟑) 𝐆𝐒𝐃𝐕𝐒𝐃 < 𝐆𝐒𝐃𝐏𝐒𝐃 
Right – 
(or Left +++) 
GMD < 𝐂𝐌𝐃 
Right – 
or Left + 
Shorter right tail 
(and/or longer left tail) 
(𝟒) 𝐆𝐒𝐃𝐕𝐒𝐃 < 𝐆𝐒𝐃𝐏𝐒𝐃 
Right – 
(or Left +++) 
𝐆𝐌𝐃 > CMD 
Right + 
or Left - 
shorter right and left tails 
(and/or larger left and right tails) 
 
The lognormality of PSDs from the four aircraft engine types discussed in this chapter was 
investigated by comparing the CMD with the GMD and the volume-size distribution GSD with the 
number-size distribution GSD as described above. Given the bimodality of VSDs, the size distributions 
were corrected with the tail-cutting method as discussed in section 6.1.2.3 with results of the 
lognormality assessment displayed in Figure 6-8.  
 
Figure 6-8: Lognormality assessment at instrument by means of comparing GMD and CMD (a) and 
GSDPSD and GSDVSD(b) 
It is observed most of the number weighted size distributions are not lognormal as GMD ≠ 
CMD and GSDVSD ≠ GSDPSD. In Figure 6-8 (a), the GMD is generally larger than the CMD by up to 
6% and the difference decreases with increasing GMD for all engine types. In Figure 6-8 (b), GSDPSD 
is generally larger than GSDVSD except when the GMD is <25 nm, with deviation from lognormality 
typically increasing with GMD except for the case of engine type 4. The different behaviour displayed 
by engine type 4  at GMD>30 nm is a result of the tail-cutting method used to correct the VSD which 
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in this case enlarged the width of the distribution as shown in Figure 6-9, which is symptomatic of 
the primary and secondary peaks being too close.  
When discussing trends from Figure 6-8 (a)&(b) together, it is observed that small GMDs, 
which as discussed are typically witnessed at low engine powers, correspond to scenario (1) of Table 
6-1. Scenario (1) indicate that size distributions have a smaller left tail, which could be explained by 
loss preferentially affecting the smaller particles in a compliant sampling system.  At larger GMDs 
hence high engine powers, results are better represented by scenario (4) of Table 6-1 showing that 
size distributions have a shorter right tail at high power conditions, which could originate from the 
highly fractal nature of soot at larger sizes.                                                                                                                      
 
Figure 6-9: Example of the conversion from a PSD to a VSD with the tail-cutting method and its 
limits 
 Average particle effective density  
Particle effective density is an important property giving insights to particle morphology and 
composition and allows mass predictions from size distributions. Particle effective density has many 
definitions and can be measured and calculated in various ways as previously discussed in section 
2.2. The singular effective density that could be derived from nvPM measurements on the four 
engines types discussed here is the average particle effective density 𝜌eff
1 . It uses the mass 
concentration measured by the MSS and total volume derived from the measured DMS size 
distribution. It should be noted that particle effective densities were estimated from corrected mass 
and size data at the 1st common point of the sampling system as discussed later in section 6.1.3. to 
account for differing PM loss. Average effective densities were calculated then plotted against N/M 
ratio and GMD facilitating comparison to the literature. 
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 Effective density calculation methods 
Because of the bimodality of volume distribution discussed above in section 6.1.2.3, three 
methodologies illustrated in Figure 6-10 were investigated to calculate an average effective density 
𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓
1  namely: 
➢ 𝜌eff
1
(1)
=
𝑀MSS
𝑉DMS
 where volume is derived from the original PSD at the 1st common point 
(section 6.1.3).  
➢  𝜌eff
1
(2)
=
𝑀MSS
𝑉DM𝑆tail−cutting
  where volume VDMS is corrected using tail-cutting (section 6.1.2.3). 
➢ 𝜌eff
1
(3)
=
𝑀MSS
𝑉𝐷𝑀𝑆log(tail−cutting)
 where volume is corrected applying lognormal fit to ‘tail-cutting’ 
corrected VDMS. 
 
Figure 6-10: Example of a derived Volume Size Distribution (VSD) corrected with method (1), (2) 
and (3) 
Out of the three method, the average effective density 𝜌eff
1
(3)
 was considered the most 
adequate for effective density calculation and was used for the rest of this study. Although it was 
previously shown that deviations from lognormality occurred for the number-weighted distributions 
(Figure 6-8),  method (3) was chosen as it removes the interfering secondary peaks and uses a 
lognormal fit which best fitted the data in this specific study and is mathematically more 
advantageous to evaluate [60].  
The difference between  𝜌eff
1
(1)
, 𝜌eff
1
(2)
 and 𝜌eff
1
(3)
 is featured in Figure 6-11. Difference of up 
to 75% are seen between method (1) and (3) as seen in Figure 6-11 (a), highlighting the importance 
of correcting VSDs with the tail-cutting method. The largest difference occurs at low volumes 
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corresponding to mass concentrations below the Limit Of Quantification (LOQ) as defined in section 
6.2.2.2 highlighted by unfilled data points in Figure 6-11. Durdina et al. [63] similarly found that 
secondary peaks measured by sizing instruments significantly impacted the average effective 
density, stating this to be 50% at low mass conditions. Overall, the largest difference is observed with 
engine type 4 can be explained by wider measured size distributions (i.e. larger GSD) as seen in Figure 
6-4 coupled with higher concentrations witnessed in the secondary peak (i.e. ~1 × 104 vs. ~1 −
5 × 103 particles/cm3 for engines 1-3).  
As shown in Figure 6-11 (b), method (2) could also have been used and the difference 
between the effective density calculated from method (2) and (3) was always <3%. In the rest of this 
study, 𝜌eff
1
(3)
 is simply referred as the measurement derived effective density 𝜌eff
1 . 
 
Figure 6-11: Difference between effective densities calculated with method (1) and (3) (a) and 
method (2) and (3) (b) for different engine types plotted against the volume derived from the DMS 
size distribution at the 1st common 
Given that mass concentrations and size distributions were measured by different 
instruments sampling at different flows at slightly different locations, both measurements were first 
corrected to the 1st common point of the sampling system. This was achieved using the methods 
listed below: 
• Loss correction to the 1st common point: Size distributions were corrected to the 1st common 
point by applying loss functions between the DMS-500 and the 1st common point using the 
UTRC particle transport model. The MSS mass was corrected by estimating the mass 
correction factor 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass using the System Loss Tool (SLT) using the corrected DMS GMD 
and GSD as inputs. Because of the short sampling length between the mass instrument and 
the 1st common point, losses were small and mostly diffusional, impacting the smaller 
particles only (where little of the mass resides). Indeed, the 𝑘𝑆𝐿massvaried between 1.006 
and 1.022 (i.e. 0.6% to 2.2% correction) for the entire data set.  
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• Converging solution for effective density calculation: Both the UTRC model and the SLT used 
for loss correction to the 1st common point require a particle effective density input which is 
generally assumed at 1 g/cm3 for aircraft PM [14], [63]. It was found that varying the effective 
density input from 0.4 g/cm3 to  1.6 g/cm3 changed the estimated average density presented 
in this section by up to 9%. This variation was attributed to small changes in the penetration 
efficiencies calculated by the UTRC model at larger sizes which caused the corrected VSD to 
fluctuate. To minimise the effect of assumed density in the calculation of the average 
effective density, initial calculations were performed with the assumption 𝜌p=1 g/cm
3 and 
the calculations where repeated with the newly estimated average particle effective density 
until the input and predicted densities converged. 
 
• Number concentration (DMS Vs APC): The average effective densities were estimated using 
the size distribution from the DMS-500 which measured total PM as later discussed in section 
6.2.1 . It is possible to use the nvPM APC number concentration instead to predict the 
average density. A comparison between effective densities predicted by the DMS and the 
APC was made by applying a correction factor 𝑁APC/𝑁DMS  to every size bins of the size 
distribution. It was found that the average nvPM effective density using the APC number 
compared with the  total PM DMS-500 density agreed within the uncertainty of the DMS 
number measurement of 20% [113], except for engine type 4 where the nvPM density was 
significantly higher than the total PM density caused by the potential volatile contamination 
discussed in section 6.2.1 increasing the estimated volume, hence reducing the density.  
Assuming that the total volume uncertainty is equivalent to the total number uncertainty of 
±20% for the DMS [113] and that the mass measurement uncertainty is ±19.5% as discussed in 
section 3.1.1.2, the propagated uncertainty for the average effective density was estimated at 27.9% 
(√19.5%2 + 20%2). 
 Result average effective density 
The particle average effective density 𝜌eff
1 (avg) as defined in section 2.2 is presented in 
Figure 6-12  for the four engine types against the N/M ratio and the GMD. As discussed above, 
𝜌eff
1 (avg) densities were calculated from the MSS mass concentration and the corrected DMS total 
volume. The calculated average particle effective density varied from ~0.3-0.8 g/cm3 for the entire 
dataset, except for data points with a measured mass concentration below the LOQ (i.e. < 5𝜇g/m3 as 
discussed in section 6.2.2) represented by unfilled data points, where the estimated density reached 
values up to 1.05 g/cm3. When disregarding the low mass concentration data, the average effective 
density is 0.56±0.11 g/cm3. Timko et al. [21] quoted comparable average effective densities from a 
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PW308 engine between 0.4 and 0.82 g/cm3 for a range of fuels, using a MAAP to measure mass and 
an SMPS to measure the total volume. 
It can be seen in Figure 6-12 that the average effective densities decrease with increasing 
N/M ratio and increase with increasing GMD for all engine types. This behaviour may be explained 
by larger primary particle diameters at higher engine power, hence lower N/M ratios and larger 
GMDs (Figure 6-2), causing the effective particle density to increase towards the density of solid 
carbon, as discussed by Durdina et al. [63], Liati et al. [178] and Delhaye et al. [61]. In contrast, 
Durdina et al. [63] also observed slightly decreasing average effective densities with increasing 
engine power and GMD due to lower size-dependent effective densities at larger mobility diameters 
(Figure 2-4). 
The scatter observed between different engine types in Figure 6-12 and observations from 
the literature (presented in detail in section 2.2) indicate that particle effective density is dependent 
on engine technology, engine power and fuel type. Indeed, Beyersdorf et al. [68] measured higher 
average effective densities from a CFM56 engine ranging between 0.9 and 1.6 g/cm3, and averaging 
at 1.1 g/cm3. Durdina et al. [63], Lobo et al. [51] and Boies et al. [20]  represented average effective 
density defined as 𝜌eff
2 (avg)  comparable to 𝜌eff
1  and discussed in section 2.2. They respectively 
measured average effective densities from CFM56 engines of 0.9 and 1.1 g/cm3, 0.85 g/cm3and 0.72 
and 0.9 g/cm3. 
Again it should be noted that engine type 4 data is further scrutinised later in section 6.2.1.2, 
with regards to potential volatile PM presence, as such the data presented for Engine type 4 in Figure 
6-12 may under predict the average effective density. For engine 4, the density increased 0.15 g/cm3 
on average when deriving the volume from the volatile stripped APC Number concentration instead 
of the DMS total PM which was not observed for engines 1-3.  
 
Figure 6-12: Average effective density (𝜌eff
1 (avg)) calculated for various engine types plotted 
against N/M ratio (a) and GMD (b) 
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6.2 Uncertainties associated with nvPM sampling & measurement 
For aircraft engine nvPM certification level emission measurements, the acquisition, 
transport and analysis of exhaust by the sampling and measurement system must comply to specific 
requirements defined in Appendix 7 of ICAO Annex 16 Volume II [14]. While ICAO guidelines were 
designed to minimise and standardise loss, significant uncertainties are still witnessed from nvPM 
sampling and measurement. Lobo et al. [51] estimated the measurement uncertainty of nvPM 
number- and mass-based emissions indices to be ~25%, considering systematic and random errors 
of 10% for the number and mass instruments along with uncertainties associated with temperature, 
pressure, CO2  concentration, and dilution factor measurements. In this section, uncertainties 
associated with nvPM sampling and measurement of the EASA nvPM reference system are analysed 
and discussed. 
 Number measurement uncertainty  
The AVL Particle Counter (APC) as introduced and described in section 3.1.1.1, consists of a 
VPR to condition the aerosol (cool, dilute, removes volatiles) and a CPC to measure the concentration 
of resultant nvPM.  As such in this section, the uncertainty associated with both the CPC and VPR 
calibration and drift are analysed, with concentrations compared to that derived from the 
Cambustion DMS-500 size instrument. It is noted that other variants of compliant number nvPM 
measurement units such as the DEKATI DEED combined with a CPC can be used producing different 
uncertainties than the APC discussed below. 
 Regulatory nvPM number calibration uncertainty 
To improve the understanding of uncertainties associated with nvPM number measurement, 
the counting efficiencies of the number measuring instrument of both the European (EASA) and Swiss 
(EMPA) nvPM Reference systems, which both utilise an AVL APC compliant nvPM number counters, 
were assessed.  Data from the annually prescribed ‘traceable’ calibrations performed by AVL in 
compliance with ICAO regulation (section 3.1.1.1), national laboratories and in-house measurements 
performed between 2012 and 2018 are analysed. 
CPC uncertainties:  
The counting efficiencies of both EASA’s and EMPA’s CPCs which each have similar d50 and 
D90 cut-offs at 10 nm and 15 nm respectively are presented below in Figure 6-13 (a). As can be seen 
generally both units meet the minimum penetration fraction as prescribed by ICAO [14] listed in 
Table 3-1 and represented by dashed red lines.  However, it is observed that there can be significant 
scatter year to year. At 10 nm, the combined twelve data points have a standard deviation of 8.2%, 
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however the standard deviation of the EASA CPC was only 2.8%. At 15 nm, the standard deviation of 
the combined data was 2.3%. The different scatter for each instrument represented by standard 
deviations and the d50 and d90 yearly variation indicate that nvPM number uncertainty may be 
instrument and calibration specific. Nevertheless, the variation from yearly calibration and from 
different CPC units remains below the specified ±10% counting accuracy required by both the civil 
aviation [14] and vehicle PMP [106] regulation.  It is observed that one EASA CPC calibration point 
performed at the National Physical Laboratory (NPL), represented by unfilled data points, didn’t meet 
the minimum required counting efficiency of 90%. However, on investigation NPL stated a 
measurement uncertainty of 7% for the 88% counting efficiency measurement hence they 
determined the unit passed the compliance check.  
 
Figure 6-13: Penetration efficiencies of CPC (a) and VPR (b) from yearly calibration and laboratory 
experiments with dashed red line representing minimum regulatory requirements 
Detailed studies have disclosed that CPCs can be calibrated to levels much more precise than 
the ±10% estimate [106]. For example, Owen et al. [179] reported the relative expanded uncertainty 
of a CPC to be 2.8% over the range of about 1 to 104 particles/cm3 with emery oil, and Mamakos et 
al. [101] reproduced the manufacturer’s certified values of a CPC to within 4%. Nonetheless, it was 
also proven in many studies that CPC counting efficiency can vary significantly with the chemical 
composition [101], [106], [180], [181] and morphology [99], [101] of the aerosol particles measured. 
Indeed, lower CPC counting efficiencies were observed by Giechaskiel et al. [106] and Mamakos et 
al. [101] when measuring flame generated soot compared with similar concentrations of emery oil, 
highlighting that particle representativeness for calibration is essential for accurate measurement 
using a CPC.  This suggests that the uncertainty of CPCs used for aircraft nvPM number measurement 
could be improved if they are calibrated using a soot source representative of the engine exhaust 
aerosol rather than the current specification (section 3.1.1.1).  The issues associated with aircraft 
nvPM representative aerosol generational is discussed further in chapter 4 however it has been 
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shown chemical properties and morphology can vary with combustion technology, fuel type, thrust 
setting, and sampling location [9], [10]. 
VPR uncertainties: 
The results from VPR calibrations of the EASA and EMPA APCs are similarly presented above 
in Figure 6-13 (b) with each data point representing the calibrated VPR penetration efficiencies at 
different mobility diameter (15-30-50-100 nm) averaged over the three only dilution settings (PCRF 
100-250-500) used during certification testing for the APC. It is observed again that generally all 
calibration data met the minimum penetration efficiency requirements listed in Table 3-1 and 
represented by dashed red lines.  As no difference was observed between the EASA and EMPA VPR, 
the data in Figure 6-13 (b) was differentiated by the soot source used. VPR calibration was generally 
performed by AVL who used their own soot generator (propane diffusion - AVL soot). In contrast NPL 
calibrations were performed using both a Jing mini-CAST (NPL soot) similar to AVL soot, and nebulised 
gold nanoparticles. At the four calibrated mobility diameters, the standard deviation from each 
particle source is <2% at every calibrated mobility diameters, indicating that losses in the VPR remain 
fairly constant over time and that they can be well characterised for a particular particle 
material/morphology. Giechaskiel et al. [94] measured a calibration repeatability of ±6% for an AVL 
APC in agreement with this analysis. PMP (Particle Measurement Programme) compliant VPR 
calibrations which do not include penetration calibration at 15 nm were shown to have differences 
of ±15% [182].  
When comparing different particle materials used for calibration, the variation in penetration 
efficiency at 15 nm is the largest, with the gold particle penetration efficiency almost double that 
witnessed with mini-CAST soot. A higher penetration efficiency was also observed during in-house 
measurements for both NaCl and SiO2 nebulised nanoparticles when comparing with PALAS graphite 
during the EASA VPR loss experiment in this thesis, as seen previously in Figure 5-20.  
Another compliance check prescribed by ICAO is volatile removal efficiency. Giechaskiel et al. 
[95], Mamakos et al. [101] and Crayford et al. [47] tested the efficiency of VPRs at removing the 
volatile phase and showed that both evaporation tube and catalytic stripper based VPRs were 
incapable of removing all coated volatiles, suggesting a thin volatile coating remained post VPR 
however it was discussed that VPRs generally shrink particles to sizes smaller than the prescribed 
measured d50. The volatile removal efficiency can be increased with the VPR temperature but this 
would lead to higher thermophoretic losses affecting all particles [50]. Hence, it can be concluded 
that VPRs induce large uncertainties for nvPM number measurement through high diffusional and 
thermophoretic losses, particle dependent calibration, and to a lesser extent unverified efficiency 
volatile removal. 
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Total Uncertainty associated with nvPM number measurement: 
As discussed in section 3.1.1.1, current ICAO regulation only requires during annual 
calibration the VPR and CPC to meet a certain penetration efficiency threshold at different mobility 
diameters and particle loss in compliant nvPM number instruments are not accounted-for in EI 
estimations (section 1.5.1.2). It was shown that calibrated penetration efficiencies of VPRs and CPCs 
could be well above the compliance set-point and could be an added uncertainty to number EIs 
estimation. To quantify this uncertainty, the difference in  calibrated particle losses occurring in an 
APC were estimated at different sizes using the largest and smallest penetration efficiencies from 
soot calibration for the VPR (NPL and AVL combined) and from CPC calibration of the EMPA and EASA 
APC between 2012 and 2018 as listed in Table 6-2. It is noted that to estimate CPC/VPR penetration 
efficiencies at non-calibrated sizes, a function determined from the calibration factors was used as 
defined in ICAO Annex 16 (section 3.1.1.1). 
Table 6-2: Minimum and maximum penetration efficiency reported during the calibration of the 
EASA and EMPA APCs between 2012 and 2018, and resulting difference in total number 
concentration at 10, 20 and 40 nm 
 10 nm 20 nm 40 nm 
Minimum penetration 
efficiency 
(combined) 
CPC: 51% 
VPR: 12.7% 
(6.5%) 
CPC: 97.1% 
VPR: 43.7% 
(42.4%) 
CPC: 100% 
VPR: 63.2% 
(63.2%) 
Maximum penetration 
efficiency 
(combined) 
CPC: 77.2% 
VPR: 20.8% 
(16.1%) 
CPC: 99.8% 
VPR: 51.4% 
(51.3%) 
CPC: 100% 
VPR: 68.4% 
(68.4%) 
Difference between Min and 
Max penetration efficiency 
[%] 
(1 −
6.5%
16.1%
) = 
59.7% 
(1 −
42.4%
51.3%
) = 
17.3% 
(1 −
63.2%
68.4%
) = 
7.6% 
 
Results from this uncertainty analysis presented in Table 6-2 show that a compliant nvPM 
number instrument like the AVL APC could record different number concentrations of up to 60% at 
10 nm, 17% at 20 nm and 8% at 40 nm on the same gas turbine exhaust aerosol from the different 
calibration factors used. This indicates typical VPR and CPC variation from yearly calibration may 
result in significant added uncertainty of number EIs, as currently reported (not corrected for loss 
other than thermophoresis in the collection section) and discussed in section 1.5.1.2. Also, the 
uncertainty associated with the particle type used for calibration is not currently standardised by 
ICAO and would need to be further assessed, especially in the case of the VPR where gold 
nanoparticles were shown to have almost double the penetration efficiency of soot at 15 nm. To 
conclude, the current total nvPM number measurement uncertainty is probably well above the 
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original 14.1% estimated from regulation guidelines (section 3.1.1.1).  However, as the uncertainty 
associated with two systems measuring the same source may be estimated as √14.12 + 14.12 =
19.9%, the uncertainty estimated during the SAMPLE III SC03 campaign [49] which measured a 
reproducibility for three compliant systems for nvPM number measurement to be between 18% and 
22% was in agreement with the uncertainty derived from the current guidelines. Similarly, intra-
laboratory number concentration measurement comparison using compliant PMP (Particle 
Measurement Programme) VPR and CPCs showed difference representing two standard deviations 
within ±30% [182]. 
It is noted that CPC and VPR calibrated penetration efficiencies are used in the determination 
of nvPM sampling and measurement system loss correction factors as later discussed in chapter 7, 
and the current regulation requires the reporting of number and mass measurement and sampling 
uncertainties which include CPC and VPR calibration correction. 
 Comparison of size derived and prescribed number measurements 
While not being part of the regulatory EASA nvPM measurement system, the DMS-500 
described in section 3.1.3 was used in multiple test campaigns to measure particle size distribution 
and number concentration.  
DMS number measurement has a  manufacturer quoted minimum uncertainty of 20% [113], 
hence is theoretically less accurate than a CPC.  In this section an assessment of its applicability to 
precisely estimate engine exhaust particle number concentration is made. Petzold et al. [12] 
discussed good correlation between a DMS-500 and a CPC with an overall slope of the linear 
regression line of 0.93 when measuring particles produced with a gas turbine engine simulator. Boies 
et al. [20] also found good agreement between number measurements by a DMS-500 and a CPC of 
similar specifications to those in the EASA system. In this section, the number concentration 
measured by the DMS and APC are analysed for four engine types. Comparison of the number 
concentration measured with the APC and the DMS was undertaken, however it is acknowledged 
that the DMS was not sampling behind a VPR hence was a measure of total PM. Also, as discussed 
previously the DMS measures from mobility diameters ~5 nm compared to the APC d50 of 10 nm.  
Significantly different losses occur prior to measurement by the APC and DMS, hence the 
directly measured concentrations can’t be compared without correction. Lobo et al. [51] compared 
aircraft nvPM number measured with a DMS-500 and an APC and found that the DMS-500 measured 
on average ~45% higher total PM number concentration due to VPR losses inside the APC. To provide 
a comparison, it was necessary to correct both the DMS and APC measured concentrations at a point 
in the sampling systems common to both aerosol sampling paths.  This was achieved by using the 
UTRC particle transport model (section 2.4.1). It is noted that to accurately correct the APC total 
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number concentration for size-dependent losses, the DMS corrected size distribution was used along 
with the VPR and CPC penetration functions derived from calibration (section 3.1.1.1). 
An example of a measured size distribution and corrected size distribution at the 1st common 
point in the sampling system for the DMS and CPC is shown in Figure 6-14.  Also, size-dependent 
penetration efficiency  functions for both the DMS and APC are presented. It is witnessed that the 
penetration efficiency is significantly lower for the APC because of the significant losses occurring in 
the VPR and the CPC with values similar to those discussed earlier by Lobo et al. [51] seen at the 
smaller sizes. Losses for the DMS mostly occur in the 5m heated dilution line,  which was employed 
during engine testing.  
 
Figure 6-14: Example of a measured and corrected particle size distribution (left axis) and the 
associated penetration efficiencies for APC and DMS (right axis) to the 1st common point 
The comparison between the total number concentration derived from the DMS size 
distribution (total PM) and the APC measurements (nvPM) for aerosols measured from large scale 
engines are presented in Figure 6-15. Expected uncertainty bands of 24.5% are added around the 1:1 
correlation which represent a propagated uncertainty of 14.1% as calculated from ICAO instrument 
specifications coupled to the DMS quoted number measurement uncertainty of 20% [113] 
(√14.1%2 + 20%2 = 24.5%). The results show that the corrected total PM (DMS) and nvPM (APC) 
agree within the defined uncertainty for engines 1-3, with the APC generally predicting a slightly 
higher number concentration than the DMS highlighted by the points being above the 1:1 
correlation.  
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Figure 6-15: Total DMS PM concentration Vs APC nvPM concentration measured with the EASA kit 
for different aircraft engines corrected to 1st common point with 1 to 1 line and ± 24.5% 
uncertainty lines 
In the case of Engine type 4, the DMS is seen to measure a higher number concentration 
outside of the expected 24.5% uncertainty threshold. To further assess the correlation between DMS 
and APC derived number concentration the correlation between the two analysers was plotted 
against GMD as shown in Figure 6-16. 
 
Figure 6-16: Difference between DMS Total PM concentration and APC nvPM concentration for 
different aircraft engines corrected to 1st common point with 1 to 1 line and ± 24.5% uncertainty 
lines - (
NAPC−NDMS
NAPC
) Vs GMD 
5 
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As can be seen in representing the data in this format it is evident that in the case of engines 
1-3 the correlation appears consistent across all aerosol GMDs (and by proxy engine thrusts). 
However, it is clearly observed for engine type 4 that the absolute difference between nvPM (APC) 
and total PM (DMS) increase with GMD hence engine thrust. 
 An explanation for the differing trend of Engine type 4 witnessed in Figure 6-16 compared 
to the other engines, which is also supported by the generally larger GSD measured and discussed 
earlier (see Figure 6-4) is that volatile material is potentially being emitted within the exhaust stream 
of this engine technology with higher loadings witnessed at higher engine thrust settings (larger 
aerosol GMDs). Although there is no evidence of nucleation mode, in such a case emitted volatile 
matter may coat the solid soot particles in addition to spontaneously nucleating as small volatile 
particles overlaid by the main nvPM peak, resulting in the observed increased GSD and total number 
concentration measured by the DMS-500.  In such a case, only the DMS would measure these volatile 
particles as the VPR in the APC should destroy a significant portion before measurement by the CPC.  
 Mass measurement uncertainty 
To the authors knowledge, the ARTIUM LII-300 and AVL MSS both described in section 3.1.1.2 
are the only two commercially available mass instruments meeting the regulatory requirements of 
ICAO for nvPM mass measurement, and are both used in the EASA nvPM reference system. In this 
section the uncertainty associated with both the LII and the MSS calibration and measurement are 
analysed, with mass concentrations measured on a number of soot sources compared. 
 Regulatory nvPM mass calibration uncertainty 
As discussed previously, nvPM mass calibration consists in comparing gravimetrically 
measured particle mass loaded on a filter to the equivalent mass corrected by a direct measurement 
of the aerosol (section 3.1.1.2). A linear calibration factor is derived from the filter correlation and 
applied to the specific nvPM mass instrument. Significant uncertainties surround nvPM mass 
instruments calibration as there is no universally agreed and scientifically precise definition of nvPM 
(section 1.2) and no known method that can deliver a precise sample of nvPM for use as a reference 
material [53]. Mass instruments were historically calibrated with propane diffusion burner soot (e.g. 
mini-CAST), however subsequent issues discussed in this work have resulted in recent calibrations 
having to be performed on a Gas Turbine engine in the case of the LII-300.  
It is currently thought that similar absorption properties are required in the calibration source 
as observed from the aircraft engine nvPM.  Mamakos et al. [101] reported highly fluctuating mass 
readings with the MSS (up to 60% discrepancy with thermo-optically determined EC) when changing 
mini-CAST operating conditions. Marhaba et al. [183] showed that some mini-CAST operating 
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conditions enable generation of soot particles with morphology, internal structure and chemical 
structure close to those of aircraft soot, hence AVL during calibration of the MSS in compliance with 
ICAO use a proven setting known to be representative of both Diesel and aviation soot [private 
communication Michael Arndt AVL 15/05/19].  
 Between 2014 and 2018, annual calibration of both the European (EASA) and Swiss (EMPA) 
MSS were performed by AVL on mini-CAST soot. During this period, the EMPA MSS calibration factors 
varied by up to 10% (0.554 to 0.61) while the EASA MSS calibration factor varied by up to 8% (0.582 
to 0.631). As no mini-cast set-point has to date been found for the LII which performs well on Gas 
Turbine aerosol, calibrations since 2016 have been performed in partnership with Rolls-Royce UK 
Derby using their GNOME helicopter engine test facility (section 3.4). Indeed, calibration factors of 
the EMPA LII varied by up to 23% (0.618 to 0.801) when calibrated on inverted flame burner and 
GNOME, highlighting the impact of different soot sources used for calibration. 
 Limit of Quantification of nvPM mass instruments 
A Limit of Detection (LOD) of 1  𝜇 g/m3 is specified by the regulation for nvPM mass 
instruments [14]. However, it was consistently observed by the author during aircraft nvPM 
measurements that the Limit of Quantification (LOQ), from which one can reasonably differentiate 
exhaust emitted nvPM from noise, was higher than the LOD.  
To determine a meaningful LOQ the Coefficient of Variation (CV defined in equation (6.2) 
below) derived from 30 seconds averages taken during certification test of four aircraft engine types 
was assessed to find the lower concentration limit at which the CV of the mass instruments typically 
rose above 20% corresponding to nvPM mass uncertainty from the ICAO mass instrument (section 
3.1.1.2).  The CV data for both the MSS and LII are plotted against MSS derived Mass and GMD and 
is presented in Figure 6-17 below.  As can be seen by the vertical line added to Figure 6-17 (a) 5 
𝜇g/m3 is the concentration at which both analysers consistently witness a CV >20% hence n the scope 
of this thesis, a LOQ of  5 𝜇g/m3 was chosen.  
 
CVmass[%] =
mass
stdev30sec
 
 
(6.2) 
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Figure 6-17: Coefficient of Variation (i.e. standard deviation/average) of MSS and LII nvPM mass 
measurements obtained on four aircraft engine types against mass (a) and GMD (b) 
 It is thought that below the 5 𝜇g/m3 threshold, mass measured from system line shedding 
can’t be reasonably discerned from exhaust emitted nvPM which due to its random appearance 
impacts the measured CV, as discussed later in section 6.2.4. However, to determine if the CV maybe 
a function of a different parameter other than low mass, the data is plotted against GMD as observed 
in Figure 6-17 (b). Similarly, a CV>20% is witnessed for both mass instruments at GMDs below ~25 
nm, however in this data-set small sizes are symptomatic of low engine powers and hence low mass, 
hence unfortunately the two variables cannot be decoupled in this work, and in this study mass 
concentration is used to determine the LOQ with size not further considered in terms of mass 
uncertainty. 
 It is also noted that the LII generally has a larger coefficient of variation than the MSS 
although comparing the signal processing of the two instruments is complicated. Indeed, the LII 
signal is digital (occasional signal when the laser measures light) when the MSS outputs an analogue 
signal (constant signal from microphone) with the demodulation algorithm of the MSS containing 
some fast (Bessel) filtering [Private communication Michael Arndt – AVL 15/05/19]. 
 Comparison of mass measurements 
NvPM mass concentrations measured during certification level emission testing on five 
engine types using four LII-300 and two MSS calibrated as prescribed by ICAO regulation (section 
3.1.1.2) were compared to one and other to determine any bias between the measurement 
techniques (this data was provided by Rolls-Royce). MSS/LII correlations are presented in Figure 6-18 
with uncertainty bands representing 27.6% which is the anticipated propagated nvPM mass 
uncertainty from the ICAO mass instrument specifications as discussed previously in section 3.1.1.2 
(i.e. √19.5%2 + 19.5%2 = 27.6%).  
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Figure 6-18: Comparison of measured MSS and LII-300 nvPM mass concentrations on various 
engine types 
It can be seen that generally the two mass instruments agree within the defined uncertainty 
of 27.6% with most of the data correlating within ±15%. At low mass (i.e. <5 µg/m3) hence small 
GMD, the difference appears generally larger due to the high uncertainty associated with the 
measurement (potential line shedding – section 6.2.4.4). The difference between the two analysers 
could be induced by different particle effective densities as it has been reported that it impacts the 
signal decay from LII measurements, resulting in longer decay times for particle of greater effective 
density [20].  On average, the LII recorded an nvPM mass 1.9±8.4% lower than the MSS.  
Comparable to the author’s findings, the agreement found in the literature between LII and 
MSS is generally within individual instrument uncertainty and the MSS tends to measure higher 
masses than the LII. Durdina et al. [63] reported aircraft engine nvPM mass measurements 28% lower 
using a LII when comparing with a MSS when both instruments were originally calibrated on the same 
inverted flame source. However, both instruments agreed within one standard deviation of the 
averaged data. Boies et al. [20] compared mass measurements from three LII located on different 
sampling lines. They found that the difference amongst instruments was smaller than the individual 
instruments variation at each thrust setting. Lobo et al. [51] compared mass measurements of two 
MSS and a LII using a mini-CAST burner and found that the MSS concentrations were approximately 
15% higher than those reported by the LII. For masses below 200 𝜇g/m3 which is typical of aircraft 
nvPM emissions, the instruments were in better agreement with a difference <2%. SAMPLE III SC.05 
[50] showed that MSS and LII data from engine test campaigns agreed well with a 7% bias towards 
the MSS.  
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 Particle size distribution measurement uncertainty 
Size measurement is not currently prescribed for aircraft engine nvPM emission certification 
due to the absence of traceable nanoparticles in the nvPM size range witnessed from gas turbines 
(20-50nm GMD [9]) and the non-sphericity of combustion soot particles. However, particle size 
information is crucial in understanding aviation impact on local air quality and quantifying size-
dependent loss in a compliant nvPM sampling system. 
The DMS-500 and SMPS have been widely used for combustion PM measurement and 
characterisation [61], [184]. Both instruments use a similar technology consisting in charging 
particles to a known state of charge and then classifying them using an electric field to measure the 
particle electrical mobility diameter as introduced in section 3.1.3. Although both the SMPS and DMS 
operate on the same principle of electrical mobility, there are numerous technical differences related 
to the measurement technique, specifically aerosol charging, classification column and particle 
detection, making it crucial to compare the performance of the DMS and SMPS for the 
characterisation of aircraft PM [185]. 
In this section, size measurements performed by a TSI SMPS and a Cambustion DMS-500 
(described in section 3.1.3) on aircraft engine exhaust are presented, along with a discussion on size 
calibration and traceability. 
 DMS & SMPS measurement principles and calibration  
Although both SMPS and DMS measure electrical mobility diameter there are differences in 
the measurement principle and operation which have the potential for observed differences in 
measured aerosol distribution. A brief overview of these differences is discussed below: 
Operation & Calibration: The SMPS classifies particles with a DMA and measures individual 
size bins with a CPC with both the DMA and CPC traceably calibrated. On the other hand, the DMS 
generates a distribution from simultaneously measuring electrometers (rings) currents representing 
different particle sizes and requires an inversion matrix generated from calibration. The use of an 
adequate inversion matrix is crucial for DMS accuracy. Indeed, Delhaye et al. [61] recorded a CMD 
difference of 25% between a DMS and a SMPS when measuring fractal nvPM soot using a spherical 
inversion matrix. 
Performance: The DMS measures particles from 5 to 1000 nm with a resolution of 38 
channels (16 channels per decade), at a sampling rate of up to 10 Hz allowing real-time 
measurements. The DMS utilises a relatively higher flowrate (~8 Lpm) and low pressure (250 mbar) 
resulting in low diffusion losses within the instrument and has optional dilution stages to facilitate 
fast measurements of combustion exhaust nanoparticles across a range of concentrations up to 
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~109 particles/cm3. However, it can only accurately measure particle number concentrations at a 
minimum concentration of ~104  particles/cm3. On the other hand, the SMPS requires a longer 
scanning time of usually one minute or more, sampling at a lower flowrate, has a better resolution 
of up to 167 channels and can measures particle number concentrations of ~107 particles/cm3 [186]. 
It is however noted that there are many models of SMPS and new fast scan SMPS are capable of 
measuring at a shorter scanning time. The size range of the SMPS depends on the DMA column used. 
Particle charging: The DMS  uses a corona discharge to achieve unipolar charging (i.e. 
particles are positively charged to a predictable level). Unipolar aerosol chargers can achieve higher 
charging efficiency than bipolar chargers, but electrostatic and space charge effects can lead to high 
particle loss if not addressed. Larger nano-particles are subject to multiple charging and can become 
as electrically mobile as small particles (i.e. mobility inversion) [187]. This issue is minimised by 
running the DMS at low pressure (250 mbar). Awasthi et al. [88] showed that with unipolar charging, 
agglomerates carried a higher mean charge than that of spheres due to the larger relative surface 
area of agglomerates, resulting in overestimation of the electrical mobility and underestimation of 
the mobility diameter although they discussed that the mean charge per particle of agglomerates 
was only being overestimated for mobility size range below 80 nm. Hence size instruments using 
unipolar chargers like the DMS must be calibrated with agglomerates at sizes below 80 nm to correct 
for this phenomenon. For soot like particles with the DMS, an empirical calibration performed with 
a propane fuelled CAST and a DMA is performed during its calibration. The SMPS uses a bipolar 
diffusion charger consisting of a radioactive neutraliser to bring the aerosol to a defined, steady-state 
charge distribution. Bipolar diffusion charging brings the aerosol to a known charge equilibrium but 
has a low charging efficiency and is only effective at low flowrates and small number concentrations 
[188], [189]. 
As discussed previously when measuring spherical particles, DMS and SMPS can be calibrated 
using NIST traceable nano-spheres such as PSL spheres which are typically characterised using 
electron microscopy. However, PSL spheres require surfactant to remain stable in suspensions which 
induces a Non-Volatile-Residue peak in the 10-100 nm region (section 4.1), hence PSL spheres are 
generally used for calibration at diameters larger than 100 nm. For calibration in the 10-100 nm 
range, spherical nanoparticles can be produced by atomising sulphuric acid, DEHS, emery oil or 
sodium chloride solutions and classified with a DMA. A size uncertainty of ±10% from calibration is 
quoted by manufacturers (see DMS-500 calibration certificate in appendix 10.1) and was used by 
Johnson et al. [190] and Boies et al. [20] for a DMS.  
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 Comparison of sizing analysers for aircraft engine nvPM measurement 
Comparisons of DMS and an SMPS (operated by University of Manchester) were performed 
on two soot sources namely; a GNOME engine burning jet-A fuel and an RQL combustor rig burning 
numerous blends of jet-A and alternative fuels, a DMS and an SMPS composed of a CPC 3776 and a 
3085 DMA (offering size range of 4.6-145.9 nm) were used to simultaneously measure particle size 
distributions in parallel from a common split point. As individual size instruments recorded data at a 
different rate, the DMS data was averaged over the same three-minute-long scans taken by the SMPS 
at stable conditions. Examples of the size distributions from each of the DMS and the SMPS are 
presented in Figure 6-19, where the shape of the distributions from both instruments closely relate, 
however as noted by the requirement of different concentration axis the uncorrected number 
concentrations were offset by approximately 10 to 60% as discussed below. It is noted that the small 
secondary peak seen on the left plot with the SMPS is assumed to be an artefact, commonly 
witnessed in SMPS measurements towards the upper range of size measurement [Private 
communication Paul Williams Manchester University 12/18]. 
To precisely compare both instruments, a method was designed to estimate the GMD, GSD 
and total number concentrations for any size distribution by numerically integrating the distributions 
and using equations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) in MATLAB (trapezoidal numerical integration). The 
inversion matrix chosen for the DMS was the monomodal aggregate as soot nanoparticles were being 
measured. The comparison between the DMS 500 and the SMPS was performed over a wide range 
of GMDs (30 - 90 nm), GSDs (1.4 - 1.8) and varying total number concentrations (105- 2.5x106). 
 
Figure 6-19: Example particle size distributions measured by a DMS and a SMPS at the exhaust of a 
GNOME engine (a) and RQL burner (b) 
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Results comparing the measured GMD from the DMS and SMPS are shown in Figure 6-20, 
twenty test points from the GNOME engine where soot size and morphology were varied and sixty-
five test points from the RQL combustor rig where blends of Jet-A and alternative fuels were burnt 
producing aerosols with varying morphology and volatile content. Based on the DMS size uncertainty 
discussed above in section 6.2.3.1, a 10% uncertainty was chosen for each instrument, resulting in 
14.1% uncertainty bands ( √10%2 + 10%2 = 14.1%) applied to the 1:1 correlation.   As can be seen 
in Figure 6-20 (a), the GMDs measured by both instruments generally agree within the uncertainty, 
with the DMS GMD typically larger than the SMPS GMD by 3.3±1.7 nm (i.e. 9.6±4%) on average. The 
GSD from the DMS is also larger than the SMPS by 0.04±0.03. The slightly larger and wider size 
distributions observed with the DMS could originate from the calibration uncertainties (i.e. DMS 
inversion matrix),  unaccounted-for diffusional losses in the 5 m heated dilution line of the DMS and 
the higher resolution of the SMPS, but also may be explained by the SMPS not measuring the full 
aerosol distribution at sizes >145.9 nm as seen clearly in Figure 6-19 (a) particularly at larger GMDs 
due to the relative size of the DMA.  
 
Figure 6-20: Comparison of size (a) and Number (b) measurements performed by a DMS-500 and 
SMPS on aircraft exhaust aerosols 
Figure 6-20 (b), which displays the difference in the total number concentration from the 
DMS and the SMPS, shows that the DMS number concentration is always higher to the SMPS by 
28.5± 9.2% on average, this observation could in part be related to the different sampling 
temperature at the instrument as the DMS sampled exhaust PM at 60°C whereas the SMPS sampled 
at ambient temperatures hence had slightly higher thermophoretic losses. Assuming the SMPS has 
the same total number uncertainty as the DMS (20% [113]), then the average difference between 
the DMS and SMPS is just above the propagated uncertainty of 28.3% (√20%2 + 20%2 = 28.3%). 
In addition to the calibration uncertainty, instrument drift over time may also contribute to these 
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observed differences, since DMS as found calibration checks have shown drifts of up to 34% over a 
fourteen-month period. The difference in number concentration between DMS and SMPS also seems 
to increase with increasing GMD for the GNOME engine data points. However as discussed as the 
GMD gets larger, the right tail of SMPS distribution is underpredicted given the upper size limit of the 
SMPS used (145.9 nm).  
Similarly, Hagen et al. [185] compared a DMS and a SMPS during aircraft emission 
measurements and recorded average differences of 10% for sizing data and 30% for concentration 
measurements. They provided potential reasons for the observed deviations such as elevated 
diffusional losses in the instruments, Non-spherical shape of aircraft emission particles and pressure 
fluctuations. SAMPLE III SC.05 [50] also compared SMPS and DMS on a lean burn engine and found 
GMDs within 4% average variance.  
To address the disparity between SMPS and DMS shown in Figure 6-19 & Figure 6-20 the data 
were re- analysed using a lognormal fit (equation (2.5)) instead of the directly applied measured 
distributions. After this analysis it was observed that the differences in GMD and number 
concentration were negligible (<1%) when compared with the results presented here, highlighting 
differences are more likely an artefact of the different sampling and measurement principles rather 
than data clipping in the SMPS. 
 Sampling system uncertainties 
In addition to uncertainty associated with measurement analysers and their calibration, 
further uncertainties can originate from the sampling system itself. In this section the uncertainties 
associated with the operation of an ICAO compliant system are estimated by varying factors such 
sample flow, gas and wall temperature, line length, etc as permitted by the current legislation in 
ICAO Annex 16 [14]. Issues associated with particle shedding are also individually assessed.  
 25 m sample line (section 3):  
The 25 m sample line transports aerosols from the outlet of the primary diluter to the cyclone 
near the analysers. A significant fraction of smaller particles can be lost in this line via diffusion. The 
ICAO requirements for this section of the sampling system are listed below: 
➢ Line length 24.5±0.5 m 
➢ Internal Diameter 7.59-8.15 mm 
➢ Line walls temperature 60±15°C 
➢ Sample flow 25±2 standard Lpm 
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In addition to these requirements, the primary diluter body and diluent must have 
temperatures of 60±15°C, indicating that the aerosol at the inlet of the long sample line can have a 
temperature of 60±15°C. 
Using the parameters listed above in the UTRC particle transport model, best- and worst-case 
penetration efficiency functions were determined as illustrated in Figure 6-21. The loss difference 
between best and worst case was estimated at ~5% for particles sizes of 10-100 nm and ~4% for 
sizes of 50-200 nm. As typically, for aircraft PM, the majority of the number concentration reside in 
the 10 – 100 nm range, the uncertainty associated with losses in the long sampling line for number 
EI was estimated at 5%. Similarly, the mass weighted distribution of gas turbine exhaust nvPM was 
found to have a GMD in the 80-120 nm region with most of the mass concentration in the 50-200 nm 
size range. Hence, the uncertainty associated with losses in the long sample line for EI mass was 
estimate at 4%.  It is noted that typical aircraft PM mass distributions were deducted assuming 
lognormality, a particle effective density of 1 g/cm3 ,a GSD of 1.7-1.9 and using equation (2.6) to 
convert from number weighting to mass weighting.  
 
Figure 6-21: Best and Worst penetration efficiencies of an ICAO compliant long sample line 
(left-axis) with their difference (right-axis) 
 Primary diluter (section 2):  
Due to the relatively large nanoparticle concentrations, high temperature and potential 
volatile components in the exhaust of an aircraft gas turbine engine [74], rapid dilution within 8 m is 
prescribed by ICAO appendix 7 [14]. Dilution prevents coagulation and condensation  from occurring 
and reduces thermophoretic losses by cooling the gas with diluent instead of via the walls in sample 
lines [48].   
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 Current ICAO regulation requires the primary dilution system to dilute the exhaust aerosol 
at 8-14 using an ejector diluter which meets the performance specification listed in Table 3-2. Ejector 
diluters are advantageous because the sample flow enters the mixing chamber through a small orifice 
at very high speed, ensuring rapid entrainment and mixing with the diluent [107]. Particle loss in an 
ICAO primary diluter are currently assumed negligible and a penetration efficiency of 100% is 
prescribed when correcting for losses. The uncertainty associated with the primary dilution and 
possible nvPM morphology changes were assessed in this section. 
ICAO primary diluter uncertainty: 
Two uncertainties can arise from a compliant primary diluter in a sampling system namely 
particle loss in the diluter and prediction of the dilution factor from CO2 measurements.  
In regard to the minimum particle penetration fractions tolerated for a compliant diluter as 
listed in Table 3-2, up to 20% of particles can be lost at 15 nm and 10% from 30 nm. Hence, associated 
uncertainties of 20% for EI number and 10 % for EI mass (because the mass is carried by the larger 
particles) can originate from losses in the diluter.  
Regarding CO2 measurements, gas analysers must be calibrated to calibration gas with a ±2% 
accuracy, must maintain a stability better than ±2% of Full-Scale (FS) range, a repeatability better 
than ±1% FS, zero drift better than ±1% FS, a noise lower than ±1% FS and a resolution better than 
±0.5% FS. As appendix 3 of ICAO annex 16 [14] doesn’t currently state a minimum range for CO2 
readings, the lowest ‘CO2 measurement to FS range’ ratio was chosen from the data presented in 
this chapter (engine type 1-4) and was found to be 25%. This ratio coupled with the above listed CO2 
uncertainties proportional to FS ranges were propagated providing a final CO2 measurement 
uncertainty of 11% for the worst-case scenario (√2%2 + 8%2 + 4%2 + 4%2 + 4%2 + 2%2 ). 
Hence, diluted CO2 measurements can induce an additional uncertainty of 11% as they are required 
in the calculation of number and mass EIs. 
In total, a compliant primary diluter has uncertainties associated with particle loss and CO2 
measurements which can lead to a propagated uncertainty of 22.8% for EI number (√20%2 + 11%2) 
and 14.9% for EI mass (√10%2 + 11%2). 
 CO2 measurement uncertainty is generally lower than the estimated 11% because most CO2 
readings are closer to the FS range and analysers uncertainties are lower than the ones quoted by 
the current regulation.  
Experimental investigation of nvPM morphology change in primary diluter: 
Potential morphology changes in the Dekati DI-1000 ejector diluter (similar model to that 
used in the EASA reference system)  were investigated by comparing measured size distributions at 
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the inlet and outlet of the diluter heated (diluter walls + diluent) at temperatures of 20-150°C. As 
dilution factors weren’t measured, penetration efficiencies could not be estimated, however GMD 
and GSD changes could be monitor assessing if size-dependent losses or morphology change 
occurred in the diluter. 
Experimental set-up: 
The ejector diluter experiment was performed at Rolls-Royce Derby facilities in collaboration 
with Rolls-Royce and Manchester university who provided a TSI nano-SMPS (DMA 3085 + CPC 3776). 
The experimental set-up consisted of a particle generation section, a test section and a measurement 
section as depicted in Figure 6-22. Polydisperse monomodal nanoparticles were generated from a 
Gnome helicopter engine (section 3.4) and volatiles were removed  from the aerosol using a Catalytic 
Stripper. The size and morphology of exhaust soot was varied from 30-80 nm (GSD 1.5-1.8) by 
controlling the residence time in the particle generation section using additional dilution and 
different sample paths as shown in the particle generation section in Figure 6-22. This changed the 
particle agglomeration rate and hence the measured aerosol size. To replicate typical operation 
during aircraft exhaust sampling and to assess the effect of heating/cooling in the ejector diluter, its 
walls and the diluent (dry air) were heated at 20-150°C. 
 
Figure 6-22: Diagram of the ejector diluter experimental set-up 
Particle size distributions were measured alternatively at the inlet and the outlet of the 
investigated ejector diluter using the nano-SMPS and DMS-500 by actuating two-way valves. 
Hypothetical particle fluctuations within the diluter were estimated by comparing the inlet and outlet 
size distributions. Given the SMPS required longer sampling times (3 minutes), a ‘policeman’ CPC was 
used to monitor particle stability during measurement. 
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It is noted that to minimise uncertainties and to provide direct comparison between the two 
analysers, tubing dimensions and gas flowrates were kept identical between the test section and 
each analyser. 
Results: 
Generally, the measured size distributions at the inlet and outlet of the diluter, using 
unheated dilution (20°C), had a similar shape (i.e. GSD and GMD). This is highlighted in Figure 6-23 
where outlet size distributions were multiplied by a particle number derived dilution factor (PNDF) 
and are seen to match the inlet size distributions. As seen in Figure 6-24(blue), measured  GSDs and 
GMDs remained generally constant through the diluter, hence it was concluded that the unheated 
ejector diluter did not lead to morphology change. These findings are in agreement with Cheng and 
al. [108] whom measured no discernible difference in the GMD and GSD for polydisperse NaCl 
passing through an ejector diluter. Yoon et al. [176] also reported that loss in an ejector diluter were 
negligible (<5%) and were not size dependent for particles in the 3-20 nm region using nichrome. 
It is noted that when comparing the two analysers, the particle number dilution factor 
(Noutlet/Ninlet) was generally different. It is assumed that this was caused by the large uncertainty 
(>20%) associated with total number concentration derived from size distribution measurements, as 
discussed in section 6.2.3.2. 
 
Figure 6-23: Example particle size distributions of soot measured at the inlet and outlet (Particle 
Number Dilution Factor corrected) of an ejector diluter using a DMS-500 (a) and an SMPS (b) 
Particle size distributions were also measured at the inlet and outlet of the diluter at 
increasingly hotter diluent and diluter wall temperatures (20-150°C), with the induced GMD and 
GSD differences presented in Figure 6-24. As can be seen, the higher diluter/dilution temperatures 
did not significantly impact the GMD (Figure 6-24(a)) nor the GSD (Figure 6-24(b)) with fluctuations 
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consistently <10%. The generally larger GSD observed at the outlet of the diluter (Figure 6-24(b)), 
particularly with the SMPS, may be explained by the lower number concentrations (order of 
magnitude) at the outlet of the diluter and increasing the measurement uncertainty.  It was again 
concluded that the ejector diluter did not induce size-dependent loss or morphology change even 
when heated at temperatures of up to 150°C. These results are in agreement with Giechaskiel et al. 
[105], [106] who reported nvPM losses <5%  in the 15-100nm size range in an ejector diluter heated 
at 150°C.
 
Figure 6-24: Difference in soot GMD (a) and GSD (b) when passing through and ejector diluter 
heated at different temperatures  measured using a DMS-500 and an SMPS 
It is noted that as soot GMD was varied by changing engine power settings and sampling 
paths (Figure 6-22), the pressure at the inlet of the ejector diluter, hence the dilution ratio, was 
changing during the experiment. Given no significant variation in GMD and GSD were observed, it 
was concluded the operation pressure of the ejector diluter has non-measurable effect on the 
distribution shape, again in agreement with Giechaskiel et al. [105]. 
 Collection section (section 1): 
A regulatory compliant collection section is made of a sampling probe and sampling path up 
to 8 m in length. Sampling probe design is commercially sensitive information and specific geometries 
are typically not shared by OEM’s hence losses in a ‘hypothetical’ sampling probe are conjectured in 
this section. Transport efficiency in the collection section can be hard to predict as it depends on the 
engine thrust setting and combustion technology given exhaust gas temperature and dynamic 
pressure vary with these two parameters. In this section, the uncertainty associated with non-
thermophoretic loss in a regulatory compliant collection section were investigated with best- and 
worst-case scenarios derived from ICAO Annex 16 and the literature, as listed in Table 6-3. It is noted 
that thermophoretic losses in the collection section were not considered as they are separately 
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corrected using the thermophoretic correction factor 𝑘thermo  and are already included in EIs as 
discussed in section 1.5.1.2.  
The exhaust gas temperature at the probe is commercially sensitive, hence the highest gas 
temperature at the inlet of the collection section was conjectured from the literature. ARP 6320 [53] 
and the AIR 6241 [52] refer to aircraft engine combustion exhaust gas temperatures ranging from 
273 to 973K (i.e. 0-700°C). The exhaust gas temperature recorded by Lobo et al. [51] for various 
turbofan engines ranged from 327 to 577°C, at minimum and maximum engine power conditions 
respectively. The highest exhaust gas temperature derived from the literature and used for the 
‘worst-case’ scenario study is 700°C.  
Similarly, the sample flowrate within the collection was conjectured as it is not measured 
during certification level testing. AIR6241 [52] states that for particle losses to be minimised in the 
collection section, the residence time should be equal to or lower than 3 seconds. Using the 
maximum line length of 8 metres and the smallest compliant internal diameter 4 mm, a minimum 
flowrate was estimated at 2 Lpm using equation (6.3). However, at most engine power setting, the 
conditions at the engine exhaust produce much larger flows in the collection section which also must 
deliver a minimum of 9 Lpm for gaseous measurement (annex 16 appendix 5 [14])i . Durdina et al. 
[63] numerically investigated varying the sample flow in the collection section between 20-80 Lpm 
and found that the total penetration efficiency varied in average by 0.5%.  
 
 𝑡res =
𝐿tube
𝑄/𝐴
= 𝐿tube ∗ 𝜋 ∗ (
𝐷tube
2
)
2
/𝑄 (6.3) 
 
with 𝑡res is the residence time in seconds, 𝐷tube is the sampling line diameter in meters and 𝑄 is 
the flowrate rate in m3/s.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
i ICAO Annex 16 Appendix 5 states that the transport time for gaseous measurements must be less 
than 10 seconds. Using a typical line length of 8+25=33m and a typical ID of 7.747mm and using equation (6.3), 
the minimum flowrate is ~9 Lpm 
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Table 6-3: Typical dimensions and gas properties encountered in the collection section of a 
compliant sampling system 
Input Collection section (Worst / Best) 
𝑻𝒈𝒂𝒔[𝑲] 418𝑊 − 973𝐵 
𝑻𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍[𝑲] 418
(𝑊−𝐵) − 448 
𝑷𝒈𝒂𝒔[𝒂𝒕𝒎] 1 
𝒇𝒍𝒐𝒘𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒆 𝑸 [𝒔𝒍𝒑𝒎] 2𝑊  − 100𝐵 
𝑫𝒕𝒖𝒃𝒆[𝒄𝒎] 0.4
𝑊 − 0.85𝐵 
𝑳𝒕𝒖𝒃𝒆[𝒄𝒎] 200
𝐵 − 800𝑊 
 
Best- and worst-case scenario penetration efficiencies in the collection section were both 
investigated using the UTRC model and the listed properties in Table 6-3 (superscripts B and W stand 
for Best and Worst) with an assumed particle effective density of 1 g/cm3. It is noted that for the 
best-case scenario, a line length of 2 m and a mean gas temperature of 422.5°C (700°C probe to 
145°C line walls) were assumed. The resulting penetration efficiencies are presented in Figure 6-25 
with their difference (dashed blue line) representing the uncertainty associated with particle loss in 
the collection section. Given the difference is size-dependent, an average was made between 10-100 
nm for EI number and between 50-200 nm for EI mass assumed to be representative of aircraft nvPM 
(section 6.2.4.1). The resultant associated uncertainty with loss in the collection section 
corresponding to the difference in the corresponding size range is 7.3% (±5.4%) for EI number and 
1.6% (±0.7%) for EI mass. 
 
Figure 6-25: Best and Worst penetration efficiencies of an ICAO compliant collection section with 
their difference 
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 Line shedding & Cleanliness and background checks 
The added uncertainty of particle shedding in the sampling system (section 2.3.1.8) was 
investigated by analysing PM measurements during cleanliness and background checks (section 
3.1.2). Due to the relatively low number concentration of particles measured during cleanliness 
checks when comparing with sampled PM, the potential impact of particle shedding is assumed 
negligible on number concentration and GMD measurements. However, because of the relatively 
large size of shed particles when compared with aircraft nvPM, mass measurements can be distorted 
by particle shedding at low mass concentrations. 
During cleanliness checks (see section 3.1.2) conducted within the certification tests of four 
Rolls-Royce engine types, neither the MSS nor the LII300 generally detected shed particles. However, 
because of the relatively small sample cell dimensions and the use of a laser only focusing on a 
fraction of the sampled aerosol, it is possible the LII300 and MSS miss the occasional shed particles. 
On the other hand, the DMS-500 which charges all large particles passing through the analyser 
measured clear signals above its detection limits during cleanliness checks as illustrated in Figure 
6-26 (a) displaying log-log scale size distributions with the DMS-500 sensitivity coloured in red [191]. 
While the DMS-500 could not effectively resolve the peaks at number concentrations this low, the 
signal is clearly above noise levels and could be equivalent to a non-negligible PM mass. A secondary 
peak  in the 200-600 nm region was also observed by Williams et al. [10] and Durdina et al. [63] with 
a DMS-500 during aircraft PM measurement, whom disregarded it when calculating volume or mass 
from size distributions. It is noted that the potential shedding signal observed by the DMS-500 during 
cleanliness check could, if real, be stronger when sampling aircraft exhaust as sampled nvPM would 
be continuously hitting and adhering to the inner walls of the sampling system, enhancing shedding 
events. 
 
Figure 6-26: Typical Zero/Cleanliness (a) and Background/Ambient (b) checks measured by a DMS-
500 prior and after three engine types emission test 
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Size measurements performed during background checks (Figure 6-26 (b)) show that the 
measured size distribution is higher than that measured during zero checks, with an apparent peak 
in the 10-50 nm region in the order of 104 particles/cm3 corresponding to atmospheric particles. 
DMS-500 mass estimation – particle-shedding: 
It was investigated whether the data recorded by the DMS-500 during cleanliness check was 
meaningful, originated from particle shedding and whether the mass derived from size distribution 
measurements corresponded to a concentration below 1 𝜇g/m3 as required by ICAO regulation. To 
estimate the mass from the DMS-500 during cleanliness checks, a ‘maximum zero Number-weighted 
size distribution’ was generated using the highest concentrations of each size bin observed in Figure 
6-26 (a). The ‘maximum’ size distribution was then converted into a Mass-size distribution using 
equation (2.6) for each size bin and assuming a constant effective density. Both Number- and Mass-
size distribution for the “maximum zero signal” are shown in Figure 6-27 where it can be seen that 
most of the mass is carried by particles larger than 300 nm. To the author knowledge, shed particles 
properties (effective density, morphology) have never been measured, hence the DMS “zero” mass 
concentrations were derived from the Mass-size distribution using potentially representative 
effective densities taken from the literature as listed in Table 6-4.  
 
Figure 6-27: Maximum Number & Mass size distribution measured by the DMS-500 during 
Assuming the lowest aircraft PM size-dependent effective density reported in the literature 
(0.4 – 0.1 g/cm3  estimated for particles 100-1000 nm [72]) documented in section 2.2, the mass 
derived from the DMS ‘maximum zero signal’ was 2.5 𝜇g/m3. It increased to 15.8 𝜇g/m3 when using 
the highest density (i.e. soot material/bulk density [69]). Results in Table 6-4 highlight the high 
dependency of mass concentrations derived from size distributions to particle effective density. 
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Table 6-4: Total mass measured by the DMS-500 during cleanliness checks assuming different 
effective densities 
Effective density (𝑽𝑺𝑫 → 𝑴𝑺𝑫) Total mass DMS [𝝁𝐠/𝐦𝟑] 
Aircraft nvPM assumption 
(𝝆𝒆𝒇𝒇(𝒂𝒗𝒈) = 𝟏 𝐠/𝐜𝐦
𝟑) 
15 
𝝆(𝒅𝐩)𝐞𝐧𝐠𝐢𝐧𝐞−𝒎𝒊𝒏 𝐥𝐢𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞 
(𝝆𝟏𝟎𝟎−𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎[𝐧𝐦]~𝟎. 𝟒 → 𝟎. 𝟏 𝐠/𝐜𝐦
𝟑) 
2.5 
𝝆(𝒅𝒑)𝐞𝐧𝐠𝐢𝐧𝐞−𝒎𝒂𝒙 𝐥𝐢𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐮𝐫𝐞 
(𝛒𝐦𝐚𝐭𝐞𝐫𝐢𝐚𝐥~𝟐 𝐠/𝐜𝐦
𝟑) 
15.8 
 
It is noted that the signal recorded by the DMS-500 could originate from shedding occurring 
in the 5 metres heated dilution line, as similar secondary peaks were detected when a HEPA filter 
was placed at the inlet of the 5 metres line but not present when performing an autozero which uses 
a HEPA filter at the inlet of the main unit. Nevertheless, if shedding of particles in the 200-1000 nm 
region occurs in the DMS-500 5 m line where the flow is laminar and the pressure is 0.25 bar, then 
shedding is also likely to occur in the longer sample lines of the sampling system. It is also possible 
that shed particles measured by the DMS-500 mostly contain volatile material, hence are not 
detected by nvPM instruments. Other authors have suggested secondary peaks as artefacts from 
sulfuric acid particles generated in the high electric field near the corona discharge if enough SO2 and 
H2O are present in the carrier gas [185], which in this case should be disregarded as during zero 
checks there are insignificant levels of these gases.  
 Total uncertainty from nvPM sampling & measurement 
An uncertainty of 66.3% for EInumber and 24.9% for EImass was estimated for the currently 
reported nvPM emission indices as presented in fishbone diagrams in Figure 6-28 and Figure 6-29.  
 
Figure 6-28: Diagram of the uncertainties associated with ICAO compliant nvPM number 
concentration measurement 
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They combined uncertainties associated with number measurement, mass measurement and 
transport in the sampling system as discussed above. However, they do not include other known 
uncertainties such as line shedding, humidity effects and fuel properties. It can be seen that a 
significant portion of the estimated uncertainty was attributed to particle loss in the sampling system 
and analysers (bold red in Figure 6-28 and Figure 6-29). By accounting for particle loss (sampling 
system, VPR, CPC, etc), number and mass emission indices uncertainty could be reduced to 17.9% 
and 22.4% respectively. 
 
Figure 6-29: Diagram of the uncertainties associated with ICAO compliant nvPM mass 
concentration measurement 
It is noted that other uncertainties associated with sampling system components and 
correction methodologies not discussed in this study are listed below: 
• Unequal flow 1st splitter: In the 1st splitter of a compliant sampling system (Figure 3-1), highly 
unbalanced flows can occur that are thrust, probe and system control dependent. Inertial 
separation from unequal flows in splitters may result is significant mass variability as larger 
particles carrying most of the mass are most affected. Currently, the regulation doesn’t 
standardise the uncertainty associated with unequal flows in the 1st splitter. However, it has been 
suggested that using a larger pipe diameter in the spill leg, hence reducing Stokes number to 
equalise flow velocities in the 1st splitter could minimise potential losses. 
 
• Sampling probe: Sampling probe design is commercially sensitive information and specific 
geometries are typically not shared by OEM’s. However, two different probes meeting ICAO 
standards were used during engine certification testing presented in this chapter and no 
noticeable difference in nvPM emissions were detected. 
 
• Instrument drift: NvPM number and mass analyser may drift in between yearly calibration, 
increasing the measurement uncertainty. A 5% drift was reported after 6 months for a ICAO 
compliant CPC in a SAMPLE report [47]. A solution to minimise this uncertainty would be to 
perform calibration checks prior to any testing. 
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6.3 Uncertainty associated with soot source  
 Effect of humidity on nvPM emissions 
The influence of ambient environmental conditions, particularly water vapour, on nvPM 
emissions produced from a gas turbine engine has received little attention and is currently poorly 
understood [51]. The effect of ambient air humidity on nvPM production in a diffusion flame was 
investigated during a test campaign at the GTRC facilities (section 3.4) on a generic swirl burner by 
sequentially injecting more vaporised water to the primary air used in the primary combustion zone 
from the dry base case. In order to ensure that the quantities of water injected were representative 
of relative humidity encountered at test cells around the world, vaporised water was mixed with the 
primary air from loadings representative of ICAO STP humidity of 0.0064 kgwater / kgair [14] to loadings 
of up to 800 mg/s corresponding to 0.05 kgwater / kgair which is equivalent to 100% humidity at 40°C 
and hence would cover all likely water loading scenarios for aircraft engine emission testing. To 
ensure change in rig conditions caused by water addition hadn’t affected nvPM production, repeats 
of the dry case were done after injecting water in the primary combustion zone. Exhaust emissions 
were collected and measured by the EASA nvPM reference system and an additional DMS-500 and 
the EI’s were derived from APC and MSS measurements. 
The impact of elevated humidity on measured EI number is presented in Figure 6-30, for a 
range of fuel blends. Increased water loadings resulted in reductions in observed number and mass 
emission indices (as defined in section 1.5.1.2), and particle size. When looking at the exponential fit 
for the Jet A experiments, it is observed that there are ~ 40% and ~65% reductions in EI number and 
mass respectively over the tested water loading range. Similarly, a corresponding reduction in 
measured GMD from ~65 – 45 nm was observed, suggesting the water was either suppressing soot 
formation in the flame front, reducing soot concentrations in the post flame boundary or causing the 
larger soot aggregates to restructure to a more compact form. Exposition to high humidity of freshly 
formed soot aggregates can induce a reduction in mobility diameter, via restructuring to a more 
compact structure [192], [193]. De Risi et al. [194] also discussed that a change in absolute humidity 
in the burned zone gas causes change in specific heat, thus affecting soot formation. It is apparent 
that the nvPM reduction is chemically achieved rather than through dilution as the added water mass 
contributes to only 0.05% of the total mass of reactants.  
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Figure 6-30: Reduction of Number (a), Mass (b) and Size (c) when injecting steam in the primary air 
for multiple fuels at primary diffusion flame Air-Fuel-Ratios of 6.2 
Experimental investigations of humidity on nvPM reduction have demonstrated that 
increased volumes of water introduced within the primary combustion zones have correlated to 
nvPM reductions. Nevertheless, this phenomenon probably associated with reductions in primary 
soot formation may be offset by reduced soot burnout likely experienced in the cooler quench zone 
when high humidity is also present in the secondary combustion zone. Hence, it is difficult to 
interpret whether the reductions in measured nvPM observed in this study are witnessed in high 
pressure RQL combustors typical of large-scale engines experiencing humidity fluctuations. Large-
scale engine testing performed over numerous days as part of the SAMPLE programme [49] on two 
engines variants namely Single Annular Combustor (SAC) and Dual Annular Combustor (DAC) 
provided limited data linking nvPM to relative ambient humidity.  
 Effect of fuel properties on nvPM emissions 
The potential to produce nvPM emissions is highly influenced by the underlying properties of 
the fuel, especially the fuel aromatic content, which varies globally by several percent for 
conventional jet-A (15-23% (v/v)) [195]. Alternative fuels could also be used as replacements for 
conventional fuel to mitigate rising costs and security of supply of jet-A fuel. Alternative fuels have 
an additional benefit in that they have been shown to reduce non-volatile PM emissions via larger 
hydrogen content and lower aromatic content [93] which could potentially improve local air quality 
around airports [196] and mitigate contrail formation and hence the climate impact of aviation [39]. 
Brem et al. [195] showed that the comparison of two ICAO LTO cycles with jet-A fuels of different 
aromatic contents would result in up to 22% and 15% different nvPM mass and number emissions. 
Lobo et al. [71] reported that for a blend which would meet current ASTM International 
specifications, the average reduction in nvPM number number-based emissions was ∼35%, while 
that for mass-based emissions was ∼60%. 
In the results presented below, nvPM emissions were generally plotted against the Hydrogen 
to Carbon (H/C) ratio as it correlated better with sooting tendencies of fuels than fuel aromatics and 
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was strongly interdependent with fuel total aromatic [195]. Also, nvPM emission indices (section 
1.5.1.2) were corrected for fuel energy to allow better comparison between the fuel blends. 
In this section, results from two distinct test campaigns are presented: firstly on a combustor 
rig at the GTRC facilities at atmospheric pressure using blends of Jet-A , Gas-To-Liquid (GTL) and 
Towards SustAinable Kerosene for Aviation (ITAKA) fuel (HEFA & Camelina derived) at numerous 
primary diffusion flame AFR’s;  Secondly, fourteen blends of alternative (HEFA & Camelina derived) 
and conventional (jet A) fuel were also tested on a Honeywell Garrett APU (section 3.4), as used in 
Boeing 737 aircraft, at three power settings. Exhaust emissions were collected and measured by the 
EASA nvPM reference system and EInumber were derived from nvPM number concentrations measured 
by an APC. 
Data from the GTRC rig test is displayed in Figure 6-31, showing that the effect of fuel 
composition on nvPM formation is pronounced with increased concentrations of GLT or ITAKA (HEFA) 
fuel resulting in an observed decrease in measured EI number concentration at all power conditions 
(i.e. AFR). It is seen in Figure 6-31 (a) that increased hydrogen content in the fuel associated with a 
100% GTL derived aviation kerosene with low aromatic content (0.05%) reduced nvPM number 
concentrations by up to an order of magnitude compared to a baseline Jet-A fuel with representative 
aromatic content (24.24%), with reductions also observed in nvPM mass and size.  Figure 6-31 (b) 
presents the fuel effect data as a function of H/C ratio, showing good exponential correlation with 
increasing Hydrogen content, which is symptomatic of reducing aromatic concentrations witnessed 
in increasing alternative fuels content fuels. It is noted for EI number, an order of magnitude 
reduction is experienced with pure alternative fuel with a H/C ratio of 2.196 (H2  = 13.43%) compared 
to the base Jet-A fuel which had a H/C ratio of 1.861 (H2  = 15.47%), with progressively lower nvPM 
emissions noted for increasing volumes of alternative fuel, independent of fuel processing method.   
 
 
Figure 6-31: Effect of blends of alternative and conventional fuel on EInumber plotted against primary 
ARF (a) and Hydrogen/Carbon ratio (b) 
(a) (b) 
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During the APU testing, nvPM data was collected using the EASA reference system with 
additional size measurements taken by a DMS-500 which were subsequently analysed and used to 
investigate fuel effects on nvPM production. As seen in Figure 6-32, EInumber, EImass and GMD all 
decrease with increasing H/C ratio at all power settings, with a H/C ratio of 1.92 (H2 = 15.25%) 
representing the base jet A fuel and a H/C ratio of 2.144 (H2 = 13.88%) representing 100% ITAKA fuel. 
 
Figure 6-32: Effect of blends of alternative and conventional fuel on EInumber (a), EImass (b) and GMD 
(c) at three power conditions plotted against hydrogen/carbon ratio 
The results from both test campaigns presented in Figure 6-31 & Figure 6-32 are in 
agreement with previous studies investigating the effect of alternative fuels on nvPM emissions from 
gas turbines [10], [21], [71], [93], [195]–[197] which also reported reductions in nvPM number, mass 
number and particle size with increasing H/C ratio in the fuel, indicative of lower aromatic content. 
This dependence has been explained as follows [195]: PAHs may be formed by condensed parent 
aromatic molecules present in conventional fuel acting as additions sites for products of incomplete 
combustion, subsequently nucleating and carbonising to form soot. In contrast to aromatics in 
alternative fuels, aliphatic have to undergo a slower fragmentation and aromatic ring formation 
process when compared with the aromatics pathway, resulting in less soot formation. It is also noted 
in the literature that larger soot effective densities were measured when using alternative fuels [21], 
with three plausible explanations to account for it: the material density of soot is greater for 
alternative fuel combustion, the size of the primary particles depends on the fuel properties, and the 
number of primary particles is smaller for alternative fuel combustion. 
6.4 Chapter summary 
In this chapter, PM emissions of four large-scale Rolls-Royce engine types representative of 
their commercial fleet were presented and discussed in depth along with an uncertainty analysis of 
the currently prescribed ICAO sampling and measurement system [14].  
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The advantage of an additional size measurement next to the prescribed nvPM 
measurements was highlighted, with measured size distribution permitting the assessment of the 
shape of emitted PM (GMD, GSD, lognormality), the derivation of an average particle effective 
density and the detection of potential volatile contamination when compared with nvPM data. It was 
shown that GSD correlated well with the N/M ratio independently of engine type and that measured 
size distributions were monomodal and appeared lognormal although deviation from lognormality 
was observed and shown to be dependent on the engine technology and power. Average particle 
effective densities derived from total volume (size measurement) and nvPM mass measurements 
ranged between 0.3 and 0.8 g/cm3.  
Reported nvPM emission indices from large-scale engine nvPM certification testing may 
differ by several orders of magnitudes specific to engine power, engine technology and uncertainties 
within the sampling and measurement methodology. An allowed performance specification 
uncertainty of 66.3% for EInumber and 24.9% for EImass was estimated for the currently reported nvPM 
emission indices, not inclusive of other known uncertainties such as line shedding, humidity effects 
and fuel properties. These uncertainties could be reduced to 17.9% and 22.4% respectively by 
accounting for particle loss in the sampling and measurement system. 
An investigation on nvPM morphology change in an ICAO compliant ejector diluter 
demonstrated that no size dependent losses occur within the diluter. It is noted that this experiment 
permitted the direct comparison between a TSI SMPS and a Cambustion DMS-500, which displayed 
similar size distribution shapes, GMD and GSD. 
 Additional uncertainties from humidity effects and increased hydrogen content in the fuel 
were also assessed. The hydrogen (aromatic content) of the fuel and humidity have been shown to 
affect aircraft engine nvPM generation and are an added uncertainty to aircraft nvPM reporting as 
both parameters are not currently accounted for in the regulation. Experimental investigations of 
fuel on nvPM reduction presented in this chapter support that increased Hydrogen and/or increased 
humidity within the diffusion combustion zone results in a reduction in nvPM number, mass and size.  
Increased volumes of low aromatic content fuels have been shown to reduce measured EInumber 
concentrations by up to an order of magnitude, which demonstrates the potential to improve local 
air quality surrounding airports now and in the future.  
It was highlighted that shedding of particles from the sample line wall at sizes of 200-1000 
nm could be occurring during nvPM measurement of aircraft engine exhaust and could bias the mass 
concentration measurements at low levels approaching the regulatory limit of detection of 1 𝜇g/m3, 
which was shown to be the case for some modern engine types at low power conditions.  Based on 
uncertainty of nvPM mass measurements near the regulatory limit of detection, a new limit of 
quantification of 5 𝜇g/m3 was estimated. It has been shown to be challenging to characterise 
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shedding events with a fast response size instruments like the DMS-500 because of its minimum 
sensitivity at  ~103 particles/cm3. Using an Optical Particle Counter (OPC) in parallel with other nvPM 
measurement during engine certification could be a useful addition to better characterise shedding 
events as it only measures particles from 300 nm and measures concentrations from 0 to 3000 
particles/cm3 [98]. 
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7 System Loss Correction of Regulatory nvPM 
Measurements  
As has been previously discussed, the sampling and measurement protocols for the 
regulation of aircraft engine non-volatile Particulate Matter (nvPM) emissions, which have been used 
for the majority of the measurements within this thesis, specify a standardised sample line length of 
up to 35 m, which coupled with the small GMD of nvPM witnessed from gas turbines result in 
significant particle loss before measurement at the calibrated analysers. Across the typical GMD 
range of civil aviation gas turbines (20-50 nm [51]), losses have been anticipated to be as high as 90% 
for number and 50% for mass [14], [57]. 
As different gas turbine generated aerosols have inherently different GMDs and hence size 
dependent losses, engine exit nvPM concentrations are required to facilitate inter-comparison of 
different engine technologies and power settings. These engine exit concentrations are also crucial 
for inventory purpose and understanding aviation impact on local air quality.  
Historically, loss correction factors have been experimentally determined by measuring a size 
distribution upstream and downstream of a sampling system, as performed by Altaher et al. [175], 
Lobo et al. [93] and Delhaye et al. [61]. However as has been noted previously, there is no 
requirement for a size measurement in a compliant nvPM system, hence the necessity of a System 
Loss Tool (SLT) which has been proposed by the SAE E31 [57]. The SLT method uses the prescribed 
measured nvPM concentrations of mass and number with assumptions of particle density and 
Geometric Standard Deviation (GSD) to predict an engine exit size distribution which is subsequently 
used to estimate the number and mass correction factors 𝑘𝑆𝐿num and 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass using loss theory as 
described in sections 2.3 and 2.4. The use of system loss correction factors significantly reduces 
emission indices uncertainty by accounting for losses in the sampling and measurement system. 
Recently, ICAO annex 16 volume II [14] was updated to prescribe the derivation of nvPM mass and 
number system loss corrections factors using the methodology described in Appendix 8, for 
reporting, inventory and modelling purposes. 
Due to the recent publication of the SLT, to date, there are no appraisals of the loss correction 
concept in the literature. However, predictions have been made using the UTRC particle transport 
model on which the SLT is based together with the effective density and the measured size 
distribution corrected to the Engine Exit Plane (EEP), as shown by Durdina et al. [13], Brem et al. [195] 
and Boies et al [20].  
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The SLT uses default assumptions to predict a size distribution from measurements of 
number and mass only. Assumptions which are generally accepted as being representative of 
combustion nvPM [59] are further discussed in this chapter, namely: 
• nvPM average effective density of 1 g/cm3 
 
• Particle size distribution is log-normal at the EEP 
 
• GSD of the size distribution at the EEP is 1.8 
To the author’s knowledge, there is no appraisal of these assumptions for large-scale gas 
turbine in the public literature. Work previously presented in this thesis argues that assuming an 
effective density of 1 g/cm3 (sections 2.2 & 6.1.3) and a GSD of 1.8 (section 6.1.2.2) could lead to 
unquantified uncertainties in predicted size across all engine types and powers. During the SAMPLE 
campaign [50], it was found that a modelled GMD from number and mass measurements was 
consistently smaller than the measured corrected GMD (order of two difference), resulting in 
differences in 𝑘𝑆𝐿num of up to 100% and 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass of up to 15%.  
In this chapter, the assumptions of assumed particle effective density, GSD and lognormality 
were investigated using the SLT and data from certification nvPM measurements taken on four large-
scale Roll-Royce engine types (Chapter 6) with the aim of determining the uncertainty associated 
with the currently reported nvPM correction factors. To assess the accuracy of the ICAO prescribed 
system loss correction methodology [14], the SLT GMD predictions are compared to predictions 
made using an additional DMS-500 size measurement with relevant corrections to EEP. This work 
highlights the potential for improved loss correction methodology if an additional measure of size, 
not currently prescribed by regulation, is adopted.  
7.1 System loss tool inputs 
The System Loss Tool (SLT), as introduced in section 2.4, estimates mass and number 
correction factors by first calculating a GMD at the inlet of the sampling system or section 
investigated. The desired outcome for nvPM aircraft emission research is to evaluate particle number 
and mass concentrations at the inlet of the sampling system (i.e. probe). The length and multitude 
of components in the sampling system result in significant particle loss. To enable size distributions 
measured by the DMS-500 to be compared with SLT predictions, individual loss corrections in the 
specific sampling system supplying each analyser were first made. 
This section discusses the required inputs of the SLT (dimensions, flows, temperatures, etc), 
the different locations investigated in the sampling system and assesses size distribution correction 
and predictions. 
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 Sampling system dimensions & locations  
The System Loss Tool (SLT) requires inputs to facilitate correction factors calculations as listed 
below: 
• Measured nvPM Number & Mass concentrations 
• Dimensions & operation of the sampling system 
• VPR penetration efficiencies at 15, 30, 50 & 100 nm 
• CPC penetration efficiencies at 10 & 15 nm 
• 1𝜇m cyclone sharpness 
For the data presented in this chapter, the nvPM mass concentration used for SLT appraisal 
was that measured by the AVL MSS and not the LII300 for reasons discussed previously (section 
6.2.2).  Otherwise the data used in the SLT is the same as discussed in Chapter 6. Similarly, for this 
analysis the size measurement was always conducted with a DMS-500. VPR and CPC penetration 
efficiencies were taken from the relevant annual calibration certificates and the cyclone sharpness 
was assumed as 1.25, being the maximum sharpness tolerated by ICAO regulation, because there is 
no prescription for individual annual calibration of the cyclone [14].  Subsequent sensitivity analysis 
of the cyclone sharpness has demonstrated negligible impact to SLT prediction for this dataset, hence 
validating this approach.  
 Sampling system dimensions 
7.1.1.1.1 Dimensions Primary diluter to analysers  
Table 7-1 lists the input dimensions of the EASA reference system (section 3.1.1) which was 
used as an exemplar in order to appraise the SLT. These dimensions were used to predict loss 
corrections required from the entrance of the primary diluter down to each measurement 
instrument at the end of the sampling system.  Values  representative of the Roll-Royce collection 
section are not included in Table 7-1 for proprietary reasons as later discussed. The sampling system 
is divided into multiple sections, with some sections common to all measuring instruments 
highlighted by the header ‘All’ and other sections dedicated to a specific flow path highlighted by the 
specific instrument heading (e.g. size, mass or number), further details of measurement flow paths 
are described in section 3.1.1. Idealised flow conditions and system operation were assumed for all 
comparisons (e.g. temperatures of 160°C and 60°C pre and post-dilution, flowrate 25 Lpm, pressure 
1atm, etc). 
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Table 7-1: Inputs used in the UTRC particle transport model to calculate typical penetration 
efficiencies from each instrument to the inlet of the collection section (i.e. splitter 1) 
 
Instruments –> Primary Diluter 
Instruments -> 1st common point  
Heated 
dilution 
line 
Size 
out to 
split3 
VPR out to 
split3 
Split3 to 
split2 
0.8m 
line 
0.8m out 
to split2 
Split2 to 
cyclone 
25 m 
sample line 
Long line 
to diluter 
inlet 
Diluter 
out to 
splitter1 
Section 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 2 2 
Analyzer Size Size Number 
Number & 
Size 
Mass Mass All All All All 
𝑻𝐠𝐚𝐬[𝐊] 333 333 333 333 333 333 333 333 333 433 
𝑻𝐰𝐚𝐥𝐥[𝐊] 333 333 333 333 333 333 333 333 333 433 
𝑷𝐠𝐚𝐬[𝐚𝐭𝐦] 0.25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
𝐟𝐥𝐨𝐰 [𝐋𝐩𝐦] 8 8 4 13.5 3.2 3.2 25 25 25 25 
𝑫𝐭𝐮𝐛𝐞[𝐦𝐦] 4.572 7.747 4.572 7.747 8 7.747 7.747 8 7.747 7.747 
𝑳𝐭𝐮𝐛𝐞[𝐜𝐦] 500 30 30 5 80 65 10 2500 40 46 
𝐁𝐞𝐧𝐝 [°] 360 270 270 0 180 240 0 720 0 0 
 
An example of a typical penetration function derived for the parameters stated in Table 7-1 
is presented in Figure 7-1 with different losses occurring for the three different analysers given the 
slightly different sampling path and losses within the instruments (e.g. VPR loss in APC). It is noted 
that Figure 7-1 only represents losses from the entrance of the primary diluter (losses in the 
collection probe are not included).  
 
Figure 7-1: Typical Number, Mass and Size penetration efficiencies calculated using the UTRC model 
for a compliant aircraft engine emission sampling system (excluding collection section) 
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As expected from size dependant loss theory, it is observed that losses are maximal for all 
instruments at the smallest sizes because of higher diffusional loss, and that the penetration 
efficiency is highest in the 100-500 nm region. The penetration efficiency reduces from around 600 
nm because of the 1 𝜇m cyclone sharpness, bend and inertial losses. Penetration efficiency for the 
number instrument, particularly at the smallest sizes, are noted as the lowest due to the additional 
losses witnessed in the VPR and counting efficiency in the CPC (d50=10 nm). The penetration 
efficiency of the size instrument is slightly lower than that of the mass instrument due to the use of 
the additional 5m heated dilution line.  
7.1.1.1.2 Dimensions collection section  
As previously discussed in section 6.2.4.3, the collection section of a regulatory compliant 
sampling system consists of a sampling probe and flow path up to 8 m length connecting the probe 
to Splitter 1 (Figure 3-1). Sampling probe design is commercially sensitive information, thus specific 
geometries are typically not shared by OEM’s. Consequently, losses in a ‘hypothetical’ collection 
section are conjectured in this chapter. Based on personal experience and the work presented in 
section 6.2.4.3, dimensions of a ‘typical’ collection section were selected as shown in Table 7-2 and 
used in this analysis. It is noted that an exhaust gas temperature of 160°C was chosen, even though 
in reality it can reach a temperature of 700°C [53], because thermophoretic losses in the collection 
section are separately accounted-for by the prescribed thermophoretic correction section (kthermo). 
Table 7-2: Inputs used in the UTRC particle transport model to calculate typical penetration 
efficiencies in the collection section 
Section Collection section 
Instrument All 
𝑻𝐠𝐚𝐬[𝐊] 433 
𝑻𝐰𝐚𝐥𝐥[𝐊] 433 
𝑷𝐠𝐚𝐬[𝐚𝐭𝐦] 1 
𝐟𝐥𝐨𝐰 [𝐬𝐋𝐩𝐦] 50 
𝑫𝐭𝐮𝐛𝐞[𝐦𝐦] 7.747 
𝑳𝐭𝐮𝐛𝐞[𝐜𝐦] 800 
𝑩𝒆𝒏𝒅 [°] 0 
 
 Sampling system locations used in loss correction analysis 
Later in this chapter, the GMD derived from DMS-500 measurements is assumed as the true 
particle size to which System Loss Tool (SLT) predictions are compared. However, as previously 
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discussed the DMS-500, AVL APC and AVL MSS all have subtly different sample flow paths hence 
direct comparisons of their measured concentrations, given the different witnessed losses, cannot 
be made without first correcting their respective concentrations back to a common position in their 
respective sampling paths.   
 
Figure 7-2: Diagram of an ICAO compliant sampling system with key locations for comparison of SLT 
In this chapter, three locations of the sampling system were investigated, represented in 
Figure 7-2 as: 
• The 1st common point (i.e. splitter 2) – represents the final location in the sampling system 
flow path which is common to all measuring instruments corresponding to the splitter 
located on the outlet of the cyclone. Being the closest common point to the measuring 
instruments, this is the location where applied loss corrections are minimum.  
 
• The Primary Diluter inlet (i.e. Dilution Box entrance) –includes all sample flow paths from the 
diluter inlet to the specific instruments, (splitter 1, diluter, 25 m sample line, cyclone, splitter 
2, specific instrument inlets). This is the closest point to the engine exhaust from which the 
dimensions and operation of the sampled aerosol are standardised across compliant nvPM 
systems.  
 
• The Engine Exit Plane (i.e. inlet to sample probe) –Location from where the engine exhaust 
enters the particle sampling system. The SLT was originally designed to correct to the EEP to 
quantify the true number and mass of emitted particles. As it includes the entire sampling 
system, it has the highest loss correction.  
Example Particle Size Distributions (PSD) at the different investigated locations of the 
sampling system are presented in Figure 7-3 where an assumed measured distribution at the DMS is 
corrected for losses back to each sampling location. As would be expected, it is seen that the 
measured PSD displays the lowest number concentrations and largest GMD. Getting closer to the 
EEP, more loss corrections are applied to the original PSD, increasing its number concentration, 
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preferentially for the smallest particles, hence reducing the predicted GMD due to the size-
dependent nature of the losses. 
 
Figure 7-3: Example of a PSD measured by the DMS-500 at end of compliant sampling system, 
corrected for losses to various location of the sampling system 
 Prediction of GMD & GSD using measured size distribution 
 Removal of artefacts from size distributions 
As previously shown in Figure 7-1, penetration efficiency in a regulatory compliant sampling 
system is low at sizes smaller than 20 nm. Correcting the measured Particle Size Distributions (PSD) 
for losses can sometimes produce an artefact (additional mode) resulting from the multiplication of 
the low concentrations of small particles (left-hand tail of the distribution) by relatively large 
correction factors derived from their poor penetration efficiencies.  Such artefacts are highlighted in 
Figure 7-4, which are examples selected from the data reported in Chapter 6 from large-scale Rolls 
Royce Engines. If unaccounted for, the artefact can result in unrealistic estimations of GMDs and 
GSDs. In a SAMPLE campaign [50], large artefacts were observed when correcting measured PSD to 
the engine exit plane, and were deemed unrealistic. However, as the DMS is measuring total PM, 
these artefacts could be symptomatic of a volatile nucleation mode at engine exit but in such a case 
this again should not be included as a measure of nvPM.  
A tail-cutting method similar to the method described to remove artefact peaks for DMS-500 
derived volume size distributions at large sizes (section 6.1.2.3) was again used to remove the 
artefact introduced by loss correction, as highlighted by the dashed line in Figure 7-4. The size 
distribution data for all four engine types presented in this chapter were corrected using the tail-
cutting methodology if an inflection was observed to the left-hand side of the distributions main 
nvPM peak. Similarly, artefacts to the right-hand side of the distribution, symptomatic of line 
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shedding, were also removed if an inflection was witnessed to the right-hand side of the distribution 
main nvPM peak.  Because losses in the sampling system are typically negligible for larger particles 
(see Figure 7-1), the removal of the large-size artefact generally had a negligible impact. 
 
Figure 7-4: Examples of artefacts appearing when correcting some measured PSD down to the EEP 
 Predicted GMD and GSD  
Using the penetration efficiencies estimated by the UTRC particle transport model and 
correcting for artefact secondary peaks as discussed in section 7.1.2.1, the size distributions 
measured by the DMS-500 for four engine types were corrected to three locations in the sampling 
system namely: the 1st common point, the inlet of the primary diluter and the Engine Exit Plane (EEP) 
(section 7.1.1.2). GMDs and GSDs were derived from the corrected size distributions at the different 
locations of the sampling system using equations (2.2) and (2.4), respectively. A particle density of 1 
g/cm3 was used in the UTRC model to estimate penetration efficiencies. It is noted that varying the 
density between 0.3-1.4 g/cm3 varied the predicted GMD by less than 0.5%, hence the impact of this 
assumption was considered negligible. 
Using combined data of the four Rolls-Royce engine types, Figure 7-5 (a) displays measured 
and predicted GMDs  plotted against the N/M ratio at different locations of the sampling system. 
Generally, the GMD decreases with increasing N/M ratio (i.e. decreasing engine power) and the 
scatter observed at each sampling location may be attributed to engine type specific particle 
effective density as previously discussed (Figure 6-4). It is noted that the light blue data (instrument) 
in Figure 7-5 corresponds to the combined data previously presented in Figure 7-4. Power fits were 
observed to best fit the data (based on R2) at each sampling location and are presented in Figure 7-5 
(b). It can be seen that predicted GMDs are generally smaller than measured GMDs, with the smallest 
GMDs being at the EEP due to smaller particles to being preferentially lost during transport. This 
trend was also reported in the supplementary information by Boies et al. [20]. The GMD predicted 
at the 1st common point is on average 1.6±0.4 nm larger than the GMD measured at the instrument. 
Similarly, GMDs predicted at the primary diluter inlet are larger by 6.4±1.6 nm, and GMDs predicted 
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at the EPP larger still by 7.7±2.2 nm when compared with measured GMDs. The highest GMD 
increase occurs between the 1st common point and the primary diluter inlet because the majority of 
particle loss occur in the standardised 25 m long sample line. It is also noted that the scatter around 
the power law fit increases from instrument, to 1st common point, to diluter inlet and EEP resulting 
in a reduction of R2=0.92 to 0.81 resulting from larger corrections applied to the distributions. 
 
Figure 7-5: GMD Vs N/M ratio at multiple locations of the sampling system with power fits 
Figure 7-6 shows the measured and predicted GSDs against the N/M ratio at different 
locations of the sampling system. As previously discussed with Figure 6-4 , the GSD generally 
decreases with increasing N/M ratio. Exponential fits were shown to best fit the data as presented in 
Figure 7-6 (b) with R2 values≥0.83, and it noted that the GSD doesn’t significantly change with the 
location, except at lower N/M ratios where the GSD is slightly larger at the EEP. 
 
Figure 7-6: GSD Vs N/M ratio at multiple locations of the sampling system (a) with power fits (b) 
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To determine if predicted GSD and GMD correlate, the EEP GMD and GSD were plotted 
against one and other Figure 7-7, and compared to a polynomial fit from Lobo et al. [9] which was 
derived from PM measurements from several in-service commercial aircraft engines. It is observed 
that GSD typically increases with GMD at the EEP for all engine types as previously shown at the 
measurement location (Figure 6-5). The scatter between different engine types may originate from 
the added uncertainty of correcting measured size distributions to the EEP. The difference between 
the data from engine type 1-4 and Lobo et al. [9] may arise from the different sampling system used. 
Indeed, Lobo et al. [9] experimentally characterised their sampling system penetration efficiency 
which was significantly lower than a typical compliant sampling system as represented by Figure 7-1. 
It is noted that the larger GSDs observed with engine type 4 may be a result of the higher number 
concentrations recorded by the DMS in the small 4.5-20 nm size bins resulting from volatile inclusions 
discussed in section 6.2.1.2. 
 
Figure 7-7: Engine Exit Plane (EEP) corrected GMD against EEP GSD on various engine types 
As previously discussed, the current System Loss Tool assumes a GMD of 1.8 at the EEP which 
corresponds to the asymptote of the Lobo et al. [9] fit shown in Figure 7-7.  However, in the case of 
the four Rolls-Royce engine types tested in this work, this assumed GSD generally under-predicts the 
EEP derived GSD. 
To assess the equivalence between measured and predicted GMDs, the measured GMD was 
plotted against the GMD predicted at the EEP as presented in Figure 7-8. It can be seen that the 
predicted GMD increases linearly with the measured GMD as previously observed by Boies et al. [20] 
for a gas turbine with a double annular combustor. The different slope determined by Boies et al. 
can be explained by the different correction methodology used as Boies et al. [20] only corrected for 
losses in a 25 metres long line at a temperature of 160°C with the UTRC particle transport model, 
hence applied lower correction factors to their measured size distributions. 
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Figure 7-8: Measured GMD of four combined engine types against GMD predicted at the Engine 
Exit Plane (EEP) with linear trends 
7.2 SLT lognormality assumption at Engine Exit Plane 
As discussed previously and introduced in this chapter, the System Loss Tool (SLT) assumes a 
lognormal Particle Size Distribution (PSD) at the Engine Exit Plane (EEP) coupled with the precited 
GMD and assumed GSD to estimate correction factors from measured number and mass 
concentrations. Deviations from lognormality may increase errors/uncertainties of the number and 
mass correction factors estimated by the SLT.  
In this section, the lognormal assumption at the EEP is interrogated using the predicted size 
distributions at EEP by comparing GMD/CMD and GSDPSD/GSDVSD using similar methodologies 
discussed in section 6.1.2.4. The impact of assumed lognormality on number and mass correction 
factors is also assessed. 
 Assessment of lognormality using assumed lognormal distribution at exit 
plane 
If a lognormal PSD is assumed at EEP, then logically the measured size distribution should 
become less lognormal along the sample path length as losses are size-dependent. Figure 7-9 
highlights this using a mathematically generated EEP lognormal aerosol of 25 nm GMD  and 1.8 GSD 
(black distribution). Applying typical sampling system losses (dashed blue line) to the EEP 
distribution, a slightly skewed distribution is observed at the instrument (red distribution).  It is noted 
that dilution correction was not applied to this analysis as the relative concentrations of each size bin 
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were not being investigated, rather the size and shape of the distribution in order to assess 
lognormality. 
 
Figure 7-9: Lognormal distribution at the Engine Exit Plan and the estimated distribution at the 
instrument after applying typical non-thermophoretic size-dependent sampling system loss 
(Dilution omitted) 
To determine the non-lognormality of the distribution as measured at the instrument whilst 
the EEP distribution is assumed lognormal, three example lognormal size distributions at EEP with 
different GMDs and GSDs representative of aircraft PM were assessed.  Loss correction to these 
example distributions yielded predicted distributions at the instrument, as displayed in Table 7-3, to 
assess the level of lognormality.  
It is observed from the results in Table 7-3 that the CMD is generally smaller than the GMD 
at the instrument by up to 1.1% (GMD>CMD). Also, GSDs of the volume- and number-size 
distributions vary by 1.7-5.3% with GSDVSD generally larger (GSDVSD > GSDPSD). This indicates that 
if nvPM size distributions were lognormal at the EEP, they by definition become skewed, exhibiting 
a longer right-hand tail and/or a slightly shorter left-hand tail when measured after the sampling 
system (scenario (1) of Table 6-1).  
As expected for larger sized aerosols the deviation from lognormality is reduced compared 
to the smaller aerosols as the penetration efficiency is more consistent across the distribution. When 
comparing with the previously discussed lognormality assessment at the instrument (i.e. measured 
size distributions) shown in Figure 6-8, it is seen that size distributions meeting the criteria listed 
above are only observed with engine type 4 when the GMD is below 25 nm (low power conditions). 
Generally, the measured differences  between GMDs, CMDs and GSDs discussed with Figure 6-8 are 
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higher than the expected differences listed in Table 7-3, suggesting that the size distributions of the 
four engine types are not perfectly lognormal at the EEP. 
Table 7-3 : Examples of the predicted GMD, CMD and GSDs from PSD and VSD at the instrument 
when assuming a lognormal distribution at the EEP and accounting for losses in the sampling 
system 
 GMD CMD 
𝐆𝐒𝐃𝐏𝐒𝐃 
(number) 
𝐆𝐒𝐃𝐕𝐒𝐃 
(volume) 
𝐆𝐌𝐃 − 𝐂𝐌𝐃
𝐆𝐌𝐃
 
𝐆𝐒𝐃𝐏𝐒𝐃 − 𝐆𝐒𝐃𝐕𝐒𝐃
𝐆𝐒𝐃𝐏𝐒𝐃
 
EEP 
(lognormal) 
15 15 1.65 1.65  
Instrument 20.4 20.2 1.51 1.59 𝟏% −𝟓. 𝟑% 
 
EEP 
(lognormal) 
30 30 1.8 1.8   
Instrument 36.9 36.5 1.70 1.75 𝟏. 𝟏% −𝟐. 𝟗% 
 
EEP 
(lognormal) 
60 60 1.8 1.8   
Instrument 65.9 65.5 1.73 1.76 𝟎. 𝟔% −𝟏. 𝟕% 
 
 Assessment of lognormality using predicted size distributions at the EEP 
Size distributions measured during emission certification tests of four Rolls-Royce aircraft 
engine types were corrected to EEP by applying typical sampling system line losses with an assumed 
particle effective density of 1 g/cm3 (section 7.1.2). 
The results of the lognormality assessment of the predicted size distributions at the EEP are 
presented in Figure 7-10 (a) displaying the GMD/CMD difference, and Figure 7-10 (b) displaying the 
GSDPSD/GSDVSD difference. It can be seen at small GMDs (low engine powers) that GMD>CMD and 
GSDPSD<GSDVSD. This is indicative that PSDs have a longer right and/or a shorter left tail.  At larger 
GMDs (high engine powers), the difference between the CMD and GMD ranges between 0-5% 
depending on the engine type and GSDPSD > GSDVSD. Using Table 6-1, these results may indicate 
that predicted distributions at the EEP have a shorter right tail which could originate from the highly 
fractal nature of soot at larger sizes or that line shedding has less impact at higher powers given the 
larger distributions and higher concentrations.  
 
When comparing Figure 7-10 results with the lognormality assessment of the measured size 
distributions presented at the instrument (Figure 6-8), the predicted size distributions at the EEP 
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appear to be less lognormal than the size distributions at the instrument, given the CMD/GMD and 
GSDPSD/GSDVSD are approximately 2% higher on average.  
 
 
Figure 7-10: Lognormality assessment at the Engine Exit Plane by means of comparing GMD and 
CMD (a) and GSDPSD and GSDVSD(b) 
 Correction factor uncertainty associated with lognormality assumptions  
 As discussed previously, the SLT uses the assumptions of lognormality and GSD coupled with 
a predicted GMD to generate a size distribution at EEP. A penetration function is combined with the 
EEP size distribution to generate a distribution at the instruments to estimate the number and mass 
corrections factors using equation (7.1).  
 𝑘𝑆𝐿 =
∑(𝑁distEEP(𝑑𝑝 ≥ 10nm))
∑(𝑁distEEP ∗ 𝑓loss)
 (7.1) 
 
Lognormal assumptions don’t affect SLT GMD predictions but can play an important role in 
the estimation of the number and mass correction factors. It has been shown (section 7.2.2) that 
predicted size distributions are generally non-lognormal at the EEP. An investigation of the correction 
factors (𝑘𝑆𝐿num and 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass) was undertaken using both the lognormal assumption (with the DMS-
predicted GMD and GSD) and the generally not lognormal predicted distribution shape derived from 
DMS-500 measurements, with the differences presented in Figure 7-11. Using the lognormal 
assumption at the EEP the average 𝑘𝑆𝐿num  varied by 16.2±4.6% (up to 24.5%) and  𝑘𝑆𝐿mass  by 
4.6±3.6% (up to 13.5%) when compared with the predicted distributions.  
It is observed in Figure 7-11 (a) that the difference in 𝑘𝑆𝐿num is generally overpredicted with 
the lognormal assumption and that the agreement becomes better with increasing GMD. This trend 
may be explained by the predicted PSD having a smaller left-hand tail than the lognormally generated 
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distribution at the EEP. The difference in predictions reduces with increasing GMD, indicating the 
predicted distribution is more lognormal with increasing GMD and because of the lower correction 
factors at larger GMDs.  
It is seen in Figure 7-11 (b) that the difference in 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass is generally overpredicted when 
assuming lognormality at smaller GMDs and underpredicted at larger GMDs. As the mass is generally 
carried in the right-hand tail of the PSD, this may imply that predicted size distributions at the EEP 
have a relatively larger right-hand tail at smaller GMDs and a smaller right-hand tail at larger GMDs. 
It can be seen with engine type 2 and 3, and to a lesser extent engine type 1, that the right-hand tail 
of the predicted distributions agrees with the lognormal distribution. These results are in line with 
the lognormality assessment  at the EEP preformed using predicted size distribution (section 7.2.2). 
  
Figure 7-11: Difference in number (a) and mass (b) correction factors for four engine types 
estimated using the DMS-500 predicted size distributions and a lognormal distribution generated 
from the PSD’s GMD and GSD 
As such, these results highlight an additional 25% uncertainty in 𝑘𝑆𝐿num  and 10% uncertainty 
in 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass is observed at GMD<20 nm due to lognormal assumption. 
7.3 SLT GSD and particle density assumptions 
The SLT predicts a GMD at EEP using the assumption of a particle effective density (1 g/cm3) 
and GSD (1.8). The predicted GMD and assumed GSD are used to generate a lognormal distribution 
at the EEP from which line loss correction factors are estimated. To the author’s knowledge, there is 
no appraisal of the GMD and loss correction factors predicted by the SLT using the current 
assumptions in the literature. Moreover, results discussed in chapter 6 suggest that the current 
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assumptions of constant particle effective density and GSD may not be appropriate for the four Rolls-
Royce engine types. 
In this section, particle effective density and GSD assumptions are assessed by comparing the 
SLT size predictions to the measured-derived GMDs at different locations of the sampling system. 
The aim of this work was to assess the accuracy and validity of the current SLT assumptions for 
various engine types and to propose potential improvements.  
 Effect of assumed density and GSD on SLT predictions 
it is reminded that combustion exhaust particles aren’t perfectly spherical and have voids, 
hence are best described using an effective density term which is a function of material density and 
particle shape (section 2.2). The particle effective density term currently used in the SLT refers to an 
average effective density valid for all particle sizes. Although the proposed effective density of 1 
g/cm3 was determined from the literature [63], most research available in the literature suggests 
that particle effective density is size-dependent and could significantly vary with engine type, power 
conditions, and fuel. In this study, it was found that the average effective density calculated from 
measured nvPM mass concentration and total volume varied from 0.3 to 0.8 g/cm3 (section 6.1.3).  
Varying the assumed particle effective density in the SLT can have a significant impact on the 
predicted GMD and hence correction factors. For example, Durdina et al. [63] found 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass to vary 
by 5-20% when changing the average effective density of 1 g/cm3 to the size-dependent effective 
densities. Given the SLT uses the effective density to convert the number-size distribution to the 
mass-size distribution using the total black carbon mass (MMSS), the total nvPM number (NAPC) and 
assuming nvPM ≈ black carbon, it may be assumed that particle effective density in the SLT should 
be the average black carbon (i.e. nvPM) effective density, as calculated from the ratio of measured 
mass to size derived volume.  
The particle effective density is used in the SLT as discussed below: 
o In the UTRC particle transport model, particle density is used for the calculation of particle 
relaxation time and Stokes number, which are used to predict inertial and bend losses, 
predominantly affecting the larger particles (i.e. dp > 100 nm). 
 
o In the mass correction factor (i.e. 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass) calculation, particle density is used to convert 
Number-size distributions (i.e. PSD) into Mass-size distributions for each size bin of the size 
distribution (equation (2.6)).  
 
o In the Chi-Squared minimisation to predict the exit plane GMD, particle density is used to 
predict mass at the EEP. 
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The SLT assumed GSD (1.8) is used to set the width of the generated log-normal distribution 
at the EEP. As the mass and number corrections factors are calculated by dividing the log-normal 
distribution at the EEP with the distribution at the instruments, the GSD can significantly impact both 
correction factors 𝑘𝑆𝐿num and 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass.  
Findings from the literature (section 6.1.2.2) highlight measured GSDs vary between 1.3 to 
2.3 hence the current constant GSD assumption leads to varying inaccuracies dependant on engine 
type and power. In this work, predicted GSD at the EEP was shown to vary between 1.6 and 2.4 
(Figure 7-6). Boies et al. [20] used an assumed constant GSD of 1.7 at the EEP to estimate correction 
factors using measured corrected PSD and measured density and found that the impact of varying 
the GSD had little impact (<10% relative error) on overall line loss correction factors for the one 
engine tested. 
 Comparison of GMD predicted by SLT and size measurement  
In this section, measured nvPM number and mass are used as input for the SLT  to predict a 
GMD at the different locations of the sampling system using various particle effective densities and 
GSDs. The GMD predicted by the SLT is compared to GMD derived from measured size distributions 
to assess the uncertainty associated with the density and GSD assumptions in number and mass 
correction factors. 
 Comparison using default SLT GSD and density assumptions  
To assess the accuracy of the SLT with the default assumptions (GSD=1.8 and 𝜌eff=1 g/cm
3), 
the SLT-predicted GMD was plotted against the measured-derived GMD at the three different 
locations in the sampling system (section 7.1.1.2). The results are presented in Figure 7-12 with the 
black line again representing the 1:1 correlation and the dashed lines symbolizing ±10% uncertainty 
bands derived from the DMS size calibration uncertainty (section 6.2.3.1). 
It is observed that most data points do not lie within the given uncertainty at any of the three 
locations, with the SLT GMD consistently underpredicting the measured-derived GMD at lower GMDs 
and overpredicting at large GMDs. The average difference between the modelled and measured-
derived GMD was estimated to be approximately 19.5% as shown in Table 7-4. The engine specific 
trends and the average difference of 19.5% are indicative of GSD and effective density varying with 
GMD and hence engine power (sections 6.1.2.2 & 6.1.3.2). During a SAMPLE campaign [50], it was 
similarly observed for GMDs <40 nm that a predicted GMD was always smaller than the measured 
corrected GMD with differences of up to 100% stated. Assuming the GMD derived from size 
measurement is precise, it can be concluded that the SLT with the current GSD and density 
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assumption doesn’t perform well over the majority of the data from the four Rolls-Royce engine 
types measured in this study. 
 
Figure 7-12: Measured-derived GMD against SLT-predicted GMD using default density and GSD 
assumptions for different engine types at various locations of the sampling system 
An uncertainty analysis was performed on the input measured number and mass 
concentration to better understand the scatter observed in Figure 7-12. GMDs were predicted at the 
EEP using the default SLT and varying the input nvPM mass and nvPM with their respective 
measurement/calibration uncertainties (i.e. 19.5% for nvPM mass measurement and 14.1% for nvPM 
number measurement a defined in section 6.2). It was found that SLT GMD predictions varied by 
16.1±2.2% on average. Substituting these uncertainties into the SLT results in up to 13.9% and 7.4% 
variations in reported number and mass correction factors, respectively. Hence, the poor agreement 
observed in Figure 7-12 may in part be attributed to the nvPM number and mass measurement 
uncertainty. 
When comparing sampling system locations, it can be seen in Table 7-4 that the average 
differences between SLT-predicted GMDs and measured-derived GMDs remain around 19.5% 
regardless of the sampling location and hence loss penetration correction. However, the scatter as 
defined by the standard deviation increases from the 1st common point to the EEP which maybe 
symptomatic of the higher uncertainty introduced by larger loss corrections.  
Table 7-4: Average absolute difference between predicted and measured corrected GMDs at 
different locations of the sampling system for four engine types combined (Mass>LOQ) 
 1st common point Primary diluter inlet EEP 
Average GMD 
difference (±STD) 
19.7 ± 10.1% 19.3 ± 12% 19.4 ± 15.4% 
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It should be noted that at large GMDs (i.e. high engine powers), the SLT-predicted 
significantly larger GMDs for engine type 4, which again may be attributed to the potential volatile 
contamination (section 6.2.1.2).  
To analyse how correction factors fluctuate with the predicted GMD when using default 
density and GSD, 𝑘𝑆𝐿num and 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass were respectively plotted against the SLT GMD at different 
locations of the sampling system as presented in Figure 7-13. 
 
Figure 7-13: Number (a) and Mass (b) correction factors against SLT GMD using default density and 
GSD assumptions at different locations of the sampling system for four Rolls-Royce Engine Types 
As expected, it is observed that both number and mass correction factors are higher the further 
from instrument the sampling location is. 𝑘𝑆𝐿num and 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass  are seen to decrease with increasing 
GMD, as a result of the size-dependent nature of sampling loss. It is also noted that the trends 
observed in Figure 7-13, with the plotted data combining different engine types, are remarkably 
smooth due to the assumed typical sampling system dimension and operation (section 7.1.1). 
 
At the EEP, 𝑘𝑆𝐿num varied from 1.8 to 5.5 and 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass ranges from 1.1 to 1.6 non-inclusive of 
thermophoretic loss in the collection section. Similarly, Boies et al. [20] proposed mass correction 
factors are smaller than number correction factors because number weighted distributions are 
dominated by small particles whereas mass is proportional to dp3 hence are dominated by larger 
particles with smaller loss corrections.  The range of calculated 𝑘𝑆𝐿num  and 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass  displayed in 
Figure 7-13 concurs with previously proposed correction factors. Using measured size distributions 
and effective densities, Durdina et al. [63] estimated 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass from 2.8 at low thrust (i.e. smaller 
GMD) down to 1.5 at maximum thrust (i.e. larger GMD). Brem et al. [195] evaluated 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass  from 
1.52 to 2.1 and 𝑘𝑆𝐿num ranging between 3.8 to 9.2. Boies et al. [20] estimated 𝑘𝑆𝐿numvarying from 
1.7 to 4.4 and 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass varying from 1.5 to 2.2. Delhaye et al. [61] measured a number correction 
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factor of 6.25 for their sampling system. A SAMPLE campaign [50] estimated 𝑘𝑆𝐿num from 3 to 9.5 
and 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass from 1.4 to 2.05. 
 Comparison using measured-derived GSD and density 
In this section, instead of the default SLT assumptions (GSD = 1.8 & 𝜌eff= 1 g/cm
3), GSD and 
particle effective density derived from measured size distribution and nvPM mass were used in an 
attempt to improve the agreement between measured corrected and modelled GMDs. For each data 
point, the GSD was taken from the measured-derived size distributions (section 7.1.2), and the 
average particle effective density was estimated using the size derived volume distribution and nvPM 
mass concentrations (section 6.1.3).  
To assess the SLT accuracy with the newly assumed GSD and density, the SLT-predicted GMD 
was plotted against the measured-derived GMD is presented in Figure 7-14.  
 
Figure 7-14: Measured-derived GMD against SLT-predicted GMD using measured-derived GSD and 
density assumptions for different engine types at various locations of the sampling system 
It is noted that the agreement between GMDs has generally improved compared to the 
previous predictions using default assumptions (Figure 7-12). Indeed, the majority of the data points 
in Figure 7-14 now agree within the 10% uncertainty bands and the average absolute difference at 
the EEP reduced to 9.3±6.8%, even with an average effective density uncertainty of 27.9% (section 
6.1.3.1) and nvPM number and mass uncertainties of 14.1% and 19.5%, respectively (section 6.2). 
Similarly, it was observed in a SAMPLE campaign [50] that lowering the assumed density from 1 g/cm3 
to 0.55 g/cm3 significantly improved the agreement between the predicted GMD and the GMD 
derived from SMPS measurements on a small Helicopter engine. It is observed at the primary diluter 
inlet and  EEP (Figure 7-14 (b)&(c)) that the SLT GMD overpredicts the measured-derived GMD at 
small sizes (<25 nm). This may be indicative of the measured-derived average effective density being 
underpredicted at smaller GMDs or that the density changes in the sampling system. 
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When comparing the different sampling locations, the correlation between the SLT-predicted 
and measured-derived GMD is better at the 1st common point with an average difference of 
6.4 ± 4.3%. This may be explained by the fact that the assumed average effective density 
(mass/volume) was estimated at the 1st common point and may slightly vary with the sampling 
location.  Using the measured-derived GSD and density it is noted that predicted SLT GMDs 
overpredict the measured-derived values at small GMDs (<20 nm) at locations further from the 
instrument. Again, it should be noted that engine type 4 seems to behave differently from engine 
type 1-3 because the average effective density for engine type 4 data may have been underpredicted 
due to potential volatile PM presence as discussed in section 6.1.3.2. 
The results presented in Figure 7-14 demonstrate that additional size distribution 
measurement significantly improves the agreement of the SLT GMD predictions (~factor of two) by 
providing a GSD and an average effective density when combined with nvPM mass measurement, 
hence giving more confidence in the generated number and mass correction factors. 
The difference in SLT-predicted mass and number correction factors were also investigated 
using both the default assumptions of density and GSD and using the density and GSD derived from 
measured size distribution and nvPM mass concentration as discussed above. The difference 
𝑘𝑆𝐿default−𝑘𝑆𝐿meas
𝑘𝑆𝐿meas
 is presented for both number and mass correction factors in Figure 7-15.  
 
Figure 7-15: Differences in number (a) and mass (b) correction factors estimated from the System 
Loss Tool using the combined data of four engine types with different density and GSD assumptions 
It is observed that changing the particle effective density and GSD assumptions lead to 
differences of up to 70.9% for number correction factors and 21.6% for mass correction factors at 
the EEP, as listed in Table 7-5. This again highlights the importance of the GSD and density 
assumptions in SLT predictions. The difference in Figure 7-15 (a)&(b) tend to reduce with increasing 
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GMD, indicating that the default assumptions (GSD = 1.8 & 𝜌eff= 1 g/cm
3) may be more accurate at 
larger GMDs with the investigated data-set. 
When comparing the sampling system locations, the difference in 𝑘𝑆𝐿num  and 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass  is 
largest at the EEP due to higher loss corrections, hence larger differences with varying GSD and 
density assumptions. It is noted that the small group of EEP data points (blue) with negative 
𝑘𝑆𝐿num correspond to engine type 4 data at large GMDs which was previously shown to deviate 
(Figure 7-12) due to a potential volatile contamination (6.2.1.2) modifying the particle effective 
density and GSD. Differences in correction factors when changing the density and/or GSD 
assumptions were also witnessed in a SAMPLE report [50] and by Durdina et al. [63] who stated that 
𝑘𝑆𝐿mass varied by 5 to 20% when changing the effective density from 1 g/cm
3 to their measured size-
dependent effective density (ranging between 0.6 & 1.6 g/cm3). 
Table 7-5: Maximum difference of SLT number and mass correction factors using different density 
and GSD assumptions at multiple locations of the sampling system using combined data of four 
engine types 
 1st common point Primary diluter EEP 
Max Difference 𝒌𝒔𝒍𝒏𝒖𝒎 26.3% 54.9% 70.9% 
Max Difference 𝒌𝒔𝒍𝒎𝒂𝒔𝒔 1.1% 16.4% 21.6% 
 
 Comparison using empirically derived GSD and density correlations 
It was previously demonstrated that using particle effective densities and GSD derived from 
an additional size distribution measurement improved the correlation between the SLT GMD 
predictions and the measured-derived GMD (Figure 7-14). However, given the current regulation 
doesn’t prescribe a size measurement, it may not be possible to derive effective densities and GSDs 
during engine certification testing. In an attempt to improve the SLT predictions without the 
requirement of a specific size measurement, it was assessed if empirically derived correlations for 
GSD and average particle effective density could improve SLT predictions. Given nvPM number and 
mass concentrations are inputs in the SLT, correlations from the four Rolls-Royce engines were made 
to the N/M ratio as defined in equation (6.1). It is noted that in this section, correlations are only 
presented at the EEP. 
Proposed GSD fit: 
As previously discussed with Figure 6-4 and Figure 7-6, it was observed that the GSD 
decreases with a power law for increasing N/M ratio at both the instrument and EEP, with good 
agreement noted for the four engine types. Hence, the default SLT GSD assumption of 1.8 was 
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replaced by a correlation fit at the EEP. This correlation derived from the data presented in Figure 
7-6 is given in equation (7.2). It is noted that data with mass below the LOQ (5  𝜇 g/m3) was 
disregarded for the fit presented below. 
 𝐆𝐒𝐃𝐄𝐄𝐏 = 𝟐. 𝟏𝟓𝟎𝟑 × 𝟏𝟎
𝟔 × (
𝑵𝐦𝐞𝐚𝐬
𝑴𝐦𝐞𝐚𝐬
× 𝟏𝟎𝟗)
−𝟎.𝟓𝟑𝟏𝟎
+ 𝟏. 𝟔𝟎𝟏𝟒   (7.2) 
 
Proposed average particle effective density: 
As previously discussed with Figure 6-12, it was shown that the measured-derived average 
effective density of the four engine types typically varied between 0.3 and 0.8 g/cm3. Hence, densities 
estimated for different Rolls-Royces engines did not agree with the default density assumption of 1 
g/cm3 valid for a commercial turbofan engine CFM56-7B26/3 [63].  
Similarly to the GSD, the default density assumption was replaced by a correlation fit 
empirically derived from data presented in Figure 6-12 and given in equation (7.3). Data with mass 
below the LOQ (5 𝜇g/m3) were again disregarded for the fit presented below. It is noted that the 
density fit poorly explains the data with a R2 of 0.34, due to particle effective density being engine 
specific as discuss previously (section 6.1.3). however, it was anticipated that it would still improve 
agreement between SLT-predicted and measured-derived GMDs.  
 
𝝆𝐞𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐢𝐭 = 
𝟏. 𝟏𝟗 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟐𝟖 × (
𝑵𝐦𝐞𝐚𝐬
𝑴𝐦𝐞𝐚𝐬
× 𝟏𝟎𝟗)
𝟐
− 𝟗. 𝟔𝟔 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝟓 × (
𝑵𝐦𝐞𝐚𝐬
𝑴𝐦𝐞𝐚𝐬
× 𝟏𝟎𝟗) + 𝟎. 𝟔𝟓𝟔 
(7.3) 
 
GMDs were predicted at the EEP using the SLT with the newly proposed GSD and density fits 
(equations (7.2) & (7.3)) and compared with measured-derived GMD, as presented in Figure 7-16. 
The GMD difference using the GSD fit and default density (1 g/cm3) in the SLT (Figure 7-16(a)) 
is shown to slightly reduce (18.2%±8.3%) when compared with the default GSD and density 
assumptions (19.4±15.4%). When using the GSD fit only, it can be seen that the SLT GMD is 
underpredicting the measured-derived GMD, especially at larger GMDs where the GSD is supposedly 
larger. On the other hand, the GMD difference was increased to 25.8±22.5% when using the default 
GSD (1.8) and the density fit in the SLT (Figure 7-16(b)), with an observed SLT GMD overprediction, 
particularly at larger GMDs where the density is smaller.  
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Figure 7-16: Measured-derived GMD against SLT-predicted GMD using empirically derived GSD and 
density assumptions for different engine types at the EEP 
When using both the empirically derived GSD and density (Figure 7-16(c)), significant 
improvement in the agreement between the SLT-predicted GMD and measured-derived GMD  is 
observed with an average difference of 13.2±8.9%. It can be concluded that both the density and 
GSD assumptions are important for accurate SLT predictions and that replacing the default GSD and 
density assumptions by empirical fits improved the correlation between SLT and measured-derived 
GMDs for the four engine types, however the correlation wasn’t generally as good as with the 
measured-derived assumptions (9.3±6.8%). 
Because the density fit poorly explained the measured density for the investigated data, SLT 
performances were also examined using an ‘optimal’ constant  average particle effective density. 
Using the GSD fit (equation (7.2)) and forcing the SLT GMD to agree with the measured-derived GMD 
at the EEP, it was found that the ‘optimal’ particle average effective density for this data was 
0.62±0.12 g/cm3.  
The SLT-predicted GMD using the GSD fit and a density of 0.62 was plotted against the 
measured-derived GMD as presented in Figure 7-17. With those assumptions, the average difference 
between the GMDs was reduced to 9.2±5.8% corresponding to the best GMD agreement obtained 
so far for the combined four engine types. 
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Figure 7-17: Measured-derived GMD against SLT-predicted GMD using a GSD fit and 𝜌eff =
0.62 g/cm3 assumptions for different engine types at the Engine Exit Plane (EEP) 
 Comparison using historical size-dependent effective density  
As previously discussed (section 2.2), aircraft PM effective density is size-dependent and can 
vary with engine type, engine power, fuel and sampling conditioning (i.e. volatile remover). As 
suggested in a SAMPLE report [50], using a size-dependent density instead of the current average 
effective density in the SLT may improve its accuracy. However, because of the observed dependency 
of size-dependent particle effective density to mobility diameter and engine power (Figure 2-4) both 
differently related to the N/M ratio (Figure 6-2), it was expected that using a size-dependent effective 
density may actually not improve the correlations. In contrast, average particle effective density does 
not appear dependent on engine power [63]. 
In this section, the default average effective density assumption of 1 g/cm3 was replaced by 
a size-dependent effective density derived from the literature to investigate if it would improve 
agreement between SLT-predicted and measured-derived GMDs. It is noted that small modifications 
in the STL code were necessary to use a size-dependent density.  
Given aircraft PM size-dependent effective density data from the literature is very scattered 
(Table 2-1), a fit was derived from reported size-dependent densities measured using a compliant 
sampling system on gas turbines representative of modern engines at medium to high power settings 
[51], [69], [72], [127]. The size-dependent effective density derived from the literature is given below: 
 𝜌eff(𝑑𝑝) = 3.11 × (𝑑𝑝[nm])
2.664−3
 (7.4) 
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Using the size-dependent effective density from equation (7.4) with the default GSD 
assumption (i.e. 1.8) or the empirical GSD fit (equation (7.2)), SLT GMD predictions were compared 
with the measured-derived GMD and the EEP as presented in Figure 7-18. 
When comparing the size-dependent effective density (Figure 7-18(a)) with the default 
density (Figure 7-12(c)) using a GSD of 1.8, it was witnessed that the GMD correlation did not improve 
with an average difference of 25.1±24.6% (Vs. 19.4% with 𝜌eff=1 g/cm
3).  
As previously demonstrated, it was shown in Figure 7-18(b) that using an empirical GSD fit 
instead of 1.8 (Figure 7-18(a)) significantly improved the GMD agreement, with an average difference 
reduced to 10.2±7.9% in this case. When comparing the literature derived size-dependent effective 
density assumption with the measured-derived average effective density (Figure 7-14 (c)), the GMD 
correlation is slightly better with the latter (9.3±6.8%). 
 
Figure 7-18: Measured-derived GMD against SLT-predicted GMD using GSD=1.8 (a) or GSD from fit 
at the EEP (b) and a size-dependent effective density derived from the literature for different 
engine types at the EEP 
It is noted that the size-dependent effective density derived from the literature (equation 
(7.4)) averaged to 0.99±0.08 g/cm3 although the ‘optimal’ density was previously found to be 0.62 
g/cm3 (section 7.3.2.3) for the four investigated engine types. Consequently, SLT predictions were 
also assessed using a generated size-dependent density which averaged toii 0.62 g/cm3 to examine if 
GMD correlations could be further improved. However, this new size-dependent effective density 
 
 
ii size-dependent effective density averaging at 0.62 was estimated using 𝜌𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑑𝑝) = 𝐶 ∗ 𝑑𝑝
𝐷𝑚−3 with 
C = 3.45 and Dm = 2.42. It is noted that multiple other combinations of C and Dm would also result in an average 
of 0.62 for the investigated data. 
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combined with the GSD from the empirical fit worsened the difference between the SLT-predicted 
GMD and measured-derived GMD to an average of 43.1±23.2%, showing that using a size-dependent 
density averaging at 0.99 g/cm3 was a better assumption for GMD correlation. 
 Comparison using DMS-500 number concentration 
In this section, the total PM number concentration derived from the additional size 
measurement (DMS-500) was used as a SLT input replacing the usual nvPM number concentration 
(APC). One advantage of using the total number concentration derived from a size instrument is the 
absence of additional VPR and CPC loss, lowering the number loss correction factor, hence reducing 
the uncertainty. 
To assed how the SLT correlated with the new number concentration input, the SLT-predicted 
GMD was again compared to the measured-derived GMD at the EEP as presented in Figure 7-19 and 
Figure 7-20. It is noted that extra losses in the DMS-500 heated dilution line needed to be accounted 
for the number sample path. 
 With the default density and GSD assumptions, it is witnessed that using the number 
concentration from size measurement (Figure 7-19(b)) instead of the regulatory compliant nvPM 
number (Figure 7-19(a)) in the SLT improved the GMD agreement by approximately 4%, from 19.4% 
(section 7.3.2.1) down to 15.7%. Better correlations were anticipated as the SLT GMD predicted using 
the number concentration from the size instrument is compared to the GMD from that same 
instrument. 
 
Figure 7-19: Measured-derived GMD against SLT-predicted GMD using default assumptions and the 
input APC nvPM number (a) or the DMS-500 total number (b) for different engine types at the EEP 
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With the measured-derived density and GSD assumptions, it was again observed that the 
GMD correlation improved when using the total PM number measurement as seen in Figure 7-20, 
with the average GMD difference decreasing from 9.2% (Figure 7-20(a) previously reported in section 
7.3.2.2) to 8.4% (Figure 7-20(b)).  
 
Figure 7-20: Measured-derived GMD against SLT-predicted GMD using measured-derived 
assumptions and the input APC nvPM number (a) or the DMS-500 total number (b) for different 
engine types at the EEP 
It was again observed that engine type 4 behaved differently when comparing SLT predictions 
using the nvPM or total PM number concentration, indicative of a potential volatile contamination 
(section 6.2.1.2). Indeed, it was previously observed for engine type 4 that the total PM number 
concentration increased relatively to the nvPM number (Figure 6-16). Hence, for a given nvPM mass, 
the SLT GMD predictions using the total PM number were logically smaller when compared with 
nvPM number as the N/M ratio increases, as highlighted in Figure 7-20 (b). 
7.4 Chapter Summary 
A System Loss Tool (SLT) has recently been proposed by the SAE E-31 committee [57] to 
correct for size-dependent particles losses occurring in an ICAO compliant sampling system [14] when 
measuring nvPM emission from certification testing of aircraft engines. The correction methodology 
aims to reduce the uncertainty associated with particle loss when reporting emission indices as 
discussed in chapter 6. 
In this chapter, uncertainties associated with the required assumptions used by the SLT, 
namely lognormality at the Engine Exit Plane (EEP), particle effective density and GSD were assessed 
at different locations of the sampling system. Their impact on the calculated system loss correction 
factors (𝑘𝑆𝐿num and 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass ) were estimated using PM data from four Rolls-Royce engine types 
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presented in chapter 6. It was demonstrated that the lognormal, GSD and density assumptions 
strongly impacted GMD and hence correction factors predictions from the SLT. As expected from 
chapter 6, the default density (1 g/cm3) and GSD (1.8) assumptions currently recommended did not 
provide good correlations between measured-derived and SLT-predicted GMD for all engine types 
due to GSD varying with N/M ratio and density being engine type and power specific. It was also 
shown that the predicted particle size distributions at the EEP were generally not perfectly 
lognormal. The worst-case scenario propagated uncertainty witnessed at the smallest GMD totalled 
to: 
- 76.3% for 𝑘𝑆𝐿num  (√24.5%
2(lognormal) + 13.9%2(𝑁/𝑀meas) + 70.9%(𝐺𝑆𝐷, 𝜌eff)2)  
- 26.5% for 𝑘𝑆𝐿mass  √13.5%
2(lognormal) + 7.4%2(𝑁/𝑀meas) + 21.6%(𝐺𝑆𝐷, 𝜌eff)2 
These uncertainties are directly proportional to number and mass emission indices as 
currently reported.  
Table 7-6: Summary of the average difference between SLT-predicted GMD and measured-derived 
GMD at the EEP using different GSD and density assumptions 
SLT GSD and density assumptions GSD Density 
Average GMD 
difference 
Default GSD +  empirically derived density 1.8 Fit 𝟐𝟓. 𝟖 ± 22.5% 
Default GSD + size-dependent density 
from the literature 
1.8 Size-dependent 𝟐𝟓. 𝟏 ± 24.6% 
Default GSD & density 1.8 1 g/cm3 𝟏𝟗. 𝟒 ± 15.4% 
Empirically derived GSD +  default density Fit 1 g/cm3 𝟏𝟖. 𝟐 ± 8.3% 
Empirically derived GSD & density Fit Fit 𝟏𝟑. 𝟐 ± 8.9% 
Empirically derived GSD  + size-dependent 
density 
Fit Size-dependent 𝟏𝟎. 𝟐 ± 7.9% 
Measured-derived GSD & density Measured Measured 𝟗. 𝟑 ± 6.8% 
Measured-derived GSD & density with N 
input from size measurement 
Measured Measured 𝟖. 𝟒 ± 5.1% 
 
It was demonstrated that using different assumptions in the SLT (i.e. GSD, density, 
lognormality) could significantly improve the correlation between SLT-predicted and measured-
derived GMD and hence reduce loss correction factor uncertainty. A summary of the results 
presented in this chapter is found in Table 7-6, highlighting that an additional size measurement 
significantly improved SLT predictions by providing specific measured density and GSD. It was also 
discussed that empirical fits from historical data could be derived and correlated to measured N/M 
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ratio, improving GSD and density estimates compared to the default SLT assumptions, without the 
requirement for an additional size measurement. Particle effective density has been shown to be 
dependent on engine type,  limiting the applicability of a single density fit. The GSD generally 
displayed similar trends with the N/M ratio regardless of the engine type and hence could be directly 
implemented in the SLT to replace the current value of 1.8. However, more data from different 
engine types and manufacturers would be required to further validate this finding. 
It was also shown that using a size-dependent effective density, either derived from the 
literature or with an average matching the ‘optimal’ GMD did not necessarily further improve 
correlations between measured-derived GMD and SLT predicted GMD when compared with the use 
of average effective density. This confirms that an average effective density is currently the most 
appropriate assumption for the SLT. 
Lastly, total PM number measurement derived from a size instrument were shown to be 
successfully used as the input measured number concentration in the SLT. The SLT predicted GMD 
using this number measurement logically correlated better with the GMD derived from the same size 
instrument. However, as only nvPM is currently regulated, a VPR would need to be placed at the inlet 
of the size instrument if it were to be used for certification purpose, which may mitigate the GMD 
correlation improvements witnessed in this chapter. 
It is noted that given the results combine four engine types with measurements taken over a 
period of two years, subtle variations in the sampling system dimensions and operation (flowrate, 
temperature, pressure, shedding etc.) and calibration uncertainty may have also impacted the SLT 
predictions.  
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8 Conclusions 
The aim of this thesis is to quantify uncertainties and identify potential improvements to the 
prescribed methodology for sampling and measuring aircraft nvPM for the accurate reporting of 
concentrations at the engine exit plane. This chapter presents the main conclusions from this thesis 
and proposes future research to help reduce the uncertainty associated with currently reported 
aircraft nvPM and to allow better assessment of its impact on human health and the environment. 
8.1 Aerosol Generation and Characterisation 
Nanoparticle generation was investigated with the aim of producing well characterised 
aerosols representative of aircraft PM in a laboratory setup, suitable for investigating the effect of 
particle morphology and density on different loss mechanisms in a regulatory compliant sampling 
system. Nebulisation of suspensions and solutions with a collision nebuliser was assessed. Non-
Volatile-Residue (NVR) contamination, originating from impurities present in the nebulised liquid, 
was found to interfere with the generation of particles <100 nm and shown to be difficult to supress. 
Centrifugation, diffusion screens, furnace heating and aerodynamic classification were successfully 
used to minimise NVR interference of the nebulised aerosols, resulting in monodisperse, monomodal 
aerosols. Salt (NaCl), Silica (SiO2) and graphite particles with GMD’s ranging from 30-140 nm and 
GSD’s varying from 1.3–1.9 were produced when classified with a Cambustion Aerodynamic Aerosol 
Classifier (AAC). 
Combustion exhaust particles were captured into a liquid at an efficiency of ≈50%, with 
ultrapure water found to be the most suitable suspension fluid.  Particles transferred from the 
aerosol to liquid were characterised with gaseous mobility diameters which were smaller than the 
hydrodynamic diameters measured in the liquid. 
8.2 Particle Loss Characterisation  
Particle loss occurring when transporting aircraft nvPM in a regulatory compliant sampling 
and measurement system is currently estimated using the UTRC particle transport model which 
predicts diffusional, thermophoretic, inertial, bend and electrostatic deposition mechanisms.  
To the author’s knowledge,  thermophoresis theory has not been validated for soot-like 
fractal particles at temperatures typical of aircraft exhaust sampling (≤700°C). In this work, 
thermophoretic losses for spherical, cubical and fractal nanoparticles (30-140 nm) were measured at 
temperatures of up to 910°C (temperature gradient ≤880°C) and compared with theoretical 
predictions. It was found that both the UTRC model and kthermo correlate well with measured 
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thermophoretic loss for spherical and cubical particles, however higher losses in the order of 3-4% 
were reported for fractal particles, suggesting the currently prescribed system loss correction 
methodology for aircraft nvPM underestimates thermophoretic loss.  
Diffusional and ‘bend’ loss were experimentally characterised in the EASA nvPM reference 
system’s 25 m sample line using generated particles. Good agreement was found between the 
measured losses and those estimated by the UTRC model at typical aircraft nvPM sampling flowrates 
(~25 Lpm). The effect of sample line coiling was assessed, and it was found that it induced additional 
diffusional losses which are not accounted for in the UTRC model. These losses were relatively low 
(<4% at 24 Lpm) and can be assumed negligible if minimising line coiling as recommended in ICAO 
regulation. 
The penetration efficiency through the EASA nvPM reference system Volatile Particle 
Remover (VPR) was quantified using generated particles. Losses in the VPR were morphology 
dependent with higher losses of up to 10% measured for fractal particles when compared with 
spherical particles. Penetration efficiencies were generally higher than that quoted in the annual 
calibration certification, highlighting additional uncertainties associated with calibration and loss 
correction in the VPR. 
8.3 Large-scale Engine PM Emission Measurements 
NvPM emissions and additional particle size measurements performed on four large-scale 
Rolls-Royces engine types representative of their current commercial fleet were presented and 
discussed in depth along with an allowed performance specification uncertainty analysis of the 
currently prescribed ICAO sampling and measurement system. 
It was demonstrated that particle size distribution measurements permitted a better 
characterisation of the sampled aerosol by assessing the particle distribution shape (GMD, GSD, 
lognormality) and by permitting the calculation of an average particle effective density when 
combined with nvPM mass concentration. It was shown that GSD correlated well with the nvPM N/M 
ratio independently of engine type. The measured size distributions were generally monomodal and 
appeared lognormal, although deviations from lognormality were observed for some engine 
technologies and power settings. Derived particle average effective densities ranged between 0.3 
and 0.8 g/cm3.  
An uncertainty of 66.3% and  24.9% for currently reported nvPM number (EInumber) and mass 
(EImass) emission indices (excluding line shedding, fuel properties and humidity effects) was 
determined using the regulatory performance specifications.  The largest uncertainty originated from 
high variation in particle loss in the sampling system at the smaller sizes (10 nm) which is largely 
accounted for with size-dependent diffusion loss.  
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Increased hydrogen content in the fuel characteristic of alternative fuels and increased 
humidity in the diffusion combustion zone were both shown to reduce nvPM number, mass and size. 
These findings highlighted that additional uncertainties not accounted-for in current regulation 
originate from the fuel type and ambient conditions and demonstrated the potential of alternative 
fuels with higher hydrogen content to improve local air quality surrounding airports. 
8.4 System Loss Correction Methodology for Regulatory nvPM 
Measurements 
To predict nvPM emissions at the engine exit plane concentrations, ICAO regulation has 
recently prescribed a methodology to estimate system loss correction factors (kSL). Given the size 
dependent nature of some nanoparticle loss and the lack of size measurement in the current 
regulation, the System Loss Tool (SLT) predicts a size distribution at the Engine Exit Plane (EEP) from 
the N/M ratio using multiple assumptions.  
The impact of particle density, GSD and lognormality assumptions were assessed by 
comparing the GMD predicted by the SLT to that derived from additional particle size distribution 
measurements. A propagated uncertainty of 76.3% and 26.5% was estimated for the number and 
mass system loss correction factors using the currently prescribed assumptions on nvPM data from 
four Rolls-Royce engine types.  
It was demonstrated that replacing the current density and GSD assumptions with those 
derived from the particle size measurements led to significantly better correlations and hence more 
accurate system loss correction factors. It was also assessed that if no particle size instrument was 
available, the GSD and density assumptions derived from empirical fits improved SLT correlations but 
to a lower extent. Trends between the GSD and the nvPM N/M ratio appeared independent of engine 
type and hence could be implemented in the SLT to replace the current fixed value of 1.8. The GSD 
trend should be validated on other engine types from different manufacturers to ensure it is 
representative of the entire fleet. Particle average effective density appeared engine type dependent 
and hence general trends poorly correlated to individual engine types. 
The SLT was shown to be a promising tool permitting the prediction of nvPM concentrations 
at the engine exit, however the large uncertainty originating from the currently prescribed fixed 
assumptions can be improved with an additional particle size measurement or with derived 
assumptions from trends. If particle size measurement is implemented, alternative system loss 
correction methodologies could be used by comparing measured and exit plane corrected particle 
size distributions. 
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8.5 Future Work 
A discussion on potential future research to improve the sampling and measurement 
methodology and further reduce the uncertainty associated with the current practice for aircraft 
engine exhaust nvPM sampling, measurement and reporting is made below. 
Given modern aircraft gas turbine engines tend to produce smaller nvPM particles with lower 
mass concentrations and that engine exit plane concentrations are of interest, the uncertainty 
associated with system loss correction factor and low mass measurements needs to be further 
assessed. For nvPM mass concentration measurements < 5 µg/m3, the effect of line shedding needs 
to be investigated in more detail as it can strongly influence the reported mass. Alternatively, nvPM 
mass concentration measurements could be performed on the undiluted line. 
While additional particle size measurements were proven to be beneficial, their typically high 
cost and the lack of traceable particle representative of fractal soot particles can make their 
implementation challenging in future regulation. Particle size information could be derived more 
simply by combining two CPCs with different penetration functions, or alternatively by using diffusion 
screens or different analysers. These alternative methods to predict exhaust particle size could be 
experimentally investigated to assess their potential. 
The work presented in this thesis only included nvPM data from four Rolls-Royce engine 
types, thus all analysis presented in chapter 6 and 7 should be repeated on different engine types 
from other aircraft engine manufacturers to validate the findings of this thesis and to improve the 
understanding of aircraft nvPM emissions. 
Significant uncertainties  are associated with the calibration of nvPM number (VPR and CPC) 
and mass instruments. Improved calibration practices to better represent typical aircraft nvPM and 
hence reduce the uncertainty could be investigated. 
Lastly, as only nvPM is currently regulated, there is need for more research on total PM 
emitted by gas turbine engines and their formation during transportation in the sampling system to 
help with the implementation of new regulation implementing total PM. 
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10 Appendices 
10.1 Calibration certificates PM measurement 
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Figure 3 – Thermo-optical analysis EC versus LII300 rBC 
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10.2 Other calibration certificates 
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10.3 Suspension/solution certificates 
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